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AND 

The General Radio Company have recently developed a complete line of 
Transformers and Filters.  While primarily intended for use in conjunc-
tion with the new UX 250 Power Amplifier tubes, they may be employed in 
any heavy duty plate supply unit utilizing either one or two UX 281 
Rectifier tubes or equivalent.  This line consists of both a half and a full 
wave transformer, a complete filter unit consisting of suitable chokes and 
condensers, anda power speaker filter.  Bulletins describing these units 
will be sent on request. 

Type 565-A Half Wave Transformer 

The primary is wound for 105-120 volt, (30 cycle operation, while four secondaries 
are provided, namely, one 600 volt for the 'plate supply-, one 2.5 volt' for filament light-
ing of tubes of the 1.IX 226 or 277 type, and two 7.5' volts for lighting the filaments of 
the rectifier and power tubes.  This transformer has a rating of 200 watts, thus pro-
vi-ding adequate power without over-heating  

Price   $20.00 

Manufacturers of Quality Radio Apparatus 

30 State St., Cambridge, Mass.  274 Brannan St., San Francisco, Calif. 



The Thordarson Z-Coupler, 
a special audio impedance 
coupler for use with screen 
grid tubes; price each, $12. 

Screen grid audio amplification, most 
revolutionary development in audio 

systems since the introduction of the 
power tube, is now an established fact. 

The Thordarson Z-Coupler is a special 
audio coupling device designed for use 
with the screen grid tube UX -222. 

With the remarkable amplification 
thus obtained a mere whisper from the 

detector is stepped up to a point that 
gives the power tube all it can handle 
n the way of signal voltage. In fact, 

one stage Z-Coupled audio has the am-
plification equivalent of two, or even 
three, stages of ordinary coupling. Sig-
nals barely audible before may now be 
heard at normal room volume. 

In tone quality, too, the Z-Coupler is 
unexcelled. Despite the high amplifi-
cation the tonal reproduction is as 
nearly perfect as any audio amplifier 
yet developed. Both high and low 
notes come through with the same vol-
ume increase. Even at 60 cycles the 
amplification is over 95% of maximum. 

Regardless of the type of your receiver 
you can vastly improve its perform-
ance by including this new system of 
amplification. The Z-Coupler replaces 
the second audio transformer, with 
very few changes in the wiring. The 
screen grid tube is used in the first 
audio stage. No shielding is required. 

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MEG. CO. 
Huron and Kingsbury Sts., Chicago, 
Gentlemen: 
Without obligation on my part, please send 

me complete information on screen grid audio 
amplifiers using your new Z.Coupler.  (3578.F) 

Street and No. 

Town..  — State_ _ 
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Weaton Meter standardequip-
men t on every Strornhere-
Carlson assurea correct fila-
ment voltage ¡or moat efficient 
and economical uae of tubes. 

iding the way 
to Tone Quality! 

Stromherg-Carlson Receivers complete 
for A.C, house current operation. Ea« 
of Rockies $295 and up; Rockies and 
W est $315 and up: Canada $390 and up. 

No, 523 A.C. Stromberg-Carlson, illus-
trated. 

Every new Stromberg-Carlson 
has handy jack to facilitate 
playing Phonograph records. 

Si 

V OU thrill to the exquisite beauty of the 
artist's performance as you listen in with a 

Stromberg-Carlson—unconscious of the splendid 
mechanism which is creating this wonderful 
reproduction. 

Not least among the infinite refinements which 
give to Stromberg-Carlson its celebrated tone is 
the Weston Meter. 

With this instrument you are guided in keep-
ing the current through the tubes always at the 
exact point where the finest tonal results are 
secured. The meter also enables you to protect 
tubes from over-voltaging—so detrimental to 
tube life. 

This important item of equipment keeps down 
the operating cost of a Stromberg-Carlson as well 
as safeguards the splendor of its tone. 

Your nearest Stromberg-Carlson dealer's address 
may be /earned from his advertisements in 
your newspapers or in your telephone directory. 

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co., 
Rochester, N.Y. 

MAKERS OF VOICE TRANSMISSION AND VOICE RECEPTION APPARATUS FOR MORE THAN  THIRTY  'YEARS 
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nmong true enthusiasts, probably no 
feat of present-day radio engineering 
has aroused  reater interest than the 
Grebe Synchrophase A-C Six. Probably 
none has been awaited with greater ex-
pectancy--not from Buffalo to the 
Battery, but from Coast to Coast. 

For those who appreciate real radio 
enjoyment-- the utmost in tonal 
beauty, range and selectivity—have 
long since come to a realization 
that the nineteen-year-old Grebe 
method of slow, painstaking produc-
tion has, in each step of radio 
development, resulted in perfection. 

<TKO, 

The Grebe Synchrophase A-C Six is no 
exception to the rule. With distinctive 
Grebe innovations it proves that there 
is as wide a difference between 
Alternating Current (All-Electric) sets 
as between those using batteries. 

Grebe Synchrophase Seven, $145; 
Grebe Synchrophase Five, $105; Grebe 

Natural Speaker, $35; Grebe No. 
1750 Speaker, $17.50. 

Hear the Grebe Synchrophase 
A-C Six today, or send for Booklet 
Q, which fully explains this new 
receiver. 

Rat er 

efFC Six 

RA M (i:b 
A. H. Grebe El  Company Inc., 109 West 57th Street, New York City 

Factorip Richmond an, N. Y. Western Branch: 443 S. San Pedro St., Los Angeles, Cat 

Makers of quality radio since 1909 
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The American Radio Relay League 
The American Radio Relay League, Inc., is a non-commercial 

association of radio amateurs, bonded for the promotion of interest in 
amateur radio communication and experimentation, for the relay-
ing of messages by radio, for the advancement of the radio art and 
of the public welfare, for the representation of the radio amateur in 
legislative matters, and for the maintenance of fraternalism and a 
high standard of conduct. 

It is an incorporated association without capital stock, chartered 
under the laws of Connecticut.  Its affairs are governed by a Board 
of Directors, elected every two years by the general membership. The 
officers are elected or appointed by the Directors.  The League is non-
commercial and no one commercially engaged in the manufacture, sale 
or rental of radio apparatus is eligible to membership on its board. 

"Of, by and for the amateur", it numbers within its ranks prac-
tically every worth-while amateur in the world and has a history of 
glorious achievement as the standard-bearer in amateur affairs. 

Inquiries regarding membership are solicited.  A bona fide in-
terest in amateur radio is the only essential qualification; ownership 
of a transmitting station and knowledge of the code are not. prere-
quisite.  Correspondence should be addressed to the Secretary. 
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EDITORIALS 
 .AZIErvIVER1 

LAST month on this page we discussed 
some of the problems which will face 
us amateurs next year when the Wash-

ington Convention takes effect.  We found 
those difficulties divisible in the main into 
two groups, technical problems and oper-
ating problems involving cooperation, and 
we then particularly discussed the latter 
group and presented an A.R.R.L. plan de-
signed to meet the need, at least as a start-
er.  Now just as the very finest of stations 
will be helpless under next year's conditions 
unless we have international coOperation, 
so will the very finest effort at coOperation 
be futile unless the technical problems are 
overcome.  Ternpus is very rapidly fugiting 
and it is time for the amateur world to sit 
up and take notice, examine the situation 
carefully, analyze its difficulties, find out 
how to overcome them, and then apply the 
information to the rebuilding of individual 
stations —not next year but right now, 
,during 1928, so that the stations may pos-
sess a reasonable chance of performing 
satisfactorily when the bands get clipped 
and all the world's amateurs get pitch-
forked into the same restricted territories. 
Honest confession is good for the soul, 

we're told, and an honest examination of 
amateur radio ought to help it.  Let us 
grow introspective; let's examine ourselves 
as keenly as we can and talk plainly about 
it; let's not look too closely at either our 
few super stations or at our few terribly-
poor ones, but at the great average of 
American amateur stations.  It is not a 
reassuring spectacle, in view of next year's 
requirements.  It is our opinion that ama-
teur radio in this continent has grown up 
in such a liberality of operating privileges 
and such a laxity of regulation-enforcement 
that the average American amateur station 
is utterly incapable of successful operation 
in a situation making such requirements as 
the international bands of the new con-
vention make.  We seriously doubt if as 
many as one-half of one percent of the 
active stations of to-day are good enough 
to offer their operators any reasonable 
chance of success in international work 
next year.  The rest, we think, will have 
to be rebuilt; transmitters, receivers and 
frequency-meters.  We don't mean that 
most of these stations are incapable of 
meeting the requirements of law and regu-
lation to-day; almost all of them are. Nor 
that all of them wouldn't be capable of 
meeting the requirements of next year's 

regulations; perhaps many of them would. 
That isn't the point at all.  The govern-
ment turns over certain territory to us, 
with certain fundamental limitations upon 
us, and doesn't care what we do within 
those limitations.  However, the problem 
has only started then.  The great job is to 
equip ourselves to carry on satisfactorily 
after we have met all the requirements of 
law and regulation. 
It is not impossible.  The chief require-

ment is going to be the exercise of thought. 
The defects in our equipment are imme-
diately apparent and the remedy is known 
in many cases.  Perhaps it has never been 
actually necessary in the past, while our 
privileges were relatively so great, to have 
more than a transmitter which transmits 
legally and a receiver which receives; but 
now it becomes necessary to do a much 
better job than that.  We must prepare 
ourselves not only to meet quite difficult 
regulations but to be able to engage in 
two-way communication with other stations 
who are under the same handicaps, and 
to do this through a closely-packed mass 
of signals from many other stations at-
tempting the same thing. 
Under these conditions, of what use is 

a wave-meter that barely suffices to tell 
an amateur whether he is within or outside 
of a 1000-Kc. band?  Is it not obvious that 
an amateur will have to possess a wave-
meter, and a precise one, and one with an 
open scale capable of discerning between, 
say, 7080 K.c. and 7085 Ke.?  And isn't it 
obvious that they will be called frequency-
meters rather than wave-meters, and that 
we shall be thinking almost exclusively in 
terms of frequency?  Again, when all the 
amateurs of the world are in bands but a 
few hundred kilocycles wide, of what utility 
is an autodyne receiver which has the pres-
ent-day 1000-Kc. American band crowded 
into 18 degrees of dial movement?  It be-
comes apparent, we think, that autodynes 
will have to be rebuilt for wide-open scales 
and that even then, because of the inherent 
mathematics of simple heterodyne 'recep-
tion, the job may not be good enough for 
really high-class and satisfactory recep-
tion.  Whereas, in days now almost past, 
the complication of more elaborate receiv-
ers was never justified on the ground of 
their increased sensitivity, such complica-
tion may become very much warranted next 
year because of increased selectivity. Any 
method for obtaining selectivity from lin-
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provements in the simple autodyne to the 
construction  of  short-wave  superhetero-
dynes and the employment of band-pass 
filters, for example, becomes worth investi-
gating. And transmitters! Imagine umpty-
ump thousand American amateurs trans-
mitting in a 1.50-Kc. band.  Suppose you're 
one of them and you've just hooked some 
choice DX and have received a GA.  And 
then your frequency drifts 5 lie. as your 
tube heats.  Where are you?  Sunk, fellow, 
sunk!  Freely admitting and, in fact, in-
sisting that American amateur transmit-
ters have performed marvelous feats, they 
need a complete house-cleaning to  meet 
next year's requirements.  The crystal-
controlled  d.c.-supply  set represents  an 
ideal except for its difficulty in shifting 
frequency and its cost.  Other sets,  it. 
seems to us, need to be redesigned so that 
the frequency is steady and stays steady 
during keying, changes in voltage, tube 
heating and antenna swaying.  They must 
be much more precisely adjustable than 
they are today, capable of finding an exact 
frequency when wanted, holding it, as long 
as desired, changing, and settling down on 
exactly a previous frequency when required. 
Do you know many transmitters that do 
that to-day?  Probably a great deal can be 
done in the design of self-excited trans-
mitters but it may be that we shall have 
to come to a master-oscillator arrangement 
of some sort as most desirable for next 
year, just the same as a somewhat more 
advanced type of receiver than the simple 
autodyne may be warranted.  The problem 
will be to devise arrangements that are not 
too complicated and not too expensive, so 
that they remain within the technical ability 
and the pocketbook-range of average ama-
teurs.  A general power reduction may be 
positive help in the new difficulties, and 

surely it is not going too far to say that 
"raw a.c. on the plate" of self-excited oscil-
lators must he tabu next year. 
In pointing out the manifold defects of 

present American stations and the neces-
sity for rebuilding most of them, we do not 
mean to be too discouraging.  It is not that 
the  new  convention  brings  restrictions 
which make, operation impossible.  It is 
simply that in the past it has not been 
necessary for us to be precise and build 
really good "gear" and now it is necessary. 
With lots of room we have been successful 
in the past despite floppy waves, bum notes, 
crawling frequencies, too-big condensers, 
sloppy practices, haywire assembly, and 
lack of precision measurements.  These 
must go and the amateur station which 
survives this year must be prepared to over-
come them.  This general thinking over 
and reconstructing amateur stations is, we 
think, the biggest job ahead of amateur 
radio this year, and the greatest thing that 

the League can do to help is to see that 
QST presents practical, helpful informa-
tion on the subject.  Our Board of Direct-
ors carefully considered this subject at their 
recent annual meeting and eventually ap-
propriated a sum from the League's surplus 
to finance a technical development program 
at Headquarters for the very purpose of. 
finding answers to these problems and pub-
lishing the answers in QST this year, while 
we are all engaged in rebuilding.  The work 
is now being organized and soon we hope 
to supplement the usual array of QST ar-
ticles with results from our own shop, prac-
tical articles relating mostly to transmit-
ters, receivers and frequency-meters and 
designed to be of immediate application by 
the average member in meeting these press-
ing problems.  The Board feels that this 
is one of the finest things that the League 
can do for amateur radio. 

We believe that every member ought to 
commence now to take stock of his station 
and plan how it should be altered to meet 
these needs.  QST for the past two years 
has been full of information which is still 
modern and which bears upon all these 
problems.  The Handbook will he a potent 
help.  And our pages during the remainder 
of this year we trust will contain the an-
swers to the remaining problems. , This 
year, fellows, is rebuilding year, from 
power supply to corona shield, from the re-
ceiving antenna to the ear-cans. 

One of the things we must look into is 
this new 10-meter band of ours.  It is now 
open to general amateur use.  It contains 
2000-1Cc., more than all of our new bands 
from 20 meters upward.  It is commonly 
supposed to be worthless because something 
happens to all waves shorter than 12 or 
13 meters which keeps them from produc-
ing useful signals even at the Antipodes 
except under- rare and very freakish con-
ditions.  Eminent engineers have told us 
that the secret of the 10-meter band lies in 
devising a method of controlling the angle 
of radiation, that if we can find this we 
will have 10- meters tamed.  No more fer-
tile field for the amateur experimenter was 
ever offered.  Lasting faine and glory await 
the successful.  If a few hundred able 
amateurs devote their talents to this band 
for a while we believe the answer will be 
found.  It just must be found —amateur 
radio has to have some way of making all 
those good kilocycles perform usefully. 
In the general course of reconstruction 

to meet 1929 difficulties the average ama-
teur can do much to help himself.  A.R.R.L. 
Headquarters is going to do everything it 
can to help.  But we, too  need help and 
the Staff will welcome ideas, suggestions 
and papers that bear upon this work. 

K. R. W. 
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Getting Started at 30 Megacycles 
By Robert S. Kruse, Technical Editor 

3 MEGACYCLES, of course, is the 
same thing, as the lubberly 30,000 
.kilocycles, which in radio is related 
to 10 meters.  Use the term you 

prefer and we will proceed. 
In the last issue of QST there  was 

an announcement to the effect that the 
Federal Radio Commission had just opened 
the 28-30 megacycle band* to general ama-
teur use.  If anyone knows what the pro-
cedure is and what formalities are to be 
gone through, he hasn't bothered to tell me 
about it.  As far as I am concerned it is 
still between the  Commission  and the 
Supervisors, which has the advantage that 
we needn't talk about the legal formalities. 
The main effect of the announcement so 

far appears to have been a complete col-
lapse of the bootleg activity on 30 Mc.--the 
attraction probably went out when it be-
came legal.  This story is being written to 
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FIG.  1.  AN  OSCILLATOR-AMPLIFIER  TRANS-
MITTER USING TWO  TUBES  OF THE  SAME 
SORT WITH THE SAME B AND C VOLTAGES 

BUT NOT FROM THE SAME SOURCES 
There must be a separate B supply at least and 

it is best to use separate filament transformers.  Do 
not use centertaps on transformers but use resistance 
centertaps instead as shown. 

1,1  Cut and try —depends mostly on the tube. 
L3 & 2nd L2  One turn copper arip or tube, di-

ameter 3" as a start. 
Cl Bypass condensers, large enough. 
C2  Depends on the tube, 200 picos maximum may 

do. 
CS, C4 and CO  Stopping condensers, must stand 

plate voltage, plus some r.f. and should have 
capacity of 200 picos or so. 

C5 100 picos max. is enough here. 
R.F.C.  For the oscillator 154" diameter and 2" long 

with winding of one layer No. 36 double silk 
or single cotton.  For the amplifier reduce 
diameter winding to 1/4 ".  Put the chokes at 
the job —not a foot away. 

meet a demand for some encouragement of 
work by folks who were willing to stay in 
line until the word was given. 
Do not become excited, for I have not the 

faintest illusion that anyone will put on 
more speed because of anything said here— 
'20 Mc.---:-110,000 Ke. l0 meters. 

several years of ballyhooing were needed 
on 200, then 100, next 80, again 40 and so 
on and so on, and even at this day 20 is 
being used half enough and 5 is still the 
personal property of a handful of us —plus 
the General Electric Company Which is now 
starting the work that could have been done 
very nicely if there had been any coilpera.-
tion through the League as a whole.  All 

FIG.  2.  10-METER  OSCILLATOR  THAT  WILL 
WORK WELL. AS WILL A LOT 

OF OTHER KINDS 
CI and C2  Stopping condensers, had better be of 

mica and with capacity of 200 picos or more. 
C:3  By-pass condensers. Good if large enough. 
C4  100 picos max. Will serve. 
Li  Cut and try. 
1.2  One 3" turn of tubing or strap firmly screwed 

to C4. 
R.F.C.  2" windings No. 36 double silk or single 

cotton on 1/4 " care. 
Feed the antenna from L2 by any method you like. 

of this suggests an idea; maybe if the tone 
of this story was disgusted enough it would 
make some of you angry enough to start 
something on 30 Mc.  Unfortunately, I have 
no desire at all to stir up anyone by that 
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method —it is too easy and not lasting 
enough.  No, we will have to go through 
the same weary business all over again, 
with my successor prodding away at 30 Mc, 
and the Communications folks rubbing it in 
via the mimeod bulletins and the "X" Sec-
tion running tests and so on and so on, and 
it will perhaps take the usual 18 months to 
get enough people going on the new fre-
quency to find out anything. 
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rlkiE NEEDLESS DIMENSIONS 

CIST 

It seems quite senseless to talk dimen-
sions for 30 Me*. when every reader of the 
magazine can in the last year's file find all 
the information he has the slightest need 
for.  Anyone can see that 30 Mc. is half 

Tree: te 
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way between 15 Mc. and 60 Mc., so that if 
we know how to send and receive 15 and 60 
it is almost an insult to explain how to work 
at 30. It happens that we do know how to 
use both for 60 Mc. is at 5 meters —which 
we have explained until blue in the face--
and 15 is at 20 meters, on which several 
stations work now and then. 
Please understand therefore that I am 

not going to talk to anyone except the folks 
who have just  lost all their QSTs and 
haven't the necessary $2.50 to get a re-
placement file from Circulation Manager 
Houghton.  The rest of you will please turn 
to something else, for I do not wish to 
anger you in my last "story" as Technical 
Editor.  You might retain the irritation and 
carry it over to Westman, who hasn't done 
a thing to deserve it and must be given a 
clean and fresh start at this desk. 
Very well then; the transmitter must of 

course be something between a 5-and 20-
meter transmitter, which is to say it must 
have very little coil, as much condenser as 
you can stand and a circuit that will be 
decently steady, considering the frequency. 
Crystal control will be very nice if you 

care to try it—and I hope you do.  For the 
rest of us something simpler niust. serve. 
Probably the best arrangement is somewhat 
that of Fig. 1, which explains itself except 
for the fact that the two tubes are of the 
same size but have separate plate supplies. 
This isn't a funny notion, it is a strict 
necessity.  It is unfortunate that the first 
circuit cannot use more O and less L, for 
that would make it steadier, but at the 
same time would cut down the 2nd har-
monic, which is what we wish to amplify 
and feed to the antenna.  Keying had best 
be by Beverly Dudley's method —see his re-
cen t article  on  the  oscillator-amplifier 
transmitter, in fact see both the first article 
and the follow-up on keying. 

THE PLAIN OSCILLATOR 

If that still seems too complex try a 
plain oscillator and use all the .0 and as 
little L as you can. Figure 2 tells that story 
pretty well.  Here there isn't any decent 
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place to key.  My suggestion is that you 
break the antenna circuit or detune it—but 
mount the key so it will not vibrate the 
set. 

THE RECEIVER 

Need I recommend a receiver after all 
that has been said on that subject? Surely 
you remember that, even though all of your 
QSTs were burned with the house and the 
insurance company will not replace them. 
Yes, you are right, it will be a double-

detection receiver using the circuit of Fig. 
3, 4 or Fig. 5. There isn't the slightest 
need of showing the internal connections, 
for anyone able to operate the set will 
know them by heart now. 

THE ANTENNA 

The antenna system can be anything you 
have a liking for, half-wave, odd harmonic, 
bent, straight, with or without reflections, 
high or low, horizontal, vertical, slanted 
and fed by one of the 99 methods..  Since 
nobody., has  admitted knowing how  to 
radiate 30 Mc. so that it will do smething 
useful you are perfectly welcome to try 
anything —remembering that it may be just 
as well not to waste tests in the customary 
fashion —which is to say by telling QST 
about it so late that nobody can be warned. 
This article should appear in the May issue 
of QST, your apparatus  can therefore 
easily be ready by May 15th, private tests 
can be run in that and the next month and 
a notice sent to QST for the "X" Section 
at the same time for June tests. These can 
be transmitted to the Section by mimeod 
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bulletin if the test dates are on and after 
June 15.  At the sanie time state some test 
schedules for July and August and make 
the schedule simple enough so that one can 
print it in a small space.  Then the July 
issue of QST can carry the announcement 
--the U. S. amateurs can listen in July and 
everyone  in August.  Please understand 
that all this depends on individual activity 
because, unfortunately, our experimental 
activities continue to depend upon spare 
time and the Ex. Section even now has not 
the complete time of-one man here at Head-
quarters.. It will therefore not be able to 
run any tests; only to exchange informa-
tion as suggested.  The Communications 
.Department is announcing a 10-meter test 
in their Department, this issue of QST, to 
take place in May. 

(Concluded on page .15) 
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Ten Meters and the Ultraudion 
By J. T. McCormick* 

en meters is coming. Some of us are 
afraid of it; some are doubtful as to 
its practical possibilities; and, no 
doubt, many of us will be too plain 

lazy to give it a trial.  Nevertheless, QRM 
is going to give many a low-powered sta-
tion its choice of trying ten meters or else 
suffering what is almost sure to be an al-
most QSOleas existence.  High time, then, 
that we start mental preparation for a 
ten-meter future. 
Mr. Kruse has frequently told us that 

the Ultraudion is a 'star performer' at 
short wavelengths.  That circuit, then, is 
likely to prove to be our best bet.  The 
credit for our initial 'tip' goes to those 5-
meter pioneers whom we have assisted so 
poorly in the past.  Crystal control, with 
its frequency multipliers, will be beyond 
the purse-strings of most of us; some cir-
cuits, such as T. P.-T. G., may prove hope-
less.  It seems profitable, therefore, to be-
come more familiar with the Ultraudion. 
I nearly fainted when I found that some 

beginners were interested in the Ultraudion 
circuit, but afraid to try it because it was 
'tricky.'  The Ultraudion is a 'star per-
former' at short wavelengths for the very 
reason that it is less 'tricky' than any other 
oscillating circuit in existence! 
The first step is to 'get' the Ultraudion 

"straight". Since writing the article which 
appeared in the September, 1927, issue of 
QST, I have discovered that a great many 
fellows are entertaining wrong impressions 
of the Ultraudion circuit. 
Some seem to have acquired the impres-

sion (from goodness knows where!) that 
the Ultraudion is inefficient.  The Ultrau-
dion is exactly as efficient as the Hartley 
circuit  if  the  adjustment  of  each 
circuit  is equally  good.  (I  wouldn't 
have dared to make that "crack" if I were 
an R. E. —more of that later.)  The real 
difference  lies  in  the  fact  that  the 
Ultraudion is simpler to adjust and hence 
the adjustment is likely to be afore nearly 
perfect. 
The antenna coupling does not need to 

be of the type shown in the September 
article.  You may use any type of coupling 
permitted to amateurs.  9CV uses voltage 
feed.  9AEK uses  very loose  inductive 
coupling. 
Some fellows complain that they miss 

the extra grid and plate clips outside of 
the tuned circuit, to which they have been 
accustomed.  Use 'ern; go, to it!  However, 
they are likely to cause complications to 
'set in' at 10 meters. If you like, you may 
•   
*91111R, 210 N. Knox Ave., Topeka, Kansas. 
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also QSY by means of clips rather than 
by the use of plug-in coils. 
Even the method of keying has been 

questioned.  Key wherever you would key 
any circuit —but watch those clicks! 9AEK 
keys in the primary of the plate trans-
former and solves the problem of 'tails' by 

rm. 1.  AN ULTRAUDION CIRCUIT WITH THE 
STOPPING CONDENSER PLACED SO THAT 

THE HELIX ISN'T 'HOT' 
Note that shunt feed and parallel tuning are used. 

CiLI is the  main tuned circuit.  Of course  the 
capacity Cl Is shunted by a combination of the tube 
rapacity Cap and the stopping condenser Cs C2 is 
the feedback-control which works in the opposite 
fashion from the usual regeneration control —that 
is the regeneration goes down as the capacity is 
raised —for which action the September 1927 story 
given an explanation. Cl may have a max. capacity 
of 25 pfds. while Cl has a max. of about 500 pfd 
for  80 meters and  so on down to 30 pfds for 5 
meters, with corresponding changes in the coils as 
was shown in the September article. 

using a filter which is not quite good 
enough to produce a d.c. note.  Since the 
tails are d.c., they do not bother.  Another 
scheme which might be used in this con-
nection is to put a b̀leeder' on the filter; 
to connect a high resistance across the 
filter output.  The resistance, of course, 
would need to be able to dissipate the neces-
sary energy without undue heating, and 
the plate transformer capable of handling 
the a'dditional load.  A. relay might be used 
to disconnect the b̀leeder' when the key 
is down, but look out for clicks.  These 
schemes, of course, are applicable to any 
circuit. 
Some have asked if a ground is neces-

sary.  9AEK has no ground on its 'fifty' 
and the owner brags that his Ultraudion 
is more efficient  than his old  Hartley, 
W.A.C. and pride of his heart. 
Some think that the helix must be h̀ot'. 

What's the matter with Fig. 1?  Surely it 
will work!  The helix is at grid potential 
which isn't high enough to he dangerous. 
Can self-rectification be used? I haven't 

tried Fig. 2, but it certainly ought to work.1 
Perhaps some of the foregoing  state-

O A, lllll TI 11/1  IV NI ,  I S.,•-•••11.1....•  1....... ,... 
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ments  are silly  and some radical,  but 
something of the sort seemed to be neces-
sary in order to clear up a lot of miscon-
ceptions. 
Now to clear up another erroneous im-

pression.  Some of you fellows seem to 
have gathered the idea that I am a radio 
engineer. I'm just common ham--the dumb 
variety that shies and runs at the first hint 

FIG. 2. A CIRCUIT FOR A. C. OPERATION WITH 
FULL-WAVE SELF-RECTIFICATION 

of anything that sounds like mathematics; 
I'm even a -rotten operator.. I hear the 
gentleman in the back row mutter, 'Well 
then, where does the big stiff get the nerve 
to take up valuable space in QSTY'  The 
'nerve', dear friend, is inherited from Irish 

CI 
C3 

FIG  I. A SERIES-FEED VERSION FOR 5, 10 
AND 20-METER WORK. SEE FIGURE 

4 FOR DETAILS 

grandparents; the only reason my stuff 
gets into QST is because it's ham stuff ! 
The kind of information we hams need the 
most can be obtained only from a fellow 
ham,  if that ham happens to also be a 
college graduate, E.E.. RE., etc., so much 
the better, but we can't all be R.E.s, you 
know.  Whenever I discover  something 

I.  I have and it does..  This is a nice chance to 
gak "why we coil two tubes on opposite side of a.c. 
°self-rectified" but never nay "self-rectified" when 
nniy one is being used. Why?  They are both operat-
ing "self-rectified" and the real difference is between 
a full-wave and half-wave self-rectified set.  Tech Ed, 

about radio that I think is new and use-
ful, I feel it my duty to pass it on to the 
rest of the fraternity.  The A.R.R.L., re-
member, is 'of, by and for' the amateur; 
no contributions, no QST.  Afraid of your 
grammar?  Send it in; H.Q. will fix it up 
so that the rest of the gang will think 
you're a college professor.  Don't try to 
be brilliant.  Do give your contribution a 
good injection of horse sense.  Fellows, 
we're going to want all the 'dope' on the 
Ultraudion we can get when that 10-meter 
band opens up.  Every fellow who dis-
covers even just enough material to fill a 
'stray' ought to quit riding for a minute 
and 'come across.  We fellows have a big 
advantage over the R.E.s inasmuch as we 
have no reputation to lose if we happen 
to 'pull a boner' —the editing at H. Q. will 
protect us, anyway. 
Now let's consider the future.  When 

the new international agreement becomes 

FIG. 4.  HO W  THE  SERIES-FEED  ARRANGE-
MENT WAS GOTTEN FROM THE USUAL FORM 
This is repeated from the September story in the 

hope that you will not recognize it.)  At very short 
waves choke coils become less effective and all efforts 
nuust be made to cut down the voltage applied to 
them,  At A. a clip has been put on the coil so an to 
feed where there is supposed  to be nu r.I. voltage. 
Another way of doing this ihing in shown at B. 
The stopping condenser has been moved to the center 
of the "coil" (sometimes only a straight strip) in the 
fashion  of  the  Hoffman  version uf the  Colpitts 
circuit. 

effective, we will have six amateur bands, 
all in harmonic relation with one another. 
The Ultraudion, with its ability to cover 
three such bands, makes it possible for 
those who have the time, money and de-
sire, to make use of all of these bands with 
but two transmitters and two antennas. 
A receiver which will cover all bands might 
be built, but it is probable that most of 
us will also need two receivers. 
Some fellows doubt  the efficiency of 

chokes designed to cover three bands.  It 
must be admitted that there is a 'best' 
choke for every wavelength, but the fact 
remains that a choke can be made to cover 
three bands and do the job in each band 
just as well as the chokes that are actually 
used in the average amateur one-band set. 
Let us suppose that you want a pair of 
chokes to cover the 40-, 80- and 160-meter 
bands.  Here is my prescription:  Select a 
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winding form not over 1 -1.;2" in diameter. 
Select a wire-size as small as is consistent 
with the plate current of the tube you use, 
remembering that a single-layer winding 
has excellent cooling properties.  Wind 
what you consider to be a good 160-meter 
choke.  Wind another just like it.  Now 
connect both chokes in their proper places 
in the set and test in each of the three 
bands with antenna and counterpoise dis-
connected.  Watch the plate milliarnmeter 
for "dead spots" as you swing the tufting 
condenser across the band.  If excessive 
plate current indicates a "dead spot" in one 
of the bands, remove là" or so of the wind-
ing from each choke and repeat the test. 
If the "dead spot" remains or if one ap-
pears in another band, repeat the unwind-
ing process.  It sounds as if one would 
finish by removing the entire winding, but 
such is not the case. 
I would suggest a similar procedure in 

winding chokes for the 5-, 10- and 29-
meter bands, using a form not over lie 
in diameter and spacing turns. 
The circuit shown in the September arti-

cle would be proper for a 40-, 80- and 160-
meter transmitter.  Fig. 3 is suggested for 
the 5-, 10- and 20-meter set. 
Make 03 (in Fig. 3) as large as your 

purse will permit.  Insert it in the helix 
about half-way between the center and 
the grid end.  Don't try to find the exact 
node, because 'there ain't no sech animule'. 
There is, of course, a node if we regard 
only the current and voltage which belong 
strictly to the tuned circuit, but this cir-
cuit does not present infinite impedance to 
the r.f. component of the plate current — 
hence there must be an r.f. voltage drop 
across the plate choke through which - the 
plate current flows; that is, the whole of 
the r.f. voltage drop in the external plate 
circuit is divided between the tuned im-
pedance and the plate choke in series, the 
tuned portion, of course, taking the major 
part of the drop.  The reactance of the 
untuned choke is neither directly in phase 
nor directly out of phase with that of the 
tuned circuit and, therefore, is unlikely to 
either aid or hinder oscillation to any great 
extent. 
03 must be able to stand up under the 

plate voltage plus the grid bias voltage 
and must be able to carry the r.f current 
of the tuned circuit without heating.  If 
the set is to use low power, I suggest that 
you buy four good fixed condensers of the 
receiving variety of 2,000 pfd., or larger, 
capacity  and  connect  them  in  series-
parallel.  The combination will have the 
same capacity as one of the condensers 
used alone, but the voltage breakdown and 
current-carrying capacity will be doubled. 
Mount 03 as close to the helix as the plug-
in clips will permit. 

Unless the filter is jammed right up 
against the transmitter —and it shouldn't 
be —the use of 04 is advisable for the pur-
pose of by-passing whatever r.f. gets past 
the plate choke and thus keeping it from 
wandering all over the shack.  1,000 pfd. 
will probably provide ample capacity in the 
case of 04. 

THE FEEDBACK CONTROL 

An ordinary single-spaced receiving con-
denser may be used to control feedback in 
a fifty-watt Ultraudion set. The Condenser 
may or may not stand up if used at 02 in 
Figs. 1, 2, 3 or 5, but will easily stand 
the 'gaff' if used in either of the-positions 
indicated by the dotted lines of Fig. 5. In 
these positions the plate voltage is re-

Cs 
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REC. 

keg here, net here 

FIG. 5.  THE FEEDBACK-CONTROL CONDENSER 
MAY BE USED IN SEVERAL WAYS 

moved and the condenser has only to with-
stand the r.f voltage applied to the grid. 
If the connection across the plate choke 

is chosen, the  last filter condenser,  03, 
should be moved up close to the set, as it 
is now a part of the r.f. circuit.  See that 
the key is not on the wrong side of 03. 
It is obvious that 02  shunts the r.f 

chokes when used in any position and there-
by forms a tuned circuit.  The natural 
period of the circuit thus formed, however, 
is far removed (longer wavelength) from 
the transmitting frequency - and for this 
reason it is possible for the functions of 
condenser and chokes to be separate. 
The  two  chokes  are  practically  in 

parallel  where  r.f.  is co'ncerned  and, 
theoretically, it would seem a good idea 
to put them on an equal footing by shunt-
ing the grid leak with a fairly large fixed 
condenser.  Such a condenser seems to 
make very little difference in actual prac-
tice, but it does tend to protect the leak if 
the grid choke happens to show 'fire' on 
the wrong end. 

Now look up all the 5-meter 'dope' you 
can find and —let's go. 
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Recent Changes in Radio Law and Regulations 
The 10-Meter Band Opened; Phone Waves Changed; Amateurs Defined; Washing-

ton Convention Ratified. 

A
T the urgent request of the Ameri-
can Radio Relay League the Federal 
Radio Commission has opened the 
28,000-30,000 Ke. band at 10 meters 

to general amateur occupancy.  This large 
band offers promise of relieving amateur 
congestion in the narrowed short-wave 
bands of next year if its secrets can be 
mastered, but obviously it must be avail-
able for experimentation before this end 
can be accomplished; therefore the request 
for its immediate opening. 
The Commission has also altered the 

amateur phone allocations in accordance 
with the recommendations a the A.R.R.L. 
Board of Directors, as explained in detail 
in our last issue.  At the same time a defini-
tion of the amateur station was adopted 
which will prevent the granting of amateur 
licenses for non-amateur purposes and pro-
tect our bands against invasion. 
These matters are covered in the Com-

mission's General Order No. 24, dated 
March 7, 1928, which reads as follows; 

For the purpose of clarifying the amateur situation 
the Federal Radio Commission has adopted the follow-
ing definition and regulation: 

"An amateur station is a station operated 
by a person Interested in radio technique 
vilely with a personal aim and without pe-
cuniary interest.  Amateur licenses will not 
be issued to stations of other classes." 

in accordance with the channels designated for 
amateur use under the new International Radio-
telegraph Convention, the Federal Radio Commission 
has opened for amateur use the new additional band. 
between 30.000 and 28,000 kilocycles, or 9.99 and 10.71 
meters.  The Radio Division of the Department of 
Commerce is hereby authorized to open this band 
immediately for amateur use.  . 
The Federal Radio Commission has revised the 

list of radio telephone bands open for amateur opera-
tion to read as follows: 

Kilocycles  Meters 
64,000 to 56,000 
3,550 to  3,500 
2,000 to  1,715 

4.69 to  5.35 
84.5  to  85.7 
150.0  to 175.0 

Acting upon this authority the Depart-
ment of Commerce has published revised 
amateur regulations summarizing all cur-
rent orders, and here reprinted for the guid-
ance of members: 

REVISED  AMATEUR REGULATIONS 

March 6, 1928. 
. Supervisors of Radio and Others Concerned: 

For your information and guidance the Federal 
'Kadin Commission has established the following regu-
lations governing the licensing and operation of ama-
teur radio stations. These regulations Impelled." those 
dated October gE, 2527. 
An amateur station in a station operated by a person 
interested in radio tec:hnique solely with a personal 
aim and without is  pecuniary interest.  Amateur 
licenses will not be issued to stations of other classes. 

Amateur radio stations are. authorized for communi-
cation only with similarly licensed stations, except as 
indicated below, and on wavelengths or frequencies 
within the following bands: 

:Kilocycles  Meters 
401,000 to 400,000  (1.7477 to  0.7496 
64,000 to  56,000  4,69  to  5.35 
30,000 to  28,000  9.99  to  10.71 
16,000 to  14,000  18.7  to  21.4 
8,000 to  7,000  37.5  to  42.8 
4,000 to  3,500  75.0  to 85.7 
2,000 to  '1,500  150.0  to 200.0 

and at all times unless interference is caused with 
other radio services, in which event a silent period 
must be observed between the hours of 8:00 p.m. and 
10:30 p.m., local time, and on Sundays during local 
church services. 
Amateur radio telephone operation will be permitted 

only in the following bands: 

Kilocycles  Meters 
64,000 to 56,000 
3,550 to  8,500 
2,000 to  1,715 

4.69 to  5.35 
84.5  to  86.7 
150.0  to 175.0 

Spark transmitters will not he authorized for ama-
teur use. 
Amateur stations must use circuits loosely coupled 

to the radiating system or devices that will produce 
equivalent effects to minimize key impacts, harmonics 
and plate supply modulations.  Conductive coupling, 
even though loose, will NOT be permitted, but this 
restriction shall not apply against the employment 
of transmission line feeder systems tu Hertzian an-
tennae. . 
Amateur stations are not permitted to communicate 

with commercial or government stations unless au-
thorized by the licensing authority except in an 
emergency or for testing purposes.  This restriction 
does not apply to communication with small pleasure 
craft sueh as yachts and motor boats holding limited 
commercial station licenses which may have difficulty 
in establishing communication with commercial or 
government statIons. 
Amateur stations are not authorised to broadcast 

news, nubile, lectures, sermons or any form of en-
tertainment, or to conduct any form of conemmreial 
correepotutence. 
No person shall operate an amateur station except 

under and in accordance with an operator's license 
issued to him by the Secretary of Commerce. 

W. D. TER,RELL, 
Chief, Radio Division, 

The Washington International Radiotele-
graph Convention of 1927 was ratified by 
the Senate in executive session on March 
.21st, and thus the United States becomes 
a party to the treaty.  Its provisions do not 
become binding until January 1, 1929, and it 
is to .be expected that the orders quoted 
above will be the basis of amateur regula-
tion for the remainder of this year. 
The Congress having failed to take action 

on new radio legislation by March 15th, the 
date on - which the administrative authority 
of the Federal Radio Commission was to 
terminate, control passed to the Secretary 
of -Commerce as provided under the 1927 
Act.  The Secretary, however, immediately 
delegated the Commission to carry on for 
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him, -as is authorized in the Act, until Con-
gress should take definite action on pend-
ing legislation.  Eventually the new bill 
was passed and on March 28th was signed 
by the President, thus definitely continuing 
the Commission in administrative power.  A 
bitter fight occurred over provisions of this 
bill relating to broadcasting, but there is 
little in it of concern to transmitting ama-
teurs.  The Act provides that the terms of 
the present members of the Commission 
shall expire at the end of one more year, 
the commission's authority and salaries be-
ing continued for another year.  Broad-
casting station licenses are to be issued for 
no longer than three months, and all other 
'licenses for no more than one year.  The 
Commission is directed to make a realloca-
tion of broadcasting stations, wavelengths 
and power for each of the five zones. 
The Commission at once extended all 

broadcasting licenses until May 1st and on 
March 27th issued the following order ter-
minating all old Department of Commerce 
station licenses on August 31st. 

GENERAL ORDER NO. 26 

All licenses covering coastal, point-to-point, techni-
cal and training school, experimental, ship and ama-
teur radio transmitting stations extended by the Fed-
eral Radio Commission General Orders 1 and 3, dated 
March 15 and 29, 1927, respectively, are hereby ter-
minated on August 81, 1928. 
Applications for new licenses or renewal in these 

classes must be filed with the Federal Radio Commis-
sion not later than July IL 1328, through the Super-
visor of liadlo of the Department of Commerce, un-
less already filed. 
All formal licenses in these classes issued by the 

Federal Radio Commission for definite periods subse-
quent to General Orders 1 and 3 are not affected by 
th is order. 

Thus the Commission definitely under-
takes to put all stations under Commission 
licenses and, by calling for a new deal, pre-
pares to take action in the commercial 
short-wave field.  Particular attention is 
called to the last paragraph of the above 
order.  As previously reported in QST, 
Supervisors of 'Radio are at present en-
gaged in calling in old Department of Com-
merce licenses to amateur stations and re-
placing them with Commission licenses. 
This work is proceeding as rapidly as the 
clerical facilities of the district offices per-
mit.  By next month we expect to have 
definite instructions for amateur procedure 
under this order but it seems plain that if 
an amateur does not already possess a sta-
tion license from the Federal Radio Com-
mission and does not automatically receive 
blanks for making application therefor, he 
should write his Supervisor for the blanks 
in time to get the application filed prior to 
July 21st —particularly if he wants to re-
tain his present call. 
Speaking of application in advance of ex-

piration date, we are reminded that there 
has been some confusion about the policy 
of the Department of Commerce with re-

spect  to  operators'  licenses.  Amateur 
operators' licenses may almost always be 
renewed  upon  application,  without  re-
examination, provided the application is 
made before the license expires; otherwise 
examination is necessary.  Nor can an ama-
teur expect to be notified that his license 
is about to expire: it is up to him to watch 
his dates.  The following is quoted from 
the January 31st issue of the Radio Service 
Bulletin: 

Renewal licenses may he issued to operators of other 
(than commercial extra first--Ed.)  classes without 
examination, provided the operator has had three 
months' satisfactory service during the last six months 
of the license term.  One year satisfactory service 
out of two years of the license term may he accepted 
for renewal at the discretion of the examining officer. 
Renewals or new licenses may be issued a reason-

able length of time previous to the expiration of 
existing licenses, but must bear the exact date of 
issue, which must correspond with the date on the 
bark of Form 766 forwarded to the Radio Division. 
Operators who fail to apply for renewal of their 

licenses (This means 'operators' licenses —Ed.) on or 
prior to the date of expiration must be re-examined. 
If, because of circumstances over which the applicant 
has no control, an operator is unable to apply for 
renewal of license on or prior to the date of expira-
tion, an affidavit may be submitted to the Radio Di-
vision through the Supervisor of Radio or examining 
officer, attesting to the farts, which will be considered 
by the Radio Division, which will advise the Super-
visor of Radio or examining officer in regard to the 
issue of a renewal of the license without re-examina-
tion. 

With  increasing  complexity  of  radio 
administration, we amateurs must now ex-
pect a sterner enforcement of regulations, 
particularly in anticipation of the difficul-
ties of next year under the new conven-
tion.  The Radio Division has many new 
inspectors and assistants in training school 
now, ready soon to proceed to the districts 
to assist in enforcement, and they are being 
supplied  with  test  cars  and  elaborate 
measuring equipment.  1AAH of Wey-
mouth, Mass., has been suspended for six 
months for operating phone on 210 meters, 
complicated by having changed address 
without notifying and receiving the endorse-
ment of the Supervisor.  Wholesale house-
cleaning of off-wave amateurs is to be ex-
pected at once.  Every amateur should 
watch his step and comply strictly with 
regulations. 

—K. B. W. 

Getting Started at 30 Mc. 
(Concluded from page .10) 

All of which cooks down to this: if we 
will just use the information we have had 
for the last two years it should be easy to 
find out things about 30 Mc. by the end of 
August.  We will not do it unless there is 
much more cooperation than there ever was 
on 20 and 5 meters. 
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Rotten DX 
By the Old M an 

S
AY SON, something's got to be done by 
someone about this bum DX business. 
I have  studiously  refrained  from 
venturing my opinion of it for a long 

time because of the laws regarding profane 
language in print.  I cannot hold in any 
longer and by gorro here goes. 
I suppose that two-thirds of the boys I 

have hooked up with lately on the forty-
meter band have kissed me good-bye because 
I was not DX enough.  Say---where has a 
man got to live to be DX?  These rascals 
holler their heads off CQing until you begin 
to believe they are in need of help. When 
you feel sorry for some poor gink and call 
his back, thinking to assuage his hungry 
soul with a little chat, you find he quickly 
glances over the walls of his shack and 
when he finds he has already accumulated 
four of your QSL cards, he drops you like 
a hot potato and bursts out again in a CQ 
yell. 
Have these poor creatures got bitten by 

some kind of a bug, or something, or what 
it is that ails them? 
I'll be keelhauled if I answer any more 

CQ's unless the gent indicates by some Q 
signal that he is not afflicted with DX-itis. 
How are we to know the blamed disease is 
not, catching? 
To-night, sitting here with Kitty, I an-

swered a "six" 'whose soul seemed to be 
yearning for something or other.  A "six" 
used to send the hair up on the back of my 

"SAY- WHERE PIAS A >IAN Gar 
TO LIVE TO e, E D)( 

neck and thrill me all through.  But this 
piece of pork came back saying, "Abt R4 
OB FB want DX CUAGN ta ta de dah de 
dah" and went off into another CQ spasm 
without even breaking. 
I just about lost what little L have left 

of a sweet disposition, and Kitty,- being 
within range, got spat upon promptly and 
copiously. 
Renouncing my own country in disgust 

twisted into the foreign band and ran across 

a Frenchman squalling for somebody to 
answer him. 
I answered, thinking here's a polite na-

tionality, known down the centuries for 
holding  all  long--and  short —distance 
records for gentlemanly behavior.  If he 
hears me, which he will not, he will respond 
in the good old-fashioned way and we shall 
have a nice little bit of two-way communica-
tion. 
By golly he came back! The hair went up 

on the back of my neck and the thrills 
surged up and down my insides the way 

SPEND OUR JUICE AND OUR 
TIME OW13131146' FOR QSL C;AIWS:. 

they do when you hook on to some chap 
you never hoped to get. Finishing my call 
he said, "GM OM Abt R4 want DX. CUAGN 
7;3 ta ta de dah de dah" and garbed if he 
didn't burst out in more CQ flames! 
Kitty was over across the shack clean-

ing up, so I hove the corn cob at her, 
slammed down the cans and delivered my-
self of my favorite and most profane ex-
pletive, which is, "Well Garb Bish his Zork", 
and spent the rest of the evening reading 
"Calls Heard". 
I say it's time to vaccinate somebody or 

something.  Here we are, a world full of 
amateurs, able to communicate two-way 
anywhere upon this 'ere earth, and instead 
of doing something worth while we spend 
our juice and our time grubbing for QSL 
cards 
Who is going to care a thousand years 

hence whether George collected an acre of 
QSL cards or not?  What we want is effi-
cient, reliable and consistent two-way tele-
graphic communication.  'That's where the 
big thrill comes from.  That's what we are 
here for. 
I'll be gormed if I don't wouff-hong the 

next gazayho who tells me he wants DX and 
a QSL card.  It's enough to -make a man 
sweardam and call the eat a litch.  There 
now! 
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Amateur Television 
By Paul H. Thomsen* 

T
HE General Electric Company, at 
Schenectady, is experimentally broad-
casting television'.  . 
These are all the data that are need-

ed to enable the amateur to pick up these 
signals and make a picture out of them. 
It will be recalled that when Mr. C. 

Francis Jenkins, himself a member of the 
A.R.R.L., showed government officials visit-
ing his laboratory, June 13, 1925, what was 
happening at the moment in the Anacostia 
Navy Radio Shack, NOF; he made the pre-
diction that sooner or later the amateur 
would get a new kick out of radio by pick-
ing pictures out of the air.  The first pub-
lished account of this work appeared in QST 
for July of that year. 
The purpose of the following description 

is to point out the essentials in the method 
and show how simple the receiving appara-
tus may be. 
Reduced to its lowest terms, television re-

ception consists of some white and black 
dots arranged in proper order on a flat 
screen at persistence-of-vision speed. This 
is strikingly illustrated when one cuts off 
the motor, and discovers that the picture 
instantly vanishes, and in place of it is a 
great collection of unrelated dots. 
With a neon lamp costing one dollar, and 

almost any motor to rotate a suitable disc, 
these radio signals can be made into a 
picture.  While with the only lamps avail-
able at present, the pictures will not be 
very large, it is fair to suppose that more 
suitable lamps will be available soon. The 
lamp first referred to is the General Electric 
Co's G-10 lamp, 14. watt, cylindrical elec-
trodes, medium screw base. 
The motor should be at least 1/16 li.p., 

and preferably attached to the house-light-
ing circuit.  A flanged hub is mounted on 
the motor shaft to carry the scanning disc. 
The dise is 12" in diameter and has 48 

tiny holes therein, arranged about %" apart 
and in a spiral of a mean diameter of 9142". 
The holes should be approximately 1/32" in 
diameter; and the inner end of the spiral is 
,7i.'8" shorter radius than the outside end. 
(See Fig. 1.) 
The neon lamp is attached, like a loud-

speaker; to a radio receiving set, with per-
haps 250 volts of battery in circuit.  You 
may find it desirable to increase the bias 
on the grid. The incoming signals blink this 
light in a picture order. 
.._...... 
*8LA, 1456 Clifton Street, N. W., Washington, 

D. C. 
1, Information as to transmitting schedules and 

wavelength bee not been announced but the signals 
can be located by listening for them.—Fki. 

You can listen to these picture signals but 
they don't make sense.  However, if you 
will start the motor and look at the neon 
lamp through the flying holes in the disc 

you will see a lot of black and white dots 
and dashes scattered over the picture area, 
and probably without intelligible order at 
first. 
If, however, the speed of the disc is slow-

ly increased until it is in synchronism with 
the transmitting station, a perfectly formed 
picture suddenly flashes out in the picture 
plane. 
The picture will tend to move to the right 

or to the left, but by increasing or decreas-
ing the speed of the motor the picture can 
be held rather steady in the lighted plane. 
If you are in the d.c. district, a d.e. motor 

Motor 
Cone Pulleys 

Frame 
cimend e-Scantimf Glass 

o  Linn? 

FIG. 2 

with an adjustable rheostat in the field of 
the motor, gives the necessary speed ad-
justment to bring the disc into synchronism 
with the transmitting station.  Another 
smaller adjustable resistance in series as a 
vernier helps to more easily hold the motor 
in synchronism. 
If you have only a.c, juice available then 

the cone pulley arrangement shown in the 
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FIG 3 

illustration is better.  For that matter, the 
cone pulley scheme can be worked with any 
kind of motor.  (See Fig. 2.) 
The making of the dise is not difficult. 

Get a cardboard, or black piece of paper, or 

M D FOR efVrOR SIMP7 

even the cover of dad's Saturday Evening 
Post.  Cut a 12-inch disc out of it, with an. 
accurately located centre opening to go on 
the flanged hub on the motor. On this disc 
lay off 48 dots, spaced very accurately in 
even decrements of radius to give about a 
e)43" offset of the ends of the resultant spiral 
arrangement of dots on the disc. 
Now take a sewing needle. Break off the 

eye and the point.  This is to be used as a 
punch to cut tiny holes in the disc where 
you put the dots.  If you find the needle 
hard to hold, put it in a small stick, and 
hold the stick.  Lay the disc on a block of 
wood sawed so short that the punching can 
be done in the end grain of the wood.  Or 
get a piece of lead, and .scrape it smooth, 
and cut the holes in the disc by punching 
out tiny discs of paper, with the needle-
punch, which will leave the holes in the 
paper cut clean. 
Of course, thin metal sheet or bakelite, 

or most any other material can be substi-
tuted for the paper or thin cardboard disc, 
but the paper disc is easier to make and is 
just as good if it is not torn. 
About the only thing you will need to get 

made outside is a suitable hub, with nut and 
two washers between which latter the disc 
is clamped.  The illustration shows how it 
should be made.  (See Fig. 2.) 
A ground-glass plate about 1" square is 

mounted near the rotating disc.  It may be 
on either side, that is, next to the lamp, or 
on the opposite side of the disc from the 
lamp, in alignment with the holes in the 
dise. In the first mentioned position one 
looks at the illuminated disc through the 
tiny holes; in the other position the glass is 
illuminated by light from the lamp shining 
through flying holes, to build up the picture. 
The ground-glass can be made, if it is 

not readily available, by rubbing a piece of 
clear glass on very fine sandpaper to which 
a little oil or turpentine has been applied. 
Of course, mat celluloid film or mat sur-

face mica will also answer very well. The 
impression of good workmanship is height-
ened if one mounts it in a small frame, like 
a picture frame, 
The radio picture signals broadcast by 

WGY are sent out from pictures made up 

of 48 lines to the picture. The rate is about 
Id to 18 complete pictures per second, but 
to know the exact rate is not important be-
cause the motor of the receiving machine is 
speeded up until the picture appears, no 
matter what the rate may be. 
The received picture can be made to seem 

about a 11/2 " square by looking at it through 
a reading glass, or a condenser lens such as 
is used in magic lanterns and motion picture 
theatre projectors. 
We understand Mr. Jenkins will also be 

broadcasting movies soon, with the same 
number of lines per picture, which will add 
another source of pictures for the amateur. 

Central Division Convention 
May 25, 26, 27, Milwaukee, Wis. 

yES! fellows, the  Milwaukee  Radio 
Amateurs' Club is taking the bull by 
the horns and is sponsoring the first 

big Central Division Convention to be held 
at the Republican Hotel in Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin, on the above dates. 
The mayor of the city will give the ad-

dress of welcome to the delegates.  Lec-
tures  and  demonstrations  of  electrical 
phenomena will be given at the School of 
Engineering.  Entertainments of all kinds 
have been arranged to give those who at-
tend all the pleasure possible.  Prizes will 
be awarded to winners of stunts. 
Two men from A.R.R.L. Headquarters 

will be with us; F. E. Handy, Communica-
tions Manager and one other.  We are do-
ing our best to prevail upon Secretary-Edi-
tor K. B. Warner to drop his mantle of re-
sponsibility and be our guest of honor. 
Director Darr will be here and act as toast-
master. 
From the above you see what we are 

trying to do for you- and we extend to 
everybody a cordial, invitation to attend. 
Let's hear from you, gang. Write Frank 
Jutrash, 9.ALL, Chairman, 285 Eleventh 

Ave., Apt. 5, Milwaukee, Wis., for reserva-
tions. 

.  lee.Strc_-ys'e 

Durham rnetalized resistors may now be 
obtained in values from 250 to 3,000 ohms. 
They are designed for use in grid circuits 
of radio frequency amplifiers to keep them 
from oscillating.  The fact that they have 
a very small amount of self inductance and 
capacity should make  them suitable for 
various jobs around the work table of the 
experimenter. 
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Practical Audio Filters 
By L. W. Hatry* 

T
HIS is a strictly practical discussion 
so I can discuss 10X conditions and 
enjoy myself. A newspaper office is 
generally a bum place in which to 

talk amateur radio, in addition to being a 
bum place to have an amateur station any-
how. 
With fifteen or twenty linotypes, each 

with its electric motor, three metal saws, 
lathes, presses, punches, drills, compressors, 
an elevator and a door with a' squeak I find 
myself harassed with not less than 1,391 
different noises including WIZ and programs 
from .WTIC. How to cure it?  Ask the guy 
with the mania for by-passing his al. trans-
former secondary.  Says he, "What you 
need is a low-pass amplifier." This actually 
gets rid of 1,,,e, of 1% of annoyance and 
brings the set within the prohibition amend-
ment. 
The amplifier I use  goes down and 

dredges up bass, and I find it useful be-
cause of that alone, but also at times I find 
it useless when used only with treble filter-
ing.  After I by-pass to get low-pass (and 
succeed) I also get a nice husky rumble 
which makes my headset sound like Rip 
Van Winkle's dream.  The cause of the 
rumble was easy to discover -without ex-
tensive meditation or cerebration: 10X lives 
twenty feet from a nice husky compressor 
which shakes the floor, the receiver, the 
transmitter and my teeth.  Mechanical vi-
bration generates unnecessary bass in my 
set.  Shunt capacity wasn't all I needed! I 
had to filter out some bass and lose that 
rumble, as well as filter out the treble and 
lose hisses and other higher noises. Figure 
10, which is detailed further along in this 
article, was assembled for the purpose from 
a box full of Electrad fixed condensers, an 
A.F.T. primary (General Radio, incident-
ally) and a bunch of test leads with clips to 
allow quick change. The final result of high 
and low filtering was a quiet headset (ex-
cept for some clicks )and some pleasure in 
reception. 
This introduction is being written in full 

view of a short note about 300 words long 
in which Kruse tells me I have not said 
positively that I tried any of the things 
this article tells about. I do therefore this 
day appear before myself and swear that 
this is the whole truth and nothing else but; 
(1), that I have tried each and every one of 
these things and that each and every one 
of them worked except when the test clips 
shorted against each other, or the condenser 
cases,  or  choke  cores,  or  on  general 

*Radio  Editor,  Wart f ord  Times,  Hartford, 
Connecticut. 

principle, and (2), furthermore I can prove 
the whole of this by the tube that got 
burned out trying to assimilate 45 wilts 
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FIG. I.  THE MEANING OF HIGH PASS, LO W 
PASS AND BANDPASS 

Where the curve is low the signal has been cut 
down. 

8- ,ave G sua),A.13 

FIG. 2.  THE SIMPLEST POSSIBLE MEANS OF 
GETTING (a) HIGH PASS, (b) LO W PASS. 

AND (c) BANDPASS 

None of these simple affairs give sharp cutoffs but 
it does not matter for the present purpose. 

.5745k-Pell 51. M.5.5 MAN 5,2 2 

FIG. 3.  AS IN FIG, 2 WE HAVE HERE FROM 
LEFT TO RIGHT, (a) LO W PASS, (b) HIGH 

PASS AND (e) BANDPASS 

The curves of a and b will have rather sharper 
cutoff than the ones shown in the same position in 
Fig 2. 

from a Burgess (advt.) B battery, a pro-
cedure which I had often warned that tube 
against. 
But to be serious, and to make this article 

useful, let's start at the beginning of filter-
ing in an al. amplifier, telling the methods 
that may be used and why in theory and 
end up with the specific practical methods 
which evolve therefrom. Therefore, proceed. 

W HAT THE FILTERING DOES 

Audio filtering is desirable and necessary 
because: 1, it reduces background noises 
which mask signals; 2, it increases selectiv-
ity because it tends to keep out beat notes 
of a pitch within the filtering limits. 
I shall neglect setting a position for the 
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filter. It may be on the first or second a.f. 
transformer, or at the headset. I can't find 
a preferable location for it. 
What may be done, toward choosing some 

frequencies and eliminating some others 
best may be summarized in three curves as 
shown in Fig, I. In A we represent high-
pass selection or filtering, the lower fre-

ONE OF THE PRINTERS DEVILS HELPS AT lox 

quencies are variously obstructed.  And so 
on to C which attenuates on both sides of 
one frequency.  We have some control of 
the cut-off, the slope may start at approxi-

FIG. I.  RESULT OF INSUFFICIENT GRID BIAS 
IN BROADENING A PEAKED TRANSFORMER 

Curve a is with proper bias., b with insufficient 
bias.  In Morecroft  the cutoff is considered as hav-
ing become important when the voltage gain has 
dropped Va. By this rule curve A at. the point A' 
spans from 275 to 1300 cycles while IS at B' spans 
from ISO to 1800, a difference of nearly 500 cycles! 
In general the effect of any secondary load Is to flat-
ten the peak without greatly  widening the lower 
part of the curve.  The transformer does not pass 
more frequencies, simply  the proportion  between 
those amplified is altered. 

mutely any frequency within the a.f. range. 
Similarly we have means that allow us to 
shift the peak of a curve like C to wherever 
in the a.f. range we wish. 

Note.  1. Page 918 Prin. Radio Com. 2nd. Ed. 
fur curve. Pp 905 to 920 for general discussion, 

A 

The simplest filters are the condenser and 
the coil. Both may be used for purposes of 
producing curves such as Fig. I, A, B or C. 

FIG. 5.  GRID RETURN TO G1V.E BEST RESULTS 
FROM A PEAKED TRANSFORMER 

The return shown at B, or else a one-cell (1 % 
grid bias is recommended. 

In combination, generally, they may be 
used to steepen the slope of cutoff, to in-
crease selectivity.  Simple filter units used 
in the line to give curves of the type of A, 
B and C in Fig. 1 are lettered similarly in 
Fig. 2 in order that comparison will be 
facilitated, and similarly Fig. 3. 

SOME DEFINITIONS 

In the amateur language which we will 
use in this article a "tuned" transformer is 
as selective as a single transformer can be 
(Erla made one but it was often not used 
correctly as will be shown) while a "peaked" 
transformer is not as selective but is best 
at one frequency.  (Old R.C.A. 9/1, old 
Acme 41/2 /1, Thordarson 5/1, Hedgehog 3/1, 
and some others, all of which were also mis-
used.)  Finally the "good" transformer is 
the modern broadcast listener's type costing 
$6 and up at list and having weight in pro-
portion. 
If all waves were "d.c.c.w. with crystal 

control" a sharply tuned amplifier would be 
the only sensible kind. Since there ore such 
waves, and since they gradually become 
more numerous let us think about the proper 
use of such tuned or peaked transformers. 

THE EFFECT OF GRID BIAS 

From Fig. 4, if a transformer has a peak. 
and we wish to preserve the peak, the load 
on the secondary must be minimized.  The 
grid should, as much as possible be kept 
from drawing current.  The ordinary grid 
return is to the negative leg of the filament 
as in A of Fig. 5. The positive half of the 
a.f. thus swings the grid positive, as F 
minus is the point of lowest 1potential 
natural to a tube. When the grid goes posi-
tive the lead resistance is lowered; the BCL 
when compelled to use such transformers 
improves quality by shunting fixed resistors 
across the secondary, thus lowering the load 
resistance and thereby decreasing the ao-
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centuation of certain frequencies (or flatten-
ing the peak). 
On the other hand, when we want the 

peak to be there and do business such re-
sistances must not be used, likewise we 
must make sure that the grid never goes 
positive: This can be done by connecting as 
in Fig. 5 which puts the rheostat drop on the 

C1  ... C . 

0  FRED, 

eFFecr ON A %000'TPANSFORMER 
APPROX EFFECT ON 
PEAKED Tau . 

FIG. 6, THE EFFECT OF A SHUNT CONDENSER ON A 
"GOOD" TRANSFORMER, W HICH IS TO SAY A MODERN 
DCL TRANSFORMER WITH A FLAT CURVE SUCH AS 

SHO WN BY THE HEAVY LINE 
A small capacity Cl gives the curve labeled aceordingly. a 

larger one gives C2 and so, on. Note that for the peaked trans-
former the effect is not important. 

grid as bias and since we can run a 201-1C 
filament at 41.X.; volts this makes possible 
bias around 11.4e volts, and not even the 
strongest signal from the detector is likely. 

APPROX EFFECT OF 
Fler.6 ON PEAKED TRANS 

FIG. 7. THE EFFECT OF A SHUNT INDUCTANCE ON A 
"GOOD" TRANSFORMER 

As the inductance of the choke is eut down we have in turn 
the curves Li, L2 and so on.  Compare this with Fig. 6. Notice 
that in both cases the curve is cut asetty .more and more as the 
reactance of the shunt is reduced. Note also that as before with 
the peaked transformer the gain in sharpness isn't worth bother-
ing with. 

to exceed that, therefore the grid will not 
go positive at any time, and therefore the 
sharpness will be preserved. The bias may 
of course be gotten from a C battery.  At 
any rate, complaints of lack- of selectivity 
from peaked or tuned transformers mostly 
may be laid at the door of improper nega-
tive grid bias for the amplifying tube or 
tubes. 

CUTTING THE LO W END 

Without any modifier of its frequency 
characteristic an a.f. amplifier is certainly 
inflexible.  The simple filters, condenser or 
choke, provide the necessary modifiers. Con-
sider the condenser's effect upon a good 
transformer, such as the Sangamo, which 
bas a curve of the general type shown in 
Fig. 6.  This figure shows the modifying 
effects, of three capacities shunted across 
the secondary.  Obviously the flexibility of 

the amplifier is incomplete if only the upper 
end of the a.f. band may be attenuated.. To 
modify at the bass end, a shunt primary 
choke  accomplishes  effects  which  are 
graphically shown in Fig. 7. To have both 
in an amplifier is only sensible, and this is 
possible from a single switch as shown in 
Fig. 8, an arrangement I found very useful. 

With the switch arranged as in 
Fig. 8, rotation gives only the 
very high, and then more and more 
into the bass.  After that, be-
ginning  on  the  capacities,  a 
little  treble  cut-off,  and  more 
and more until only the very low 
tones are left. But although such 
a simple switching arrangement is 
handy, two switches would be bet-
ter, one for the bass and one for 
the treble cut-off, so that a com-
bination of both will make a peak 
(Fig. 9) at any one of three places 
in the spectrum at will. The more 
taps on the inductance or the more 

capacities available the more control of cut-
offs obtainable and the greater number of 
peaks may be place d, -but I find three 
choices each of capacity and inductance suf-

ficient. 
I have tried a number of stunts, 

all of which are fairly simple, and 
which have various merits.  Fig. 
10 requires one switch for control. 
It progressively attenuates both 
ends' of the band as it is advanced 
and it ends by giving a peak. The 
series condenser attenuates bass 
and the shunt condenser attenuates 
treble.  When  attached  to the 
headset, a detector or amplifier 
may be used without reconstruc-
tion.  As the switch lever pro-
gresses to the right it causes re-
duced series and increased shunt 

capacity, cutting both bass and treble pro-
gressively. The same effect with a choke is 
obtained by B.  Only here the shunt choke 
attenuates bass while the series portion 
attenuates treble. In both eases where the 
switch connects directly to plate the choke 
is so large or the capacity so low, that no 
particular effect at filtering is experienced. 
In A of Fig 10 the shunt battery choke L, 
is used only to keep the a.c. to the phone 
path. A fixed resistance of 25,000 ohms is 
just as good and is cheaper.  The choke 
would be the primary of an a.f. transformer, 
or at least 5 henrys although more induct-
ance is desirable; 20 hys. being the maxi-
mum desirable. Of course, either 10A or B 
may be applied earlier in the audio system, 
for instance, to the primary of an a.f. trans-
former, in which ease L would be 50 hys. or 
a fixed resistance of 50,000 ohms. 
Fig. 11 shows three other simple arrange-

ments.  The variable resistance gives con-
trol of cut-off, whether high or low. Again 
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the ideas are applicable at any earlier posi-
tion in the a.f.' net, but the choke as in the 
case of Fig. 8 must be across the primary 

FIlters off-+o 

- 4 1-1 y.S. 
^ '2, HYS. 

L3- I HY. 

sw 

8+ 
Ci -San9amo .000spfcl 
Cz-  .003 
C3 -  âai  i f d 

FIG. S.  A SWITCHING SCHEME THAT WILL 
GIVE SUCH CURVES AS SHO WN IN 

FIGS. 6 AND 7 
It would be better to provide two switches, one 

for the eaparities and one for the choke so that both 
ends can be cut at once.  The capacities can he 
bought, the chokes must be made. 

while the condenser is across the secondary. 
As an example of peculiar methods of 

getting a filtering effect when no other 
scheme is available and something must be 

PIC. 9.  THE EFFECT OF A PRIMARY SHUNT 
CHOKE AND A SECONDARY SHUNT CAPACITY 

IN: PRODUCING PEAKS AND HIGH OR 
LO W CUTOFFS . 

The effects are as follows: 

Primary  Secondary 
Shunt Choke  Shunt Celiac it), Parses 

8 henry  .005  pfd. 
4 henry  .0025 ktd. 
2 henry  .0015 tad. 
16 henry  .015  pfd. 
none  .05  tad. 
1  none 
'A  none 
The effects would be somewhat different with other 

transformer:: than the Sangamo. 

peak al 250 
peak at 500 
peak at 1.000 
peak at 120 

60 cycles and down 
2000  " &  up 
4000  " &  UP 

done, consider Fig. 12.  Here is a large 
choke 1., of $0 henrys, keeps the aff. to the 
transformer while R and battery D load the 
core of the A.F.T. with a fixed magnetic 
field under control of R. Saturation of the 

core cuts down the inductance of P 
and causes high cut-off under control. The 
limit of current is that which heats the 

A.F.T. somewhat.  D would be 40 volts and 
R 25,000 ohms maximum. 
We should not forget that even with a 

"good" transformer a peaked effect may be 
gotten by using à tube with excessive plate 
impedance. The "good" transformer, being 
designed for the 201-A begins to suffer with 

IV  2 3 , 4 /.5 .5\ 4 3 2. 

o  r - y. 

EFFECT OF EV-HER ARRAINGEN,EWT 

FIG. 10.  A SIMPLE  CONDENSER OR  CHOKE 
STUNT FOR SHARPENING UP BY STEPS AND 

FINISHING WITH A PEAK 
When using the condenser  as shown at A the C 

in series with the phones cut the low notes  and 
those in shunt cut the high notes,  When using the 
inductances an shown at B the series L cute down 
the high and the Shunt 1, cuts down the low notes. 
The switch arrangement is such that with either the 
effect is to make the peak sharper as the switch is 
turned from I to 5. 

the 240 high mu to some extent, and with 
the shield-grid tube shows a fairly sharp 
peak. 

No tuned filters are included.  My gen-
eral criticism of them is due to their 
tendency when sharp to have a decrement 
that allows them to hang on to clicks with 
the twang peculiar to their natural period. 
If the click is going to "sing", as it will 
with tuned filters or transformers, it is an 
annoyance to me of a major order. Tuned 
traps have received attention in other num-
bers of QST. 
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More elaborate filter nets are easy to con-
struct.  Their selectivity may be made ex-
cellent, for band or single frequency pur-

1I t 
,51i1 s T  les 

A- N 65 airoFF 

A FT. 

+1 
B-low CUTOFF 
(i116e P4SS) AW 

C- MTH SIGN A » 
curaee (56.455459 

FIG. II.  W HEN A SWITCH ISN'T HANDY ONE 
MAY  USE  A  VARIABLE  RESISTANCE  TO 

CHANGE THE EFFECT OF THE SHUNT 
OR CONDENSER 

Otherwise this scheme is much the sa me as earlier 
ones.  When used as shown the values are; C .2 pf., 
1, .5 henry, It Royalty, Frost, Electrad (or the like) 
rheostat, 25,000 ohms.  Either the RC or the  Lc 
combination or both may be used across the phones. 

poses. But when that is accomplished their 
inflexibility is great, nearly as great as their 
expense and constructional difficulty.  But 
don't avoid experimenting with them for 
they teach excellent lessons.  For the best 
set. of easy to use information on the sub-

Saneamo 

30 this. 

25 000 UJ 
Ceara/ab. 

D + 
F M 12.  A FREA.K  METHOD OF MAKING  A 
MISFIT CHOKE DO THE WORK OF CUTTING 

OFF LO W END 
As the current of battery D is increased the core 

of the A..F.T. is gradually saturated, its effective 
inductance cut down and therefore it becomes un-
able to pass low notes, 

ject consult the July and August 1923 
QST's for the articles by Dellenbaugh, 
nothing in radio literature on the subject is 
as clearly explained; or as easily handled 
by the man able to work arithmetic with 
symbols as well as figures. 

Some Changes at Headquarters 

W ITH great regret QST announces the 
separation from its staff of Mr. Rob-
ert S. Kruse, for the last five years 

its Technical Editor.  Mr. Kruse has re-
signed in order to launch on his own in 
the radio consulting field, retaining his 
residence at West Hartford. QST for Jan-
uary of 1923 first bore his name as Techni-
cal Editor and his work in the ensuing five 
years is known wherever amateur radio is 
known.  His lucid writings have created 
an enviable reputation for him and for 
QST, and under his technical direction QST 
has become a world-respected medium in 
the radio :field. Best wishes, "LQ"! 
Mr. Harold P. Westman, for the past 

year and a half the Assistant Technical 
Editor of QST, succeeds Mr.  Kruse as 
Technical Editor.  His long and varied ra-
dio experience along development and ex-
perimental lines, and his recent work in the 
constructional field as evidenced by his arti-
cles in QST, assure him of success in his 
new duties.  Mr. Westman was in charge 
of 2BQH and the Segal Radio Laboratory 
at Mamaroneck, N. Y., before he joined the 
QST staff and he has since been known as 
1AL and as partner in 1DQ.  Prior to his 
tenure as Assistant Technical Editor, he 
conducted the A.R.R.L. Technical Informa-
tion Service. 
Mr. Ross A. Hull, ex-oa3TIT, for the past 

year in charge of the A.R.R.L. Technical 
Information Service  and  Experimenters' 
Section, has accepted an appointment as 
Associate Technical Editor, in which duties 
he will be associated with Mr. Westman in 
the technical editorship of the magazine. 
He will also be in charge of the A. R. R. L. 
technical development program over the re-
mainder of this year, a subject discussed 
at some length on this month's editorial 
page. 
Mr. James J. Lamb, 3CEI and ex-9CEI, 

has joined our staff to assume the Techni-
cal information Service and the manage-
ment of the Experimenters' Section.  Mr. 
Lamb is the author of the article describ-
ing a portable receiver, published in our 
April number. 
Mr. G. Donald Meserve, of 1FL, Hudson, 

Mass., ex-president of the Eastern Massa-
chusetts Amateur Radio Assoc., has joined 
us to become QST's Assistant Advertising 
Manager. 
For those who still wonder who "RP" at 

1MK is, let us say that this is the sine of 
1MK's new Chief On, Mr. R. B. Parmenter, 
formerly of 9WR.-90X, 

- - - — 
It will be noted that we do have openings 

at A.R.R.L. Headquarters, and in a variety 
of occupations.  Qualified A.R.R.L. mem-
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bers are logical candidates when vacancies 
occur.  The headquarters office would be 
glad to have applications on file from in-
terested members, for consideration in such 
events, reciting fully their attainments and 
qualifications. 

— K.R. W. 

5N...Str?y.e e   

Howard F. Mason (no further identifica-
tion needed) tells us that the Bureau of 
Standards will tell you the frequency of 
your crystal within a gnat's eyebrow if you 
will send them twelve dollars together with 
your crystal, holder and oscillator unit. By 
using harmonics of the crystal circuit and 
another oscillator, it is possible to get ac-
curate calibrations of frequency meters. 

We are told by E. Kohls that 6BSB has 
recently purchased sonic bird seed for his 
slop-jar rectifier.  He hopes to get one of 
these "peep peep" notes. 

A simple way of making a substitute 
gimlet is to clamp a small twist drill in a 
two-inch dial.  We don't know who to 
blame for this idea as• it was swiped from 
a carpenter who was installing a lock at 
hdq.  We suppose it may be just another 
proof of how radio is revolutionizing other 
industries. 

McMinn of 2WC made 37 points in the 
International Contest  which he  believes 
will entitle him to a binding post or about 
eight inches of BX. 

When removing bases from tubes, a sim-
ple method is to put the whole tube in boil-
ing water for about five minutes.  Then, 
twist the glass part and it will come loose 
from the base.  Hold the tube, prongs 
downward and touch the ends of the prongs 
to the tip of a very 'hot soldering iron. 
After a. moment, the solder can be flipped 
out with a snap of the wrist which will 
leave the leads running through the prongs 
free.  This is much less painful than bust-
ing the glass and digging the remains out. 
--A.. S. Mason. 

Let's Be Tolerant 
By Hiram Percy Maxim, President A.R. R.L. 

. Net so long ago the fellow who advocated C. W. was regarded as an enemy 
of amateur radio.  The spark was the thing, and no amateur with true ama-
teur spirit could consider C.W.  I remember some of us used to print on our 
QSL cards "The spark forever". 

To-day there are a lot of us who regard phone as something derogatory, 
and beneath notice.  Is it possible that we may be making the same mistake as 
the fellows who scorned C.W.? 

Times change, and we have to change with them.  The thing we sneer at 
to-day is often the whole works to-morrow.  The older a person grows, the 
more he realizes this continual change.  Thus it comes about that the older 
among us are the more patient and tolerant. 

It is with this in mind that I am sorry when I see the attitude of some of us 
toward amateur phone.  Phone does not require a knowledge and a proficiency 
in handling code.  People can phone who cannot communicate by dot and dash. 
The dot and dash man will always have something up his sleeve that the phone 
'man never can have.  But many of our best dot-and-dash men are interested 
in phone.  How do we know that this phone bug might not bite some of us who 
now sneer at it? Are not our ideas regarding phone likely to change profoundly, 
should the little bug by chance pick us out to bite?  And will not we expect 
decent - treatment when we get to fooling around on the air with our phone? 
And so, until we know more than we now know, would it not be prudent to be 
tolerant toward the fellow who has different ideas regarding phone than we 
may happen to have at the present time? 

Let's be tolerant.  Let's remember the early days of C. W. vs. Spark. 
Besides, there's nothing to fear.  Code will never go out.  We do not have to 
say "V as in Victoria" nor "Z as in Zebra" in code.  The dots and dashes can 
be counted, and there is no doubt.  Our code is as safe as the ages.  We code 
men can easily afford to be tolerant. 
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The Twin City Vigilance Committee 
By Carleton H. Kohler* 

25 

As we have mentioned in recent issues, the amateur-listener interference situation is again 
acute.  This article describes the excellent work of the amateurs of Minneapolis and St. Paul in 
caring for this, situation.  We hope that it may serve as an inspiration to other clubs to under-
take similar work and as a guide to individual amateurs everywhere.  The Chicago Radio Traffic 
Association is taking care of Chicago needs in a similar arrangement  Where are all the rest 
of the cities? —Editor. 

T
HE amateur interference situation 
had, for some time, been growing 
increasingly serious in Minneapolis 
and it was deemed necessary that 

something be done at once.  The relations 
between the Minneapolis amateur and the 
broadcast listener, and between the ama-
teur and the City of Minneapolis, had been 
unduly strained for a considerable period 
of time.  Consequently, early this year a 
Committee on Amateur Interference was 
formed by the executive council of the Twin 
City Radio Club to aid in bringing about a 
readjustment of affairs. 

We were faced with the possibility that 
silent hours from 6 p.m. to 12 a.m. would 
be made compulsory for all amateur sta-
tions in this vicinity unless immediate 
action was taken to relieve the QRM situa-
tion.  Therefore the Committee on Ama-
teur Interference gave Twin City amateurs 
decisive notice that interference on their 
part would no longer be tolerated.  We 
have discovered that, for the most part, 
only a few stations were causing interfer-
ence, and as we felt that such interference 
could be eliminated, we justly decided that 
we would ostracize any amateur not co-
operating with us.  Surely we cannot let 
the uncompromising attitude of a few ama-
teurs definitely injure the well-being of the 
majority.  In addition, due to the rather 
chaotic conditions here, amateurs of this 
vicinity were being blamed for interfer-
ence not caused by them at all.  Briefly, 
then, we name to the conclusion that 
prompt, vigorous action would have to be 
taken if we were ever to rectify this com-
plex and unsatisfactory state of affairs. 
Now, however, that the Committee has 

been formed, we are cooperating directly 
with the City of Minneapolis through Mr. 
0, M. Frykman, City Electrical Inspector, 
and also we have the backing of and are 
coOperating with the Supervisor of Radio 
at Chicago. 

*9EF0-9EZM chairman and manager of Amateur 
Interference Committee, Twin City Radio Club; 2000 
Humboldt Ave„ South, Minneapolis. 

The effect of these arrangements has 
been very gratifying, for the Minneapolis 
amateur now has the good-will of the city 
officials and the general public, and as a 
result of the work complaints of amateur 
interference have decreased practically to 
zero. 
Our Committee not only has arranged to 

be informed of, to investigate and to adjust 
all complaints received by the radio office 
at  Chicago  and  the  Minneapolis  city 
authorities, but also we have arranged to 
supply the Supervisor at Chicago and the 
City of Minneapolis with complete details 
of every interference case investigated by 
us.  We have, in addition, requested the 
Supervisor to call upon us at any time for 
special investigations and reports.  Thus 
the office at Chicago is able to have in its 
files a complete report on all complaints 
originating in this vicinity.  To show to 
what an extent Mr. H. D. Hayes, the Super-
visor, appreciates the help rendered to his 
office and the broadcast listeners of this 
territory, I quote from one of his letters: 

This office appreciates the cooperation thus ex-
tended to the broadcast listeners and believes that 
your action will tend to prove to the general public 
that the amateurs, both individually and .collectively. 
are not only willing but anxious to assist in making 
radio conditions as near ideal as possible, especially 
as far as unnecessary interference is concerned. 
In order that the amateurs may be more than 

ever in a position to show that they are a more or 
less self-regulatory body and that they will play the 
game when given a chance, this office will until fur-
ther notice refer to you personally, as chairman of 
the amateur interference committee in Minneapolis, 
all reports of amateur interference received from' that 
vicinity, with the request that through your organiza-
tion you will make every effort either to relieve 
the condition complained of or attempt to satisfy the 
complainant that his complaint is one that cannot 
be remedied by the amateurs, either due to the inter-
ference experienced by him being caused by the oper-
ation of electrical equipment, other than radio trans-
mitters, or possibly by the limitations of his particular 
type of receiver and receiving installation. 

In the operations of the Amateur Inter-
ference Committee we make it a practice 
to investigate personally every complaint 
received  and  to  adjust  the  situation 
definitely in order that the complainant will 
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have no further reason for protest.  This 
has 'stopped the flow of complaints to the 
Federal authorities. 
In order to inform the general public of 

the existence of thé Committee and to con-
vince them that we are here to serve them, 
we have had the cooperation of Minn.eapolis 
newspapers.  One member of our Com-
mittee looks after publicity.  We have spent 
considerable time during meetings of the 
Twin City Radio Club in discussing ways 
and means of preventing interference to 
broadcast reception as caused by the opera-
tion of amateur transmitters, and so far we 
have been quite successful in devising 
means for eliminating such interference. 
All amateur stations complained of are in-
spected by us, and we can usually thus clear 
up the trouble.  Personally I believe that 
amateur interference to broadcast recep-
tion is not preventable and can, except per-
haps in unusual eases, be eliminated if a 
sensible attempt is made.  Many amateurs, 
however, do not seem to be sufficiently am-
bitious to make such an attempt unless a 
very perceptible stimulus is provided.  In 
my own case I am using a transmitter de-
signed for one-half kw. operation on 40 
meters and it has been necessary to devise 
a special interference-filter in order to 
eliminate QRM to neighboring B.C.L.'s. 
Now that this special filter is employed it 
has been proven that no interference is 
caused even to a B.C. receiver (4-tube 
T.R.F.) located in the same room with the 
transmitter. • Nor does the use of such a 
filter reduce the amount of DX worked — 
instead the tendency is in the other direc-
tion. 
For a time we experienced considerable 

trouble from  interference  arising from 
sources other than the operation of ama-
teur transmitters.  At the present time 
both the local electric company and the 
telephone company are aiding us in our 
interference-elimination work.  Mr. D. F. 
Cottam, our S.C.M., has been doing some 
very excellent work for the  Northern 
States Power Co., in eliminating interfer-
ence caused by the equipment of the power 
company and other electrical apparatus. 
Matters have now reached a very satis-

factory stage in this city; in fact we are 
approaching a state of idealism which we 
did not think could ever materialize.  We 
have received aid and assistance from every 
side.  We are indebted to the Supervisor 
at Chicago for excellent support and con-
tinual encouragement; Mr. Hayes has made 
some very helpful suggestions and has been 
most courteous and sincere in his supervi-
sion of our work.  Likewise Minneapolis 
city officials deserve much credit for the 
splendid backing they have given us, espe-
cially Messrs. O. M. Fryckman and E. L. 
Harris. chief electrical inspectors.  Above 
all, Minneapolis amateurs have been ex-

tremely unselfish in their caperation.  We 
have obtained the good-will of the broad-
cast listeners.  As a result of all of this, 
complaints of amateur interference have 
practically disappeared. 
Our work, while much of the time tedious 

and difficult, has been upon the whole a 
great pleasure and we are now reaping the 
rewards.  We have discovered that the 
policy of cooperating with the broadcast 
listeners is a policy that "pays big"---for 
isn't it much better to exert ourselves a bit 
.and perhaps voluntarily curtail a few of our 
privileges and thus receive the friendship 
of the B.C.L. and the respect of the Federal 
radio authorities, than to do "what we darn 
please" and be "in Dutch" with everybody? 
This information is submitted in the an-
ticipation that, by its publication, amateurs 
all over the country may be moved to follow 
similar methods.  It is hoped that amateurs 
in other cities will awaken to action and 
that soon the interference problem can be 
remedied nationally.  It is well known that, 
in general, the situation is serious and that 
the amateurs will suffer unless corrective 
measures  are  quickly  and  effectively 
adopted.  Minneapolis is doing its part and 
is looking forward to some coiiperation 
from other cities. 

Editor's Note: Since the receipt of the 
above article a letter has been received 
from Mr. Kohler explaining an expansion 
of the work of the Twin City QRM com-
mittee, from which the following is quoted: 
"Now that the broadcast listeners have 

been pacified and are no longer encounter-
ing; interference with their reception, we 
have decided that a few other matters 
should be taken care of, these matters being 
òff-wave operation, use of raw a.c. on 
plate, poor operating, operation without 
license, and other kindred evils.  Accord-
ingly we have arranged to supply the 
Supervisor with regular reports on amateur 
affairs in this territory.  Infractions of law 
and regulations are being acted upon by 
the Supervisor, while we are taking care of 
other phases such as 'poor operating'. The 
executive council of the Twin City Radio 
Club felt that there was no reason why all 
Twin City amateurs should be brought into 
discredit by the improper actions of a few 
of our number.  The best way to correct 
the existing  troubles was to turn the 
offenders over to the Supervisor.  Conse-
quently the club has advised Twin City 
amateurs that the off-wave business and 
similar offenses had best be stopped at 
once.  This was sufficient to correct the 
situation and at present amateurs of this 
vicinity are coîiperating very well.  The 
official observation stations still maintain 
supervision  and  are  making  frequent 

(continued" on rage Vej 
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The Middle Capacity in a Two-Section Power-
Supply Filter 

By James Millen* and D. E. Replogle 

This is the fourth of a series of articles by members of the Raytheon organization.  The first 
appeared in the September, 1927, issue, the second in the February, 1923, issue, and the third in 
the April issue.  The fifth will follow shortly.  These discussions relate to design, construction and 
operation of the type of low-pass filters which are used in "A" and "B" substitutes and in trans-
mitting plate supplies. —Technical Editor. 

A
s has already been pointed out in 
earlier papers of this series, the 
function of the first filter condenser 
(Ci of Fig. 1) of a 2-section filter 

of the conventional type- is to control volt-
age regulation.  It was also shown that 

FIGURE 1.  THE TYPF OF' CIRCUIT TINDER 
DISCUSSION 

The effect of condenser CI was discussed in the 
September article and the effect of C3 in the February 
article.  The present discussion treats C2. 

this condenser had some effect on the mag-
nitude of the ripple voltage in the filter 
output, likewise that the capacity of the 
final condenser C. (though it also had some 
effect upon the amount of ripple in the out-
put circuit) operated primarily to control 
the audio tone quality obtainable from the 
receiver to which the unit was connected. 
In the case of a transmitter the effect of 
C. is similar but the manner in which this 
appears depends on the nature of the mod-
ulation, the nature of the keying, the cir-
cuit constants and the adjustment. 
The purpose of this paper is to treat 

upon the functions of the middle condenser 
of such a filter circuit, C2 in :Fig. 3. The 
purpose of (1 is purely that of ripple sup-
pression.  That it can have no appreciable 
effect upon regulation, as does C2, or upon 

*Consulting Engineer,  61 Sherman St.,  Malden, 
Mass. 
tDirector.  Raytheon  Circuit  Laboratories,  Ray-

theon Mfg. Co., Cambridge. Mass. 

audio quality, as does C., is quite obvious. 
Measurements were made, therefore, to 

determine the relative effectiveness of dif-
ferent values of C2, in suppressing the rip-

1.5  ZO 
UPAC1,1, OF C., fle elt7OPARII1$ 

FIGURE  2.  CURVE  TO  SHO W  EFFECT  OF 
VARIOUS  CAPACITIES  FOR  02 

The applied voltage was 300 per half of the sec-
ondary winding of the transformer, i.e., 300 volts 
on each side of the center-tap. 

pie voltage in the filter circuit output. The 
result is the curve given in Fig. 2, showing 
the relation of the value of C2 in micro-
farads to  the value  of ripple  voltage 
(r.m.s.) in the output. The power unit and 
filter circuit employed was of the standard 
Raytheon variety.  The output was loaded 
to 40 m.a., which was selected as equivalent 
to the current consumption of the majority 
of radio receiving sets in use at present. 
The method employed was to measure 

the impedance drop across a known resist-
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ance in the output circuit (Fig. 3)  by 
means of a vacuum tube voltmeter.  The 
ratio of this resistance to the total value 
of resistance across the power unit out-
put is a known constant by which all of 

II 
FIGURE 3,  CIRCUIT USED TO OBTAIN °ME 

CURVE OF FIG. 2 
e - 300 volts as before. 

the vacuum tube voltmeter readings are 
multiplied in order to obtain the full value 
of ripple voltage across the filter output. 
As a result of the exceedingly low value 

of ripple voltage obtained when using large 
values of C,, it becomes necessary to em-
ploy  a. carefully constructed  resistance 
coupled amplifier between the output cir-
cuit and the vacuum tube voltmeter for 
values of C, much in excess of 1 afd. 

SERIES RESONANCE EFFECTS 

Upon study of the circuit given in Fig. 
it will be seen that a series resonance 

circuit is formed by L, and C,.  Should 
the  value of  L1 and  C.,  be  such  as 
to cause resonance at 120 cycles, then the 
effectiveness of the filter will be seriously 
impaired. 
Generally, as in this instance, the induct-

ance L,, has a value of approximately 30 
henries in a high grade power unit filter 
circuit. Under such conditions, what value 
of C, will cause resonance at 120 cycles? 

teL = 

or 
0) % 

=  5.9 x 10 farads 
= .06 microfarads (approx.) 

and for La = 15 henries, at 120 cycles 
Ge = .12 microfarads 

at 60 cycles (Half wave rectification) 
Ca  .24p.f for 30 henries 

and Ca =  .5 ¡if for 15 henries 

1 

(PC 

Thus we see that the values of C, that 
will cause trouble, due to series resonance 
effects, are considerably below those ordi-
narily employed in practical applications, 

el 
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and need, therefore, be given no further 
consideration in circuits of the conventional 
types. 
While this concludes the data available 

at this time on the functions of the three 
condensers, individually, the curves given 
in Fig. 4, showing the effect upon ripple 
voltage of various combinations of induct-
ance and capacity will no doubt also he of 
interest.  From a careful study of the data 
shown here and in the preceding articles. 
the designer of a B-power unit filter circuit, 
may readily determine the most economical 
combination of inductance and capacity 
for a desired minimum value of ripple volt-
age.  Likewise, the owner of a power pack 
who is desirous of decreasing the "hum" 
may obtain a rather good idea of the most 

I?  16  20  20  20  St 
eyouCt4.4rt" OF L., a feetel 

FiGuRE 4.  CURVES  SHO WING  EFFECT  OF 
CHANGES IN 110TH L AND C 

The four top curves  relate to the  single-section 
filter circuit labeled "circuit A" and show the effect 
of changes in the inductance of Li for each of 4 
values of Cl. The lower curve, 8, relates to the 
circuit labeled B and shows the effect of  various 
values of Li when L2  has an inductance of 34,2 
henries and the condenser  values are 2, 2 and  4 
pfds.  The voltage input to trie rectifier is the same 
as in the other figures. 

effective method in which to apply the ad-
ditional material at his disposal. 

In obtaining the data for Fig. 4, the 
actual inductance of the filter chokes under 
the  different  operating  conditions  was 
measured in each instance so as not to in-
troduce errors due to variation in induct-
ance with different values of either a.c. or 
d.c. passing through the choke. 
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6CMQ 

6
CMQ  is primarily an experimental 
station.  It consists of two main 
parts.  The first is more or less per-
manent, and consists of the  short 

wave receiver and amplifier, key, and trans-
mitting control panel.  As may be seen 
from the picture, these are mounted in 
cabinets, fastened to the  desk, with  all. 
wiring concealed.  The rest of the station 
is experimental.  Any one of three trans-

the left of the receiver.  The phone cord 
passes through the table top and over a 
weighed pulley, which keeps it tight, and 
out of the operator's way. 
The  transmittter  control  panel  is 

mounted at the extreme right of the desk. 
On it is mounted a 0-1000 d.e. plate volt-
meter, a 0-200 milliammeter, a switch to 
short out the milliammeter, and a filament 
control jack, which connects the ohones to 

THE EQUIPMENT AT 6CMQ 

The transmitter on the shelf in front of the window is a tuned pate-tuned grid 
arrangement employing a single UX-210.  At the present time, any one of three 
transmitters may be shifted in this place and connected to the power supply circuits 
in short order.  To the right of the globe is an omnigraph and next is the field 
rheostat for the high voltage generator.  The biscuit tin  is the monitor box  for 
checking the transmitted signals.  The phone needs no further introduction.  Just 
beneath it is the control panel for the transmitter.  To its left Ls the receiver and 
Grebe two-stage audio amplifier which also holds up th clock.  Behind the type-
writer is the Kennedy receiver and between it and the short-wave set is a G.R. 
wavemeter. 

mitters can be connected in the radio room 
or in a "dog house" mounted on the roof 
within six feet of the end of the antenna. 
No matter what transmitter is in use, or 
where it is connected, it is operated from 
the same control panel. 
The short wave receiver is of the con-

ventional condenser control of  feedback 
variety with plug-in coils for the 20-, 40-
and 80-meter bands.  It is also equipped 
with interchangeable choke coils, although 
one covers all the bands.  The filament of 
the 201-A detector tube is run at only three 
volts and seems to give better results this 
way than when five volts are used. The re-
ceiver is connected to a Grebe RORK two 
step audio amplifier.  This receiver unit 
operates from a separate set of "A" and 
"B" batteries. A trickle charger mounted 
under the desk can be connected to the "A" 
battery, when desired, by the switch at 

+   
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a microphone howler so the operator can 
listen to his own fist. It also connects an-
other six-volt storage battery to the start-
ing relay. Fig. 1 shows the internal con-
nections of the control panel.  The relay 
which short circuits the phones when the 

A VIE W OF THE LO W-POWERED TUNED GRID-TUNED 
PLATE TRANSMITTER WHICH MAY BE USED AS IS OR 
AS A MASTER OSCILLATOR FOR A 50-WATT AMPLIFIER 

key is up is an old high-frequency buzzer. 
This works well here due to its high speed 
operation and to its small size. The phones 
are connected in series with a 10,000-ohm 
resistance, the two being shunted across 
the primary of the howler modulation 
transformer. The resistance cuts the howl-
er signal down to comfortable volume and 
prevents the howler relay from shorting 
the primary of the transformer and stop-
ping the howl. The filament control jack 
connects the battery to the starting relay, 
howler, keying relays, etc. Since the jacks 

A LOOK UNDER THE COVER OF THE BISCUIT 
TIN WHICH HOLDS THE MONITORING CIRCUIT 

in Grebe amplifier are also- filament con-
trol, the phone plug is the only switch nec-
essary to start either the transmitter or 
receiver. 
The howler itself is nothing but a micro-

phone and loud-speaker unit, mounted fac-
ing each other, and connected through a 
modulation transformer. A Ford coil works 
very well as the transformer. The howler 
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does not appear in the photograph since it 
is mounted under the table.  When it is 
desired to use a break-in system, a blank 
plug is used to start the transmitter, and 
the phones are left connected to the re-
ceiver. 

The above description covers 
the permanent part of the sta-
tion.  At times it has been 
known to survive as long as six 
weeks without an appreciable 
change. The rest of the equip-
ment was built with an eye on 
simplicity and flexibility.  The 
transmitter usually consists of 
one of three units, or combina-
tions thereof. 
The  transmitter  operates 

from a 110-to 220-volt 3-Kw. 
power line.  The story of this 
power line is the standing joke 
of the station. Not long ago a 
1000-to  1500-volt  Kenotron 

plate  supply  outfit  was  replaced  by 
the  present  1000-volt  motor  genera-
tor.  As a word of explanation it might 

FIGURE 2 

be stated that the motor draws a starting 
load of 40 amperes.  About a week after 
the arrival of the M.G. a recording volt-
meter, property of the local power com-
pany, made its appearance on our back 
porch, duly connected to the light wires. 
An investigation proved it had a circular 
scale, calibrated from 70 to 130 volts, which 
revolved once every twenty-four hours. The 
record was traced on this scale by a broad 
pen.  When  the  motor-generator  was 
started the pen went about ten volts below 
the minimum on the scale. Goodness only 
knows how much lower it would have gone 
if the hub of the disc had not interfered. 
That night the set was on the air for a 
twelve-hour stretch, with the aid of an-
other operator. The meter disc turned so 
slowly that it had not moved the width of 
a pen line before the generator was started 
up again, and so on far into the wee, small 
hours.  In the morning the disc was solid 
red in the region between 110 volts and the 
hub, for a period of twelve hours. There 
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was no one at home the next day when the 
meter was called for.  That night a second 
meter was in the place of the first one, 
freshly loaded, and ready to go.  From 
about seven until ten the results were the 
same as the previous night.  Explanations 
were forthcoming, and now 6CMQ has a 
private 3-Kw, pole  transformer, for it 
seems that there were four . long blocks 
supplied from the. same trans--
former,  and  the  inhabitants 
found the 40-volt drop annoying. 
The entire shelf over the desk 

and table can be used for the 
transmitter, if the need arises. 
Two sets of five wires each, tip-
ped with lugs, come up from be-
hind the table to the shelf to con-
nect the plate and filament sup-
plies to one or more of the trans-
mitter units. This system of con-
nections is largely responsible for 
the flexibility of the transmitter 
system in use. 
There are three main units in 

the transmitter.  The first is the 
tuned grid-tuned plate oscillator, 
shown in the photograph, which 
operates on 40 or 80 meters, by 
changing the clips on the induct-
ances.  It is used for low power 
work on either of the two waves, 
or as a master oscillator for the 
50-watt power amplifier. Like all 
other of the transmitter units, 
its  plate  supply  comes  from 
the  motor - generator.  When 
used as a master oscillator, a 10,000-
ohm resistance is placed in series with the 
positive high voltage so that the full out-
put of the motor-generator may be applied 
to the 50-watter without overloading the 
210.  As may be seen from the picture, the 
base on which this unit is mounted is an 
old panel that used to be something else. 
From the lack of visible wiring in the 
photographs, it may also be guessed that 
all filament and non radio frequency wires 
are under the base. 
The second unit is a 160-meter crystal 

oscillator, with a frequency doubling, SO-
meter amplifier  Similar sets have been 
described in Q.ST many times so that its 
description will be omitted.  This unit is 
used as a low power 80-meter set or as a 
master oscillator for the frequency doubling 
50-watt amplifier when used on 40 meters. 
Due to the fact that two of the three 
original crystals are now broken, and the 
wave of the remaining one coincides with-
in 200 cycles with Mexican NC51, and is 
almost on top of nu2U0's xtal, this unit 
is seldom used. 
The third unit is the 50-watt power am-

plifier before mentioned.  It is equipped 
with interchangeable coils for the 20-, 40-
and 80-meter bands.  It is normally used 
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as a frequency doubler, but may be used 
as a neutralized amplifier on the same wave 
as the master oscillator.  Its plate supply 
is the 1000-volt motor-generator, a series 
resistances being used to lower the voltage 
to the master oscillator tube, if necessary. 
The antenna is one of the most interest-

ing features of the station. It is supported 
from a 40-foot, one-inch iron pipe mast, 

THIS IS THE RECEIVER USED FOR MOST WORK 
The circuit is of the conventional type employing capacity 

control of regeneration.  It is a pretty mechanical job that 
might well be copied by many. 

and the chimney of the house, which are 
about 80 feet apart.  The average height 
of the antenna is only 27 feet.  'Both sup-
ports are equipped with a continuous rope 
through a pulley.  The chimney is pro-
vided with a cleat to which the rope is 
fastened.  The pole end has a harness clip 
to which are hooked 35 pounds of flat irons, 
and window weights, which allow the rope 
to expand and contract under varying 
weather conditions.  Perhaps this device is 
the only reason why the pole is still verti-
cal, despite the winds or,  rather, gales 
which  .i.kltaden.a  experiences  at  times. 
Harness clips are spliced on both ropes, 
and the antennas are hooked to these. 
There are available two antennas always. 

The first is a 60-foot wire with a 60-foot 
lead-in.  This is voltage fed at 20, 40 or 
80 meters.  The second is a 40-meter Zepp 
of standard construction, and size.  The 
unused antenna is wound on a drum until 
needed.  The lead-ins bolt under winged 
nuts to No. 10 x 32 brass bolts passing 
through a quarter-inch, plate glass window, 
mounted just behind the transmitter. With 
this system it is not unreasonable to ask 
a fellow to, "QRX for a new antenna". 
When the antenna was first built, consid-
erable difficulty was experienced with har-
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monies falling outside the band.  The trou-
ble was finally corrected by grounding the 
pole and all guy wires. 
All the receivers operate off a 25-foot 

antenna, that is 15 feet high at the far end. 
Beside the regular' short-wave receiver, 

there is a tuned radio-frequency receiver 
using one of the new I.J.X-222 tubes.  This 
receiver was built from the article by R. B. 
Bourne, in December, 1927, QST. This, and 
the photograph are description enough and 
shows that the receiver slides into a tightly 

box- may be seen the generator field rheo-
stat.  With this the voltage may be varied 
from 200 to 1000. 
To the left of this is an Omnigraph,:' on 

which is a home made disc cut to send 
"Test test nu6CMQ".  This is a great help 
when adjusting a transmitter, as it leaves 
both of the operator's hands free.  The 
main objection to it is that every new vis-
itor has to have it explained to him why 
the dise reads "Test" and not "CQ". 
The telephone, seen at the right hand 

end of the shelf insures prompt - 
delivery of local messages, and a 
constant source of Q.RM since it 
is an extension of the house 
phone and all phone conversa-
tions are R6 in the receiver. 
At the extreme left of the 

shelf, in front of the  filament 
transformer, is the proudest pos-
session of the station. Some time 
ago the operator was complain-
ing of the poor DX. Miss 6.BXA 
suggested the use of a eat to im-
prove this condition. (Ask TOM. 
No, not Tom cat.)  it was ex-
plained that the cat had been 
tried, and while the DX certainly 
improved, the cat started to lose 
its fur.  Two weeks later 613XA 
made the station a present of 
"Felix" saying that he, she, or it, 
as the case may be, had been 
treated with an acid-proof paint 
and could well withstand the 
wear and tear that would be it'll-
posed on it.  The Trans-pacific 

Test certificate above  the monitor  box 
speaks well for the results. 
The station is kept within bands with a 

General Radio wavemeter.  When an exact 
standard is wanted, a General Radio pre-
cision wavemeter is available.  This is one 
of few compensations to ham radio result-
ing from a job as chief operator in a broad-
casting station. 
The station is owned by F. T. Swift. Jr., 

in Altadena, Calif.  It boasts RCC, ORS, 
OWLS and RM standings.  The operator 
is also Chairman of Communications for 
the  well  known  Short-Wave  Club  of 
Pasadena. 

THE RECEIVER EMPLOYING A STAGE OF RADIO FRE-
QUENCY AMPLIFICATION WITH THE SCREEN-

GRID TUBE 
Plenty of shielding is used and the set is slipped into a tightly 

Siting  ,iipper ease which forms all but the panel wall.  This 
allows the set to he worked on without haying to use a can-
opener or oxy-acetylene torch. 

fitting copper ease that is mounted in a. 
cabinet. The fact that it is a three-handed 
set has prevented it from replacing the 
regular set. It is used only on DX signals. 
At the time the photograph was taken it 
was not connected for use. 
The B.C.L. set is a Kennedy, which also 

takes in the 600-meter band.  This set and 
its two step are seen on the table behind 
the mill. 
A monitor box similar to that described 

in QST many moons ago is used to check 
up on the transmitter.  In the photograph 
of the general layout it is seen directly 
above the receiver on the shelf.  The de-
tails of construction may be seen in the 
picture of the interior.  Plug-in coils are 
again used,  This unit is also equipped 
with a filament control jack.  The circuit 
is shown in Figure 2. Note that the jack 
is grounded, which makes it possible to 
mount the jack right on the can, and pre-
vents the phone cord from acting as an. 
antenna.  When this unit was first built, 
it was too sensitive, and the transmitter 
paralyzed it.  This was overcome by in-
creasing the size of the tickler coil. 
On the shelf, to the left of the monitor 6ELlEVE IT OR 140T 

NOW ALL I HAVt To f;e 
is (am THAT kl0t.e. 
Fog re_ friss'jr---
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Another Part of the Family 

VERY once in a while someone sings 
us a sad tune to the effect that ama-
teur radio is passing —the old timers 

 4 - are  all  (gulp)  commercializing 
themselves.  Well —why not?  Rich Ameri-
can amateurs are scarce, therefore most of 
us must work at something and it might as 
well be something that we like.  Instead of 
wailing at the fact that amateurs are do-
ing things in commercial radio let's feel 
proud of the fact that one can't look into 
any branch of radio whatever —none what-
ever —without finding it thoroughly filled 
with A.R.R.L. men. 
As an instance —did you happen to know 

that the operating  staffs of  American 
broadcasting stations are very largely ama-
teur and ex-amateur?  Did you suspect 

 11f2-A 
FIG 

that in general.the proportion is highest in 
the best stations?  So it is--there is sta-
tistical  proof;  the  broadcast-operating 
gaine (just like the ship-operating game 
and  the manufacturing game  and the 
business of radio engineering) is a thing 
this outfit has manifold personal connections 
with. 
These A..R.R.L. broadcast operators do a 

lot of interesting things that the straight 
message-handling operator will  need to 
have explained to him.  You see it is a job 
that is made up of wire telegraphy, radio, 
telephony and music. 
Do you wonder that this sort of a job 

produces a WCCO group that can handle 
the ticklish 9XL standard-freq. job as well? 
Do you wonder that a visit to any B.C. sta-
tion is worth while?  However, if you go, 
be sure to have time to get acquainted with 
the operating staff and to talk to them; 
they have ample material for conversa-
tion.  The apparatus will look familiar — 
until you try to trace the details of its op-
eration —then you go back to the chart 
class. 
Come into this station and let's look 

around.  Never mind the telegraph desk; 
those are the wires to the A. T. & T., W. U. 
and Postal.  There's a wire to Springfield 
too and it is used —but that becomes com-
plex and can't he told here. 
The tall narrow framework cover there 

is a Western Electric r.f. amplifier of one 

stage with a rated output of 5,000 watts. 
Being water-cooled the tubes stand in metal 
jackets supported by the little table with 
the porcelain pillar legs.  Since the plate 
voltage is upward of 10,000 it is neces-

"—R.F, amplifier of one stage —" 
Bell Tel. Labs. 

sary to prevent leakage to the grounded 
water-supply pipe and the grounded drain 
pipe.  This is done by interposing long 
pieces of rubber hose, the water column 
inside  them  being  long  and  slim 
enough  to  offer  a high  resistance  so 
that the leakage is not excessive.  The two 

FIG 2 

rubber tubes are coiled in the lower part of 
the frame and at the bottom of the coil 
there is a water-failure device which (if 
the flow  of water stops)  operates an 
electrical contact and thru apparatus on 
the lower portion of the instrument panel 
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gives an alarm and trips out the high-volt-
age supply, thereby preventing damage to 
the tubes. 
In the upper level of the set there is an-

other small insulated deck carrying the 
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FIG 3-ROLIG#1 PICTURES OF ELECTRICA.t. FIELDS  

plate supply choke and the plate stopping 
condenser, from which a lead descends ver-
- tically to the plates. 
Just behind the panel are the "ohmspun" 

resistors, also the chokes a:u1 condensers 
which have to do with the filament supply 
and the grid bias.  On the rear of the same 
deck is a small vertical panel carrying fila-
ment fuses and cutoff. 
The customary web of wire is gotten rid 

of by the good standard W. E. method — 

"The central object —" 
Bell Tel. Labs. 

cable all low voltage wires together and put 
them in the hollow of the nearest angle-
bar.  The "cable" is of the usual telephone 
sort —wires  laid  together and fastened 
with a length of twine that runs along the 
cable and is half-hitched around it every 
inch or so.  Perhaps some. telephone man 
can explain why the procedure is called 
"swing". 
Take a look inside of this special 1-kilo-

watt job.  The central object is a hake-
lite rack  carrying "ohmspun" resistors 
which are tapped to the curious slider-
switch just below, a construction that can 
be copied with advantage where it is neces-
sary to have a variable voltage for grid bias 
or the like.  The resistances shown are, by 

the way, rather good at r.f. and a scheme 
of this sort has been used in at least one 
W. E. transmitter as a sort of r.f. voltage 
divider to supply adjustable feed to an 
amplifier. 
The inductances below have treated 'maple 

rods slotted for the metal strip of which the 
coil is wound. 
The condenser strip above is of the sort 

rather common in large W. E. sets and al-
though its exact use in this case is not 
known there is a suspicion that it is part 
of a system of capacity-coupling to the 
antenna.  By this is meant real capacity 
coupling and not the l-wire r.f. feeder sys-
tem which is commonly mis-called by that 
name.  Lend me your pencil John; may I 

c 
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F  - ATTEMPTS TO REPRESENT CORRESPONDING CIRCUITS  

draw on the back of your message pad? 
The thing I mean is the arrangement in 
which we have such a connection as that of 
Fig. 1, where the primary circuit is L, 
G and the secondary circuit is 1,7 C, C. 
The capacity C is the coupling capacity, 
being common to both circuits.  If it is 
large as compared to C, and C6 the voltage 
across it is small, therefore the power 
transferred is small, therefore the coupling 
is loose.  If C,.; is of a size not large as com-
pared to C, and C, then by a similar logic 
the coupling becomes close.  By choosing 
the constants correctly the system can be 
made to reproduce the usual performance 
of the magnetic methods of' coupling, with 
some advantages.  Fig. 2 shows one prac-
tical form which explains itself. (7,, would be 
the mica condensers up there in the set. 
Did you ever sketch out what happens 

when you try the same thing on an antenna 
which isn't grounded but uses a e.n. in-
stead?  (Note British effect obtained by re-
ferring to counterpoise 'by its initials.) 
First of all, does it make any difference? 

Crazily enough it sometimes makes little 
difference in the operation but a consider-
able difference in the explanation of the 
operation.  That probably does not sound 
rational —may  not  be  rational—but  is 
worth talking over.  Cut off that monitor 
loudspeaker and we'll go over it.  Perhaps 
some of you can make it clearer than 1-1 
hope so. 
First of all we will have to admit that 

the circuits of Figs. 1 and 2 are not very 
exact.  They show the inductance of the 
antenna lumped in one place (1,7) and the 
capacity lumped in another (C,) whereas 
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we know that even if there is a loading 
coil we still have inductance draped all 
along the antenna right out to the last 
centimeter.  We really get a better idea of 
the actual situation by drawing a rough 
picture of the ,antenna field —meaning the 
electric or "static" field?  (Incidentally, 
isn't it funny that we talk about a "static" 
field when the thing is collapsing and un-
folding at the rate of "?.????? cycles per 
second?) 
To get on —in Fig. 3A we have a crude 

picture of the antenna taken at the moment 
when the electrical field is actually "static", 
which is to say at the moment of peak volt-
age and no current. The field is the private 
property (comparatively) of the antenna by 
reasons of the fact (almost) that it all 
lights on the c.p., there being nothing else 
nearby.  A sort of picture of the electrical 
circuit in terms of L and C would then 
look like A' in Figure 4. 

• —sits in the middle and has to watch all these things. • 
Swem e School and wets. 

When we drop the antenna-counterpoise 
system nearer the earth the picture becomes 
more complex for we add a material amount 
of Capacity between c.p. and ground, also 
between antenna and ground, giving the dis-
tressingly complex picture of B and B' 
Il' now we use a large c.p. and thereby get 
a lot of capacity between the c.p. and 
ground we modify the picture somewhat 
we have the things shown in C and C'. 
This makes the whole thing indecently com-
plex and a fit subject for mathematical 
treatment  instead  of  soldering  copper 
engineering by the present meeting.  It is 
therefore a relief to find that as soon as 
we finish the job and use a ground we have 
the simple picture of D and D'.  I know — 
I know —we are getting ahead slowly, but 
then I have net Dr. Pickard's gift for say-
ing much in a sentence.  Bear with me. 
If we hope to do any guessing on the 

coupling business we' will need something 
simpler than Fig. 4. Going ahead we see 
that in each case we can group the ca-

pacities under headings as capacity be-
tween. 

Antenna & c.p  (GO 
Antenna & ground  (C.g) 
C.p. and ground  (C,) 

Without as much as a court order we will 
bunch the little distributed capacities that 
way and draw Figure 5. It is quite likely 
that someone will be able to lump them 

CCO , CAS 

e eeee e- We V7 M fflk 

FIG. 5-DI5TRIBUTED CAPACITIES- LUMPED  

more profitably, which will give us a good 
follow-up article.  Having done this let's 
try to work our method of coupling and see 
what comes of it. 
In Fig. GA" we have at the top a 

scheme ;that is certainly capacity coupling 
--but the set is up in the air too.  That is 
a senseless procedure and we had better 
put it back down on the earth and feed the 
antenna by some sort of a feed line so it 
will not be necessary to chip ice off the 
helix or the tube before starting up.  Of 
course if anyone wants to hang on an extra 
tuned circuit up there it is possible to leave 
Ll and Cl up there and feed them from the 
line.  This will have the advantage that. 
we can use the LC system as an impedance-
matching transformer such as was de-
scribed in the January issue of QST. 
In B" we have tried it on the linear 

antenna near the earth.  The first thought 
was to use C, as a coupling capacity but 
it is very small and the voltage across it 
would be large, resulting in a large coupling, 
which isn't wanted.  Therefore C3 has been 
connected across it and made large.  The 
result is that we no longer have a Hertzian 
system —we simply have a Marconi an-
tenna with a series condenser 03 in the 
ground lead.  That changes the wavelength 

, 
ertregt. r-.-1, 

r—I 471  4.5 

GG-ATTEMPTS TO APPLY CAPACITY COUPLING TO VARIOUS ANTENNA SYSTEMS 

too much for now we have an antenna twice 
as long as before (the node has of course 
moved to the earth connection) and the 
thing isn't fitted for the wavelength we 
started with.  Evidently this was a bad 
start and the way to do it is to put in a 
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reactance at the place X. This X had best 
be a choke coil such as is used over at WOAI 
in San Antonio. As I remember it that's 
a tapped coil of some 30 spaced turns on a 
4" form. Then the primary circuit goes 
right along and the drop thru C3 is partly 
fed thru X to C., and excites the antenna. 
X acts as a coupling control, the more in-
ductance it has the less the coupling. One 
can see offhand that this isn't true capacity 
coupling but some sort of a link arrange-
ment. The wire between C3 and C., can 
be lengthened out more or less at will, as 

"—try to trace the details of its operation —" 
et. Louis Post Dispatch as KSD 

long as it doesn't start to fall into tune 
with the working wave. The "limiting re-
actance" can be a condenser, in which case 
we have the the classic 8XK arrangement 
with the corresponding difficulty that the 
harmonics get thru to the antenna more 
easily than the fundamental.  That's why 
Strobel first used the choke at KFKX. Be-
fore someone asks me to name this sort of 
coupling we will move on to Cm, for 
which I've made no diagram, but which of 
course is the same thing as B" except 
that C,„ is large so that excessive coupling 
can be avoided by merely choosing the size 
of L, and C. so that the current thru the 
primary system is of the right size to give 
the desired coupling by reason of producing 
the right drop across Ce.. This wasn't pos-
sible in B"' because we would have had to 
work with such a very small C, and such 
a very large L,—and one hates to handle a 
5-kilowatt Tesla coil surrounded by blue 
fire. 
When we get to Dm we have exactly 

what we started with, and that's as far 
as most radio discussions get.  Let's drop 
it for this time; someone else will do a 
better job at the next session. 
Did anyone of you fellows ever listen to 

the stuff from your own B.C. stations at 

home?  Clayt. Randall of WTIC uses a 
superhet with a meter in the last plate cir-
cuit, just to keep track of the modulation 
over the station. Eh? Oh no—there isn't 
any  loudspeaker  or  headset--he  just 
"listens" to the meter. 
May we come. over sometime and watch 

you make a line test? Good, I never did 
understand this audio oscillator test. Come 
over to 1MK sometime and watch the new 
Raytheon tubes. They are pretty good 
for—oh yes, that's right; we are not sup-
posed to talk about them yet. Cut off the 
mike will you George? 

—I?. S. K. 

Adapter for "852" 

M ANY of those folks who have sets 
employing 204-A tubes are probably 
very muchly interested in the IJX-852 

as a possibility for ultra high frequency 
work but have refrained from their use be-
cause they did not want to go to the trouble 
of installing new sockets which would not 
allow either tube to be used at will. 
Such will be interested in the 1.1X-852 

adapter, a photo of which appears here-
with. The insulating parts are of bakelite 

and the filament, grid and plate leads are 
run behind the long panel upon which the 
other equipment is mounted. 
This adapter is a product of Heintz and 

Kaufman of 219 Natoma Street, San Fran-
cisco, Calif. 

—11. P. TV. 
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A Crystal Grinder 
By H. F. Mason* 

M
R. WATTS' excellent article on 
page 27 of the January QST shows 
how simple it is to grind your own 
crystals; but it is a tiresome job, 

nevertheless, and requires a lot of patience. 
Probably the slowest part of grinding an 
80-band crystal is in roughing down the 
blank to a few thousandths over the re-
quired thickness.  A contraption as shown 
in Fig. 1 will save much elbow 
grease here.  The idea  is not 
mine; it is a take-off on a grinder 
used by one of those venerable 
amateur telescope makers back in 
Springfield, Vermont.  The sketch 
is self-explanatory.  Arm A is a 
maple stick having brass bushings 
pressed into holes in it -for bear-
ings.  The grinding disc or "tool" 
is a piece of coarse grained cast 
iron. When it wears untrue it is 
merely removed chucked in a lathe, 
and a very fine facing cut taken 
off.  This  makes it sufficiently 
plane, as this grinder is used only 
for roughing anyway. The toothed 
wheel B is cut from galvanized 
iron.  In operation the pulley P is 
run about 250 r.p.m.  The hook H 
acts as a pawl and boosts ahead 
the toothed wheel and iron disc 
about 1/2 -inch every revolution of 
P.  Friction at D keeps the disc 
from  moving  otherwise.  Before 
placing in the grinding rig the 
quartz blank is made approximate-
ly plane on both surfaces by hand 
grinding.  No. 150 carborundum 
grains and water are carefully 
smoothed over the iron dise, the 
surplus wiped o'ff, and the motor started. 
The center of the crystal will describe a 
path as in Fig. 2E. 
In the semi-finals with No. 220 carbor-

undum grains, as well as in the final grind-
ing with No. 400 and then No. 600 carbor-
undum, the planeness of the surface ob-
tained depends a great deal upon the exact 
manner in which the crystal is steered over 
the plate glass.  Fig. 2 attempts to show 
methods and the results.  Method A will 
(unless something else is the matter) grind 
the center low while D will bring the cor-
ners low.  B and C are intermediate.  The 
exact method to use depends on the plane-
ness of the plate glass on which you are 
grinding, the amount and grade of com-
pound used, the thickness of the quartz, 
and the result of your last measurement 

*Seattle Radio Laboratory, 3585 5rd Ave„ So. 
Seattle, Wash.  "-X" Section, also 713U. 

with the micrometers.  If the plate glass 
has been used several times for fine grind-
ing, or if there is too much carborundum, 
the corners will grind low.  This can be 
partly corrected by using method A.  If 
the crystal is of a thickness corresponding 
to about 90 meters or under, the pressure 
of your finger in its center while grinding 
will cause the crystal to bend, tending to 

han plate 
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bring the center low.  This can be cor-
rected by using method D and very light 
pressure.  Try and cover the plate glass 
completely or the glass will have its true-
ness destroyed and your crystal can never 
be ground true.  Use too little rather than 
too much carborundum. The glass you are 
working on should appear like a piece of 
emery paper.  Any surplus carborundum 
should be wiped off and should not be al-
lowed to accumulate at the edges.  If al-
lowed to remain, this surplus will get un-
der the edges of the crystals, as it is moved 
about, and will grind the corners and edges 
low.  This of course is more pronounced 
with the coarser grains of carborunduni. 
One "wet" of carborundum lasts from ten 
to fifteen minutes, after which it fails to 
eut and should be renewed. 

Regarding holders, some have recom-
mended top plates smaller in area than 
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the crystal, or a circular top plate for a 
square crystal. A crystal afflicted with low 
edges or corners will give best output with 

PATH OF CRYSTAL 
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a top plate that does not cover those places 
where the crystal is thin.  This is simple 
to explain; the corners simply do not wish 
to come along and oscillate at the frequency 
of the center because, being thinner, the 
corners want to oscillate at a higher fre-
quency.  It has been my experience that a 
crystal having corners the same thickness 
as the center will give best output with a 
top plate the same size as the crystal. 
It is important, when making connec-

tions to the crystal holder, that the leads 
be short so as to minimize stray grid-fila-
ment capacity. 
Audio oscillations or "singing" is most 

liable to oc..-ur if the electrode plates are 
not plane or if interposed dirt particles pre-
vent even contact between the electrodes 
and quartz plate. 
Much trouble and grief in finding the 

right value of radio frequency choke to use 
across the crystal can be eliminated by 
using a resistance instead of a choke.  A 
50,000 ohm metalized leak is a good value 
to start with, and of course a higher re-
sistance will result in less plate current 
and a low resistance in more plate current. 

The Twin City Vigilance Committee 
(Continued from Page 25) 

check-ups.  The measures which the Twin 
City Radio Club have adopted for bringing 
about a readjustment of undesirable condi-
tions (interference to broadcast reception 
included)  have been very effective and 
there is no reason why similar methods can-

not be put into operation in other parts of 
the country." 
The Twin City Committee tentatively 

consists, in addition to Mr. Kohler as chair-
man, of Messrs. J. C. Pehoushek, 9EFK, 
president of the club; P. R. Gould, 9DHP, 
publicity manager; W. L. Kinsell, 9CEV; 
R. W. Billett, 9BIS; R. S. Spooner, 9LW ; 
D. F. Cottam, 9BYA; and the personnel at 

• • 

_ Atlantic Division Convention 
June 54, 15, 16, State College, Pa. 

HERE'S the announcement, fellows, of 
the 3rd annual Atlantic Division Con-
vention to be held at State College, 

Pa.,  on  June  14-15-16,  sponsored  by 
Director Woodruff and Section Manager 
Crossley in cooperation with the Pennsyl-
vania State College, Department of Elec-
trical Engineering. 
The program is replete with good things 

and any one missing this convention will 
regret it.  Miss Zandonini, 3CDQ, is to 
speak on crystal grinding and calibration; 
-McAuly, 8CEO, on tube rectifiers and their 
characteristics; Dr, J. O. Perrine of the 
A. T. %gr. T. will talk on transatlantic phone 
and will have tubes to show us. 
The committee in charge has made ar-

rangements to take care of the delegates 
in the college dormitories.  The YL's and 
-OW's have a special cottage reserved for 
them and the cost for the rooms will be 
only $1.50 per night, 2 in a room. 
Besides the good lectures there will be 

plenty of stunts, side trips and a general 
good time is guaranteed. 
Convention Cost is $5.00 and SCM Cross-

ley, who can be addressed in care of Penn-
sylvania State College, State College, Pa., 
will be more .than glad if you write him to 
say that you will be there. 

%fr,Str?ys   
The Burgess Battery Company of Madi-

son, Wisc., has recently supplied us with 
a copy of their Engineering Circular No. 
15, under the. title of, "Experimental High 
Frequency Radio for Aircraft".  This is a 
most  interesting  thirty-page  brochure 
which describes complete installations for 
both aircraft and ground stations. The set 
to be used aboard an airplane is designed 
for both key and voice modulation while 
the transmitter for the ground station is 
primarily constructed for telegraphic work. 
It can, however, be used for voice by the 
addition of another tube and some asso-
ciated equipment which is described in the 
pamphlet.  Copies of this cinular may be 
obtained on request from the Burgess Bat-
tery Company. 
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A Combination Fieldmeter- Wavemeter-: 
Voltmeter 

By Eugene C. Woodruff* 

N
EVER put an ammeter into a "tank 
circuit".  Don't use an ammeter in 
your antenna.  Don't buy or make 
a wavemeter to be used with an 

ammeter or a small lamp as the indicating 
device. 
Naturally the above "don'ts" must be 

qualified in the interests of both peace and 
accuracy.  Don't "do any of these don'ts" 
unless you have very special reasons for 
each occasion, and unless you have money 
to spare.  The. apparatus about to be de-
scribed will produce all the results the 
average constructor and operator will ever 
need, and that much more easily and cheap-
ly.  This  device has stood the test of 
demonstration before several clubs in vari-
ous cities.  Invariably the fellows say, "I 
must make one like that," and "When 
will it appear in QST?" 
Reference  to the photos and diagram 

show the following parts: 
Ll.  Wavemeter inductance on IJX.-tube 

base (for the 40-meter band 16 turns of 
No. 20 D. C. C.) 
L2.  Field-pickup coil.  Suit yourself; 

almost anything from 1 turn an inch in 
diameter to 6 turns 2 inches in diameter. 
Cl. Wavemeter  condenser.  Cardwell 

Balancet or equivalent. 
Ma.  Milliammeter.  First choice ..for 

range 0-1.5 though meters up to 0-10 give 
nearly equal satisfaction.  (To have the 

same voltmeter ranges with meters other 
than 0-1.5 the resistance shown must be 
changed.) 
Det.  Fixed Carborundum crystal detec-

tor with ample current-carrying capacity. 
Carborundum Co. type, or type that can be 
purchased at almost any "five and ten." 

and R2.  Series resistances for volt-
meter--Daven "high capacity" "Glastors;" 
*234  West  Fairmont  Ave.,  State  College,  Pa. 

Director, Atlantic Division. A. R. R. L.  8CMP. 

100,000 ohms for 150-volt range, 500,000 
ohms for 750-volt range, both with above 
mentioned size of milliammeter. The "volt-
meter" does very well for work with a "B" 
eliminator, as the load it puts on the elim-
inator will always be less than 1.5 milliam-
peres. 
To use the device as a fiel.dmeter, remove 

the wavemeter plug-in coil L2 and connect 
pickup coil L2 to the Fahnestock terminal, 
place the pickup coil loosely coupled to the 
source of field (such as a tank circuit or 
antenna) and note behaviors of the mil-

METER SIDE, SHO WING PICK-HP COIL 1,2 IN 
PLACE, ALSO SHO WING VOLTMETER JACKS 

liammeter and the adjustments of the os-
cillator are changed.  With the fieldmeter 
coupled to the tank circuit you know when 
your outfit is oscillating, and can easily 
find the combination of adjustments that 
produces maximum effects. With it coupled 
to the antenna you know the antenna is 
radiating and can readily adjust the trans-
mitter to get maximum radiation.  Right 
here let me warn you.  Don't _let anyone 
scare you by asking how you know you are 
not getting "merely the effect of induction", 
whatever he may mean by that.  Assum-
ing we know what he has in mind, part of 
the answer is that this device shows strong-
er fields at the ends of a half-wave antenna 
than it does at the center.  At a voltage 
node it did show nothing, though the cur-
rent  through said node was large and 
otherwise evident.  The device also shows, 
when used with an antenna having a 
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thermo-ammeter in series, that maximum 
radiation and maximum antenna current 
do not always coincide.  In any case this 
device affects the decrement of your oscil-
lator less than other methods of indicating 
field, as it takes less energy therefrom. For 
examples, at 8CMP the fieldmeter is placed 
near the 20-meter Hertz antenna, 'away 
from the direct influence of the transmit-
ter.  Then the transmitter is adjusted un-
til the meter shows maximum field radiated. 
No other meter need he used in the trans-
mitter assembly.  Again, at 8CMP, each 
stage of all crystal oscillator-power-ampli-
fier systems is provided with one of these 
fleldmeters loosely coupled to the tank cir-
cuit, greatly increasing the ease and flexi-
bility of adjustment, and with a considera-
ble saving in cost over meters as ordinarily 
used. 
To use as a wavemeter, plug in a suita-

ble coil wound on the base of a tube and 
connected to the Fahnestock, loose couple 
to the antenna or oscillator and tune to 
maximum meter reading.  The tuning is 
sharp and calibration is especially stable, 

THE DEVICE AS A WAVEMETER 
One end has been removed to show the interior 

arrangement. 

even when the pick-up coil is varied widely 
in size or number of turns.  Coupling 
should always be loose.  The fieldmeter 
may also he used (with L. in and L, out) 
with any other wavemeter, as an indicator 
of resonance.  In general it is more sensi-
tive and affects the calibration of  the 
wavemeter less than other methods of in-
dication.  For example, at 8CMP the field-
meter is placed several, feet from the five-
meter antenna, for instance, then the Gen-
eral Radio wavemeter is placed between 
the fieldmeter and the antenna, perhaps 3" 

from pick-up coil.  Tuning, the wavemeter 
is accompanied by a very sharp and satis-
factory response in the milliammeter. This 
use of the device, in all bands, is the most 
important one of all, at least at CMP. 
To use as a voltmeter, simply plug volt-

meter leads into the proper jack for the 
desired range, pick-up coil removed.  In 
the interior view, one cover removed, the 
crystal may be seen just above the meter, 
and the high resistances and jacks just 
beyond. 
Try this device, fellows, and let me know 

your  troubles,  successes,  or  criticisms, 
please. 

Official Wavelength Stations 

THE Official Wavelength System fur-
nishes a service cooperative with, but 
differing from, that of the Standard 

Frequency Station  9XL, which is also 
operated in accordance with plans made 
with the  0.W.L.S. Committee.  Contact 
with the 0.W.L.S. is through Mr. D. C. 
Wallace, 6AM, who is also chairman of the 
committee.  Mr. Wallace is continuing the 
practice of checking up all 0.W.L.S. to 
make sure that they are really indicating 
their wavelength (or frequency) at the end 
of each transmission-and are doing so with 
proper accuracy; which is to say 2%. They 
do this in the course of regular operation 
and do not send calibration schedules as do 
the S.F. stations. 
The list is as follows: 
NKF, 67X-6X.A.0, 6BQB, 7BU,  5MN, 

ric3FC. oz2AC, 2WC, 6AM, 9FF, SGU-8XC, 
9XI, 1CK, lAW W, 3Z W-3BE, 8AA, 8EQ, 
3.A.PV, 4XE, 5ZAV, 9DXN, PEGTJ. 62;11, 
2MU, 4BY, 9ZA, GE-7ZX, 5SP, 9EIB, 7GQ, 
2DS, 1BZQ, 6BGM-6CVO, 2XI, 9IG, 7ACI, 
1ZL-1AVW, 2CLA, 6ZE, 8GZ-8ZG, 9BGK, 
eg9NM  6TI  ne3NI  ne9AL  8APZ  9SZ 
7QK-7MX, OU, 50X, 9BMR, 6BCP, lAAC-
1ZO, 8BZT, ne3CO, oa2CM, eg20D, 6CAE, 
5AGN, 9AXQ, 9CPM, 5E W, 5PH, 1A).CA, 
9BGH, eg2SZ, 1XM, 6BX, 6BB, nc1AE, 
eg5LF4, 1KP, 8DAJ, 1BH W, 9AUG, nc2BE, 
6AOI, 9CXU, 2BRB, 8CMM, nezIBT, oa5BG, 

2B0, Ireland 5N,I, 1CC W, 6DHL, 
8BAU, 9XL, 6BVII. NRRL-9UZ, 2EF, 9WI, 
7XF, 6AKW, 6CDY, 6AY, 6AYC, 6QL, 
OBRO, (3CCR, 6BMW, 6CMQ, 4CK, 7AAT, 

9EFO, 6QL, 6'BAJ, eg5YK, t3BZU, 
1I3D, 5N W. 

A eum SET 
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Experimenters' Section Report 
N tT 7rITH this report the "X" Section W goes into new hands.  Having 

founded the Section and watched 
it through its various changes I 

naturally feel some regret e the parting, 
especially as many of our wishes and hopes 
have not been accomplished. We have never 
as we had hoped, acquired the complete 
time of one_ headquarters man to do for 
this  Section  what  the  Communications 
Manager and his assistants do for message 
handling.  Neither have we been able to 
keep everyone supplied with outlines and 
reports as promptly as we desired, though 
in this regard very nice work has been done 
by Mr. Ross Hull. 
However, the Section has done good 

work, and has much more than justified its 
existence and has made good its claim for 
those things which we have not been able 
to give it as yet. 
In the last two years many of QST's best 

articles have been by "Member Experi-
menters' Section".  No other group has 
made an equal showing.  Several old and 
knotty questions of amateur radio have 
been given their first practical answers by 
the Experimenters' Section. 
The Section is therefore turned over to 

Mr. Westman and his aides with some pride 
as to a good record left behind.  To those 
who aided in the making of that record — 
goodbye and good hick! 

Robert S. Kruse. 

Mr.  Stanton Chapman, "Neverland", 
P. O. Box 175, Sewanee, Tennessee, recent-
ly sent in a letter which deals with the in-
triguing subject of r.f. chokes.  We are 
taking the liberty of publishing Mr. Chap-
man's letter below. 

Use of a Non-Magnetic Meter 
for Testing R. F. Chokes 

IN constructional descriptions of trans-mitting sets it has been standard prac-
tice, in the ease of the Hartley circuit, 

to place one r.f. choke in the positive power 
lead.  The question of the efficacy of this 
choke has been the cause of much grief, 
and most amateurs have at one time or an-
other made and tested scads- of the things. 
F. A. Lidbury's excellent report in the 

October, 1927, QST gives much worthwhile 
information, but most of his work appears 
to have been confined to the antics of one 
choke, and this at all times in series with 
a milliarameter.  This instrument was, 
presumably of the usual magnetic type. 

Now, in the course of some rather hap-
hazard choke tests; both before and after 
the appearance of Lidbury's report, I 
reached the conclusion that an ordinary 
rnilliammeter, having of necessity a coil in 
its innards, must itself act as a choke, and 
so affect the general efficiency of the cir-
cuit. 
A simple proof of this is to tune the 

set for best output then short-circuit the 
m.a. and watch the aerial ammeter fall. 
Of course, slight re-tuning will restore the 
output, or perhaps not, but the point is that 
shorting the m.a. has made a change which 
should not have occurred.  Evidently some 
form of non-magnetic meter is indicated 
for choke testing. 
Well, it so happened, that a friend in 

Europe sent me a hot wire milliammeter. 
Now, I thought, this thing ought to show 
r.f. leakage past the choke, as well as in-
dicate the plate current. It did. 
I know that hot wire meters are not 

particularly accurate, also that they read 
effective values of current when using a.c., 
but for use in choke testing approximate 
values of current are near enough.  The 
main thing is that a hot wire meter will 
give some surprising readings if it is sub-
stituted for a magnetic meter in an aver-
age set. 
The main point of this letter has now 

been made; i.e., use a non-magnetic mil-
liammeter when testing r.f. chokes in a 
transmitting set.  Now you can skip the 
rest of this if you happen to have a date; 
but I will state a few findings and conclu-
sions that might be worthwhile for some-
one to check up. 
About that choke again.  Friend Lid-

bury did not say just how he tested a choke 
in a transmitting circuit, and I do not know 
how other folks attack the business, so in 
order tn make my following comments quite 
clear, this is how I do it: The output leads 
from the set (feeders, or ant. and c.p.) are 
disconnected, and various chokes are clip-
ped in. The current shown on the m.a. is 
noted for each choke.  The plate voltage, 
filament voltage and wavelength are kept 
constant.  (Slight re-tuning of the pri-
mary condenser, is necessary in most eases 
to keep the wave the same.)  The choke 
that allows the circuit to oscillate with the 
least plate current is termed the best one. 
A further test of this "best" choke is made 
by seeing how much closer the filament clip 
can be moved toward the grid end of the 
coil without stopping oscillation.  The out-
put leads are then re-connected and the 
difference noted in the output and input 
amps. as compared to the first readings. Al-
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lowance is made, of course, for any change 
in the position of the filament clip. 
We will suppose that in this test one 

choke was used in the positive lead and 

.11m ul 
no kf 

the working wave.  Lidbury's  x 2" 
choke is good at 40 meters when two are 
used, but even two of these appear too 
large on 20 meters.  The size of the wire 

and the diameter of the form (up 
to 1") appear to be immaterial if 

Ant& C. 

_L 

FIG. I. CIRCUIT UNDER DISCUSSION 
The circuit is normal and the constants also. 
C1 —.00025 itfd. 
O2-----.00028 d. 
03 —.00025 ed. 
Leak -15,800 ohms. 
Li— ti turns. W copper tubing. 
L2—Antenna coupling coil. 
La —rt.f. chokes under test 3§," diameter, 114» long. wound as 
explained in text. 

1,41--Grid chokes, 18 turns 14" diameter. space wound. 

the in.a. was in the negative lead.  The 
magnetic meter, which reads about forty 
mills, is now replaced by a hot wire one, 
having a maximum scale of two hundred 
mills.  The pointer of this meter jumps 
right off the scale. We then lower the plate 
voltage and start all over again, forgetting 
what we thought we knew about chokes. 
The above actually happened when test-

ing a 1/2 " diam. 2" long choke wound with 
38 wire, with one ux-210 tube on 500 volts, 
circuit unloaded, and tuned to 20.5 meters. 
On changing the position of the hot wire 
milliammeter to the positive lead, it showed 
a lower reading due to the partial choke 
effect of the transformer that was block-
ing the r.f. in the negative lead. (?) 
Here  are  some  findings,  discovered 

through the use of a hot wire rnilliammeter 
in testing a number of widely varying 
chokes: 
(1) If a single choke is used, its "funda-

mental" must be half, or a little less than 
half, the working wave to which the set is 
tuned.  It is very critical as to the number 
of turns. Ten turns, more or less, will in-
crease the m.a. reading, although the out-
put may not change much; (2) Two chokes 
are the best bet —one in the positive and 
one in the negative lead. These are far less 
critical and need not even be the same size. 
The indications are that the "fundamental" 
of each should be below rather than above 

the "fundamental" is about right; 
(3) one way to check the choke 
effect of a magnetic meter is to 
put a hot wire one in series with 
it, first on one side and then on 
the other.  If there is r.f. current 
in the line the hot wire meter will 
read higher when it is between the 
magnetic meter and the set than 
when it is on the other side. 
I have found  that when  two 

good chokes are used, the two 
meters  will  read  nearly  alike, 
whichever way they are put in 
the circuit, or in either power 
lead. 
Considered  purely  from  the 

standpoint of power output (pro-
vided that the closed and radiat-
ing circuits are reasonably loosely 
coupled) the difference between a 
pair of good chokes and a single 
poor choke with the ma. doing half 
the work, is comparatively slight, 
unless the choke is so had that the 
circuit oscillates unsteadily. Prob-
ably this is why we have been able 
to work for so long with any old 

choke in the set.  There, is however, an 
actual gain in output amps. when using 
good chokes, and this, together with im-
proved general efficiency not to mention 
steadier oscillation seems to warrant fur-
ther work on the choke problem. 
Most of the foregoing would seem to ap-

ply to chokes in a full wave self-rectifying 
circuit, as the hot wire meter shows that 
the two main chokes are critical until a 
third one is placed in the center tap lead 
from the transformer.  When this is done 
the input mills drop and the output goes 
up as before. 
However, -I have had very little success 

when trying to use two ux-210 tubes in a 
full wave circuit on 20 meters.  The diffi-
culty is that I can only get a raw a.c. note. 
The tubes appear to oscillate at slightly 
different  wavelengths,  probably due  to 
small differences of construction, but this 
is beside the point. 

In these full wave tests another choke 
problem was encountered. This time it was 
the beastly little inter-grid choke.  T find 
that no closely wound choke is any good, 
whatever the size or number of turns used. 
Space wound chokes will work, but they 
must not be in inductive relation to each 
other.  This is on 20 meters of course. On 
40 meters 2(1 turns tapped in the center 
are all right; but on 20 meters the Chokes 
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must not be wound on the same form. Also, 
the turns are critical. 
I am enclosing a rough curve showing 

the effect on the plate current of the num-
ber of turns of wire on two ti3" space 
wound grid chokes used in an unloaded 
Hartley circuit. I doubt whether this curve 
has much meaning for any other set, as I 
do not know how much the other constants; 
grid condenser, blocking condensers, etc., 
affect the situation, but I am sending it 
along in case it might be of interest. 
In this case, high plate current is taken 

to mean that very high frequency oscilla-
tions between the tubes are using up the 

10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 7:$ LO i2 it 1.5 
WRNS OF No, 35 Wier ON &ION CHOKE  . 

FIG. 2 CURVES OF CURRENT "BEHIND" THE 
R. F. CHOKE L OF FIG. I, AS MEASURED BY A 

HOT WIRE MILLIA MMETER 
The wavelength is 40 meters.  One ITX210 tube 

is used. 
A.  Non oscillating -300 volts. 
B.  Oscillating -800 volts. 
C.  Non oscillating -500 volts. 
D.  Oscillating--500 volts. 

power so that the pair of chokes that cut 
the plate current to the lowest value are 
the best.  If the chokes are too small, the 
tubes will pull more than the non-oscillat-
ing load.  The curve shows this.  Re: hot 
wire milliammeters.  These things are not 
so exceedingly hard to make.  An alarm 
clock makes a good case.  The spindle and 
bearings for the pointer come, complete, 
out of the clock works, or from a dollar 
watch.  Two brass angles (one made with 
a tongue for zero adjustment) are mounted 
on hard rubber or on paraffined wood cut to 
tit the case. A scrap of silk thread, a broom 
straw for a pointer, a small wire spring 
and you have everything for the meter 
except the wire. This can be obtained from 
the series resistance of a cheap voltmeter. 
Its diameter will be about .003".  Rub two 
and a half inches of this wire between an 
oilstone and plate glass, with kerosene, till 
a mike says it is .0015" diam.  This size 
will read from 40 to -160 mills.  .002" wire 
will read from 60 to .220 mills; .003" wire 
from 100 to 400 mills.  Readings are only 
approximate as wire and meter construc-
tion will vary.  I have made several of 
these things that work quite well.  They 

can be shunted, of course, for use as aerial 
ammeters. 
The dope here set forth may be all 

wrong, or otherwise not meet with your 
approval, but here it is for what it is worth. 

A.R.R.L. Technical Information 
Service Rules 

Please help us by observing the following 
rules: 
1. Keep a copy of your questions and 

diagrams and mention that you did so. 
2. Number the questions and make a 

paragraph of each one. 
3. Make diagrams on separate sheets 

and fasten them to the letter. 
4. Print your name and address (not 

merely your radio call) on your letter. 
Don't depend on the return address on the 
envelope as this is destroyed when the let-
ter is opened. 
5. Don't ask for a comparison of the 

various manufacturers' products. 
6. Before writing, search your files of 

QST —the answer probably is there. 
7. Address all questions to Information 

Service,  American Radio  Relay  League, 
Inc., 1711 Park Street, Hartford, Conn. 
S. It is not essential to enclose an en-

velope as long as you supply postage and 
PRINT CLEARLY your name and address 
on your letter. 

OUR COVER 

The photograph shows  KDKA of the 
62.5-meter wavelength with Mr. C. W. 
Horn, Supt. of the Radio Operations De-
partment, Westinghouse Elect. & Mfg. Co., 
East Pittsburgh, Pa. "tuning up". 
The radio frequency apparatus is of the 

crystal-controlled type.  The crystal con-
trols the frequency of a 5-watt tube and 
this is amplified through to a 250-watt 
stage, one 500-watt balanced stage, one 
10-Kw. balanced stage and one 20-Kw. bal-
anced stage.  The modulation is accom-
plished by the constant current system. 
Coupling to the antenna is by means of a 
short transmission line, the antenna itself 
being of the grid vertical conductor type. 
Transmissions from KDKA on this wave-
length have been successfully relayed in 
England, France, Germany, South Africa 
and Australia.  The quartz crystal as a 
frequency stabilizer has gone a long way 
in improving the quality of transmissions at 
short wavelengths. 
We reproduce this photograph through 

the courtesy of Mr. Horn and the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Com-
pany. 
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Designing Small Transformers 
By R. C. Hitchcock* 

T
HREE factors used in transformer 
design can be given in a convenient 
form by a three column alignment 
chart.  These factors are flux den-

sity, cure area, and turns per volt.  The 
relation of these is: 

N  10' 
= 

E  4.44 B A f 
N = turns 
E =-: volts 
B z- . -_. flux density per unit 
- area 

A = area (same units as 
used for B) 

f T.::: frequency in cycles 
per second 

As an example to illus-
trate the use of the chart, 
suppose a transformer to 
be designed to use 4% 
silicon steel 141.4." wide, 
and stacked 1-14" deep. 
The area would be 1.25 x 
1.25 = 1.56 square inches; 
this point is located on 
the second column.  Sup-
pose further that the flux 
density, shown in the first 
column, is to be 60 kilo-
lines (thousand lines) per 
square inch.  Lining up 
these  two  values,  the 
turns per volt for 60 cy-
cles are found to be 3.8. 
For a 110 volt 60 cycle 
supply, this transformer 
should have a primary of 
8.8  x 110 —.418  turns, 
and the other windings 
are calculated in a similar 
manner.  In the ease of 
secondary windings where 
a definite voltage mtist be 
delivered, a few percent 
extra turns may be added 
to compensate for losses, 
this  will  be  mentioned 
again later. 

HEAT LOSSES 

The allowable percent-
age losses for a small 
transformer are relative-
ly greater than  for  a 

large one.  That is, a loss of 5 watts 
is not considered  serious  if the  out-
put is only .20 watts, whereas a large trans-
former delivering 20 kilowatts would never 
be designed to have as great a loss as 5 
kilowatts.  This is explained.. In part by 
the fact that the  radiating surface  in-
creases  as  the  square  of  the  linear 
dimensions,  while the  volume increases 

PER 
- TURNS VOLT 
60 

FLUX DENSITY 
KILOL IN ES PER. 

SGt. INCH  SQ. C M. 

90',I4 

12 

70 

o 

30 

*Research  Department,  Westinghouse  E.  &,  M. 
CO.. East Pittsburgh, Pa, 
I, A, H. Babcock, QST, Oct., 1926, page 29, gave 

the formula, and a short description of transformer 
design.  It is believed that the present chart sim-
plifies calculation. 

CORE AREA 
50, INCHES  SQ., C M. 

4.44 BAf 

as the cube.  A small transformer has 
a relatively  larger  surface  to  radiate 
heat, while for the same temperature rise 
a proportional amount of heat could not 
be radiated from a large transformer. 
The losses in transformers are of two 
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kinds, copper and iron losses, the latter be-
ing due to eddy currents and hysteresis. 
The eddy current losses vary as the square 
of the product of the lamination thickness, 
induction, and the frequency; at both 25 
and 00 cycles.'  The hysteresis loss varies 
as the frequency and as the 1.6 power of 
the induction.' 
From the above it will be clear that thin 

laminations and low inductions are desir-
able to keep down the iron losses.  For the 
small transformers which are considered in 
this article, accurate calculation of these 
losses is not absolutely necessary.  As a 
matter of fact, in using a large core to re-
duce the iron losses by decreasing the in-
duction, the copper losses are increased, due 
to the increased length of each wire turn. 
Copper losses can be calculated by PR as 
in regular direct current work.  The cal-
culation of the best balance between cop-
per and iron losses is not a simple matter, 
and for small transformers it is consid-
ered to be too complicated for the slightly 
improved results which would occur. To al-
low for the iron and copper losses, a few 
extra turns should be added to secondary 
windings where a definite voltage is de-
sired. These added turns seldom amount to 
as much as a 10% increase over the value 
calculated from the turns per volt multi-
plied by the desired volts, as already men-
tioned. 

FLUX DENSITIES 

For a 25-watt transformer a flux density 
of 60,000 lines per square inch is suggested. 
For transformers of higher power where 
the relative heat loss should be less, the 
lower flux density of 50,000 lines would be 
preferable.  For small transformers sup-
plying less than ten  watts, as filament 
transformers for the new a.c.  receiving 
tubes, a flux density as high as 70,000 lines 
would  be  possible.  With  the  present 
grades of transformer iron, 80,000 lines per 
square inch is the upper limit, while for 
the poorer grades of iron a density of about 
80,000 lines is the maximum without caus-
ing undue heating.  All the flux densities 
suggested allow for a possible ten percent. 
loss of space due to the inability of stack-
ing the core iron tightly.  On the chart, 
core area is given in both Metric and Eng-
lish units.  The flux density is given in 
both systems of units. The third column of 

2. A thin and close-fitting shield may heat by rea-
son of induced currents in it. therefore ample thick-
ness and clearness are advisable.  Any closed shield 
tends to reduce ciiviling. therefore it may be desirable 
to till the shield with transformer oil or to omit 
it where strong fields can do no harm —that is to 
say where no tube or other circuits will be affected. 
—Tech. Ed. 
S. E. G. Reed, Transformer Practice, page 24. 
4. E. G. Reed, Transformer Practice, page 31 
5.  The Radio Amateur's Handbook also gives this 

material pp130-I87. 

turns per volt is given for both 00 and 25 
cycles per second. 
An  effective  shield'  should  surround 

transformers, especially those which are 
run at high flux densities.  A complete 
shield of 1/16" iron is good, and is im-
proved if an inner shield of 1/32" copper 
is also used.  These precautions apply es-
pecially to transformers used near radio 
receiving sets, where the stray power field 
would cause an objectionable hum. 
The chart is intended only to give a quick 

answer to the problem of the necessary 
turns per volt for various small sized cores, 
and for the usual flux densities.  The cal-
culations for losses have not been included, 
but may be found in _handbooks.' For con-
structional details, carrying capacities of 
wires, and turns per inch, the various en-
gineering handbooks may be consulted.' 

A Correztion on the Double Detection 
Receiver 

Through an error in drafting, the coil 
LO in the diagram Fig. 1 on page 10 of the 
Mardi issue was enclosed in the oscillator 
shield.  This of course made it quite im-
possible for the coil to function as a "pick-
up coil", feeding the oscillator output to 
the first detector.  The corrected diagram 

1St OCT 

is shown herewith. Note that LO is now in 
the same compartment with L4 and L5, 
which is as it should be. 
Referring to  the photograph and  ac-

companying label on page 10 of the March 
issue (Below Fig. 1) will explain the cor-
rections more fully. 

For the benefit of those who may not 
know it, the word, "transceiver" used in 
the cut label on page _52 of the March, 1928, 
issue is a trade name coined to describe 
a combined transmitter-receiver as man-
ufactured by the Chicago Radio Labora-
tory of Chicago, Ill., about eight years ago. 
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Santa Paula Flood Work 

T0 TWO amateurs in particular and amateur radio 
in general goes the honor for the speed  and 
dispatch with which the Red Cross sent sup-

plies and assistance to the survivors of the recent 
Santa Paula flood disaster in the San Francisquito 
Valley. 
The wall of water released when the dam broke, 

swept over the lower sectien of Santa Palate at 2:30 
in the morning.  Telegraph and telephone lines were 
torn down and communication with the outside world 
was cut off.  It was imperative that Red Cross Head-
quarters in San Francisco be notified immediately so 
that teepleliee and equipment could be rushed into 
the stricken area. Officials approached C. A. Primmer, 
17 year old owner of 6BYO, a little doubtful if he 
could get the message through.  It did not take 
them long to revise their opinions, after Primmer 
had sent a hurried CO.  W. A. Hammond, 6ALX. 
veteran Sixth District radio instructor, was at 6AUT, 
the Roosevelt High School station in Oakland, and 
hooked 6BYQ after his CQ.  Primmer asked him if he 
had heard about the disaster.  When 6ALX replied 
in the negative the other man had evidently rushed 
off in a hurry and forget to (tome back.  A little 
later 6BYQ came on the air again and CQ'd SOS. 
and was again hooked by 6ALX  6BYQ shot through 
message to the Red Cross Headquarters in San 

Francisco,  which  was  immediately  phoned  by 
Hammond, and a message returned announcing that 
a trainload of workers and supplies would be on the 
way in a short time.  6ALX inquired after a Roosevelt 
school teacher at Santa Paula, and Primmer was 
able to give him the information as she was stand-
ing by his aide at the time.  Later 6BYQ hooked 
Whittier and Los Angeles, giving press to the latter, 
which was copied for San Francisco by 6ALX. Then 
easy() switched back to 6.A.LX for direct press. The 
terrifically fast work was accomplished because both 
men were real operators. 
No one shirked his job.  Primmer was on at 4:80 

AM and stayed at the key continuously until 5:00 
PM.  6DC.1' then relieved him for an hour, when 
6BYQ went on again until 1.0:30 that night.  The 
following three days BYQ stayed heme from erheol 
in order to be on the air.  The set used was a 7% 
.watter with 350 volts of "B'e".  The total of Impor-
tant messages handled was about 50,--not counting 
repliée. 

LeRoy Potter, 6AK W, let his work elide and got 
on the air on 40 meters,  He tried to hook Santa 
Paula, Oxnard, and Ventura, but unfortunatele was 
unable to establish communication. 

6BLH of Los Angeles, notified a good many people 
of the disaster.  The A.R.R.L. had dope all over the 
United States by radio.  EIA.LZ took some messages 
for 6BYQ.  From 10 PM on they were mostly per-
sonal messages,  37 out of 40 radiograms got through 
same day.  All day there were many Loe Angeles ops 
standing by, so there was no worry about delivery. 

This whole thing was just another exhibition of the 
true amateur spirit, and his willingness to let every-
thing slide when there is a possibility of his being 
of service in an emergency.  Excellent work was 
done by many of our west coast fellows, and hearty 
congratulations go to them all. 

----E;CZU and SAM. 

Ten-Meter Results! 
Within one month from the date of the opening of 

the new ten-meter band by the Federal Radio Com-
mission, the enthusiasm of a number of -individuals 
has led to real results which it is our pleasure t 
outline here for the information of other ten-meter ex-
perimenters. 
The credit for the very first two-way ten-meter 

transcontinental  work  goes  to  Bill  Flitel, 
Knowles, Calif.; H. J. Bannon, 8EX, Cleveland, Ohio; 
J, E. Koaki, 60110; Raymond, Calif., and Al Balling, 
8ALY, Rochester, N. Y. We are going to let the 
principale responsible for the pioneering and results 
tell the story just as il. happened. 
"At 8.30 a.m. P.S.T. April 1. le28, I was QS° 

nuSEX on ten meters.  At 10.05 1 worked 8ALY, the 
latter being at Rochester, N. Y. He was -workel 
several times during the day and his signals were It7 
at times.  NaUSIDBO worked SALT at 11.16 a.m. P.S.T. 
'April 1.  6DBO was putting 165 watts on art  8-52 in 

TP-TG circuit and  using -a vertical half-wave 
Zeppelin antenna system.  I used a 7%-watt M.O. 
with about 16 watts input. This is amplified with an 
852 with 90 watts input.  I used a vertical quarter-
wave aerial and a horizontal quarter-wave counter-
poise.  I find the M.O. and P.A. beat for short waves 
because 1 get rid of grid troubles in the larger tubes. 
A 203-A will work nicely at 10 meters as a neutralized 
power amplifier."----Bill Eitel. 61IF, ex6ZAT 
"Was OSO 811F and 6DBO on 10 meters today (Sun-

day).  Worked 611F at 1.05 p.m. E.S.T., his sirs R5, 
mine R4 to 7.  Worked him again at 3 p.m. ilLS.T. 
6UF coming through 6-7 and very steady. 61IF CISP'd 
(a m at 2.15 p. m. E.S.T. and I hooked him im-
mediately.  Equipment: 812, in series-feed Hartley 
circuit, 180 watts input and double-wave horizontal 
hertz antenna only 'II feet off the remind.  Who 
said 10 meters was ND ?"--Al Balling, 8ALY. 
"Going dawn to the short waves my 50-watter let 

go in the base and turned violet around 12 meters. It 
promptly burned out.  At present I have been listening 
around 10 meters at odd times Saturday and Sunday 
afternoons.  Am using two iteren wattees eelf-resetia-
cation, inside Hertz antenna and 40 watts input.  I 
was teS0 nu6UF twice today tapril 1.)  He was R6 
here at 11.30 11. M.  and R5 two hours later. Siga 
ahowed no inclination to swing or fade.  His report 
on my sites was ft6 to It7.  By next week I hope 
to have the 852's perking l"- H. j. Bannon, SEX 
"ON TEN METERS nt123N has been received on 

several Sundays R2 to n? and unusually easy to copy." 
--E.  A.  Dedman.  agENR,  New  Malden,  Surrey, 
eta6SA asks us by radio (through 9ECZ) to inform 
the gang of 10-meter men that he is running test 
transmissions on ten meters each Sunday at 0366 
Greenwich and each weekday at 0030 Greenwich until 
further notice.  Let him have Ft report via 8CIZ. 
Charles Smith, :3AK W, reports hearing 9DRD's 10-

meter signals lt7 and Rit on March 18.  He succeeded 
in making a two-way 10-meter contact with 3.1'N on 
March 26.  9A1R (Sleepy Eye, Minn.) has a 10-meter 
elation in action using a reflector system. Radio-
grams and cards indicate much more 10-meter activity 
than reported above. 9ALZ, 9KV, 9ZA, ef8PX.1.AAL, 
3BJM, IJM, 8AVL and oz2AC are among those in-
terested. 

Ten-Meter DX-Party Coming 
Attention, experimenters!  Get ready for the first 

QS° party to be held on the new ten-meter band, 
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The dates set for opening the new band by a test 
are May 19, May 20, May 26 and May 27.  Mark 
them up on the calendar now and don't forget to be 
on deck.  Messages have been sent to foreign ama-
teur societies with the hope that amateurs everywhere 
will participate.  Information on late developments 
will be sent out from Hq. through the Official Broad-
casting Stations and 1MK. 
Here's the information which tells how to par-

ticipate.  Just get on the air with a receiver that 
will cover the band between 9.99 meters (30,000 1(e.) 
and 10.71 meters  (28,000 Ka)  and a transmitter 
working between the wavelengths stated.  If you 
haven't a wavemeter for this order of wavelength 
measurement you can calibrate a condenser-coil com-
bination roughly using a 20-meter oscillating receiver, 
a standard 20-meter wavemeter, and finding the 10-
meter harmonic on the 10-meter tuner.  The second 
harmonic of WTI< (fundamental near the top of the 
20-meter amateur band) is a great help in getting 
the receiver- and transmitter properly adjusted, lack-
ing equipment for accurate measurement.  Many five-
meter receivers have been described in QST.  By 
following the principles mentioned in these articles 
really good 10-meter tuners can be built. 
When on the air on the above dates log every-

thing heard in the vicinity of ten metres and work 
stations  heard if possible.  Send this log to the 
Communications Manager promptly with your score 
on May 28,  Count ONE in your score for each ten 
meter signal logged.  Count FIVE for each station 
worked using ten meters.  Be sure to give complete 
information on the audibility, note, and steadiness of 
the stations heard together with time and weather 
conditions.  Describe transmitting antenna in full, 
giving tube rating and plate input power used as 
well as any other features that would be of interest. 
Scores and other information of general interest will 
be published as promptly as possible and the out-
standing stations  will  be mentioned through the 
Official Broadcasts.  If the stations taking part ex-
press a desire to have further tests of this nature, 
suggestions for  the conducting of such tests will be 
welcomed with the reports of results of the DX-
party. 
Don't forget.  See you on ten meters May 19, 20, 26, 

and 27. 

•e• 

Suggestions and Volunteers 
Wanted on 160 Meters 

New and beginning hams often write that they 
find difficulty in getting in touch with other men who 
like themselves are starting in with amateur radio 
work.  Sometimes they ask us  for the calls and 
wavelengths of amateur stations sending at slow 
and medium speeds.  This problem leads tea to wonder 
if there is not a very definite way in which QST can 
help.  A column in QST can be used to list the sta-
tions undertaking a program of transmissions of in-
terest to new amateurs.  The same department can 
nut parties interested in corresponding with each 
other by letter and over the air in touch by letter or 
postal or perhaps directly through reports appearing 
the 81ST column.  . 
The logical wavelength for this work is 150 to 200 

meters which is a band less congested than our other 
wavelength territory.  Stations working in this vicin-
ity willing to help are asked to drop us a line stating 
how much time can be devoted to ten-word-per-minu e 
transmissions and QS0's with interested new brass. 
pounders.  Let's hear what you think of the idea, 
0M. Your suggestions as to the best way in which 
this work may he handled will be appreciated. 
New brasspounders: Please write us also and tell 

us just what you think of the proposal.  Tell us 
what sort of transmissions would interest you most; 
the most convenient time and wavelength in the 150 
to 200-meter band.  If you need any information first 
to enable you to send and receive on this band just 
tell us all your needs and we will find a way to help. 

Established 160-meter stations please volunteer your 
aid.  New hams interested in increasing code speed 
and in making two-way radio contact and schedules 
with other new hams please let us have your name 
and address.  Comments, suggestions, and questions 
on any phase of this work should be addressed to 
Communications  Department,  160-Meter  Transmis-
sions, A.R.R.L., 1711 Park St., Hartford, Conn. 

--F. E. H. 

1MK 
The times each day devoted to schedules and gen-

eral operation on 41.93 meters (7150 Kc.) and 83.86 
meters (3575 Ke.). by 1.MK were given in full in these 
columns last month.  The station is at all times 
ready for traffic for any individual or department 
at Headquarters or for QSR. 
Many schedules are kept to facilitate the prompt 

handling of traffic with all parts of the country. The 
station has been kept very busy in the "general" op-
erating periods as testified by the large number of 
QS0s shown in the log.  It is suggested that when 
there is any delay in passing a message to 1MK in 
the "general" periods that messages be given to some 
of the stations with which 1MK has regular schedules. 
A list of 1MK-achedules follows, each station acting 
as a collection and distributing point for traffic: 
(time given Fl. S. T.) 

IAFIV 

1.APL 
1BQD 

)VB 

nc2BR 
2CP 

2GP 

3B WT 

3QP 

3ZS 

(80) 

(80) 
(80) 

(80) 

(40) 
(80) 

(80) 

(80) 

(80) 

(80) 

4IE  (80) 
4XE  (8(1 
4ZA.  (40) 
6NX  (401 
OCT  (40) 
AYB  (80) 
SPED  t80) 

ne9AL  180) 

OAPY  (80) 
90GA  (4(0 
9DNG  (40) 

9EN1VI  (401 
90X  (80) 

9XI  (40) 

Roslindale,  Mass.  Mon.  and  Fri. 
7.30 p m. 
Springfield, Mass. Sunday 7.00 p m. 
Newport,  R.  I.  Mon.  and  Fri. 
9.00 p m. 
Newtown,  Conn. Tues. and  Fri. 
7.45 p m. 
Point Claire, Que. Sunday 9,45 p su. 
Fords, N. J. Sunday and Thursday 
11.45 pm. 
Richmond Hill, L. I., N. Y. Mon. and 
Fri. 9.30 p m. 
Washington D. C. Mon. and Thurs. 
7.15 p ro. 
Philadelphia,  Pa. Mon. and Thu m 
7.00 p m. 
St.  Davids.  Pa.  Mon.  and  Thurs. 
7.45 p m. 
Sarasota, Fla., Thurs. 11 p. m. 
Winter Park, Fla. Sunday 7.30 p m. 
Atlanta, Ga, Tuesday 11.00 p to. 
San Jose, Calif. Monday 11.45 p m. 
Maneelona, Mich, Sunday 9.45 P m• 
Buffalo, N. Y. Tuesday 11.30 P.  to, 
Holland,  Mich. Tues. and  Thurs. 
9.30 p to. 
Toronto, Ont, Canada Tues. and Fri. 
7.15 p m. 
Chicago, Ill. Tues. 9.00 pm. 
Galesburg, Ill. Fri. 11.45 pm. 
Lawrence,  Kansas  Mon.  and  Fri. 
11 p m. 
Pueblo, Colo. Mon. and Fri. 11.15 p m. 
Louisville, Ky. Sun.  and  Thurs. 
11.30 p to. 
Minneapolis,  Minn,  Mon.  and  Fri. 
11.30 p m. 

Official Broadeasts to A.R.R.L. Members are sent 
from 1MK simultaneously on 41.93 and 83.88 meters. 

Sunday, Tuesday, and Thursday 8 p to and Midnight. 
Monday and FridaY  8 pm and 10.00 p m. 
Philippine traffic is routed through 6AMM  (via 

(-NR).  Other foreign traffic is being cleared very effi-
ciently through 9DNG.  In this manner the greater 
portion of the operating time is available for work 
with A.R.R.L. members.  It is possible that a period 
on Wednesday may be set aside for work with meto • 
bers outside the U. S. and Canada at a later date 
though the present arrangement is working out most 
satisfactorily. 
The periods for schedules are completely filled. Ad-

ditional requests from reliable stations will be held on 
a waiting list and added when opportunity offers due 
to changes in the present line-up. 
Whenever you want to QS() A.R.R.L. Headquarter.; 

look for 1MK in the "general" operating periods 
(which were listed last month) and give us a call, 
0M. 

--F. R. H. 

OFFICIAL BROADCASTING STATIONS 

(Additions) 

6AGR, 6BBJ, 6BRO, 6CHA-6D WN, 9AA0-9CFP, 
9BQD, PDNG. 9DUD, 9ENM, 
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Reporting a Boat Race 
By J. E. Dadswell, 4FF 

AN unusual short wave and broadcast tie up was 
effected at Sarasota on March 9 and 10 during 
the American Motor Boat Association races in 

Sarasota Bay, Fla. 
A portable short-wave transmitter was installed 

on the U. S. C. C. C. 181, in charge of 4AEL, who is 
commercial telegrapher at WJBB, Sarasota.  The 
unit was a compact 18 pounder using an UR-852. 
Pure d.c. was furnished the plate with no filter, from 
a 1600-volt dynamotor.  A 30-turn 12-inch induc-
tance was used for antenna, and a wire dropped 
overboard for a ground.  Wavelength was 82 meters. 
' On the roof of the municipal pier a Grebe CRIS 
was in charge of 41E, who copied 4AEL all after-
noon.  On the roof of the same building was a re-
mote control microphone  pickup and line output 
unit of WJBB. in charge of 4FF, who is president 
of the corporation which owns the broadcasting sta-
tion. 
As the boat race entries took their places in each 

respective race, 46.EL. on the cutter, flashed the 
entries to 41E, who handed them to the broadcast 
announcer. In the race results, the dope was handled 
In the same manner, and whenever an accident oc-
curred the judges were the first to learn the official 
information on the trouble or damages, and these 
were flashed ashore from the cutter together with 
the race results and official time. 
The entire project went off throughout the after. 

noon without. a hitch, and the Sarasota Morning 
Herold the following day declared itself as a hacker 
of short-wave telegraphy for transmission of "spot 
news" from points where telephone service is not 
available. 

— - - --
Tampa. Florida. on the evening of January 19th 

was the Mecca for naval reserve and A.R.R.L. men 
when Lieut.-Commander W m. Justice Lee, 4XE, and 
hie Staff made a formal inspection of the Tampa unit. 
Lieut. Houston Wall, who acted as host of the 
evening, A.R.R.L. members and radio amateurs were 
else given an opportunity to meet and hear A. A. 
Hebert. A.R.R.L. Treasurer, at the general meeting. 
It is needless to report that the 40 that were present 
had a most delightful evening.  Not many naval 
units can boast of such fine headquarters as the 
one in Tampa. 

— 

On May 1, 2. and 3 the Shriners attend their con-
vention at Miami.  nu4CK will be on 20. 40. and 
80-meter hands with seven one.  The station will 
be on the air ls hours each day and wants schedules 
with points all over the country.  Please help in 
handling this traffic, everyone! 

WNP 
WNP (Reed via IFL) nr. 677, March 29 To F. E. 

Randy. A.R.R.L. Hartford. Conn. Started to list 
ell new station, worked this month but the list 
grew too long, nearly two-thirds of fulls worked 
were new ones. March started out well with QSA 
signals on twenty meters. Then a gale hit us on 
the lied and a blizrard on 6th and 7th which kept 
the noise level about R6. The rest of the month 
has been tilled with snow squalls and wind and a 
great deal of noise. Storms seemed general over 
the U.S.A. also and we've had the dickens of a 
time trying to find stations who could read our 
signals.  esEN was quite consistent during periods 
when everyone else faded and was QRZ.  Earle 
morning seheinlee with 1SZ, 9AFA and 9EFFI also 
worked quite well although we've had some real 
fights with 0SS. Signals from 1FT, were as erratic 
as the rest hut Dick has the trick of reading them 
anyway.  IFL again handled the largest portion of 
our traffic.  A schedule with el-1FP at 1930 GMT 
has worked  nicely.  Tomorrow,  March 80, WNP 
clews down until April 10. Want to try my luck 
with dog team before ice breaks up. Ani going 
into Nain twenty-five miles with one Eskimo driver 
to ¡wend Easter week. Traffic totals March sent 117, 
received 116. total 233.  Calls worked March—twenty 
meters lade' labo lakm last lasy lavg lawe teed 
'bay lber Ibtz lbms leis lekb lcom leti 10 lea Imx 
Dy lee inn lxm Iza', 2aell 2ank 2aon 2beo 2bki 
2bvte 2etp 2kx 2o1 2ox 2uh 2vi lag ithto Aim 3 in 3qe 
3civ 4n1 Save Said Awe Save tiotxz SaYti She Shen 
Abets ebb{ Rbrrn Chen Red Rehe Seed Rdhs itcliv Mott 
9afa 9apl 9hkz 91ttn 9ced 9dhp 9efh 9dzt 9emb 9iiyu 
ties Pet nc-Thy ne-lee nc-Ice ne-lai nc-2bw ne-Ste 

eb-4aa eh-4bc eb-iivrx eg-Ki cg-fig eg-6jk eg-exp 
el-Up ek-4au ek-4cat rie. 
Forty meters: led ek-4dbs.  Au revoir, 

—Cliff Himoe 

9D WN reports QSO with naKDZ, the Wilkins es-
nedition, while at Fairbanks, Alaska. March 4. Maki 
was at key of KDZ. and 9D WN handled a message 
to the San Fransisro Remokinor. 

The Morriseey, VOQ. will goon be under way again. 
Ed Manley will be the operator. as before, and the 
radio equipment has been considerably improved. In 
the way of transmitter, there is a self-rectified job 
using two 204-A's, a crystal control unit using 
in the crystal and first doubler stages with DC un 
plates, and 852's and 204A'e in a self-rectified ar-
rangement with 600 cycle AC on the plates. in the 
second doubler and PA stagee, built hy Manley. There 
is a portable "transceiver" with B Batteries for sup-
ply, and the receiving equipment consists of the 
faithful Clayton-Westman job. and REL superhet, 
a Grebe short wave set, and a Grebe Syncrophase AC 
receiver. VOQ will use waves of 20.1 and 32.3 meters, 
the former between 6PM and midnight EST, and the 
latter from midnight to 2,AM EST.  Manley hopes 
to have several good Pacific Coast contracts, but 
especially hopes that stetione in eastern U. S. will 
try to QS0 on 20.1 meters in evening EST. 

nuitCFR has been keeping a schedule with tiblIB, and 
handling traffic for GMD. the Drott Expedition. He 
reports that (MD has left for  Sao Pauto, and 
from there they are going to (Swabs in southern 
Brazil.  From Cuyaba they will enter the wilder-
ness.  They expect to be on the air by the middle 
of the month.  OTT has been working on a nightly 
schedule with ACFR. and handling meseages and re-
plies in New York. Fi3 work I 

A motor truck expedition, sponsored by General 
Motors South African, Ltd., recently left Capetown, 
So. Africa. en route to Cairo. Egypt.  The truck 
carries radio equipment and an operator.  A /dullard 
200 watt tube, fed by a 1500 volt generator coupled 
to the engine of the car, la used in a flexible 20-40 
meter transmitter,  An auxiliary transmitter work-
ing from a dynamotor will also be carried, and on 
both sets, either telephony or telegraphy may be 
used at. will.  The call is AIM, and amateurs copy-
ing any messages from the expedition are tusked to 
mail them to Mr. C. R. Getz, c/o General Motors 
Export Company, General Motors Bldg., N. Y. C. 

ARMY AMATEUR NOTES 

SECOND CORPS AREA---All the Radio Net* have 
been reorganized into State and County Net,, and a 
mimeographed bulletin containing details of the reor-
ganization was distributed to the various members. 
Schedules are kept every Monday night, on the 75-7/1 
meter band, and the increased interest of AA men has 
brought about a traffic total ten times greater than 
normal.  There is still room for amateurs in New 
York, New Jersey. and Delaware.  All interested 
should QSL ro 2PF or to Signal Officer, Governor', 
Island. N. Y. 
THIRD CORPS AREA—AGI. SAGO, 8BPD. SDNU, 

have been successful in every schedule with the 
N. C. S.  New members are 3AIH, $SOE. 3SN. the 
N. C. S. has been doing some excellent foreign work. 
SIXTH CORPS AREA —AA Radio Net established 

contact at Springfield, Ill. Attempts have been made 
for a year to connect this city and the Governor's 
office with net. 9NI is handling the traffic. 
SEVENTH CORPS AREA—OF.SE designated as 

principal atation of Rci. Battery and Combat Train, 
1st Battalion, 161et FA., Kansas N. G., Burlington. 
Kansas.  OIL appointed as the principal station t., 
serve all Nat'l. Guard Units in Minneapolis.  9DWN 
principal station of A. A. Secondary Radio Net st 
Pierre, S. Dak.  9115 principal station of A.A. 
Secondary Net at Milbank, S. Dak. 914M principal 
station cif A.A. Secondary Net at Quinn, S. Dek, 
EIGHTH CORPS AREA—SAIN has been keeping 

schedules successfully with 21/EL.  Two or three 
foreign QSL cards for BAIN have been received. 
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20 METERS 

eb4AU (,Peruwelz Belgium), "20-meters is the thing 
today!  In February we can again QS0 in midafter-
noon on 20-meters, the best break for five months. 
I have a sited with f0A3Z and was just ()SO acIAC 
in Hong Kong.  Try and find that on the other 
waves r. 

esc2NH, New Malden, Surrey, Eng.), The expected 
spring change in 20-meter conditions came in early 
March.  Nu stations which had been fading out al. 5 
pin I:)ST suddenly broke through at a much - later 
hour and in middle March they are audible as late as 
midnight EST.  It is interesting to note that some 
East Coast stations are louder at midnight than at 
7 pm EST whilst to other stations in the same district 
the exact opposite is the case probably due to differ-
ences in antennas affecting the propagation angle. 
West Coast stations heard but little during the winter 
are now QSA at about ten pm EST.  The So. Amer-
ican stations that disappeared last September now 
come in well sblIB and se2AS being especially con-
sistent,  W1K is audible throughout the 24 hours with 
minimum strength  R5 nu8AXA, nhCA and myself 
have had some Ell 3-way chats, nual e has been 
worked at the following times: 0000. 0200, -0390, 0600, 
1200, 1400, 1700, 1900 and 2200 GUT!  Nu 20-meter 
Phones are very poor here.  Most of them seems to 
be trying to modulate a RAC carrier and expect 
us to understand the speech." 
SA KA (Syracuse, N. Y.), "An excerpt from my log 

shows that 20-meters is it. good band at nearly any 
time or day for reliable international contacts.  The 
following stations were worked during March at the 
times indicated (EST): '7.30 am c,a3(.114, 9 am np4SA, 
10 am egfiVL, 11 am nut1JU, noon to 7 pm it is 
easy to work cg, eh, et, gw any week end, 6 pm 
uhCA and fm.ITTN2, 8 pm xIHV (ship in Pacific!, 
9 pm S's and 7's 19.15 pm oz2AC, 10.50 pm RJC (ship 
in Atlantic), 11.30 put na"MN.  The opening of the 
ten meter band is the starting of a new era.  I would 
suggcst that '20-meter reports' be changed to '10-
meter reports'.  Now we know that 20-meters is a 
wonderful band, one worthy of mention but one Which 
has been thoroughly experimented with and whose 
possibilities are very well known." 

As indicated by the reports this month, 20-meter 
conditions are excellent.  Communication work on 
this band is progressing so well in fact that we be-
lieve this column has outlived its chief usefulness — 
an idea which is checked by one of the contributors. 
Interest in the new ten meter territory is  on the 
increase,  Therefore starting with June QST the 
column of 20-meter reports will be discontinued.  In 
its place we shall welcome constructive reports and 
suggestions im  10-meter work.  There are many 
things to be found out about the new hand to snake 
it increasingly useful for communication as well as 
experimentation.  Probably investigation of different 
types of antenna systems will be a most fruitful 
field for experiment to determine what arrangement 
is best for moderate and extreme distance work for a 
good number of our operating hours.  It is hoped 
that the new 1.0-meter band (2.000 ka wide) can be 
developed to become as useful as the present 20-meter 
band for our general work which will in a measure 
make up for the crowding that may he expeeted on 
other bands in 1929.  Let's get busy on 10-meters! 

The following should have been included 
last month:---614SN 17, 64, 125, 206; 913CA 
166, 6. 28, 200; SDSP 40, 11, 165,. 216 
'MIN wins the coveted honor position this 

month with SAJ-14 and 8AHC close contenders. 
These stations al/ have totals in excess of six 
hundred messages mighty fine and consistent 
operating work. PB! 
opEHR, 1MK, 6AMM, 9EK, 1BIG, and 1CR 

all boast of more than 100 deliveries in the 
message month.  Once again we n'as any that 
it is schedules —fine reliable  schedules  with 
places both far and near—that are responsibl 
for the fine showing of all the stations making 
th  B.P.L. this month.  A total of 200 mes-
sages handled or just 50 deliveries will put 
you on the honor roll.  Why not plan to be 
there next month, OM? 

BRASS POUNDERS' LEAGUE 
Call  Orig,  Del,  Rel.  Total 
SAIN 234  .13  378  690 
6A1M  50  18  596  664 
8.AIIC  156  8  454  618 
8DBM  58  37  411  506 
opt RR  154  117  234  505 
IMK  161  121  195  477 
flIELD  15  28  430  473 
9E7  68  52  326  446 
8GI  S  14  418  440 
8BYN  99  40  289  428 
OBEY  73  27  317  417 
oplAD  149  57  206  412 
3.A.K.B  16  35  355  406 
111..  44  38  314  396 
ODRE) 52  42  268  392 
9E3Q  20  20  299  339 
9117 W  8  24  296  328 
9BKV  37  18  272  327 
3KU  13  14  298  325 
8CPL  26  34  261  321 
2CP  69  30  215  314 
9AQA  23  51  238  312 
8RN  64  00  184  308 
6AMM  69  175  61  305 
9A.QA  42  27  230  299 
8CNO  31  18  246  295 
1BLS  26  20  240  286 
9COS  99  62  124  295 
37F  36  45  202  281 
9AMO  6  14  260  280 
SEE  120  150  10  280 
371  11  14  214  279 
1BQD  11  1.  266  278 
9C7C  3  9  264  276 
SEU 17  38  220  275 
7AJR  254  8  2  264 
SEAM  8  39  209  256 
9PB  5  44  206  255 
8DAQ  12  - 2  230  250 
9DTK  84  .88  106  248 
8CVJ  172  22  48  242 
8C(17  7  19  214  240 
UT  52  35  152  239 
9.BBU  10  —  221  231 
1BNS  40  28  162  230 
9CRV  11  25  188  224 
1AKS  53  22  146  221 
SAVE  18  18  180  216 
6AKQ  3  2  210  215 
2AOP  60  75  80  215 
7AKK  30  12  152  214 
3CFr.;  32  42  140  214 
91270  21 SI. 112  214 
9ABV  40  24  148  212 
9PQ  66  50  95  211 
1141G  80  110  20  210 
9CMV  53  76  80  209 
6711.1  21  22  166  209 
SUS  54  11  142  207 
9D:NG  62  41  104  207 
8BBR  8  40  158  206 
8CDC  31  2̂  147  205 
87F  169  12  23  204 
9CUX  7  12  182  201 
11,51  43  50  82  175 
6AD  45  87  42  174 
9BN  54  76  19  168 
IIP  28  58  80  166 
nc4All  43  56  64  163 
613SN  19  50  90  159 
9ENU  50  54  .54  158 
5JV  38  58  67  163 
6CGM  27  55  72  /54 
IWV  37  74  40  151 
9RR  32  33  60  151 
3NE  25  82  13  150 
6B7R  8  74  64  146 
1CRA  20  271  53  144 
9DICG  48  38  35  141 
GAM  —  80  29  139 
2ALP  15  58  62  135 
op1DR  40  64  24  128 
9.ABM  8  69  48  125 
opIDL  47  04  12  143 
711F  45  52  16  113 
2MD  11  60  40  111 
8DQP  28  53  22  103 
.1KY  20  53  28  101 
9CBT  12  54  22  88 
7BB  — 60  24  84 
9EFE  9  50  6  65 
IATJ  3  54  6  63 
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Newfoundland 
New Brunswick 
Nova Scotia 
P. E. 1. 
Ontario 
Quebec 

ELECTION RESULTS 

Valid nominating petitions for Section Managers 
In the Southern New Jersey Section of the Atlantic 
Division, in the Alaskan Section of the North-
western Division, in the Alberta Section of the 
Vanaita Division. and in the Northern Texas Section 
of the West Gulf Division were tiled, in each cane, 
naming but one candidate for the office. As pro-
vided by our Constitution and By-Laws when but 
one candidate is named in one or more valid nom-
inating petitions, that candidate shall be declared 
elected. Messrs. M. J. Lotysh (8CFC.) W. B. Wilson. 
E. J. Taylor snclilIA) and J. H. Robinson. Jr. 
(SAICN) are herewith declared elected for the next 
two-year term of office lo their respective Sections. 
In the East Bay Section of the Pacific Division, 

Mr. J. Walter Prates, 6CZR and Mr. J. H. Mac-
Lafferty. Jr., 612.1 and Mr. C. B. Anderson, 6CDA 
were  nominated.  Mr. MacLafferty  withdrew bis 
name from the list of candidates. Petitions for 
other candidates were received but were found in-
valid because of an insufficient number of signers 
who were League members in good standing and 
because uf late receipt of one nominating petition. 
Pection results: Mr. Prates, 25; Mr. Anderson, 14. 
Mr. Frates has therefore been declared elected. 
In the Eastern New York Section of the Hudson 

Division, Mr. F. M. Holbrook, 2CNS, and Mr. Lionel 
Samuel, Jr.,  2AYK,  were nominated.  Election 
results: Mr. Holbrook, 39: Mr. Samuel, 14.  Mr. 
Holbrook le herewith declared elected. 
In the Eastern Pennsylvania Section of the At-

lantic Division, Mr. J. B. Morgan, 2nd. 8QP, and 
Mr. D. IL Ammon, 8ADQ, were nominated. Electidn 
results: Mr. Morgan, le; Mr. Ansmon, 25. Mr. 
Morgan is herewith declared elected. 

ELECTION NOTICES 

To all A.R.R.L. Metnberse residing 4n the Sections 
:Wed below:  (The list gives the Sections, closing 
date for receipt of nominatnig petitions for Section 
Manager, the name of the present incumbent and 
the date of expiration of his term of office.) 

Seetion 

Closing date for 
petitions on noon 
of the present 
year on dates 

specified 
Present 
ACM 

Present term of 
office ends 

(1928) 
Western N. Y. 
Western Penna. 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Kéntucky 
Ohio 
Wisconsin 

No. Dakota 
do. Dakota 
No. Minn. 
Louisiana 
Mississippi 
Tennessee 
N. Y. C. & L L 
No. N. J. 
Kansas 
M legend 
Nebraska 
connecticut 
Maine 
Western Mass. 
New Hampshire 
Rhode Island 
Vermont 
Idaho 
Nevada 
Santa Clara Valley 
No. Caroline 
West Va. 
Colorado 
Alabama 
Ga. .0, 
of Pines-P. R. 
Oklahoma 
so. Teats 

May 28 
May 28 
May Eg 
May 28 
June 28 
May 28 
May 28 

May 28 
dune 28 
Aug. 28 
Aug. 28 
May 28 
Aug. 28 
June 28 
June 28 
May 28 
May 28 
May 28 
May 28 
May 28 
May 28 
May 28 
June 28 
May 28 
Aug. se 
July te 
May 28 
Aug. 28 
June 28 
Aug. 28 
May 28 

June 28 
May SS 
May 28 

C. s. Taylor  July 1 
O. L. Crossley  June 24 
W. N. Schweitzer  July 1 
D .1. Angus  July 1 
D. A. Downard  Aug. 9 
H. C. Storck  July 1 
C. N. Craps  July 1 
Prof.  H.  L. Sheets, Act-
ing RCM 

F'. J. Beck 
C. L. Barker 
4.!. A. Freitag 
J. W. Oullett 
L. K. Rush 
F. H. Manion 
A. O. Wester. Jr. 
P. M. McKeever 
L. B. Leisure 
t'. B. Diehl 
H. E. Nichols 
Frederick Best 
A. It. Carr 
V. W. Madge 
D. B. rancher 
C. T. Kerr 
Henry Fletcher 
V. B. Newcombe 
P. J. Qteement 
R. S.. Morris 
C. S. Hoffman 
C. R. Stedman 
A. D. Truro 

H. L. Reid 
K. M. Ehret 
E. A. Bohm 

Newfoundland and Canada 
May 28  Loyal Reid 
June 28  T. R. Lacey 
June 98  W. C. Romig 
June 28  P. W. Byndman 
Aug. 28  W. Y. Sloan 
July 28  Ales Bold 

Aug. 2 
Oct. 2 
Oct. 2 
July 1 
Oct. 2 
July 27 
July 27 
July 1 
July I 
July 1 
July 1 
July 1 
July 1 
dui9 1 
Aug. 2 
July 1 
Oct. 2 
Sept. 15 
July 1 
Oct. 2 
Aug. 2 
Oct. 2 
July 1 

Aug. 2 
July 1 
July 1 

July IS 
Aug. 2 
Aug. 2 
Aug. 
Oct. 2 
Sept. 15 

Nominating petitions for Section Managers in New-
foundland  and  Canada should  be addressed  to 
Canadian General Manager A. H. Keith Russell, 6 
Mail Building, Toronto, Ont., Canada. To be valid, 

petitions must be filed with him on or before the 
closing dates named. 
Members of the A.R.R.L. in the Utah-Wyoming 

Section of the Rocky Mountain Division and in the 
Philippine Section of the Pacific Division have failed 
to take any action. As no valid nominating petitions 
have been received in response to our previous notice, 
the closing dates for receipt of nominating petitions 
are set ahead to the dates given herewith: 

Utah-Wyoming Section  May 28 
Philippine Section  July 28 
1. You are hereby notified that an election for an 

A.R.R.L. Section Communications Manages', for the 
next two-year term of office is about to be held in 
each of these Sections in accordance with the pro-
visions of By-laws 5, 8. 7 and 8. 
2. The elections will take place in the different 

Section* immediately after the closing date for re-
ceipt of nominating petitions as given opposite the 
different Sections. The Ballots mailed from Head-
quarters will list the names of all eligible candidates 
nominated for the position by A.R.R.L. members re-
siding in ate Sections concerned. 
3. Nominating petitions from the Sections named 

are hereby solicited. Five or more A.R.R.L. mem-
bers residing in any Section have the privilege of 
nominating any member of the League in their sec-
tion as candidate fur Section Manager.  The fol-
lowing form for nomination is suggested: 

(Place and date) 
Communications Manager, A.R.R.L. 
1711 Park St., Hartford, Conn. 

We, the undersigned members of the A.R./Lt. re-

siding in the  Section of the   

Division hereby nominate   as can-
didate for Section Communications Manager for this 
Section for the next two-year term of office. 
(Five or more signatures of A.R.R.L. members are 

required.) 
The candidate and nee or more signers met be 
League members in good standing or the petition 
will be thrown ont as invalid. The complete name, 
address, and station call of the candidate should be 
included.  All such petitions must be filed at the 
headquarters office of the League in Hartford. Conn.. 
by noon of the closing date given for receipt of 
nominating petitions. There is no limit on the 
number of petitions that may be filed, but no member 
shall sign snore than one such petition. 
4. Members are urged to take initiative immedi-

ately, filing petitions for the officials of each Section 
listed above. This Is your opportunity to put the 
man of your choice in office to carry on the work 
of the organization in your Section. 

—N.. E. Handy, Communeestions Manager. 

Rotten QSR 

SEVERAL times in the past three or four months. I have heard stations handling traffic addressed 
to me.  I have copied the message and patiently 

waited for them to arrive by QSR or QSRM. I am still 
waiting for three such messages that I copied three 
months ago. 
It is hard to see how some of the gang can be so 

careless.  Perhaps a "lid" got these messages and 
garbled the address. There is no excuse for a message 
"dying" when there are stamps, envelopes and paper 
still on the market.  Can any one tell me what 
happens to lots of traffic?  I can tell you I It is 
copied by someone who takes it an code practice 
and throws it in the waste basket. 
If the individuals responsible will accept their share 

of personal responsibility (1) refusing messages they 
have no intention of handling due to temporary oper-
ation of their station or similar good reasons. (2) 
passing on traffic promptly when it has been accepted 
for QSR, (8) and mailing to destination in accordance 
with the R. & R, when it is 48 hours old or when it 
is known that pressing business will prevent station 
operation for a few days, conditions will be greatly 
improved.  When a message leaves a etation, there 
is no reason in the world for its failure to be de-
livered, so remember that, gang, and do your share 
and we will all profit by it! 

--O, W. Viers, 7AAT, SCM, Montana. 
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DIVISIONAL REPORTS 

ATLANTIC DIVISION 

ASTERN PENNSYLVANIA -Acting SCM, E. L. 
fl Maneval, 8E1J -Well, fellows, this report winds 

up my career sa SCM of the East. Pa. Section. 
and want to thank you all for your cooperation.  I 
hope you'll all give 3QP your full support as he's 
a good man and will do the job right with your help. 
BAKE threatens to knock 40 for a row.  8ZE bats 
them out.  SET/ had a close call from going up in 
smoke from a short in his haywire. Hi. SCGZ has 
moved back up to the upper deck and bid the scullery 
goodbye until next winter.  SAVE la planning a tour 
to the west coast with a YL in his Lizzy.  3NF 
wants an ORS appointment.  8RQ moved to 528 W. 
7th St. 3Q1V1 did a hasty job on QSR.8BYZ was married 
last July but we just found it out. Clongrats. ifaVJ is 
a member of the fold„  8ADE, poor Lew, sniff, sniff. 
8C WO is a new boy in Scranton.  ILO is a quiet 

SADQ is at last on 40.  SAVL QSYed to 5 
meters.  itCDS still insists that we be on from 
1 to 3 a in. SVF almost made the BPL.  Hi.  flA WT 
reported and had S zeros on his card.  313NU has 
worked gobs of DX and can QSR to points unknown. 
3ZE, 3VF, 313.1M. 3E0 and 9ADN visited the Williams-
port gang. 
Traffic: 81111T 64, 3AKB 406, 3Z1̀ 283. 8E15 275, 

8CGZ 240, 8AVE 216, tiNF 150, 811Q 141, 3Q.M 86, 
SWJ 83, 3ADE 68, St:I WO 46, 3.LC 39, SADQ 20, SAVL 
11, 3CDS 9, 3VP 3. 

MARYLAND-Del-D. of C. -SCM, H. H. Layton, 
3AED is still very waive.  3ALQ has his 

diem rectifier going at last.  3AJH reports BCL QRM 
again.  3WJ boasts the only CC set in Del. and is 
craving traffic.  MIS is active on 38.5 meters and is 
anxious to QS0 all active stations in the Section. 
Maryland: 3APX is now using raw AC as one of 

their rectifiers went west.  3CFX desires to arrange a 
sked with some active D. of C. station as he has lote 
of traffic.  3BE W blew another tube and is off the 
air until a replacement arrives.  3,CGC will soon be 
on the air again.  3AEI reports QRM from bad 
power leak preventing him from pounding brass. 
Dist. of Columbia: 3B WT reports everything run-

ning smoothly at present but expects to QRT for the 
summer. 

Traffic: Del: 3AED 7, 3ALQ 3, 3AJH S. 3W.I 18, 
3A1S 9. Md: 3APX 25, 3CFX 31)5, 3BE W, SA M 2, 
D. of C.: 813 WT 37. 

SOUTHERN NE W JERSEY -Acting SCM, E. G. 
Raser, aZI -Nine stations reported to the acting SCM 
this month, seven of them being ORS.  This is FE. 
Mr. Lotysh, 3CFG. has been elected your new SCM 
and will take office immediately so please report to 
him next month.  3Z1 made the BPL at last after n. 
long and hard struggle.  3CFG is leaning toward 
DX again.  3A0C is doing good work on low power 
and keeps skeds with 2PP and 3ZL  35.1 complains 
of spring fever and says not much doing.  8B WJ is 
back from West Point and has been on the sick list. 
3BSD raised a new 50 footer and is sure some happy 
now.  3IV of Burlington, and 8A10 of Riverside are 
two new stations reported this month.  8APB comes 
in good on the 85 band. 

Traffic: 37.1 279, 3CFG 214, M CC 138, 51V It, 
35.1. 3, 8B W.). 22, 3BSD 4. 

WESTERN NE W YORK-SCM, C. S. Taylor, SPJ 
-SADE handled traffic and schedules.  RADG works 
foreigners, etc.  SABX blew his transformer and has 
been handling traffic at 8EDI.  8AFG wants traffic 
west on 41) and 80 meters.  8AHC received a box of 
randy for handling a W NP message to Curtis Candy 
Co., Chicago.  SAID has an ORS coming to him for 
working on 40.  SAKC is changing to 204s.  8AEZ 
has, handled some traffic.  SALE posted notices in all 
Prat houses and got lote of traffic.  8.ANX is hack on 
the air again.  SAYS has been doing good work with 
message traffic. SAVW is off the air due to rebuild-
ing transmitter.  SA WIT is handling traffic.  SDNE 
is rebuilding again. SDQP works French hams. SDRJ 
has been experimenting with mercury arc.  9DSP 
handled a message to Pres, Coolidge from Spring-

field, Mass. SAYU has been working many foreigners 
including Africa.  8DDL reports 11 new stations in 
his town.  6DFY has handled quite a bit of traffic on 
40 and 80.  8DHX says spring fever has gotten him 
now.  8DME got the Narwhal tusk for his exception-
ally good work in handling traffic with VOQ. SBCM 
works west coast.  SEFG handled traffic from France 
from 6HP.  SEGN works west coast.  8BLI is re-
building xmitt,er and is therefore inactive.  8BLP is 
at school but promise to be on in June.  SE MI did 
little or nothing.  8BUJ is rebuilding the station. 
SAAW has rejoined amateur radio after a four year 
lapse.  SETJP is keeping eke& with 5A.RY and is 
fooling with 20 meters.  8BZP is trying to catch up 
with expenses due to an accident.  8(1.1)B works W NP. 
SAXA works Alaskan 7MN.  8CDC keeps schedules 
with Cleveland and Elkhart, Ind.  SCHL has just 
started in with traffic. SONT works cg, et, en, eb, 
oh and ep.  80NX says DX has been wonderful. 
SCPC  handled some very  important messages to 
Bermuda, Vancouver, Portland and Seattle.  SCS W 
of Cook Academy is very active.  SCV.T made the 
BPL.  SF'U worked ej-7DD. SES says portable 8ABO 
will be back for the summer. SPI handled 2 males 
with eg-5BY.  8PJ has just installed 2000 volts of B 
bate for a 250-wader.  8TH has been handling boy 
scout traffic with N. Y. C.  80A handled traffic to 
Commandant of 3rd Naval District. 
Traffic: SADE 8, SALIC 618, SAKC 109, 8.AKZ 5. 

M FG 28, 8ALB 70, SA WU 10, 8ANX 5, 8AYU 161, 
8130/4 81, SEFG 43, 8BGN 7, 813Q.K 2. SEUP 6, 6E11.1 
1, SEMS 40, RODE 130, 8CDC 205, SOUL 14, SCNT 
30, 8CNX 64, 8CPC 52, SCS W 84, .SCVJ 242, SDLL 
12, 8DFY 28, SDHX 38, 8DME 132, 8DNE 14, SDQP 
103, 8DRJ 64, 8DSP 155, SES 3, SPI 9, SPJ 15, 80A 
84. 

WESTERN  PENNSYLVANIA-SCM,  G.  L. 
Crossley, 8XE -SCNZ reports plenty of traffic but few 
southern and western stations to take it,  SERB is 
still pounding brass at KDO and is now on the west 
coast. IVE is very QR W with medical school but still 
does some work on 42 and 21 meters.  SE W handled 
some marine traffic with Nicaraugua and is using 
both 80 and 40 to do it.  IDES is building a new 
rectifier and is off the air while he is doing it.  SAEC 
is using 281s for rectifiers on 20. 8XAM fis at radio 
school.  8CYP is using a 50 watt master oecillator. 
ICES is having trouble with QRM and WIN.  SEEM 
has had pneumonia and mumps.  SAYH is still using 
80 meters.  SG1 says it is time to get out the trickle 
polish and polish up the antenna ¡muse there is too 
much QRS.  Hi.  8AMU" worked the yacht Fortuna 
off Long Key, Fla, the other night. SAGO Is to be 
married on May 9.  Cong-rats.  8DOQ is using 9-281s. 
8CE0 took press and messages from the New York 
American plane 2XBE.  8AB W is using an 81,/0" with 
a Zep antenna.  Most of 8CFR's traffic was originated 
with the I)Yott Expedition (IMP and came thru 
ab-11B.  8GU is operating in Erie on 75 meters. 813DJ 
has passed the first class tests and now holds that 
license,  SCAR is holding classes for Boy Scouts and - 
they are getting along fine.  8BIIN is using a 222 on 
20 meters. ILS has moved to Erie.  8VF is putting 
in an 852.  SORG repairs BOL sets.  8XE is very 
busy on the convention.  8XE has a crystal fascinator 
with a frequency of 1000 kc. and any ORS in the 
section found off-wave will have the ORS cancelled. 
Traffic: 8(41 440, KT:NZ 151, .81210Q 146, SEW 108, 

SCEO 95, SAMJ 94, 8CFR 84, 8XE 63, SAEF 51, 
8I3G W 23, 8.AB W 21, SCAR la, 8CYP 14, SAJIT 9. 
8DES 6, 8DYF 5, 8AGO 4, 8AYH 4, IVE 4. 

CENTRAL DIVISION 

OBIC -8CM, H. C. Storck, 8BYN -811EV had time 
for plenty of DX.  SCFL and SONO complain 
nf too many rubber stamps.  SRN is leaving 

shortly for the summer.  8BER a non-ORS made 
the BPL. 8GZ has been blowing condensers. 8DSY 
kicks about the QRN.  8DDK made the BPL. SEAU 
is rebuilding.  8CAU is on 80.  SCXD is starting 
on xtal.  8CPQ says that 10 meters seems to be as 
good as 20 m.  8CMB is now Official Observer. 851 
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has been keeping in touch with 8CLR who is at-
teuding Ohio Wesleyen Univ. 8BAC is a coming ORS. 
SAKO has nothing to say for  himself.  SCQ has 
been having antenna trouble.  8CNU is rebuilding. 
$1)JV has had the DX but.  SDIA, SBOR and 8AVX 
have been busy.  SCCS has been experimenting with 
antennas.  813TN is keeping schedule with gi-A8. 
SAVB says not much doing in traffic line.  8AL W 
is playing with (one.  eDNL, 8)Q and SDHS have 
been on 20.  SPL is awaiting a new tube for a fre-
elteliee doubler.  M AU have nothing new to report. 
8BBH has a 171 going.  8Ahil says more traffic next 
month.  8CCG got on at end of month. RAYO doing 
13CL service work.  81)QZ is planning a new trans-
mitter.  8BKA1 has been blowing tubes.  8QV has a 
new TPTG transmitter.  8DMX  is having antenna 
trouble.  8BSC has sold out but will be back this 
fall.  8A WX regrets lark of time.  8ADII is getting 
back soon.  SD°, SCBP and 8BQJ combined, have a 
600 watt station tinder «instruction.  • 
Traffic: 8DBM 60E, 8BYN 428, 8BEV 417, 8CFL 321, 

SRN 8013, SCNO 296. 8BBR 206, 80Z 178, 8DSY 143, 
nDDK 142, 8BAU 122. 8CAU 107, SCXD 73, 8CPQ 
71, 80M1F1 46, SSI 88, 8BAC 80. 850E 26, BAK° 25, 
8CQ 24, 8CNII 18. 8DJV 16, 8AVX 16, 8CCS 14, 8DTN 
14. SAVB 12. 8AL W 10, 80Q 10, SDHS 9. 8PL 9. 
8BAH 8, 8DNL 7, STIBlif 7, 8DJG 6, SAMI 6, 8CCG 6, 
SAYO 6, 8AZO 6, 8CTD 4, 8DQZ 1, 8BKM 1, SGIV 1. 

INDIANA —SCM, D. J. Angus, 9CYQ -9AIN runs 
off with the traffic total for the state again.  9EZ is 
trailing him close and 1/ORV and 9CMV are trying 
to tie for third place.  9AIN does it with schedules. 
9CSC is going to take commercial exam at Chicago. 
9CRV is now on xtal control.  9EZ, Culver Military 
Academy station, works the whole world on 21 and 
88.6.  9CMV is using mercury arc on 20. 40, and 80. 
ODPJ is an old timer and is selling out.  9LR lost 
his pole trying to move it.  9AAL 9AMZ, 9BIA, 
9CVX and eilt wi have put in fone on 80 and it is 
part re the Fort Wayne Radio Club's program to 
have them report on its operation and whether any-
one eau understand them.  OAFI is rebuilding. ilEVA 
is going big on 714  watts.  9FCX is a new station 
in the South Bend Dist.  9ASX is on 20, 40, and 80. 
AFGD is a small 6 watt portable at the Dodge school 
st Valparaiso operated by ex-9ARE.  9DBA was shut 
down most of the month till he earned 20e for his 
relay contacts.  9CIZ is going to be on 80 soon. 
9ESH is a new one at Kiehawaka.  9ABP is build-
ing a new 3000 volt transformer and will soon be 
on with 20 watts.  The Richmond Amateur Radio 
Assn. Is going strong.  9BZZ is putting in a 60 
wetter.  913Y1 is  on 20 all the time no w.  9BKJ 
borrowed 9DPJ's xtal  and will be FB on 80 till 
91)PJ wants it hack.  9DIIJ will pound brass on the 
lakes on board the Alpena beginning this week. KIS 
is going from 20 to 80 to ger more of the traffic. 
9ESH and aw n are two new stations at Rockville. 
91M1.1 is building a new station. 
Traffic: 9AIN 600, 9EZ 446, 9CRV 224, 9FQ 211, 

9cmv 209, 9AG 10. 9FGD It, 9CNC 9. 91)BA 28, 9CLO 
28. 1)DXH 17, 9CIZ 2. 9EVA 16, 9EKW 67, 9E.EY 18, 
9EGE 30, 9QS 16. 9D11.7 17, 9CBT 88, 9BKJ 20, 
eCSP 6. 9DSC 20, 9APG 16, 913YI G. 913ZZ 20, 9AVB 
14. 

KENTUCKY- SCM, D. A. Dovrnard. 9ARU -90X 
leads the traffic totals again this month.  9ATV say; 
"—blew up 2 203As, 2 grid leaks. 4 grid and plate 
condensers, 1 UX210, lost antenna and mast in re-
cent storm, license expired and can't get a reply to 
the several letters written to the R.I. but ev,•rything 
else OK."  Hi.  9BAZ lost hie 250 wetter but gets 
as good results with the old 60.  9AID worked three 
erg in one night.  DENR says from his traffic figures 
he thinks he is in a dead spot.  9B WJ is fooling 
with self rectification.  9FBU is a new one in Louis-
ville.  91461 has a new 45 font conductor pipe mast. 
9BAN says he gets R7 from the west cutlet with one 
210 bottle.  9EK111 reports a new station in Win-
chester but doesn't give call letters. PARU is QIIng 
with work hut gets on almost every night. 

Traffic: 90X 1:43, 9BAN 39. 9BAZ 35, 9ELL 29. 
0F,KM 25. 9ATV 16, filSIN 10, 9AID 7. 9B WJ 4, DARII 
2, 9ENR 2. 

ILLINOIS--SCM, W. E. Schweitzer, 9AA W -9BSH 
is keeping a schedule with oh-6CH.  913TX Is handl-
ing loads of traffic en 80 ?nacre and is keepi ng 
schedules with 9AMA. 9BJL, 8DED and 9BP W, 9BVP 
is operating on 38 and 78 meters.  9BXB reporte 
traffic coming along fine considering the weather. 
I1BZO had trouble bearing 9DLD until he discovered 
that liDLD was on the dead spot nt his receiver. 

9CAB la operated by 9BDL, 9AYB and 91)XL who 
are taking the opportunity to operate while  at-
tending the university of  Ill.  9CCR is using 
TIP-TG circuit on 80 meters.  9CCZ is QRMing the 
80 meter band with phone. SCIA is working fo, 
et, el. ab, su and other DX with his 250 wetter. 
9CKM built a new receiver and is helping another 
ham get started.  9CKZ and 9AVL report hearing 
eg-5SH every evening on their 24 meter broadcasts. 
9CNB reported another tube gone went and he is 
now operating on 40 meters with a 201A.  9CNY 
reports  20  meters  working great.  OCUH  reports 
local QRN so bad he can't hear anything but Re 
and it9 stations.  9CUO is energizing his tube with a 
new dynamotor and is operating on 10, 40 and 80 
meters. K UL says his MU is going so is using a 
dynamotor.  He reports 9CUO is going after tone 
work.  9CZT is QR W with school work.  OLAF QS0d 
with GLY Mar. 8.  9DCK is operating on 20 meters. 
9DGA blew his 60 so is using his 210 now.  f/DKK 
saya DX is F13 with a 294A.  9DOX was keeping 
schedules with WRCA plane.  9DSO reports DX fair 
and traffic light.  9DSS is using a 210 with 600 volts 
un the plate.  9DSU worked na-6J13 with a five wett-
er with 1000 volts on the plate.  9D WP le operating 
on 40 and 80 metere.  9DXG couldn't keep hie 
schedules because his 208A went west.  9DXZ is keep-
ing 6 schedules and reports everything still going 
along fine.  9DZT reports traffic picking up and has 
been advising the hams about the new 260 watt tubes. 
9EAI is going to find time to organize an emergency 
route for the I.O. RR.  9EAJ burned out his 203A 
so bought a new 862.  9EClit reported for the first 
Limo.  9EGX has been sick but had the radio room 
decorated.  9E11.11 has had the call 9DJ issued to the 
Veteran's Hospital at Maywood and wants the gang 
to listen for it.  9EJO was sick with the grip but 
hopes to be feeling better soon.  9EPG was also laid 
up with an abscess in his ear.  9EPX will be moving 
to Wright City. Mo., about May Ise  9ERH with a 
250 and AC on the plate is puunding out signals to 
all the continents 9EYA is reporting for the aecond 
time and says his traffic totals are increaaing. 9EXH 
reported his tube went west so he is using a 201A. 
He Is a new station on the air and is hearing lots 
of DX if not working it.  9FDE is another new sta-
tion and is using a UX871 with 260 volts on the 
plate.  OF'DJ is a new station using a Hartley cir-
cuit.  9E0 is operating CC on 30.4 metere.  90V lo-
sated on the Edgewater Beach Hotel is being oper-
ated moistly in the early morning hours.  012 worked 
oa-S U'.  9KA was off the air all month because ef 
moving.  9KB worked os-55G and is working on's, 
nearly every a.m. AMI-PU Is looking for a sum-
mer of real DX with his new 462 and mercury arc 
rectifier.  9NV was robbed again Feb. 22.  9QD re-
ports things not at a standstill but nearly so.  910( 
has spring fever but the 750 Is still going strong. 
9ZA is operated by Bill Conklin.  9AA W was on 
consistently mostly  in the daytime during the pant 
month.  9ACII was reported It5 from na's and ist 
now busy with farm work.  9AD is operating his 
862 with 1600 DC.  He reports two ne w  a mateur». 
9FGG and 9FFIL operating in Plymouth.  9AEG is 
rebuilding his receiver. PAYA is  still the contact 
station with WNP.  9AFB got an R7 from sb-ilie 
and handled some Calif. flood mime,  9AFF is using 
an 862 with an antenna and counterpoise. 9AFX 
with an MOPA transmitter worked eg-6HP.  6A00 
reports his kenotrons took an AWOL.  9A11J has 
worked all continente except S. A.  9CS W is on again 
with a 201A.  9AHK Is still handling traffic. 9ALJ 
is operating on 40 and 80 meters.  9ALire YL is 
still QRhfing.  9ALZ worked EB and Ell stations. 
9ELN is going full blast with 2000 volts on bis 852. 
ODZM taught his O W the code and now when they 
come in too fast, he calls on her.  litiMA worked NQ' 
and FO- MV.  9AMN does not raise much traffic. 
9Ahl0 is keeping schedules on 23 meter».  9ANQ is 
now operating on the 20 m eter band. PAPY le op-
erating on 40 and SO meters.  9AQA Is keeping 
schedules with 9CS. 9FQ. 213VH. ete.  9AQJ ie a new 
station in Rockford. PASE worked oh-6DEY and is 
keenin g  four schedule*.  9A WX and 9.4.1M are re-
organizing the Joliet Radin Club.  9AYft is operating 
at 9CAR while attending the U. of 111.  913HM has 
been sick.  91111T was not on ranch because of bnsi-
nets.  913LL is operating on 20 part nf the time. 
9BL8 has been busy with school work so only open 
week ends.  9BNI is in the Army net and handled 
the Springfield end of the Governors Net.  nBRX is 
planning a new transmitter. 

Traffic:  lIBTX.  36:  9AQA,  2119.  9AMO 
DM. 9BZO 214, 9DXZ 164, W WI 129, 1:113XB  123, 
PAPY 119, 9CZL 106, PASE 102, ABLL 98, OCIA 86. 
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SOKK 71, 90AR 48, 9F0 48, 11CNY 46, 9AFA 45, 9AHK 
45, iiONB 40, 91,1Sli 85, 9EAJ 38, 9AFB 32, 9AA W 
9CNB 40, 9BSH 35, 9EAJ 83, 9AFB 82, 9AA W 31, 
9DGA 30, 9DOX 29, SOKM 28, 9AD 26, 9311-PU 23, 
9DZT le, fiEYA 18, 9ERH 18, 9CUO 18, fICZT 18, 
9AQj 17, 9EJO 17, 9DAF 16, HAILI 15, 9GV 14. 
9AFZ 14, K UM 14, 9ECR 13, 9DSS 12, 9epx 12, 
SAN Q 12, 9A WX 12, 9AFF 11, 9ACU 11, 9ALK 10, 
91311T 10, 9.BVP 10, 9KB 9, OARS& 9, 9QD 8, 9A MN 8, 
9BLS 7, 9DSU 7, SEAI 7, 9EPG 6, 9BHM 6, 9RK 6, 
9ZA 6, 9DCK 5, 9AGG 5, 9EGX 6, 9DXG 4, 9AEG 4, 
9DSO 4, 9.ALZ 3, SOEZ 3, 9C0Z 3, 91Z 3, 9NV 8, 
9ALJ 8. 9REIK 2. 

WISCONSIN -SCM, 0, N. Crap°, 9VD  9DLD 
leads again with the largest total he has ever re-
ported.  SEE are still busy with their airplane trans-
mitters and receivers.  9DTK has two wave meters 
on hand -each one tuned to one of his transmitting 
waves.  9BP W is holding down four schedules on 
80. SEBO originates a flock every month but can't 
seem to get QSRs.  9ABM has schedules on both 40 
and 80.  9DLQ reports good traffic and DX.  9S0 is 
keeping three skeds and collects his share of traffic. 
ODRE has a second hand Ford which accounts for 
the drop in tfc.  9DND says his station is putting 
out a decent signal and expects to boost his totals. 
SEMD is keeping schedules with SOLD, SORE ami 
SASK.  90DT took an unexpected drop but won't let 
it happen again.  SERF gets a few messages oc-
casionally on 42 meters. 9LV is still having trouble 
with the B œis but hopes to eliminate it by getting 
down to 20 meters.  9AZN gives us a small total 
and is too busy to spend much time on the air. 9B WO 
is out for DX and naturally his msg totals have to 
suffer.  9AZY will be on the lakes all summer. 9151{S 
is building a new Aero Coil transmitter.  9EG W 
doesn't get much time to muss up the ether.  9.BQQ 
is  a new station at Argyle using 4 301As.  9BIB 
just bumps along merrily and plays with an RF am-
plifier.  9EBT says he picks up a few stray msgs. 
that wander up into the wilderness.  9EVE squeezes 
through a few messages between broadcasts.  90VI 
is getting so he atten ds nearly all the club meetings 
now.  9E1s0 works both coasts with 2 201As on 20. 
9ELD  splits  his  traffic  between  his  home  and 
the Journal station.  'SOFT has a little time for 
traffic but is very busy.  9.APZ was only on the air 
Sundays last month.  9B WZ had to cancel all his 
sehedules.  SEYIT worked W NP for 30 mina, and oz-
1 FE 
Traffic: 9.DLD 473, SEE 280, 9DTK 248, 9BP W 

183, SEBO 170, 9ABM 125, 9DLQ 118, 950 10'7, 9DEK 
86, 9EMD 53, 9DND 52, 9CDT 26, SERF 24, 9LV 19, 
9AZN 19, 9B WO 19, 9AZY 17, 9FIES 14, 9BQQ 12, _ 
95IB 10, 9EVE 7, 9EBT 7, 9CVI 6, 9CFT 5, 9EFC 5, 
SOOT 5, 9ELD 4, 9AFZ 3, 9B WZ 2, 9EYII 2, 9(.1JU 7. 

MICHIGAN -SCM, Dallas Wise, 80EP -SDED has 
the best record of any Michigan station and has a 
fine bunch of schedules.  OKAY reports the QRM get-
ting had up his way.  9AYR still works his daily 
eked with 8KJ.  SDKX says he just had the 20 meter 
fone working good when the ban came.  SAMS is re-
building the  set into  a tuned plate -toned grid 
outfit.  SAJL has been getting out well with the low 
power set.  SA M& is putting out a good signal on 
40 with his 210.  81/TR is having trouble getting a 
good antenna system.  8AUB has been doing some 
testing with portable emitter on moving autos. 9051 
now has the crystal working on 41.6.  SW is QRW 
with school work.  ORE has been on the sick list so 
hasn't been able to do much.  8KN now has two 
ups.  8CAT has good luck on 20 but blew his plate 
transformer.  8CU has been doing some fine low 
power work.  8DSF says he finds it hard to keep 
schedules.  8DTV will be out of the game for a few 
weeks.  80KZ has been on quite regularly.  SAKE 
has been busy getting two new barns in the game. 
M I has been QR W.  SDAQ is going to move and 
won't be back until next fall.  87,F has the message 
box at the school keeping the four ups busy.  80M 
luts moved and is bet getting the outfit in shape 
again,  seym is going to Detroit.  30E is on regu-
larly but says the DX tests reduced his traffic.  8ASO 
was QS0 W NP and is now working 20 meters. 9BTQ 
has QRM from the YLs.  SCFPI' reported early on ac-
count of spring vacation.  813RS was silent most of 
the time due toi the death of his brother, SCYT and 
to his own illness. 

Traffic: OKAY 11, 9AYR 8, 8DKX 31, 8AJL 30, 
SKI M 5, 8D,TR 12, 8AUB 100, SCSI 51, 803 8, SEN 
1. SCAT 3, SOU 28, 8DSF 32, ODIV 2, SERS 14, 
8CKZ 8, 8AAF 25, 8DAQ 250. 9CEX 7, SZE 204, 9CM 

4, 80YM 27, 90E 80, fiZZ 16, SORT 23, SASO 14, 
937VQ 5, 80Els 39, 81).Ns1) 1154. 

DAKOTA DIVISION 

SOUTHERN M1NNESOTA--SCM, D. F. Cottam, 9BYA -900S is on both 40 and 80 for fun. 
9BN is keeping 6 sheds on (10 and with three ups 

is doing some very nice work.  SEEK is still doing 
his spectacular DX work and keeps a number of skeds. 
9I3T W is shoving 50 watts into a 1110 and works 
oa.  9BKX keeps two sheds and will be on 80 most 
of the time except Sundays.  9XI is going once more 
and they will have xtal control soon.  9ELA says 
ND on the DX.  9E100 handled some important traf-
fic from Washington to San Salvador and keeps on 
sked.  91311Z may not be on for à time, spring 
weather gets his attention.  91)11E' is mourning the 
loss of his new 852,  9DB W has enjoyed visits from 
SDHP and 9CR W.  900P is changing location of his 
station. SERT is  on with three good ops.  SALK 
handled one business message that amounted to real 
money. 9013 is not on very much, too QR W. 9EYL, a 
new station here, is getting a nice start arid hopes 
to be a real traffic station.  'SOMA gets reports of 
R7 from Europe.  90110 is at the A. T. und T. (.1o. 
school at Waukegan, Ill.  9DEQ has another fellow 
interested in ham work so we may have another 
station soon.  LiDZA would like to hear from hams 
troubled with shifting to 20, also those trying 10 
meters. 
Traffic:  9005 285, 9BN 168, SEEK 65, 9BT W 56, 

9BKX 28, 9XI 26, 9ELA 23, 9E1'0 21, 9B112 20, 
9DELP 10, 9013 W 10, 900P 9, SERT 8, VAIR 8, 9011 
3, SEYL 2, SOMA 2, 95130 1. 

NORTH DAKOTA -SCM, H. L. Sheets, 9DM -91f.:EN 
was forced to give up the SCM duties on account of 
illness and will not he on very much from now on. 
9DM will carry out his duties.  913JV has been doing 
some fone work hut has decided to go back to 40 
and 80.  9BRIS is getting out consistently with his 
Colpitts layout.  9CDO is preparing for spring work 
and is not on much.  9BVIs has been hitting the 
balL  'SCUT is QR W school work but expects to be 
on more as soon as the work eases up. 111)YA has 
been fooling with a fone on 180 for local work.  91)M 
has been off the air for about 2 weeks due to heavy 
school work.  9ISYV put up a Zepp and manages 
to kick out.  9FCA at Aneta, 9IK, SAQB and 9DXE 
have been reported to the SCM.  That's the spirit, 
gang, let's have some more.  The SCM thanks you 
fellows who responded to his letters so willingly, 
Traffic:  9.CUT 3, 90YV 4, SOYA 12, 9DM 28, 

OBRE 62, 9BVF 141. 

SOUTH DAKOTA -SCM, F. J. Beck, 9DB -9DIY 
has a fine 222 R.F. amplifier.  9AGL built a new 
receiver and received an A-A certificate.  9BOT is 
having farm QRM.  9DB changed from 00 to TGTP 
circuit.  9.BKB has a new 50 watter and a new 
smitter which works DX FB. He reports the Rapid 
City Radio Club's station is going ES,  9DNS and 
ODES put over a quick QSR on Army-Amateur test 
messages.  9AJP's pet power leak took a rest.  9EUH 
keeps a bunch of skeds.  9DES put in a big msg re-
port without any skeds.  Hi.  9BO W-9BRI keeps a 
weekly shed with na-71VIN on 20.  9ADQ worked gi-A8 
and has applied for an  ORS.  9DGR's new 352 
works FB. SO WN keeps an A-A eked with 9APV and 
says he is busy with skeds and YLs. 
Traffic: SO WN 139, 9DGR 129, 9ADQ 129, 9BO W 

112, 9DES 81, 9EUH 78, 9AJP 48, SONS 46, 9BKB 
38, 9DB 32, 9BOT 4, 9AGL 4. 

NOR.SHkRN MINNESOTA--SCM, C. L.  Barker. 
9EIGII -9ABV finally reached the BPL and leads the 
Section. 9EGF comes in second.  9AOK rates third 
place.  9E110 does not give any news to include in 
these reports.  9B.AY is still doing Army-Amateur 
work.  9C WN works on 20 meters almost entirely 
and likes it better all the time.  He assisted 9EGU. in 
getting his crystal set going.  9KV is on 10 meters 
every Sunday.  He says that 9BJD has cured the 
girlshyness with "KV" has been noted for.  Hi. 91)1.13 
did some two-way 10 meter work with 61.1F.  9GZ 
has started reporting again.  91SHI, a new ORS pros-
pect, works on 20, 40 and 80 meters regularly.  9I3RP 
is on again and sends in reports after 9EGF hounded 
him enough about it.  9CF reports bad QRM on 40. 
9FDK is a new station working on the 40 meter band. 
9BI W works on 20 all the time.  9.1313T has been very 
busy with the seed business. 9C WA is still QR W with 
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9CIY.  9CT W celebrated the second anniversary of 
his nation by QS0ing na-his first oa QS0.  9ADS 
perks right along with the rest.  9QT has been some-
what inactive, nearly all the traffic being handled 
through 9BAY. 9AKM says 20 and 80 are FN. 9BMX 
is also on 10 meters some in addition to his regular 
20 meter wave.  9BMR is getting ready for an 852 
soon.  1.113VH is on 10.06 meters Saturdays and Sun-
days,  fiDUV is still chasing around as relief opera-
tor.  OCIY says he will have to be put on inactive list 
for the summer.  itBjD also has to go on inactive list 
till fall,  9EG'U has his QTZ set ready, using a 210, 
ea, 203A frequency doubler, and 852 output tube. 

Traffic: PABV 212, 9EGF 122, CAOK 93, 0E110 51. 
9BAY 47, 9C WN 36, UKV 81, 9DPB 29, SIGZ 27, 911II 
25, 9131(P 18, OUF 15, 9FDK 12, 9BI W 11, 9BBT 11, 
2, 

DELTA DIVISION 

kiNNESSEE -SCM, L. K. Rush, 4KM -This sec-
tion in showing more actively at present than ever 
ever before. More good reports are coming in and 

it sure is good to see you fellown taking an interest. 
4SP is laboring with xtal control and hopes to make 
it work.  The Knoxville Radio Club is right on the 
job with many active members,  4ABZ is a new ORS 
and can shove over the traffic.  41iX reports thru 
48P.  40L and most all the other stations in Knox-
ville have  installed  two line  voltage  feed Hertz 
antennas.  411K is  seeking that much desired 360 
Cycle note and is looking for a 6 phase mercury 
arc rectifier.  4.ADI is rebuilding. 4ABR sends in an 
interesting letter and dope.  4LX still seeks elusive 
DX and traffic and gets it.  4KM lost 2nd op 4KX 
----he just dropped out of night. 

Traffic: 4ABZ 40, 4ABR 17, 4LX 14, 4SP 9, 4FX 
8, 4ADI 2. 

MISSISSIPPI -SCM, J. W. Gullett, 5AKP -5API is 
using phone altogether now on 175 meters.  SAYB 
nays that he has been very busy trying to make a 
living this month.  SAGS has put in a chemical rec-
tifier and it helps norms.  SFQ gets mobs of good 
RAC reports altho he is using raw AC.  5ANP re-
ports that he has been off the air most of the month 
on account of sickness in his family.  5.A.JJ says 
that URN has ben terrible on the coast this month. 
5AKP continues to work foreigners on 20 meters. 

Traffic:  5AKP 80, SAYS $2, 5FQ 20, 5API 14, 
5ANP 6, 5AJJ 6, SAGS 4. 

ARKANSAS -8CM, W. L. Clippard, 5AIP--a5ABI 
continues to lead the lint. SAQX is very active in Hot 
Springs and sends in his first report this month. 
12B. SEP is back with us and SAND is on the air 
once snore.  SA W moved again so will be inactive 
for a while.  SAITIT quit radio and took up motion 
picture taking.  SANN has a new 20 meter antenna 
and raised it up and down for night and day work. 
5ER and SAIP are getting ready to ship next June. 

Traffic: 5ABI 50, 5CK 8, 5AQX 8, SSS 6, 5,JK I. 

LOUISIANA -SCM, C. A. Freitag, 511K -5RD seems 
to be having a hard time establishing a QS0.  5PM 
wa.s reported heard by 5-PK off the coast of China 
and is now sending press to 5PK each night.  INS 
has again changed his circuit to modified Colpitt's 
and reporta better results.  SANG. reports SKII and 
SAPA hack in Shreveport. STE has been sick most 
of the month.  SHE still does fone work and says 
high frequency does not interest him very much. 
5AAY, SQj, and  5UK in addition to working on 
short waves are also doing some fone work on the 
150 meter band. 

Traffic: 5PM 12, SED 10, 5LV 6, INS 5, SANG 4, 
WIC 5. 

HUDSON DIVISION 

KW YORK CITY & LONG ISLAND -Acting 
IN ïCM, J. B. Kilpatrick, 21V -Manhattan: 2I3CB 

has  been working nites.  2130X is using a 
204A now.  2KR has xtfil going on 20, 40 and SO 
meters now.  20V has had consistent USO with Por-
tugal.  2BLA (ex8C Z1) had some QR1t1 with BLC 
and now usen a 50 wafter.  Bronx: 2AET is a new 
ORS and is jarring the ether with his new Vibro-
plex.  2AHG's transformer went to sleep.  2ALP has 

been mi .10 meters.  2BAD is going strong on 20 
meters now,  2BBX's low power fone on 20 meters 
has been US() all USA and several foreign countries. 
2CYX is. .hack from Porto Rico now.  W A. is now 
on 10, 20, 40 and 80 meters. 
Brooklyn: 2ABP had lots of hard luck with set 

and ROL.. and says he hi on 80 meters from now on. 
2ADZ has a 2nd op while he is away.  2AND is 
active in . Army Net.  2ASB ex8BDG sends in first 
report.  2ATZ has been handling traffic for GMD. 
2AVR is experimenting with low power portable. 
211.AZ has had consistent USO with DCZ.  2BDM is 
a new ()RS and is QRV traffic.  2BRB is engaged 
to the YL now but in still experimenting with fone 
on 85 and 175 meters.  2CCD has been QR W with 
Law exams.  2CRB handled some important traffic 
with ns-1FMFI.  2PF is building Airplane receiver 
for experimental teats.  2W0 is going FI3 with xtal 
sets.  2.WZ is using a 204A now and is QR W at 
eA00. 
Long Island:  2ATZ is on 80 meters every night 

from 6 to 8.  2ALS is active in Army Net.  2AYS is 
working a Zepp antenna FR now.  2TY is waiting 
for his W AC certificate now. 
Staten Island: 2ABO is a new ORS and is work-

ing lone FB now.  2AFV in going to sea and han 
resigned as RM for Staten Island.  2(.:PG the station 
of the Staten Island Radio Club is on 80 meters on 
Sun. and Fri. nights. 

Traffic: Manhattan:  2130-11 26, 2BCTI 5, 2BDJ 7, 
2BOX 47, 21V 54, 2KR 28, 20V 5.  Bronx:  2.ADT 
8, 2AIIG 11. 2ALP 135, 2A WU 38, 2BAD 57, 2BBX 
35, 2CYX 118, 2JA 9.  Brooklyn:  2ABP 19, 2ADZ 
4. 2.A.ND 26, 2APD 2, 2ASB 12, 2ATZ 21, 2AVR 110, 
2BAZ 20, 2BD/01 41, 2BRB 4, 2CCD 24, 2CRB 21, 
2CTY 18, 2,PF 28, 2WC 10, 2WZ 32.  Long Island: 
2AIZ 59, 2ALS 16, 2AYS 6, 2TY 63.  Staten Island: 
2ABO 42, 2AFV 20, 2CPG 13. 

NORTRFRN NE W JERSEY -SCM, A. G. Wester. 
2WR -The ORS of 2BLM has been cancelled.  2BDF 
is a new ORS.  2AT, 2CP, 21̀,1D, 2ADL and 2A0P 
make the BPL.  All traffic is being handled on 80 
meterS.  2AT  collected  all  traffic  thru  working 
schedules.  2CP has just lost his father,  2C W is too 
QR W with business to get on the air.  2WR is step-
ping out in all directions.  2DX is another having 
hard time getting on the air.  2EY is back on the 
air after the arrival of long-due licenses.  MC in-
stalling  new MOPA transmitter.  2FC is out of 
work so has plenty of time to operate.  2KA w as 

USO a yacht KD WU off Miami, Fla.  2ASZ has a 
new transformer which puts him back on the air. 
2CJD is bothered with YL QRM.  2B W has the mis-
fortune of cracking three crystals.  TIE is learning 
to be an aviator. ZIG has a fine signal. on 80 meters 
with good pep. 2AGN is disgusted with a chemical 
rectifier and is installing a mercury are.  2ALI also 
is installing a mercury arc.  2MD is increasing power 
to 250 watts crystal controlled.  2CTQ has the mis-
fortune of blowing up an 852.  2CJX expects to drop 
to 10 meters for experimental work.  2BY had re-
ceiver trouble which knocked out all her schedules. 
20V has installed a new mast and will be heard very 
shortly.  2BIR is the proud possessor of a WA(' eer-
tifleate.  216 has just installed a new MG which will 
help him get on again.  2AVK Is having tine QS0 
with all European camntrien.  2ADL is on another 
trip to the South.  2JX's oscillator works but has 
a hard time raising any stations.  2A0P works our 
KM every night on schedules which enabled him to 
make the BPI,.  2BDF has had fine USO with for-
eigners.  2ABE Is  still having trouble with the an-
tenna coming down. 

Traffic: 2WR 1, 2AT 192, 2CP 314, 2C W 3, 2'DX 6, 
21C 4, 2FC 15, 2KA 2, 2ASZ 21, 2CJD 11, 2JG 17, 
2AGN 9, 2MD 111, 2CTQ 1, 2CJX 28, 2BY 7, 2BIR 2, 
2AVK 4, 2ADL 119, 2JX 1, 2A0P 2,15, 2B W 44, 2BDF 
15, 2ATE 16. 

MID WEST DIVISION 

NEBRASKA -SCM,  C.  B. Diehl,  DBYGi----9C.IT 
tinkers with 20 meters.  flANZ can't find any 
traffic these days.  9QY is QR W planting his 

crops.  9EE W doesn't say a word.  9DER has a 
new fifty and expects to bust some Chinaman's ears. 
9IM is still away at school.  9BOQ is also planting 
his crops.  9C1IB has been laid up with the flu hut 
is improving now.  9DITH is experimenting with 
:shielded grid tubes. 9BBS missed a tornado by inches 
the other day.  9CDB has a lot of work piled up and 
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can't find time to pound his key.  9EGJ has increased 
his power a bit and expects to go from here. 903I 
works overtime at the office but still finds time to 
radio some.  9DV11 turns in high score this time 
and also applies for ORS.  9BYG is tinkering with 
xtai and expects to be on with it soon.  PA WS fell 
flat again this time. 
Traffic: 9ANZ 26, 9QY 8, 911E W 26, 9DER 2, 9BYG 

2, ODI 2, 9BOQ 7, 9011B 5, ORBS 4, 9EGJ 22, 903I 
43. 9DVR 76. 

KANSAS -SCM,  F. S. McKeever, 9DNG--Begin-
ning now all ORS in Kansas must average at least 
ten messages per month.  This is easily done, fel-
lows.  You can originate ten messages.  The SCM 
put one over on the gang by winning the traffic con-
test with 408 messages.  9111. took second place and 
9CFN third.  SICFN and 911L have a swab of skeds. 
9BGX with sick for a week. SCKV, 9BPL and 9DNG-
other side of Africa.  911TH and POET were on with 
9BPL worked So. Georgia Is.  Which is on the 
other side of Africa.  ?MIA and POET were on with 
low power this month.  9005 is away at college and 
3 YLs keep nightly skeds with him. 9CV and 9131111 
are asleep it seems.  9CF W is  putting in Recto-
bulbs.  9B11 is in love with his new 852.  9.BUY was 
among those with YLitis.  9LN is keeping a sked 
with oa-7LJ.  Will all ORS send schedule dope to 

9BGX as soon as you can? 
Traffic: 9DNG 207, 9CFN 170, 911GX 122, 9FIL 94, 

ORRIS, 47, 9CKV 34, 9CFW 22. 9CX W 21, 9111K 20, 
913II 16, 9131TY 13, 9CV 23, 9BPL 11, POET 9, 9LN 
9EBM 8, POOR 7, 9CPY 1. 

IO WA--SCM,  A.  W.  Kruse,  9BKV -9EJV  and 
9DZ W kept a daily schedule beginning Nov. 26 and 
ending Mar. 26 and only missed once.  9BKV and 
POZO have made the BPL for six consecutive months 
and claim most traffic handled in Town during the 
winter season.  9PB has a new 50 watter perking 
in tine style.  ORBIT rolled up a large total for the 
BPL. POS also made the BPL.  9CITX has a new 
receiver and is rebuilding his transmitter for 20. 
9DRA is op at K WCR.  9CGY is pounding away 
an 40 and 80 and wants schedules 9BCA has lots 
of trouble with the .13(iLs.  WERN has a modulated 
DC note that sounds good.  9ED W is  an announcer 
at K WCR but it doesn't keep him from pounding the 
key.  9B WN is QR W with college.  9EHR works for 
the state highway commission.  ODEA has an awful 
wallop on 80.  Illness and studies kent 9FTV off the 
air most of the month.  9EI W complains of the QRN. 
913AT will be going strong soon.  POP], 9DPI., and 
9AYE( keep plugging away. 

Traffic: 9 E.TQ 339, 9DZ W 328, 913KV 327, POZO 
276, 9PB 255, 9BBU 231, POS 207. 9011E 201, OBRA 
179.. 9OGY 157,  9BCA 141. 9rArtsr 127, 9ED W 
9R WN 78. 9sisttt 67. 9DEA 58. 911IV 52, 9EI W 31. 
!MAT 18, 9CPT 6, 9DPL 4, 9AYFI 1. 

MISSOURT -SCM,  L.  B.  haisure,  ORE -9BF,O. 
9DTJD, 9DOE. 9ZK and 9BEU were leading traffic 
handlers this month in St. Louis.  913MU and 9AEX 
applied for ORS.  9A AO was appointed ORS.  (SZK 
visited in K.C. last of the month but unfortunately. 
missed connections with most of the gang.  9110E 
returned to commercial duty on W NX on the lakes 
and expects to be aboard by April 15th. 9BEIT worked ' 
plenty of DX on 40. also kept skeds with 2CNS. 9D1,13 
and 9DAF1 had to OSO eke& due to QRN.  9DITD 
kept sked with 4ADQ.  9DZN renorts QR W with 
school and trying 10 meters.  9FAJA sends his first 
report  9FB0 also is a first time reporter.  9ZK re-
ports local 011P club giving ham talks weekly Hum 
KMOX Sat. at 3 pm.  ODKG had a fine traffic month 
and excellent *rain with 9ENT.T. PLI had too much 
school QRM to handle traffic.  9BQS says too husv 
with post office to be on much.  9LJ kept several 
skede comprising 16 stations for relaying scores of 
national AAU basket ball tournament from Kansas 
City.  emmr had his hours of employment change' 
and expects to do more hamming during April. 90104 
had a good month but QRN bothered continually. 
'SARA put in two Rectobulbs and says they are great. 
9CCQ had to QRT due to spring farm work. 9CDF 
kept daily skeds with 9111111, operated by his father 
an per last month's report.  9ASV reports traffic good 
and three new stations, 9FC0, 9FEO and 9.FDA com-
ing on in Joplin.  9FTIB boosted his traffic total this 
month.  91-13F kept sked on 178 with 9ERX and had 
a write-up in St. Louie (item Democrat.. 9AJ W and 
PERM got a good total from their 210 set at Fulton 
keeping two skeds.  9DQN hit his stride this month 
handling 141 messages. PACA is getting set for some 

traffic.  9WV was on often and handled some traffic. 
M HZ and OEMH handled traffic after testing OEM 
was over.  91111 had a fair month but QRN was a 
serious hindrance.  9ZK was out of town often which 
did not help his total any.  9D0J was out of the 
city at report time hence no report.  9F.NU and OLD 
continued experimenting at 9FAU when possible. The 
SCM urgently requests all new stations to drop him 
a tard with their correct ORA and reporting forms 
and instructions will be sent them. 

Traffic: 9BEQ 89, 9BETT 31, 9BMIT 14, 9DLB 10, 
ODOR 49, 9DUD 60, 9ZK 42, 9ETIA 5, 9DKG 141, 
9DAE 166, PLI 6, 9LJ 11, 9DMT 7, 9CRM 32, 9ODF 
12, 9ASV 18, 9111111 25, 9FRF 7, 8AJ W-ERM 110. 
9DQN 143, 9RR 151, 9ZD 5, 9WY 4, SA:HZ 4, 9EMEI. 
4, 91103 10, 9ENIJ 158. 

NE W EENNGGLLAANNDD  DIVISION 

AINE -SCM, Fred  Best, 1BIG -A newcomer, 
M AY, of Portland, leads the list this time 
with a fine total.  IAYJ reports some very 

good work on the 2a-meter band,  lAIT reports very 
poor conditions on 80 meters most of the month. 
IANI1 is being issued an ORS, which he has worked 
hard for and which he desserves. ICDX still works 
bis daily schedule with lA WQ altho he was off for 
two weeks on account of burned-out field winding 
in his motor-generator.  1BEZ has been sojourning 
on 20 meters.  lACV sends in a mighty fine report 
on conditions in his neck of the woods.  Active sta-
tions in Houlton reported by 1 ACV are 1BBE, 1BHA, 
lAIE and 1CZ.  lAQL reports lots of new blood 
coming into the  Queen City Radio Club.  1.AUR 
worked Morocco.  The SCM has just received a 
couple of cards from 'old IIINL, formerly of Saco. 
but now of Brooklyn, N. Y. saying that he was 
married last November and that single life holds 
nothing more for him.  Hi.  11-1B sold everything on 
hand and is buying himself a new fifty watt outfit 
SKL is QRD Galapagos in the southern Pacific to be 
gone until June.  1ATV sends him the dope every 
Tues. Thurs. and Sunday.  IB M its  very »lushly in-
terested in the formation of at least three USNR 
Units in Maine to match the three already started 
in N. H.  IAJC reports an over-abundance of BOL 
interference.  1111311 reports another junior operator. 
Congrats. OM.  1COM has been getting out to cg, 
el', ek and eh in fine style. 

Traffic: 1BIG 210. TRAY 166, IAYJ 68, lAIT 24, 
IANIT 19, 1CDX 18, 113EZ 16, 1ACV 14, IAQL 10, 
1.ATJR 8, 1 AJC 44, 1.13UB 28, 100M 42. 

NE W HAMPSHIRE--SCM, V. W. Hodge. IATJ -
Our .efficient RM. lIP, leads this month.  1BET re-
ports a bunch of ops at NHIT.  1.A0Q handled his 
share thru had ORM from school.  1.AEF is doing 
good DX and traffic with his 210.  lANK is back on 
the air in Hampton. LIN is ORV traffic at 9 pm 

1AVJ is trying for W AC and needs just 
S.  America.  lASE  was OSO the  Marines  in 
Nicaraugua.  IANS reported his traffic but no news. 
A report was received from 1.AFD.  IATP who is 
op on the C. G. Cutter "Tuscarora" w as  the boy 
who answered the SOS from the Robert D. Lee. FR, 
OM.  Some of the gang are getting Spring Fever and 
cancelling their schedules but most of the fellows 
will be on a few nights each week.  The Jr. op at 
1ATJ sends 73 to the gang. 

Traffic: UP 166, IBFT 127, lATJ 136, 1AOQ 78, 
1AEF 70, SANK 19, I ASR 17, lJN 17, 1ANS 82, 

VERMONT -SCM, C. T. Kerr, lAJG -Is anyone to 
head off I.IT?  He won a set of EEL coils as they 
were donated by an interested OM for the station 
that handled the most msgs for February.  1110E 
sure is getting out FR  lAJG bas his xmitter panel 
mounted and is QE0 foil-a some.  113,IP is building 
over power supply to have MG, RAC, AC, DC.  Hi. 
113EB is our NCS of Montpelier and sure doing the 
AA work to perfection.  1A00, a new ORS, reports 
on 20, 40 and 80.  IEZ is going to apply for an ORS. 
1.NH is using a 201A and is OSO 9s on fone,  lATU 
is going to have more power.  1BD got his OWLS ap-
pointment and got a new 210.  IAD sure has a real 
fist and station.  Listen for the SCM, IAJG every 
Wed, night at 7 pm OST for 'Vt. hams. 

Traffic: ITT 90, 1BOK 91, 1AJG 65, IBJP 47, 
1BEB  43,  1A00  36,  IXD . 30, TEZ 9,  IATIT 
7, 1BD 1, 1NH 2. 
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RHODE ISLAND—SCM. D. B. Faucher, 1BVB— 
Hereafter, all hams calling on 1BVB will find him 
located at 914 Hobart St. Instead of 22 Summer. 1140 
saya things haven't been so good with him this month. 
iRAT hands us a good total.  1BIL is using a new 
UX250.  1A WE is Mill working the old DX.  Hi. 
IFIDQ says FB on 40.  lAQP lee been busy building 
a new transmitter.  lAAL is another with a dandy 
total.  ICKB hasn't had much time for radio this 
month.  113VB started out OK but moving spoilt 
everything.  1BQD and 1BLS are the two star sta-
tions this month. 

Traffic: 1BLS 286, 1BQD 278, 1BIL 91, IBAT 87 
1AAL 67, 1BVIi 44, 1 AWE 15, 1AQP 11. 11110 11, 
II3DQ 9, 1CKB 1. 

CONNECTICUT—SCM. H. E. Nichols. IBM-1MK 
had a fine showing for the first month of operation 
with their new set.  IMY did a nice little piece of 
message delivery recently for an eg. 1CKP has finally 
come up to 80 meters,  1BNS made the BPL with 
his first report as an ORS.  ICTI's totals have 
suffered due to sickness of some of his star stations. 
IVE. 111a and IBJK have been doing quite a little 
Army-Amateur work and report things fairly active 
In this line. IAMG-1ALIK handled some QRR traffic 
recently and was commended by the railroad folks 
for his service.  1AFB reports a QS0 with a ship 
off the coast of China recently on 20 meters at 4 
pm.  IZL worked ne5AW at Whitehorse,  Yukon 
thereby having working every Canadian district.  UV 
has made a new transmitter with Aero coils and a 
210.  IBQFI has received new call letters for his 
station at Boston and is all ready for traffic.  See 
you at the N. E. Div. Convention, OMs, 

Traffic: 1CKP 2, 111LF 4, IIV 4, IOS 6, 1BWM 
11. IBQH 18, 1AMC 12. IBGC 1$. 1TD 28. tEL 25. 
IIM 27, lASD 31, IAMG 31, 1MY 47, IAFB 52, 
113,11C 55, IPE 96. 1V13 108, lATG 108, lADW 112, 
!NE 123, ICTI 139, IHNS 230, 1MIC 477„ 1VP 16. 

EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS—SOM, E. L. Battey. 
PUE--INQ and lAVY'et ORS have been cancelled due 
to various reasons. 1CD1Z is a new ORS. JAILS, 1LM. 
1ORA. 1KY and 1WV made the BPL.  IKY is doing 
nice work as RM.  itrE has been rebuilding.  I AGS 
is troubled with a mysterious power leak.  lABA 
nays not much doing after tests.  1BZQ is working 
nights so has only wee small hours for radio.  IASI 
is working out a new with ORS in every state in 
N. E. DX is reported good on 80 by INV.  INK 
handled a couple of death messages enabling the 
party to get. to Boston in time for the funeral. 1 ACH 
has been very busy with convention plans and Naval 
Reserve work.  1CRA has the measles. The new fone 
regulations enable 1APK and some of the other local 
boys to use fone again on 80.  1RY manta dope on 
key-click eliminator.  "DM" of 1FL is now working 
at Headquarters in Hartford and except for inter-
mittent operation by "rill". 1FL will be off the air 
until a new location in Hartford is secured. Nave 
traffic is helping 11.bre totals mnehly.  1PB expects 
to be on more very shortly but be has not been at 
borne.  1BMS la on again. A new car has made 
much YL QRM for lAKS.  Hi.  ICMZ will accept 
traffic for meet coast for QSR same night as re-
ceived.  IGP. 111F and IBDV are kept QRW with 
their lessons at schooL  !BEV is busy repairing BCL 
receivers.  1WV made the BPI, and worked a wonder-
ful bunch of DX all in the same month. 11F Is start-
ing up permanently with a fifty matter after five 
months of none too consistent operation.  1K1I took 
a trip out west to Kansas City and Dallas and 
visited 9A11Z. 5RG. 6JX, 5AQ. 5AKN and 5JD 
en route. 

Traffic: 1AKS 221, 1FL 596, 1LId 175, 1CRA 144, 
1KY 101. 1WV 161. IR? 86, 1ACH 68, 1CMZ 50. lYC 
37. 1AAW 30, 1ABA 28. 1AGS 26, 11..TE 26, IBMS 24. 
1BZQ 21, IASI 18, 1NK 9, INV 9, 1APIC 7. IGP 4. 
!KR 14, 1PB 15. 

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS—SCM, A. H. Carr, 
1DH-1AAC is rebuilding his UX210 outfit again. 
1AKZ QS0'd es-2NX and surprised him by speaking 
in his native tongue.  lANZ will be on the air dur-
ing his next vacation.  1A141 has kept a fine lot of 
schedules.  1APL says ham activity in Springfield is 
on a rapid increase.  10H, 1CGR, 1KY, IACII and 
!CBS visited him recently.  1A WW is on the air Sun. 
mornings.  lAZD has been keeping schedule with 
W NP.  1BKQ says that 1AOF paid them a visit and 
showed a fine new shielded receiver using new screen 
grid tube.  1BVR did a lot of DX work on his last 

vacation.  1WQ is using a mercury arc rectifier. 
IB WY have completed their 60 watt emitter.  113GM 
mends in a good report for a non-ORS. 

Traffic: 1AAC 4, lAKZ 10, lANI 101, 1API. 145, 
IAIV W 19, 1AZD 76, 151V 2, 1BILQ 11, IIIVR 1. 
1E0 S. LUM 6, 1WQ 25, 1B WY 8, 1BG51 18. 

NORTHWESTERN DIVISION 

OREGON —SCM.  R.  H.  Wright.  7pp-7AICK 
makes the BPL this month. by 24 hour opera-
tion. 7AEC is out of commission on account of 

illness. 7AJR, the Ore. State College. uses 260 w. 
TGTP on 40 and Hartley on 80.  7PE is on occa-
sionally as he in QRW with work.  IGQ owns  a 
Ford now, hence more detraction from ham work. 
7AHS is QR W but says that as soon as his junior 
op grows up, we will hear some real operating. ?MX 
has returned to 40 with a 40 meter Hertz. ?AI M 
handled traffic for the Wilkins Expedition. '?PL im 
rebuilding for higher power. 7IQ has changed his 
QRA and is putting up a gutter pipe antenna. 7UN 
is a new ORS and a promising traffic station. 

Traffic: 7AKK 214. 7AEC 145. 7113 60, 7M13 43, 
7WB 36. 7PE 29, 7E0 24. 7A.EIS 23. 7(1Q 9, 7ACG 8, 
?ABE 2. 7PL 2, 7AJR 264. TUN 26. 

MONTANA—SCM, O. W. Viers, 7AAT-QT -7HP 
kept his promise and sent in a report that made the 
SCM's eyes twinkle. 711T who was appointed ORS 
the same time as 711P. also turned in a dandy re-
port for such a new ORS. 7EL pounds through fine 
on 41.5 meters and gets a dandy IC W note from his 
dynamotor.  7FL mart. "Spring is here and the junk 
is about due for the annual cleaning." 7ZU has been 
very QRW teaching college but he's going to sur-
prise us some day with some real ham work. 7DD 
says his 60 watt crystal set receives R/-8 from OH, 
and the lit Itm only gets RS! 7AFP is very busy 
with his new electric shop but is making good. 7AliG 
used all his radio batteries In hie Mover so now the 
station is one of the battery-leas type.  7AAT-QT 
has lost a lot of hours due to bad receiving condi-
tions.  7AA W has been in the hospital but is im-
proving now.  FBI The following stations are ORS: 
7AJU, 7EL, IZO. TFL, 7AFM. 7AAW. 701). 711P, 
?HT and 7A AT-QT. The OBS are 7FL, TED, 7AAW, 
7AFM, 71iP and 7AAT-QT. 

Traffic: 7HP 63, 7HT 60, 7AAT 41, 'TED 22, 7F.1. 
7, 7FI. 4. 

WASHINGTON—SCM. Otto Johnson. IVE-711F 
has sold ont and will be off the air because he's 
married.  Seattle was favored by visits from 7VL 
and 7BM who are the newly appointed ItMe for east-
ern and southeastern Wash. Circular letters are 
being sent out to all relay station  relative to the 
ORS, EM, SCM organizations and it is hoped that 
Wash, will once more take her place in the sun. All 
amateurs; desiring schedules are invited to write 
7VL, IBM or 7FD and we'll attempt to line up good 
routes for you. 

Traffic: 7DF 118. 7BB 84, 7QG 49. 7ACB 44, 7AEV 
40, 7ACA 40, ?MX 29, 7LZ 26, 7ACS 18, IBM 14. 
IMP 9, 7NO 6, 7AFQ 4, 7VL 3. 7G W 5, IVE 2, 711C 2. 

PACIFIC DIVISION 

EAST BAY SECTION—SCM, J. Walter Prates. 
6CZR—Due to discrepancies in the records, 
00S. OBS and EMS have been cancelled. 6IP has 

been appointed chief EM and is hard at work on 
schedules.  Other RM appointments for various parte 
of the section will be announced shortly.  6cM4 
makes the BPL this month.  fiRJ says the MOPA la 
F13 and reports working GFAD, NIJN, WNP, 013-1AD. 
6ALX did wonderful work at 6AUT by taking the 
SOS messages from the Santa Paula fined disaster 
for the Red Cross in San Francisco. 6BB is knocking 
off the Chinese stations.  6BSB is playing with 10 
meters.  6AMI hats a new 1/X852 after selling his 
MG to 6AZU.  6BER is on every evening and hopos 
to become a competitor for the 5 wetter next month. 
6COL is working oo-BAM and sa-1"C6 on 40 and 20 
meters.  COT has been moved from the Hotel Leam-
ington to old QRA at 1561 Alice St. 6SR reporta 
the leak-In bowl leak during a heavy rain and receive 
floated.  6CLZ on 20 meters keeps na-7AER in touch 
with relatives at home.  6BUX has an  li tube 
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on 20 meters now.  6EY expects to depend on 80 for 
plenty of traffic work in future as too much QRM 
on 40 now.  61T, reappointed an 00, has the main 
requisites of his work, a good receiver and wave-
meter.  Hi.  6CMG reports himself QR W with studies 
in college.  6ZX is making bis 15 watts do trans. 
Pacific flights every am to op, aj and ac.  6BPC 
ia off the air for a couple of weeks after strenuous 
work  on  International  Tests.  60KC  is  QRW 
with  1928  Pacific  Div.  convention  work  since 
his  election  as  convention  manager.  6RJ 
is devoting his time to the entertainment end of 
things.  GWVir, is in the proceso of being rebuilt 
for extensive traffic work.  OOZE will be on with 
50 watts. soon.  SBOY back from oa as op on the 
Sonoma.  6APA has moved to Marin County.  GDDA 
is  hack after a cruise on W K,J and reports the 
Pacific Ocean off. Canal Zone great for listening. 
6AYC is back on again and ready for OWLS work 
with SEFU as second op.  6ALV reports DX R zero 
and power leak R12 in Alameda.  6DTM is a new 
ORS who has a eked with oh.  6BZU at Concord ha 
a eked with Ukiah. 

Traffic: 60GM 154, GILT 73, 6BB 84, su m 28, 
SAUT 26, 6BSB 23, 6AMI 15, OBRE 13, 6CKC 12, 
6COL 12, 6BZU 10, 60T 10, SALV 9, 6SR 7, 6CLZ 5, 
liBUX 2. 

HA WAII--SCM, F. L. Fullaway, oh6CFQ -6BOE 
kept skeds with ac2AB, ac1CL, opICW, nti6ABG and 
OEM which accounts for his traffic. 6DEY has trouble 
with local Q.RM,  6DQQ asks all Honolulu stations 
to QS0 as he always has traffic for Hu.  6ADH has 
a 50 with a zepp antenna and keeps skeds with 
nu6ACZ and oh6DQQ,  60.111 is still getting out on 
40 and 20.  6CLJ handled several tests messages in 
the contest.  Has eked with nu6DBM.  6A.LM has a 
eked with  nu6BVM.  613B  has the new  shielded 
grid receiver and reports that it is FB. 

Traffic:  6130E 72, 6DEY 63, 6DQQ! 62, 6ADH 40, 
61),TU 33, SOU  J 24, 6ALM 17, GDB 16, 6DLR 11, 
6DCT1 4, 6CFQ 23. 

SAN DIEGO-,SCM, G. A. Sears, 6BQ -6AJM leads 
in traffic and has 3 daily schedules.  GAKQ is a new 
ORS having daily schedules with oh.  6BAM finds 
plenty of traffic on the 80 meter band.  6BQ is now 
on 21 meters daily QRV traffic.  6EC still has a 
daily schedule with no-lNIC.  srtYz works daily 
schedules with op-8AC.  SE W! has daily schedules 
with 6DQQ, 611 WT, and N UN. SEP is on the air 
again with a brand new station.  6DGY is off tempor-
arily until new power transformer is available.  ODES 
just finished a new 50 watt TP and TO set.  6DCT 
says new ops at the High School keep him QR W. 
60X is on occasionally.  6DG W is a new convert to 
the TP-TG circuit.  6BAS is building over his crystal 
control set.  6QY has eliminated all  interference 
and can be heard only on his own wave.  SCNK says 
his motor cycle keeps him off the air.  6BXI has been 
installing Vitaphone outfits.  6BFE is still QR W. 
SAKZ has been on the air with his portable recently. 
Your SCM recently had letters from former San 
Diego amateurs, F. L. Hopkins now 90N and .Tim 
Schrader 6CEV who send their 73 to the San Diego 
gang, 

Traffic:  sAJm 664. 6AKQ 215, SEAM 169, 6BQ 
128, 6EC 73, 6BYZ 55, 6B WI 44, 6FP 38, 6DGY 34, 
6DES 23, 6DCT 12, 60X 12, 6DG W 10, ODAS 9, 6QY 
8, 6CNK 5, 6BXT 4, 6BFE 8. 

SANTA CLARA VALLEY -SCM, F. .1. Quement, 
fiNX -6BHY and 6DRI are new ORS. 6,A MM delivered 
175 this month.  GBAX hooked 4 continents in 3% 
hours.  6B1V1 W turned in a large list of off-wave 
stations again this month. 6BYH tried 80 meters with 
good results,  6NX is again QRV for traffic on 41.2 
meters.  SA OD was QSO China and handled im-
portant traffic.  6BNII is badly handicapped. by poor 
location.  6CJD has been moved around so much that 
he has decided to get off the air until located per-
manently.  smP is still QR W studies.  6BVY, 6CSX 
and 6AZS please report. 

Traffic:  6AMM 305, OBEY 61, 6BAX 40, 6BM W 
27. 611‘71 19, SNX 16, 6DRI 14, 6A0D 6, «ENE 2. 

LOS ANGELES -13CM, D. C. Wallace, 6AM -6BSN, 
67,133, 6112ift and 6AM make the BPL this month. 
6ZBJ handled some traffic from the flood area dur-
ing the San Francisco Dam break.  6BSN has only 
been reporting for a couple of months but has made 
the EPL for the past two months.  613P0 is keeping 

three schedules and hopes to have even more next 
month. «BER worked a 'boat off the coast of "fo" 
using call of XIA.  «AM has a new National Pyrex 
insulated transmitting condenser.  600T says that 
every time it rains the water soaks in three the 
shack and causes the QSL cards to fold up.  OASIS 
is going to Alaska to operate in the canneries.  6AP W 
handled some business messages to and from Shang-
hai.  liALZ worked 5 continents in one week.  Fn. 
SAGR has pure DC again and no Bed, QRM.  6DGT 
would like to get some good consistent skeds any 
evening after 10:30 pm.  613JX reports that 613EA, 
old timer of spark days, will soon be on the air again. 
6BJX's old Ford gave up the ghost and he in waiting 
for a new one now.  6ABK took three messages from 
oa-4PN.  6DKX is increasing power supply here. 
SQL has been QSC) several South American statio ns 
on 20.  SCQP is with the Sheperd radio service in 
Hollywood while the studios are shut down.  6BZC 
says DX is good now but he has a bad power leak. 
611XD had a junior op arrive this month.  6BUM has 
some fine skeds and says more coming.  SANN is 
one 1.0 every Sat. and Sun. and would like skeds there 
with anyone.  6DO W is going to move pretty soon. 
6AK W did some doüble back relay from China to 

6CMQ is still QR W Cal,  Tech.  6CHT 
is very busy at KFQZ and doesn't find much time for 
traffic.  SALR has not been on very much lately, 
as he built a new shack and went into the radio 
business.  6DCH just moved to a new QRA.  6CUE 
had a FB time at the heartiest March 22 and is 
building a new receiver a la SAM.  6DEG has two 
xraitters now, one on 40 and one on 80.  6BRO has 
been  letting traffic slump  in order to boost the 
ARRC, the new Los Angeles Radio Club.  6CQ.A 
is on regularly now.  6DPY got R7 from op-1AD 
using a 210.  6PY is in Ventura now for the Western 
Electric and is unable to he on at SPY.  slu m is 
looking for some skeds.  6ONJ has been very busy in-
stalling a Mercury arc rectifier.  6A10 reports that 
there are two new hams in Burbank, 6DZL and 
6EAQ using low power.  6CQT would like a sited 
with Chicago on 20 meters.  61111R. GDPK, 6BVT. 
6CLK and 6BGC send in reports as usual. 

Traffic:  GZBJ 209, 6BSN (Feb.1 206, 6BP0 196, 
6BSN 159, 6BZR 146, 6AM 139, 6COT 66, OARS 63, 
6AP W 53, 6BFP 60, SALZ 49, 6AGR 48, 6DGT 43, 
6BJX 38, SARK 36, 61)KX 35, 6QL 38, 6CQP 31, 
6BZC 28, 6BXD 25, 6BUM 17, 6ANN 15, ODO W 14, 
6AK W 13, 6CMQ IT, 6CHT 10, SALR 9, ODOR 9, 
SOUR 9, 6DEG 8, 6B110 7, 6CQA 7, 6DPY 6, 6PY 3, 
6DIEJ 2, 60N3 2, 6A10 I, 6111112. I. 

ARIZONA -SC.11i, D. B. Lamb, SANO -6CDU de-
livered a ixisg to a certain party and a few days 
later he received a pair of white gold engraved cuff 
links  as appreciation of the msg. delivered from 

FB. SE WS is still going with his YL but 
says no serious intentions of getting married. 6CPX 
reports that of 17 msgs, sent, only 5 were delivered. 
6AZM reports his Zeno antenna didn't agree with 
March QST so he is changing over. ODIE had trouble 
with transformer and will be off for a few days. 
6013J is QR W school, KGAR and also working, 61B3F 
put up 20 meter Zep using 5 wetter and homemade 
bug.  6BLP pounding from Roosevelt seems to be 
getting out OK.  61) WQ working schedule with 8.10 
3 times  a week. GANO is having trouble with 
11C1Ls within block from station.  6DCQ is QRW 
work but is on occasionally. OCRA and 6BEC ap-
plied for an ORS. 
Traffic: 6EQF 16, 6CBJ 27, 6AZM 4, 6CPX 48, SE WS 
54, SODU 38, 6ANO 54, ODRE 82, GBCQ 10, 

SACRAMENTO  VALLEY -SCM,  O.  F.  Mason. 
SCBS -6CSG is strong with low power.  6F11 has been 
heard in England and regularly in Australia but 
has never been able to hook up with them due to 
interference around him. 6'F,It is putting 100 watts 
into a 210.  6DPR is still waiting for his 50 waiter. 
6ATQ is on the air sometimes but work interferes 
with hamming.  611TH will be on the air again soon 
in a new location.  SAY! is now building a eet for 
40 meters.  6DQY is busy with school work.  6CDK 
is working schedules now with the Philippines on 40 
meters. OSO reports DX scarce.  eMBIT is building a 
7.5 watt Hartley.  6.ABX reports completion on a 
7,5 watt transmitter using Aero 
Traffic: 6CIS 160, OCDE 100. 

PHILIPPINES -  Acting SCM, J. E. Jimenez, 
oplAT -There was no written report sent in this 
month for P, T., nothing except traffic. 
Traffic: op1DR 128, opIlile 505, oplDL 113, ap1GZ 9, 
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NEVADA -SCM, C. B. Neweorribe„ OLIO-OLE has 
added a UX210 to his set and is increasing power. 
6CDZ worked 6DjJ who says that the air-mail op 
at Los Vegas is going' on the air soon on 40 meters. 
6ABM was off the air all month but expects to be 
bask soon. 
Traffic: 6CDZill, 6LB 37, 6150 40, 6(111G 23. 

ROANOKE DIVISION 
J, F. Wohlford, af1A -OCE13 is 

eff the air on account of  blowing  his fifty 
wafters.  XANB is off also due to QRM officers 

at fort.  3EC is using MG now.  3ARD is a new 
station at Norfolk.  3H is back on the air at his 
own station,  3KTj seems to have jumped into the 
BPL at last.  2WM reported as working all con-
tinents.  XTN ikl going strong on 80 meters.  UT is 
on at times.  SASC is a new station at Hampton 
Roads.  3NM QSK all skeds account of QRM school 
work.  3ASE is a new station at Charlottesville. 
3AG continues to climb for the W AG-has 21 coun-
tries to his credit.  3BGS expects to have his power 
by july 1st.  OUR operates on 40 meters.  3AKM 
fa an old timer back on the job.  3CKL continues 
to run his station with 210s.  3ANV continues to 
improve his station.  XAPI says his location is rotten. 
3CEL handled one for Calcutta direct to France 
after six hour's trying.  M.SC.; and 3ALS are ask-
ing for ORS.  Send in three consecutive reports, 
054s.  3BDZ and CKL report a glorious time at the 
Charlotte meeting. 
Traffic:  W EB 22, aKIT 225, 3WM 20, 3TN 99, 

SAG 6, 313CIS 9, 3BZ 1, 3AKM 8, 3CKL 42, 3ANV /3, 
3CEL 7. 

WEST VIRGINIA--SCM, C. S. Hoffman, 81:ID -The 
best traffic this month w as done by 8CNZ, 3SP and 
SACS.  SVZ operates at 8SP.  SACS did some good 
work by keeping eight schedules for traffic.  SAUL, 
81)CM and 8DPO seem to be the DX hounds for the 
state. SAUT, arid 8DCM worked five countries. 8DPO 
works oh-liADH consistently.  81ID is putting in a 
big set. 8CLQ does some good work when not QR W 
school.  :ME W is doing some nice relaying and DX on 
low power. Glad to hear from 8CDV, 8BBM and 8BJB. 
The gang will be sorry to hear that 8CNZ is now an 
ORS in Pittsburgh.  8CYR, SWK, M OT, SBUB and 
8CEK have been cancelled for various reasons. 3BPIJ 
8CSR, 8BMR, 8JE, 8APN, SLI and 8DNM are doing 
good message handling work. 
Traffic:  SCNZ 62, 8SP 35„ 84105 42, 8DCM 28, 

3DPO 20, 8CLQ 4, 8DE W 16, 

NORTH CAROLINA -SCM, R. S. Morris. 4JR -
4.AB, E. I. Smith of Greensboro has been appointed 
RM.  Please give him your cooperation.  1St is 
back on the air •after a long layoff,  4MI has been 
trying 20 and reporte fair luck.  41-1V has been using 
20 but reports that it can't be depended on every 
night.  4.A.EH is doing well with a 112 in a TGTP 
set.  'I AB reports Iess traffic due to failure of a 
favorite schedule.  4TS is beat on with a MOPA 
set.  4011 says heavy QRM from tennis and dancing 
lessons.  1AFO is a new station at Washington.  40C 
is experimenting on 20 and 80 with his crystal set. 
4VH reports less traffic due to a little DX hunting 
before summer.  4A1DJ put a message to New York 
City and got a reply in 15 minutes. .4AE W is a new 
station in High Point.  4ADQ is beginning to step out 
with his 210.  4T1Q, the station of the Charlotte 
Amateur Radio Club, is going strong with fifty watts. 
4JR has been working on 20 quite a bit due to heavy 
QRN en 40 and 80. 

Traffic: 4AB 36, ¿St 17. 4V11 14, 4011 IS. 4MI 9, 
4jR 9, 40C 8, 4 AD.T 5. 

• 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION 

OLORADO -SCM, C. R. Stedman, °CAA -SEAM 
carries off the honors again this month which 
makes the third month in succession this has 

happened.  9EJ W is still holding his own.  9BYC still 
reports a fair total altho his ORS was cancelled at 
his request, recently.  RISE has applied for an ORS 
certificate,  ilETJR at Pueblo wants an OBS.  9ERN 
sends in hie first report and adds that at present his 
station  is mostly community-owned but that the 
borrowed  goods will soon be returned.  9DQD  is 
thinking of putting in a filter.  SCAT wants an OBS 
also and says traffic is picking up some. 9ENM and 
9CA W have a regular schedule and are handling gobs 
of traffic.  OCA W is putting in more power.  The 
Commerce club at Pueblo has given the ¡flub there 
free use of their rooms.  9DRV, SEXY, 9EVK, 9E00 

and SEBE are all active Pueblo stations.  SEEM is 
the latest addition.  9F,SA is a new Denver station. 
ODKM blew up about $26.00 worth of equipment try-
ing to cure QRM to BCLs.  SCCM says this may he 
leap year but the fellows don't wait for her to act. 
9CDE is ranch pleased with his latest DX and also 
likes the Rep antenna.  9CAA will have a mercury are 
doing its stuff by the time this is in print.  He is 
leaving the KFXF job the first of April.  9CTP iv 
doing most of his work on 20 meters now.  SERA 
lost a 96 tower in a high wind which recently visited 
Denver.  9BQO says he will be on as soon at he gets 
a. :lob. The Associated Radio Operators of Denver are 
planning another trip to Pueblo for a joint club. meet-
ing again soon 
Traffic: SEAM 256. SEJ W 24, SUYO 24, SCSR 21, 

9ERN 6, 9DQD 91, 9CAT 3, SENM 105, SCA W 51, 
OCDE 8, SCAA 83, OCTP 17„ 9CCM 7. 

SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION 

FLORIDA--SCM, C. E. ,Ffoulkes, 41K -For the 
information of the new fellows, please list your 
traffic according to the type:  originated, de-

livered, relayed and total.  This will assist the SCM 
in giving you proper credit.  4BL will have a YL 
op very soon. FB. Sickness kept 4CK off the air 
some this month but still has a big traffic total. 
4.ADB pushes  them out with  a 201A and works 
Europe consistently.  4FM sure has a large total 
for one day's work on 80 meters.  BCL sets keep 
40E on the go.  4TK is on the stall at WJAX now. 
Glad to see 4SD back on the air again.  400 with 
an 852 is putting St. Petershurgh on the air.  4011 
worked en-OGG  and got 16 hour service on  his 
traffic to Holland.  A QST from 4NM helped to 
find a lost boy in Miami. The flu had 4BN down but 
not out, this mo.  411Y assisted the SCM with his 
250.  40B has had a lot of trouble with his mercury 
are blowing his condensers.  Glad to hear from 
4ACC who gave some quick service from oh to Ky. 
4MS rebuilt his xmitter and put in a 250.  4ABJ 
also rebuilt this month.  -SEC went fishing so not 
much traffic.  Hi.  431E went up for his commercial 
ticket.  4I,K is still here. 
Traffic:.4BL 65, 4CK 61, 4ADB 48, 4FM 45, 41E 

23, 4TK 21, 4SD 19, 400 12, 4C11 10, 4N114. 8, 4filN 
7, 411Y 6. 40B 5, 4ACC 6, 4MS 5, 4ABJ 3, 4KC 2, 
4NE 2, ILK 2. 

ALABAMA-SCM, A. D. Trum, 3A3P--3AXN Is 
busy these balmy days and gets little time to pound 
brass.  5AV has been on the air regularly and 
handles traffic in veteran style.  5BAB is  a new 
ham. The gang of m t. 5VX„ 5BAB and 5AV visited 
Auburn recently and had a fine time with 5DI, 50A, 
UT and the other fellows at 5YB.  5AYL was re-
ported R-9 in cg for hie first lime.  SOP has moved 
from Auburn back to Anniston and promises some 
lively work there.  5AAD blew his H tube.  SITE is 
going strong. 5ATS is now working regularly. Bayne 
is one of Montgomery's consistent workers in ham 
radio.  Gantt the old reliable has been sick. QR W 
with flu* but will be going strong again soon. 6.TY 
just finished a high class low-wave receiver and is 
doing- splendid work on the 40 hand.  5.ATJ is re-
building trying to improve his .xnaitter and hopes 
to have a better and stronger note on the air next 
month.  5AJP  is rebuilding  and dormant.  5NL 
is in status quo now. 
Traffic: 5JY 163, 5ATJ 4, 5ADA 14, SATS 16, 54TV 

31, 5AAD 7, 5AYL 14, 5GP 20. 5AV 40, SAX 46, 

GA.-S. fl-CUBA -SCM, H. L. Reid, 4KU -4.ABS 
senda in -a nice report.  He has riot done the work 
he is usually counted on for but has been op con-
sistently.  4NQ-4FE and IPA are all on and doing 
good work.  4Kli is back on the traffic work after 
a delay.  4RN is getting the Blues.  4GY is on and 
can be counted on for the Atlanta traffic.  4KU sold 
his receiver to a BeL and is  waiting the arrival 
of a new one. 
Traffic:  4ABS 24, SRL 12. 

WEST GULF DIVISION 

NORTFIERN TEXAS -SCM,  H. Robinson, Jr., 
5AXN-BG -The Dallas gang is trying to corner 
the market on ham apparatus.  5ACL heads the 

traffic list, and is also the star DXer.  511Y handled 
a few.  6AICN-BG is handling traffic from 12 am to 
5 am each morning.  5RG is still trying to make 
the northern hams think he's a cowboy.  5JD is 
using C. D. on 37.8.  11CH visited Dallas this month 
and gave us the lowdown on radio around Boston. 
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6BAM is getting lined up right.  Old 5UD is back 
with us again.  Fellows, there's a 101222 for the 
first northern Texas station getting in the BPL. 
Traffic:  5A0L 17, SHY 12, 5AKN-BG 10, 5AQ 7. 

5RG 6, 5Th 5, 5.17. 4. 

OKLAHOMA--SOM, K. M. Ehret, 5APG--5AXX 
reports for the first time.  5BAG of the Veterans 
Hospital at Muskogee also reports for the first time 
and managed to bag a few msgs.  5ANL still works 
skeds on 80 and reports a new sked with 6BAM two 
nights a week. 5ANL emphatically states that he has 
been married for 16 years and has a 12 year old 
daughter and that the printer of QST got balled 
up about him chasing Yls and says it's a good thing 
the OW doesn't read QST.  Hi.  He reports 5ADO 
has blown up —another good man gone wrong. 5ADV 
has tested 'em all and says the old Hartley for him. 
5AMO says calculus QRM fierce.  5VH reports sked 
with SVR who is ex-5F.I.  5AZG not doing much 
but fusses with Bet, receivers  5ANT also reports 
QS0 with 8VR.  5AIR lost his 180 meter antenna 
in a big blow but says the 20 and 40 meter sets still 
going strong. SAYO has also settled on the Hartley 
as his permanent love.  5BAE is a new ham in Okla. 
City.  SQL is still off the air building the big crystal 
set.  SS W worked a Belgian on 20 meters.  5AFX 
moved in his new home and is arranging for a 
pole raising bee.  5AAV lost his mast but has a better 
one and is doing good work.  M PG had good luck 
grinding a crystal but says his power amplifiers act 
more like power reducers.  5ARX reports QS0 with 
a I on 180 meter fone. 
Traffic: SAPO 23, SAYO 13. 5AIR 16, 5S W 6, 5ANL 

28, 5ANT 86, 5VH 15, 5AMO 181, 5ADV 4, 5BAG 1S, 
GAXX 14, 5A AV 8. 

SOUTHERN TEXAS —SOM, E. A. Sahm, 5TH —Re-
ports came in well this month.  Everyone seems to 
be doing something worth while.  We have a new 
:.tsition in 5ATM.  5LP is another new applicant for 
ORS.  5A1IP wired his usual prompt report.  He 
reports 50X accidentally shot himself but is get-
ting along nicely.  5tib is back on the air and will 
be on every day now. SES sends in a nice report 
.and indicates there will be another Hamfest this 
year.  5AMG reports that he has not neen on much 
due to being sick.  50X reports that he delivered 
a msgs from Antwerp. SALA says he has been 
off the air since the end of the Tests but is going 
on again soon.  5E W has been on 20 meters most of 
the time. 
Traffic: 5E W 33, 50X 6, 5HS S. SHE 9, 5ATM 73. 

fiATIP 4. 5LP 43, 5ABQ 82. 

CANADA 
ONTARIO DIVISION 

ONTARIO--SCM,  W. Y. Sloan,  953 —Eastern 
Dist:  We are sorry to report that Mrs. lievesen, 
ne-SX W,  who  has  been  acting  as  representative 
and correspondent, has had to go to Montreal to 
join her husband.  F. A. Goodier of ne-IISSQ will 
carry on this work.  SXQ had an unfortunate acci-
dent in the blowing up of plate transformer, tubes. 
and nearly everything else in sight.  3XQ and SMD 
are running an advertisement in a small local paper 
telling about the ARRL and its work.  SMD, using 
a live wetter, has been QS0 a 'good list of stations 
at considerable DX. SET is back on again now. 900 
is broadcasting time signals from the Ottawa Observa-
tory on 52.5 meters each week day. 
Central Dist: 30M has done some excellent work 

this month on medium power.  3AI has been keeping 
schedules on 80 meters.  813T has been using 20 and 
80 meter bands.  3DY has been running a series of 
tests using odd antennas on 20 meters with excellent 
results.  803 worked all Canadian and all U. S. dis-
tricts one evening in less than 4 hours on 40 and 
52.5 meters.  303 and SPY constructed a 2 meter 
beam transmitter at the Central Tech.  3MV's tube 
is developing senile paralysis but he has managed 
to keep some schedules anyway. SEL leads the 
whole Section in DX this month, having worked a 
whole string of foreign stations. SAZ is our star 
traffic station this month and he got it all by keep-
ing schedules.  3AR and SET are on the air in Parry 
Sound.  3Alt wants a schedule with some 'I'esento 
station.  SIN is on the air once more and using 
a 250 watter on 40 and 52.5 meters.  SEC is using 
52.5 meters mostly and keeping schedules with MG 
in western Ontario.  9133 packs a terrific wallop 
these days on 52.5 meters.  9AL still keeps several 
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schedules and works everything in sight on 52.54 
Meters (crystal controlled).  3130 is also crystal con-
trolled on 52.6 meters and should be accepted as the 
upper boundary on this band.  3F0 has been devoting 
his time to early morning operation on 19.8 meters. 
Southern Dist:  SOS still maintains his position as 
DX star in this district.  3IA is unfortunately re-
tarded by sickness in his family.  Sorry, OM. SUD 
is  again in operation.  8AQ is rebuilding and in-
stalling a -MOPA transmitter as set forth in Feb. 
Qtir.  3CM is still having trouble with his trans-
former so no operation at present.  Northern Dist: 
SEP is going strong as usual on 20, 40 and 52 but 
bewails the lack of traffic this month.  SAE is now 
on the air on 40 and 80 meters.  3N1, SHE and SVS 
are all on the air in the north on 52.5 meters. 
Traffic:  9E13 51, 305 41, SAZ 38, 303 36, 3DY 25, 

SON 30, 31VIA 20. SAI 14, IBC 13, 9AL 23, 3E0 10, 
31IP 9, SOB 6, SAO 4, 5110 3, SEL 3, sET 8, SAIS 2, 
SIN 2, 

MARITIME DIVISION 

P
RINCE ED WARD ISLAND —SOM, F. W. Ilynd-
man, 158 -1BZ has been on the air quite a bit 
lately.  Let's see a little action from the rest of 

the fellows in the Section. 
NE W BRUNS WICK. —SCM, T. B. Lacey. 1ET — We 

understand that GO of nclAD was seen one morn-
ing at three am with a shovel, broom and other 
hardware endeavoring to keep the snow clear of his 
radiating system.  IAD is star station this month. 
1.AX has done remarkable DX with his new tube and 
filter system and has been heard on various bands. 
IAM bas been dabbling with directional  antenna 
lately.  1AK has worked many stations in cg, ef, 
Aqica, and oz.  lAY has been with us for a month 
now and has visions of worldly contact,  lEI has not 
been on much lately owing to the fact that he has 
been chasing ice off a local broadcasting antenna. 
It is noticed that numerous of the old hams in our 
gang are letting their subscriptions to QST lax. 'I7his 
won't do, fellows. 
Traffic: IAD 33, 1AX 21, IAK 21, lAY 2, lAM 17. 

QUEBEC DIVISION 
QUEBEC—S.0M,  Alex  Reid,  SEE —The  largest 

Hamfest of all time was held on March Ord at sta-
tion 211E.  There were 24  present,  20 of whom 
were active hams.  There was some real rag-chew-
ing and a good time had by all.  2DIS has added 
another 210 and has his set perking in fine shape. 
ne2B W is also stepping out these days and turns 
in  a nice traffic total.  2AL- worked  fo-a9a  on 
20 meters at 3 pm March 10.  2BE has worked su-
10A six times during the month and gets reports 
from R9 to 117.  2BB keeps good skeds and turns 
in a fine report.  2CA has rebuilt and made a won-
derful job of it.  SAL and 2.13E are keeping skeds 
with VOS on 52 meters Wednesday evenings.  2BG 
is doing his stuff as usual.  211V is QR W with com-
mercial work and is doing very little brass pound-
ing.  2C W is down on 20 meters and getting out 
well,  SAX worked or on 20.  Anise 2A(I's report 
is late, he more than makes up for it with a very 
fine report. 
Traffic:  2BR 53, 213 W 41, 25B 18, SAL 18, 25E 

12, M G 8. SAC 25. 

VANALTA DIVISION 
BRITISH OOLUMBIA —SOM, E. S. Brooks, nrsor 

—500 has two Vanalta skeds. 5AR is convalescent 
and the guest of 500-500.  5AR uses a tube base 
set of coils and hears 'ern all.  SAT was QS-10 ne.5A3 
who is in New Zealand.  !lc's is also building a 222 
receiver.  SOT uses a break-in  system and keeps 
regular skeds on 52 and 80.  SAD is all ready for 
traffic and has a brand new ORS.  sER is a good 
traffic station and another new ORS. 
Traffic: SAO 65. 5BR 55, 500 28, SOT 8, SAD 2. 
ALBERTA —SOM. A. H. Asmussen. 4GT -4A11 has 

been on the job having he largest message total 
mostly due to making and keeping schedules.  4HM 
has worked New -Zealand.  4CU has been away most 
of the month with the C.C. of S. at Victoria.  4BV 
May be moving to Edmonton.  40L still operates 
a BOL station but says he will do more at the ham 
station later.  411A sure has a nice pole and gets 
good results.  4BC likes his new job selling suites 
better than operating the Calder station. 

Traffic: 4AH 168, 4HM 11, 40T 8. 
(Concluded on Pepe 86) 
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. GERMANY 

"Receiving conditions seem to have im-
proved a good deal during the last month. 
European stations were heard with re-
markable signal strength at times, as were 
more distant stations, particularly those in 
the U.S.A. 
"Some tests on the transmission of pic-

tures between southern and northern Ger-
many gave fairly good results. 
"Many of our amateurs are interested 

in investigating the relationship between 
reception conditions and the weather and 
should appreciate any cooperation which 
foreign amateurs may be able to lend. 
4YAE and 4ACI have developed a device 
which gives very pure reproduction of 
, phonograph records. 
"Our Berlin amateurs are very pleased 

to have nu2BDQ, among them.  It is ex-
pected that he will be on the air under the 
call of ek4CJ in a few days time. 
"Our next annual convention will very 

probably be held in Dresden during April 
or May.  The exact date has not as yet been 
eet." 

--cmrt Lamm. 

HUNGARY 

"We are extremely pleased to announce 
that on the second of January there was 
founded at Budapest, the Magyar.Rovidhul-
laniu Amateurok Egyesulete, or Hungarian 
Shortwave  Amateur  Society.  The  ad-
dress of the Society which may also be used 
for the forwarding of QSL cards is: MRAE, 
Budapest, II. Buday Laszlo utca 5/e. 
"At the general meeting at which our 

organization work was accomplished, the 
following officers were elected: President, 
Istvan  Fodor;  Vice  President,  Istvan 
Kemeny and Secretary, Kurt Nekolny. 
"Up to this date there are but three 

licensed amateur transmitters.  These are: 
ewHl, Kurt Nekolny, Engineer, Budapest, 
II. Buday Laszlo utca 5/e; ewH2, Istvan 
Kemeny, Engineer, Budapest, V. Szemely-
nok race. 21/23; ew114, Denes Bibo, Enying, 
Hungary. 
"There are about twenty unlicensed sta-

tions working at the present time whose 
calls may be recognized, as they all use the 
intermediate 'ew' followed by two addi-

tional letters; such as ewAA.  There are 
about one hundred and forty abort-wave 
listeners who are scattered all over the 

ANOTHER DIAMOND 
This one ta the insignia of 

the" Magyar  Rovidhntlamn 
A.rnateurok  Egyesulete  or 
M.R.A.E. 

country.  Their calls start with the letter 
'W followed by three. numbers; i.e.., H091 
(H zero 91).  They are commonly referred 
to as 'H boys'. 
"Our kindest greetings go to you all." 

--J. Molnar. 

JUGO-SLAVIA 

"It has been impossible to get legal 
license to operate in our country, in spite 
of which we have been on the air for more 
than two years.  However, just a few days 
ago our transmitting was stopped by the 
Government and for the moment we are 
silent.  We are not giving up, though, but 
are resorting to legal measures by which 
it is hoped that we will be able to obtain 
licenses for our activities.  It is not thought 
that this will be a difficult task and we are 
hoping to be hack on the air again in a 
month or so.  See you Chen!" 

— U. J. R. A. 

NORID.ERN IRELAND 

"At the time of writing this (early in 
March) conditions here have taken a de-
cided turn for the better, at least, as far as 
transatlantic work is concerned.  Several 
of our low powered stations have 'sent 
across' during the last few weeks. 
"(1Y W has worked several NU stations on 

both 23 and 32 meters in addition to work-
ing Iraq twice and being heard in India. 
All this with an input of about seven watts! 
6WG and 5WD who are located in Coleraine 
and are using hand driven generators have 
worked many NU stations.  They used the 

(Ctritenued en pelf, 74) 
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Çalls Heal 
eg-28QH, G. G. E. Bennett, 26 Blenheim Park Road, 

Croydon, Surrey, England 

(During January, 1928) 
(On 20 meters) 

lace Isba 1.aep larb lard laff lafl lab lajm 
lakd laie tans  lent  I arx  lasf  lack  lasr  lasu 
latj  lawe laxa that ibbm lbeb lbkv iban Ibtq. 
Ibux  awl lbw  I.byv led  lekp lemf  lama  leom 
Ida Ifl iga lho lia lid lij lkl lmf Inf lqp lry 
lez law ixe 2abe Seen lair 2afx 2ahm 2alp 2aol 
2arp  2au  2awf abaci  2baz  abbx  2bg  Lane  abgt 
abir Shim 2burn ach 2es 2etf 2eug 2evi 2dp 2dr 2fn 
2gp 2in amd .2gb Sou 2tp 2va, Sed 2,4 2ws 2acad 
2abe tIag Sadm Sahr lath  lake U rns 3bwt Seag 
See acee 3cee ickj 3eg 0jm Sae Svg 4dm 4hx 6am 
6ary  71e  Sadg  Sala  Sagy Salle  Sail Sake  8akn 
Silly Stunk Sane Serb Saul Savd Sa.xa Sayu  8baz 
8bde  abfa  .Shba  Slini  Sect  &eft  Seel Scam  Sake 
Sap 8emb Senh 8oni  Selig addn 8dhp lidie actid 
.Saiod Sdon 8dsi Mud Saix Skr axe Sak Saco Saito 
acrd 9dbj aekve Ohm Omb naa nfe wai wik wll 
wrrifx wnp ',arm wry ai-2Ict mi-11m as-rao3 fm-lint 
fm-asar fo-aSz fo-a41 fo-a7n  fo-a7u fo-lsr ne-lar 
ne-lbr ne-2a1  no-She ne-acs  ne-3mp ne-cf  ce-Sae 
ne-Sea np-wgt np-4sa np-4ak ne-21g oa-2cly oa-Sbd 
oa-3me oa-4nw oa-7cw oa-nip oc-viy cd-ane od-and 
od-anf cal-anh cd-auk od-pkh ozalbx sa-1p2 sa-1p3 
ab-spu  al-big sv-pjr. 

(On 40 meters) 

'lace lach Inge lahv laid laix lainj land lanx 
lacip  last  lack  lacy laxx lbeg lbew  lbjc  ibke 
I hqs lbqt lbu lbvb lbw ibwb leax leez led lekp 
lemn lcmx lenl leas letp lfl lfm lga lhg lkh 
lii Imo Imy loa irp laz lwi lad Sad 2adb 2atil. 
Safe Safe larw Sage Sauf 2agn 2ags 2agw aahg 
lait laid Sala Salo Sams 2amg 2itrif 2tion 2ftow 
aagic Sari Sate 2ats 2avii asieg 2avg lac 2bee 2bek 
liben Shea abda 2bdc 21)dh abek new able) 2bhf 
21)hr 2bi Shin Shit 21)me 2box 21w 2bvh lber 2ern 
tteua 2cva 2ewm Seal 21e Ifs 2jw 21cr aka 2md 2ov 
ars 2tp att Sub 2uo Sad Ivy 2wl Sad 2x..0 Baal Safw 
Sag ball) 38k.v 3amw 3anh Sac. 3auv  3bhq abkw 
3brnz 8bnu Shah libad Slaw 8bwt 3eeb Saki :lain 3cm 
See ley liai Sgt atif 3hg Slit Sid Sow 3pf 3pr 3qt 
Sain See Sue 8va awm 48,er 4141 aim 4rIn 4ee 4e1 
'41aq 414x 4jr 41k 4Ix 4oh 4pa 4pd 4pi 4pn 4qz 4s1 4to 
4ud 5aeb 5aaj Sake 5aq 5rg 5we 5yb Obis &ion 
6hrn axi aaff Sake Sake Sala Same Sane Sank Barb 
aatie Satig Says Saxe Sayu Sbem liben Shea Sabe 
Sbja abni  nor  Sbox Simg  Sbrh  Seen  8cett Sean 
Rein Sama Sad  lidal adhe  adern Sdkk 8,1k1 8dne 
&Jed adon Sdpi Sdrs adsa 8dsi 8dsy 8eg 
Sim Sli Spi aqv  Sax axe Sack Seem  Sack Sane 
Sauci Shim  tabgr abrr 9cii 9eive  9eph liepr  iaerd 
Sari Says, 9dee 9doi Wipe ads Saws 9dy Seca 9ef 
aefic tlaz Ithli Ortiz 9nr Sep auk kel kzed kzet naa 
nao who  wiz  web ac-2ek  ae-xom. cf-heal 
ai-2kt ai-takw ai-2kx ai-2rxi) ag-bd1 aq-lhf ag-Ilm 
sicalmdz as-ra03  re-fl fe-eue2 fe-sow 1h-ise fl-lta 
fm-al  fm-lijo fm-Spare  frn-8sar  fo-a3m fo-a41 
fo-aga ab-be3 ne-cg ne-lek ne-lap ne-l.br ne-2be 
ne-Ray ric-Eine npalaan nr-Sags na-nb.a oa-2cly ca-Sra 
oa-2we oa-Sep na-8111 oa-alcat- na-81e na-Sip oc-Sic 
oft-Set cc-4go oa.-4ws os-Shy ca- Sag oa-7eh oa-7cw 
ost-71i ea-vis ad-ieriz cal-ane, od-anf oh-npm oi-npn 
op-lbd op-lew op-lhr op-4aa op-npo oz-lan oz-ifb 
oz-lfj  oz-lad  oz-Sat oc-lay  oc-21ip oc-Iba oz-lac 
oz-2go oc-lac oc-San na-8a1 oz-3ar oc-Sao oc-4aa 
oc-4tte  oz-4ae oc-dam oz-4ao  8a-in  sa-ipl  sb-lao 
sh-law sb-lel  ab-aah slants  sb-spw su-loa 
xel-arex xel-ardi xel-awl zel-aws xep-Ima, 

eg-2ZG, A. M. Houston Fergus, La Cotte, La Moye, 
Jersey, Channel Islands 

(20 meters between Feb. 19 and 26th) 
lahx late lame *Utica lbat lbhm lbk I blx ibas 

led lamp bd lry law 2an alma abg,, Shorn 4b1 net) 
8baf Safe Spi ne-lar pc-lax  ro-a4e fo-a9a 

wnp. 
(Heard on 20 meters from Feb. 7 to 13) 

laba ladria  lake lair laxa lbat lber Dohs laic 
leo 111 ifs lij net lxii 2afx facp 2tp 2cc iihzz 31w 
Itnr lak Sada Sayo ilbet alien abtri 8eam Set! Song 
9elcu fm-lint rtn-Ssar fo-a3z ne-lar wnp. 

eg-6C.1, F. Charman, 76 Salisbury St., Bedford, 
England 

Heard during January, 1928) 

1.abd laet ladm ladb lafl lage lagl lags laie 
laid lait lajm lajx Sarni lakz lame  lacip turc 
larx lasr lack latr lavi laxa lack lbae ibbo lbab 
lhg ibgg lbje lbjk lbke lbkp lbob lbop lbw lbyv 
leap lejc lekp Ida ldp lea Igo Ihn lira Ike lick 
lkw lit lac hay* lnh lom lqb ley isz lwl lwv 
les lzz 2acid leer Salo lair leaf Scam 2agp 2altin 
Sain laid 2alk Sabi 2ani. 2anp lane 2aoj Scow Sand 
ants Itiam lawn ttayb 2ayk abac 2baz abbr. nee 2beve 
abdr 2bek 2bew 2bfq 2bgo abhq lair alike 2bqh 21.1qt 
Shed 2bau ttegi nib tatkg Seta/ 2eug 2cej 2ewin Set 
ley 2gp 2kx. 2rad 2rnk Spy Sur 2qu ars lab Saz 
2tp att 2tu leg 2vi 2wi lee Saew larw 3afx align 
3ahp 8aib Said Said Sala Sama Ilanh Salta 8auo 3awf 
Slime abuv abva Scan field Beni adh Sec Rat Shf 
Sat law Sud 3Iw lima Sinn &nu Row Spf 8ge Saw 
Srb Bue 3wm 4aek 4b1 del 4cm 4eu 4ee lei 41e 
4jrn ang  lob 400 4pd 4pit 4qn 4rn 4ta 4tk leo 
Saja 5ag Sant 5artz Says 5in Six 5ke 5rg. 5xt 6y13 
rider Ola 6mo arn Ors 7ek aagy &the Saim Stain 
Rake  Salo Silo Saly Rani Saab Sawn Saxe 8axx 
Sayn Sank Sim./ Sham abet 81ift Shim, abou abaci 8bti 
813to 81)ww Sean Sebf >kern Seew Sedb 8ehe ache ilejt 
Sala acne 8cyr 8dbe 8dbd Sdhs &lam Said Said 8drj 
filn aka 811 Snt Svx 9adk Said :tarn) Sabe lade 
She Obbk 9bhg Seat Sein Sams itejw Sari 9ete 9dbi 
talbx aride 9diw 9dke Odia Sang 9dr 9dvek 9elai Seca 
Sal Sein Ski 9inn Osb 9xi ne-Say nq-5ry ea-2ms 
ott-2tm  oa-2yi oc-Sis oa-5he cm-70w on-lie  oz-2sie 
oz-2bg oz-2me oc-Sae oc-Sai oz-liaj on-Say  oz-San 
oz-4am op-Sew opaihr sg-a5a fnd2 wnp. 

eg6YL, Miss IS. Dunn, Stock, Essex, England 
(Heard during January and February) 

(20 meters) 
ladm last lase laxa Iliai ifs lie 1pm led 2awq 

2buzn Scorn 2eng Sap Land an Salta 3hf 41)1 4we 
ne-lad  np-4sa eg-5by cg-Sas ca-tot amp. 

(40 meters) 

lair  lanz  lagt loaf laxa land  lbhs Ibke  lbnm 
lbgt ledi 1.cmp lie lii lkk imv irp las 2alu 2apv 
2apy liase Sawa 2awi 2baz Iba 2bkh lela Serb tama 
aevj Sex leal 2dr 2izz lag Srs Sap loo 2vm lead 
ax e 3adp  3aili 3anh Sane Saga 3aua »el Shms 
Sbnu ilefg 8hr Sm! line lace 41)1 4ec 4ei 4hx 41x 
4oe 4oh lai Ito Iwo Sadg Sdrj 8yx  Szg ne-abg 
ne-Rae ni-2sh np-4sa ex-lai ab-lao sb-law ab-l m 
sb-lid sb-Sag  se-lab  se-las wa nd  av-Ixe  ah-9xe 
xem-shm  xen-Oep  en-5aa  eu-15ea  eu-20ra  eu-23ra 
eu-27ra  en-89ra  eu-45ea  eu-48ra  eu-49ra  eu-63ea 
eu-05ra eu-4k60  en-3wk  xey-8pnt  ac-acim  ar-heal 
ag-67ra fa-lta fe-les fi-lta fm-al fm-Sags fm-Spare 

(Continued on page 80) 
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Correspondence 
The Publishers of QST assume no responsibility 
for statemeate m all. herein by correspondents. 

Radio Frequency Chokes 

Room No. 3006, 
Bureau of Eng., 
Navy Dept., 
Wash., D. C. 

Editor, QST: 

There has been much said and written on 
the subject of r.f. choke coils. Some of the 
dope was good as far as it went and some 
was not so good. 
I have long hesitated about "breaking 

into print" but Mr. Binneweg's article on 
page 46 of the November QST was the last 
straw that crippled the proverbial camel. 
The formula for inductive reactance is: 

X  2af I where 2a is a numeral constant, 
f is the frequency in cycles and 1 is the in-
ductance in henries.  The resultant X is 
the reactance in ohms of the subject in-
ductance to the passage of current of the 
frequency f, through that inductance. 
Theoretically, we should use a choke 

which has an infinite inductance, hence an 
infinite inductive reactance in ohms, which 
would pass zero r.f. current. Unfortunate-
ly, we run into difficulties; namely, the 
ohmic resistance of the wire and the dis-
tributed capacity of the windings, that is, 
the capacity between turns. The detrimen-
tal effect of the ohmic resistance of the 
wire  is self  evident.  The  distributed 
capacity of the windings results  in a 
parallel tuned. circuit, just as if we had 
an  inductance  having  no  distributed 
capacity and shunted it with a condenser. 
This is just what Mr. Binneweg suggests 
and as he says, we can resonate the choke-
condenser circuit to the frequency we wish 
to prevent from passing through, or we 
can build our choke so that its distributed 
capacity equals the capacity of an external 
condenser and it will resonate at the fre-
quency we wish to prevent from passing 
through; the result is the same. 
The impedance of such a parallel tuned 

circuit from the plate of the tube to the 
source of power is theoretically infinite, 
granted, but the impedance of the same 
series circuit, that is, the circuit from the 
inductance through the condenser and back 
to the inductance is nearly zero and results 

in power losses due to the high circulating 
current in this circuit. 
Mr. Binneweg's "tuned"  r.f. choke is 

really a tank circuit from which plenty of 
power could, be taken to drive an antenna 
or what have you, and the resultant circuit 
is a combination Hartley and tuned plate-
tuned grid. 
Likewise, the recently published articles 

which give detailed instructions for mak-
ing choke coils which have  "a  natural 
period equal to the frequency of your trans-
mitter" are all wet.  We don't want any 
distributed capacity in a choke coil, but if 
some is there by necessity, 'we want it as 
small as possible and we, above all, don't 
want that distributed capacity to be such 
that in conjunction with the inductance of 
the coil it will resonate at the transmitter 
frequency and serve as a tank for our 
precious power to "chase itself around in 
a circle". 
The reference article reported that res-

onating this tuned choke "noticeably re-
duced" the harmonics. Certainly it did and 
it also reduced the fundamental about fifty 
percent.  Half of the available power was 
playing  merry-go-round  in  the  "tuned 
choke" and was being dissipated therein in 
the form of heat. 
R.f chokes should be made to incorporate 

maximum inductance and minimum capac-
ity and with minimum Ohmic resistance. 
To accomplish this, they should be wound 
on small diameter forms  and the  wire 
spaced  one  diameter.  An  even  better 
method is to use tiny duo-lateral wound 
coils, pancake shaped about an  inch  in 
diameter and mounted on a quarter-inch 
bakelite rod.  Three or four of these coils 
should be mounted on such a rod, con-
nected in series and spaced about an inch 
from each other. 
I repeat again; the distributed capacity 

of r.f. choke coils should be kept at the 
smallest possible minimum and above all, 
neither the whole choke nor any part of 
it should resonate at the transmitting fre-
quency. 

—E. N. Dingley, Jr., 
Associate Radio Engineer, Bureau of 

Engineering„ Navy Department. 



Deadly as a 
Serpent's 
Fangs! 

Play Safe With  , 

PARVOLTS! 
u ourAGE Surges in electric-powered radio strike at filter 
condensers with the lightning speed and deadly 

power of a venomous snake. 
Imperfect condensers, improperly 

rated condensers, non-uniform con-
densers—all break down sooner or 
later under the destructive action of 
voltage overloads. Blown con-
densers usually mean blown tubes, 
burned out transformers and chokes 
and even thç destruction of speaker 
units. 
Why take chances with ordinary 

condensers when ACME PARVOLTS 
give you positive protection? 
These condensers are made only 

frornhighest grade insulation papers and special foils. Every 
detail of manufacture is under the constant supervision 

of experts who have devoted many 
years to the manufacture of con-
densers for heavy and continuous 
industrial duty. 
Every PARVOLT is tested to 

R.M. A. and N.E.M.A. standards and 
can be relied upon for accuracy and 
CONTINUOUS DUTY. Sold by 
leading jobbers and dealers. 
Made by THE ACME WIRE 

CO., New Haven, Conn., manufac-
turers of magnet and enameled wire, 
varnished insulations, coil windings, 
irisulalated tubing and radio cables. 

ACME PAR VOLT FILTER C..' 01IDENSERS 
ere nepPrd la all frandard arM caparre, for 200, 200, 
b00, 500, 0000, and 1500 gat D.C.  tlné. 
.foren kri,,,ht and xendül tós taq garkinr. Supplud .riner 
in ernplres bared 14,1, fr, the le,0111an, Ocrer 1a0P11 

unin nn-5 a, therdamon, 5anren and fawn. 
ACME P AR VOLT BY-PASS CONDENSERS 
noP,Iled in all standaed rid. cal..", and Sr all 

rrçartral voltages. 

ACME PARVOLT CONDENSERS 
Made by the Manufacturers of 

ACME CELATSITE HOOK-UP WIRE 
ENAMELED 
AERIAL WIRE 

trameled roppersairs In both etranded and 
e•lid typo,. Ail. Aunt Lead-ins, Banat, 
Cablbs, Indoor and 1...bp Atrial Wire. 

CELATSITE 
FLEXIBLE and SOLID 
Par all ftc, of radio suirIng. High 
inlulation valet.; nin-lnjtangualet. 

10 cc/.r1, 

ACME 
SPAGHETTI 

A tuftrior (amble tubing pr all 
practical rail. and sa w alnerital 
M e mo., $.0PlOcl In bo tri m. 
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Announcing... 

Dongan By-Pass and 
Filter Type 
Condensers 

With the acquisition of the business and 
equipment of the Electrical Specialties 
Mfg. 'Company, Inc., Dongan now offers 
the manufacturers of radio receivers a 
line of fixed condensers comparable in 
quality and ingenuity of design to Don-
gan Radio Transformers. 

Mr. C. Ringwald, an authority on con-
denser  design  and construction,  will 
direct the condenser division of the Don-
gan radio line. 

Just as Dongan has pioneered in trans-
former development so will the Dongan 
laboratories strive to maintain front 
rank in fixed condenser design. 
Thus the radio industry is assured addi-
tional permanency in the approved parts 
field. 

Dongan will continue its policy as 
an exclusive source to set 

manufacturers. 

—another Transformer Success 
To meet the increased capacity of the 
new 1..TX 250 power amplifier tube Don-
gan engineers have perfected two new 
Output Transformers.  No. 1176 is Push 
Pull type, No. 1177 a straight power 
amplifier type. 

A Popular A C Transformer 
No, 6512.  This 
is one  a the 
best-liked  A  C 
transformers on 
the market. 
is designed 
operate  with  4 
ux 226,  W Y 
227 and 11_IX 171 
power zunPliticr 
tithes.  Mounted 
substantially in crystallized lacquered ease, equip-
ped with lamp cord and plug outlet for B-elim-
inutor, also tap for control switch.  

Set Manufacturers and Custom 
Set Builders 

will be furnished' with any desired information and 
engineering data on requesi. 

Dongan Electric Manufacturing Co. 
2999-3001 Franklin St.. Detroit. Mich. 

Triamata   

52.4 Fairbanks Avenue, 
Oakland, Calif. 

QST : 
._ Mr. E. N...Dingley. -- Jr., . in his letter to 
Q-ST is simply repeating what we already 
know of the parallel-resonance circuit.  It 
was stated that this arrangement as used, 
functioned as a wavetrap. 
Certain factors in design which limit 

the losses and certain practical considera-
tions have evidently been overlooked by 
Mr. Dingley in his letter.  These will be 
considered later. 
The simple formula for inductive react-

ance unfortunately does not hold at all at 
the short waves.  It will be necessary to 
use some mathematics to show that a 
"properly-designed and properly-operated" 
(as stated in the contribution to the Ex-
perimenters' Section) Choke isn't so very 
"wet" (to quote his letter) after all. 
Starting with a parallel circuit consist-

ing of a condenser, with  comparatively 
negligible resistance, in parallel with  a 
coil having appreciable resistance, it can 
easily be shown mathematically that the 
loss in a tuned circuit of this nature is given 
approximately by: 

C 
E2 ( . )  R 

where .E is the voltage across this circuit, 
R. is the resistance of the inductance and 
C and L are the capacity and inductance of 
the parallel arrangement.  For a given 
resonant condition, the loss may he de-
creased by increasing the LC ratio; the ° 
resistance of the coil incr ises as its in-
ductance increases but not in the sanie pro-
portion.  By using a large LC ratio the 
circulating current may be reduced.  We 
rto,sen-ot want a "power tank" .for this pur-

In a parallel circuit, the higher the LC 
ratio for a given resonant condition, the 
broader the tuning, aside from the increase 
of resistance, so that the trap does not tune 
so sharply as was explained in the con-
tribution to the Experimenters' Section. 
Such a circuit, moreover, may be tuned as 
near the resonance condition on either side 
as may be desirable; an adjustable choke 
is convenient. 
Several Pacific coast amateur stations 

have tried out such a parallel circuit and 
in each and every ease, troublesome local 
interference was entirely eliminated. Such 
an arrangement may not be the only solu-
tion but it is something that furnishes a 
practical need; nothing else in a transmit-
ter is at present more of a guess-work 
proposition than the choke.  Until some-
thing arrives which will "always work." 
(and at widely different frequencies) or, 
preferably,  more  circuits  are  designed 
where chokes are unnecessary, or may be 
placed at positions of low potential, the 
tuned. trap will serve well for many in-
stallations, and the tones, in general, will 
be less than those occurring by the use o 
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Standard Alumi num 
Box Shield housing 
a new 30-110 meter 
Short Wave 
Adapter. This unit 
combines a cabinet, 
a substantial struc-
ture for mounting 
apparatus and com-
ple te electrical 
shielding. An illus-
tration of the wide 
range of uses to 
which these shields 
are adapted. 

FOR IMPROVED RECEPTION 
LEADING radio designers have chosen Aluminum Box 
Shields becauseAluminum Shield-
ing most efficiently performs the 
following functions, all of which 
make for better quality, greater 
selectivity, closer tuning—finer 
reception in multi-stage receivers: 

1. Reduction of interference. 
2. Elimination of electrostatic and elec-
tro-magnetic interaction between va-
rious stages of radio-frequency am-
plification. 

S. Elimination of "hand capacity" on 
tuning dials. 

4. Elimination of modulation of radio-
frequency stages by feedback from 
audio-frequency amplifier. 

Aluminum Company of America's 
standard box shields, designed 
especially for amateur sets, are 
made of heavy Alcoa Aluminum 
with satin-dip finish, size .5 in. x 
9 in. x 6 in. high. They are easy 
to assemble, require no soldering 
and are permanent and attractive 
in appearance. 

If your dealer cannot furnish 
you with Standard Aluminum 
Box Shields write us and we will 
see that you are supplied. 

Send for free copy of the book, 
"Aluminum for Radio." 

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA 
ALUMINUM IN EVERY 11 -5%  COMMERCIAL FORM 

2439 Oliver Building  ALUMINU  Pittsburgh, Pa. 
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The Name Means 
Everything 

e YTRICT vigilance guards the 
acknowledged high stand-
ards of these tubes with an 
ever-increasing efficiency 
of performance. 

Old or inferior tubes should 
be replaced at least once a 
year with correct new ones. 

E. T. CUNNINGHAM Inc. 
NE W YORK  CHICAGO  SAN FRANCISCO 
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an atiercige choke, and these losses will oc-
cur at the set and not at the expense of 
neighbors.  Perhaps, now, it is understood 
what is meant.  The statement that the 
"fundamental was reduced 50%" is entire-
ly erroneous as is evident from the pre-
ceding. 
All data recently published in QST for 

transmitter chokes, evidently also makes 
use of parallel resonance, since a one-half 
inch coil, one inch long, for instance, has a 
rather small reactance even at 30 meters, 
considering it as a pure inductance; such 
a choke serves very well, however.  The 
resistance of coils like this may be found to 
be considerable  due to bad form factor, 
et cetera. It would seem that chokes should 
be designed for voltage. 
The choke mentioned by Mr. Dingley is 

another good guess.  None of us  know 
enough about it to state definitely what 
choke is best.  All we can hope. to do is 
give results of experiments and some day 
combine the entire available results into a 
choke, designed for a particular set of con-
ditions.  This choke might be a correct 
guess, in the light of Lidbury's paper, al-
though no frequency range for effective op-
eration is given. 
Some chokes consist simply of parallel 

resonance- circuits coupled  together  by 
mutual inductance and the "hollows" as 
shown so well by Mr. Lidbury's experimen-
tal results, are due to "series resonance" 
effects; one or more of the distributed 
capacities is in series with an inductance, 
the combination being resonant at the par-
ticular frequency.  In one of his chokes, 
these hollows are greatly reduced by wind-
ing the choke in sections, that is reducing 
the mutual inductance between sections by 
separating them.  It was pointed out in 
our contribution, that the unused turns in 
the "tuning coil" should be kept small oth-
erwise there would arise a "coupled circuit" 
effect. 
It seems to be the order of the day to 

make guesses as to a possible solution of 
the transmitter choke problem, therefore 
our guess is the choke shown in Figure 1, 
which will be called a "crankshaft" choke. 

1111.1.4-4 

Starting with, say, 40 turns of fine wire, 
each other section added should have an 
additional ten turns or so; the idea is to 
have an arrangement doing some business 
at almost any frequency.  Possibly some-
one will furnish some measurements. 

Mr. Dingley states that a good pro-
cedure would be to space the turns about 
one wire diameter apart and wind them 
on a small diameter tube.  The inductance 
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'K NI F E L UKE 
SELLCIIVIIIFY 

CUT TI MIS TIlE QRM ON THE NEW NARROW WAVE 

BANDS with a receiver equipped with CAR'DWELL TYPE 

"E" Tapered Piste Condensers. (L Heavy, rigid, east plates 

cannot vibrate, eliminating signal wabble from this source. 

PIERCE THE FOG OF INTERFERENCE WITH CARDWELL 
HEAVY DUTY TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS. Thicker, 
sturdy plates, polished and buffed, are always in adjustment, hare. 
maximum breakdown limit, and are considered First Essentials its 
the Efficient Transmitter. 

For the Short Wave Receiver 
Type 167E . . . .00015 Mfd. . . . $4.OŒ 
Type 168E . . . .00025 Mfd.  . 4.e 

For the Transmitter 

Type 16113 . .00025 Mfd. • For SO Watters  $7.00 
Type T199 . .0003 MM. . For UX.852's . . . .  10.00 
Type 7183 . .00011 Mfd. . For powers up to,V4K. W,, . 10.00 

,...4.4 FOR MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY-Liz,. 
CARD WELL FOR CONDENSERS  

Vie Ziten  Carbbutt  fq. Corp, 
81 PROSPECT STREET  BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 

"THE STANDARD OF CO MPARISON" 
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Get into the 

COMMERCIAL \ 
RADIO FIELD 
where the 

M ON EY 
Is 

We've had hundreds tell us that they 
knew radio backwards and forwards. 
Yet they enrolled in our courses. And a few 
weeks after they started to learn radio the 
RIGHT way these same men told us that 
they never realized how much they had been 
missing right along. 

Maybe you too have sufficient radio knowledge to 
build a few radio circuits. That isn't enough to 
make a real commercial success. What you really 
need is a course that takes you from the first elements 
of radio right through the most complex stages and 
gives you the practical knowledge you need for com-
mercial work. 

RADIO INSTITUTE 
SPONSORED BY RCA, G-E 
AND WESTINGHOUSE 

The Radio Institute of America is the world's oldest 
radio school, giving the finest and most comprehen-
sive instruction obtainable. Our graduates are mak-
ing real money—we'll send you copies of some of the 
letters they write us about their successes. 

STUDY AT HOME 
Another feature of this course is that you can study 
at home—when you please and as long as you please. 
No need to give up your present employment. No 
time lost traveling back and forth to classes. Our new 
booklet tells how others—just like 
yourself—have won success in radio, 
and how you too can make this pro-
fession of fascinating brain-work 

your life career. You 
awe it to yourself to 
read this book through. 
If you will clip and 
mail the coupon, we'll 
send the book to you. 

RADIO INSTITUTE or AMERICA  Dept. D.5 
326 Broadway, New York City 

Please send me your booklet. 

Name   

Address   

e EL fiÉteed winding if -unfortunately rather 
16* and a spaced winding is difficult of 
construction when there is a lot of it and 
fine wire. 
The contribution besides suggesting a 

practical solution is evidently bringing to 
light, as it were, men who are interested 
in the same problem.  May we have some 
comment, possibly in the form of an article, 
in the near future from Mr. Dingley and 
others? 
The problem, as all problems appearing 

in the Experimenters' Section of the maga-
zine, is merely off to a good start arid is 
far from solved; there are many angles. 
There is no doubt that a "properly operated 
and designed" tuned choke has many ad-
vantages. 

Editor, Q.ST : 
I have just received this morning from 

Mr. Binneweg, Mr. E. N. Dingley, Jr.'s let-
ter of November 1st, 1927, on the subject 
of r.f. chokes. 
I don't know whether the seventh petra-

graph of Mr. Dingley's letter has reference 
to my report in Q.ST, - October, 1927, page 
27.  Practically, Mr. Dingley's conclusions 
are the same as mine (loc. cit., page .29, 
numbered paragraph 2).  He is, however, 
very indignant at the idea of using such a 
choke at its natural  frequency; on  the 
other hand my  measurements  indicated 
clearly that such chokes worked best at 
and near that frequency. 
Perhaps we mean different things by the 

term "natural frequency".  I was careful 
to define it as the frequency "at which the 
choke has no effect when shunted across 
the tuning condenser of an oscillating re-
ceiver".  I am enclined to think however, 
that we mean the same thing. 
If we do, I should like to ask Mr. Ding-

ley whether he considers that such chokes 
should be worked above or below their nat-
ural frequency; and whether he can ad-
duce any experimental evidence to back up 
his opinion. 
My guess is that he got a little confused, 

and can't see the wood of impedance be-
cause he has got his eye glued exclusively 
on the tree of circulating current losses. 
After all, however much damage Mr. Binne-
weg's condenser may do, his inductances 
would not be very efficient r.f. stoppers by 
themselves! 
In any event, the question of the ef-

ficiency of chokes around their "natural 
period" is fortunatt'y susceptible of de-
termination by measurement.  An abstract 
of the experimental evidence indicating ef-
ficient  operation around this point was 
published in the article above referred to; 
and I shall await with interest any experi-
mental results which Mr. Dingley can ad-
duce which indicate the contrary. - 

—F. A. Liazery, 8BAG. 

—A. Binneweg, Jr. 

33 Sugar Street, 
Niagara Falls, New York. 
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For "B" Eliminators Power Supply and Filter Circuits, nothing compares 
to the Amrad Mershon Condenser, which is self-healing, absolutely 

im p unaffected by weather conditions, and has extremely high capacity in 
e4p  extremely small space. 

Let us send our new book, showing hook-ups 
and explaining the many uses of Mershon. 

11/1.  Address Department 28 

The » RAD Corporation J. E. HAHN,  PO WEL CROSLEY, JR. 
Medford Hillside, j 511 ,.  President  Chairman « the Board 

w.  ebeamilli m m 
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More on Rubber Stamps 

Repairing 
Tubes 

would not pay unless the design and 
structure of tube were changed so as 
to make them function on short waves. 
hi every repair job we make the tube 
conform to best modern practice—and 
we guarantee satisfactory operation. 

Our 50- Watt Tube 
Type 203 —using Tungsten Filament at 10 
volts and handling 150 mils at 1500 volts 
is low priced at $20. 

Our Rectobulb 
For Hi-Voltage Rectification—handles power 
up to 250-watt tubes —will carry 250 mils 
at 3000 volts —easily filtered to pure DC. 
Price each $1 5. 

For Small Rectifiers 
A limited number of tubes — 
TB-1 Kenotrons—made for 
U. S. Army—in original car-
tons with standard bases— 
will handle 750 volts and 
pass 50 mils —filament volts 
8- l O. FB for that 210 Xrnitter 
and also for B Eliminators. 
Price $1.00 each. 

Inductions 
For 20-40-80 meter bands 
$2.50. 

We Repair 
UV-203 at $15.00  UV-204 at $50.00 

UV-203A (Tungsten Fill $19.00 
UV-204A (Tungsten Fil) $50.00 

Water cooled Tubes and Rectifiers: ask for 
prices All work Guaranteed against defects. 

No charge for Crates when cash accompanies 
order. 

National Radio Tube Co. 
(6EX)  3420 18th St.,  San Francisco. Cal. 

( A Ham Institution) 

1118111.1111 M1111.11111111M M,  

. 431 East Willow Grove Ave., 
-Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, Penna. 

Editor, QST: 
On page 68 of the February, 1928 num-

ber of CiS7' there is a letter from Mr. Theo. 
R. Lowenthal, of Chicago, under the head-
ing of "Rubber Stamp" which, to roe, deals 
with a subject worthy of consideration and 
careful analysis. 
Two or three stations in this vicinity who 

are O. R. S. and, therefore, pledged to for-
ward all . messages received within forty-
eight hours have become very fussy on the 
subject of so-called ribber stamp messages. 
Their attitude, I gather, is that if a mes-
sage looks to them, to be one of this class, 
then it automatically drops off the table into 
the  wastepaper  basket,  so  that  their 
hands won't be soiled thereby.  Incidental-
ly, these stations are the poorest local traf-
fic handlers, and couldn't be paid to run 
a daily schedule for even one month. 
While my sentiments are the same as 

those of Mr. Lowenthal, I -want to em-
phasize one point more strongly: Messages 
moving by amateur radio are definite com-
munications from one person to another. 
How weIl the sender knows the addressee 
is not known to any station handling that 
message, nor can these stations be aware 
of any special significance of any of these 
messages, which, actually, are private and 
personal missives. 
Who, then, is so highly informed that 

he can be the censor of ideas passing be-
tween two persons? Who is so intellectual-
ly perfect that he can read the full mean-
ing from the words of a passing message 
and, being one of this higher type of beings 
cast this message aside as containing some 
inferior idea? 
If we were all perfect message writers, 

a millennium would have been reached, but 
we're not.  You know how sore it would 
make you if some crank filed one of your 
messages in the trash.  Be reasonable and 
helpful instead of short-sighted and watch 
the gang follow a good example. 

--John B. Morgan, 2d, 3 QP. 

Budget 
109 West Third Street, 

Long Beach, Calif. 
Editor, QST: 
It seems to me that a good many ama-

teurs do not have a definite policy as to 
their plans and actions with regard to ama-
teur radio.  Certain plans and procedures 
have been worked out for station  6AM 
which may prove of interest to others. 
First, a definite sum or budget is set 

aside each month to spend on the radio set. 
Originally, this sum was five dollars a 
month, arid with five dollars a month sta-
tion 9DR was built. Later, it was changed 
to ten dollars a month and with this amount 
radio station 9ZT came into prominence. 
The amount has now been raised to twen-
ty-five dollars per month and 6AM is the 
result. 
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When Advanced Sets are Planned 
Whenever and wherever new models or improved 
specifications are under discussion, the use of 
Faradon Capacitors occasions favorable comment. 

There are more than 200 types of Faradon Capaci-
tors ready for prompt delivery. If your needs cover 
special requirements not met by regular stock, our 
engineering department stands ready to serve you 
in every way. 

WIRELESS SPECIALTY APPARATUS COMPANY 
Jamaica Plain  Established 1907  Boston, Mass., U.S.A. 

Electrostatic Condensers for All Purposes 
Say You Saw It In QST—It Identities You and Helps QST 



N A\ T ii C. AL 
VELVET VERNIER DRUM DIAL 

TYPE F 

N E W in design, but with 
the familiar NATIONAL 

Velvet-Vernier Tuning. 
Made to USE and to last. 
Full 360 degree motion. 

Visible portion of dial in-
clined upward for easier 
reading. Easily attached. Ask 
for Type F.— Price $4. Type 
28 Illuminator 50e. 

4 Sent/for Bulletin 121-Q le-

NATIONAL COMPANY INC. 
MALDEN, MASS. W . A. READY, PRESIDENT 

N A, 17 I '0.) A 
RADIO  PRODUCTS 
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All of this has worked out far better 
than trying to spend a certain definite sum 
without the intention of spending more 
from time to time. A certain amount spent 
each month for radio rather than for other 
things in the entertainment line will be 
conducive to further  interest inasmuch 
as one who has it, can always think ahead 
a little bit and know just how he is going 
to spend that money to best advantage. 
The main thing is to spend it after the bud-
get has been fixed.  What has been the 
problem here for the most part is to de-
termine just where_ the money should be 
spent, inasmuch as the set is rather com-
plete at all times. 
Certain other definite policies should be 

incorporated into the play of the station. 
For those who have other interests besides 
amateur radio, a definite time to stop ama-
teur radio is necessary.  The stopping of 
all amateur interests at 8 p. in. works very 
well for a married man, we find.  Just 
about that time, Mrs. 6AM gets through 
washing the dishes and then we have the 
evening free.  It does not interfere in the 
slightest with the operation of the station 
and, in fact, merely whets the appetite 
for further operation at other times. 
Usually by getting up half an hour early 

in the morning, several foreigners may be 
worked before breakfast.  This also does 
not interfere with the household arrange-
ments.  One night a week is set aside for 
all-night operation.  This naturally falls 
on Saturday night here, and thus can be 
counted on.  With one night a week all-
night operation, maximum interest and re-
sults are assured.  A few hours on 20 
meters on Sundays rounds out the week in 
fine shape. 
We all know how amateur radio gets the 

best of all of us at some time, and some 
amateurs have found it necessary to dis-
continue their amateur sets altogether be-
cause of the fact that they could not at-
tend to their business or school work or 
whatever else they had to do because of 
the over enthusiasm shown in their ama-
teur work. A suitable compromise such as 
outlined above will solve this and still keep 
the station in active operation. 
It is a well known fact that every man 

should have a hobby and amateur radio is, 
without a doubt, the best hobby possible. 
A few rules of good sense as applied to the 
particular individual making them,  will 
make that hobby even more interesting and 
useful. 

—Don C. Wallace, 6A M. 

Correction 
Houston, Texas. 

Editor, QST: 
In my paper published in the March issue of OST 

entitled Radio Applied to Petroleum Proapeetimb. I 
gave the impression  that time measurements ac-
curate to one fifth of one second were sufficient for 
correct interpretation of records.  As a matter of 
fact, this is not exactly correct, and I should like to 
amend it.  In actual practice, an accuracy within .01. 
of a second is usual.  This, of course, in no way 
affects the principle of operation as outlined, but is 
a technicality which should be corrected. 

--Gerald R. Chinaki, 
GIST--It Identities You and Helps QST 



POWER. SUPPLY 
For TRANSMITTERS 
Complete Rectifier Units Supplying Plate and Filament Voltages 

OUTPUT RATINGS 

Plate Supply - - 2000 
Volts D. C. at -  300 
Watts (150 Mils) 

Filament Supply —  10 
Volts A. C. at - -  80 
Watts (8 Amps) 

Employs Standard 
UX-852 Tube. 

(2„.../ICOMPLETE power supply for the medium power Amateur Transmitters 
using either telephone or telegraph.  Ready for immediate use.  Plugs into 

the ordinary light socket.  Operates from 110 volt, 50 to 60 cycle, single phase 
alternating current power source, supplies sufficient power for operating either one 
or two UX-852 tubes or one UV-204A tube or any other tubes having similar 
characteristics. 

COMPRISES Plate Transformer—Separate Filament Transformer—Two 30 
Henry Filter Choke Coils—Three 2 Mfd. 2000 Volt Filter Condensers—One 

UX-852 Tube Holder--Pilot Light Control Switch-8-Foot Connecting Cord and 
Plug--Housed in heavily constructed metal case which is finished in black 
crystaline lacquer—Plainly marked Terminal Panel—Employs One Standard 
UX-852 Tube in a Conventional Half Wave Rectifier Circuit. 

Dimensions-20 in x 94 in. front x 13 in. deep —Weight 40 pounds net. 

Rectifier Unit—Cat. 172—Price $85.00. 
Price does not include 11X-852 Tube. 

POWER SUPPLY FOR LOW POWERED TRANSMITTERS 
General design similar to Cat. No. 172 except smaller dimensions—Output Plate 
Supply 400 Volts D. C. at 40 Watts (100 Mils)—Filament Supply 7.5 Volts at 2.5 
Amps—Sufficient Power to operate two UX-210 Tubes—Employs one UX-281 Rec-
tifier Tube. 
Rectifier Unit—Cat. 185—Price $38.00.  Price does not include UX-2S1 Tube. 

REL owns and operates experimental Station NU2..I. V on 1.5.1. 30.2, and 60.4 meters 

Radio Engineering Laboratories 
100 Wilbur Avenue, Long Island City, N. Y. REL 
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AMATEURS 
The Most Interesting Field 

for Experimenters. 

Light Sensitive Cells 
...AND... 

Their Applications 
PHOTO ELECTRIC CELLS 
have been used in Television, Telepho-
tography, Talking Movies and innumer-
able uses with: — 

RADIO RELAYS 
Our special polarized relay, a result of 

long research for a practical relay to be 
used with —Light Sensitive Cells--also 
used in connection with telegraph-print-
ers, receiving time-signals and many ap-
plications in radio. 
Write for further information: _ 

Photo Electric Devices, Inc., 
594 Fifth Avenue  Brooklyn, N. Y. 
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I. A. R. U. 
-  (Continued from Page 60) 

45-meter wave and inputs of approximately 
ten watts.  5WD has distinguished himself 
by working eleven NUS  in one night. 
Among them were stations located in five 
of the nine districts.  5.MD is now per-
manently on 23 meters using about 200 
volts 'slop rectified' a.c. with five to ten - 

A GLANCE AT il MG 

watts input.  He has worked an NUS as 
well as several nearer stations with this 
outfit.  It must be remembered that all of 
these stations are using receiving tubes of 
a type similar to the 201-A. 
"2IT, whose signals are familiar to ama-

teurs  in almost every district  of  the 
U. S. A., has built a new crystal-controlled 
transmitter to which he will shortly add a 
quarter-kilowatt amplifier stage to operate 
from r.a.e.  While on 20 meters recently, 
le worked nu6IIF. 
"6MU reports conditions  as  being  goo d 

on both 20 and 40 me ters  an d he has heard 
everai fifth, sixth and seven th district sta -
ions on 40 about 0800 G.C.T.  He hopes  to  
)e back on 20 by the time  these  notes  ap-
)ear but will be QR W till after  June. " 

—E. Megaw, egi6MU. 

QSL SECTIONS 

1.ustria—Radiowelt, QSLL Bureau , Wien,  
III, Rudengasse II, Vienna . 

elgium —Reseau Beige, QSL Sec tion , 11 
Rue du Congress, Bruxe lles . 

7hina —c/o H. B. Wilson, P.O. Box  266, 
Shanghai.  (Under cover ) 

zechoslovakia  Ceskoslovensky  Radio-
klub, Praha II, Slovans ky os trov  5, 
Czechoslovakia.  (Under  cover ) 

enmark —Experimenting  Danish Radio-
amateurs, c/o Radioposten , 10, Snare -
gad e, Copenhagen. 

sthonia —Mr. Olof Leesment,  Parnu , 
M ean 6, Esthonia.  (Under  cover ) 

inland (Suomi)--K. S. Sainio, Merikatu 
3 A. 10, Helsinki, Suom i. 

rance—Robert Larcher, 1.7 Rue Fessar t, 
Boulogne-Billancourt, (Seine). 

ermany -- Deutscher Fun ktec hnisc her  
•Verband, QSL Section , Ber lin W . 57, 
Blumenthalstrasse 19, German y. 

ungary —M..R.A.E.  QSL  Section,  II, 
Buday Laszlo, uica 5/c, Budapest. 

dia—R.  J.  Drudge-Coates , Cam bridge  
Barracks, Rawalpindi, India. 

.eland--Irish Radio Transmitters Society, 
Solent Villa, Kinamage Road, Terenure 
Co., Dublin. 
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Re. 

30,000 COPIES 
AND NO W THE 

5th PRINTING OF THE 

Radio  Amateur's Handbook  
CC HE RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK first 
appeared less than a year and a half ago. Our expect-
ations, based on the sales of other Radio books, were 
greatly exceeded. No other book was ever received 
with such acclaim by the radio world.  The result has 
been that printing after printing has been rushed off 
the presses to supply the demand. 

Thirty Thousand Copies are Now in Use 
We believe that The Radio Amateur's Handbook. by F. E. Randy, Communications Manager. A.a.a.L. is the 

most valuable book which any amateur sr experimenter could own.  Its  chapter  headings will  give  an  idea 
of the thoroughness with which the subject is covered.  They are "What is An Amateur it", "(letting Started". 
"Fundamentals". "How Radio Signals Are Sent and Received". •ltuilding a Station —The Receiver", "The 
Transmitter",  "Power Supply, Keying and  interference Elimination",  "Antennas",  "The ti'aveineter —Itadio 
Measurements", "The A.R.R.D. Communications Department", "Operating a Station", "The Experimenter". 

These chapters each occupy from ten to forty Pages —indicating that each subject  is treated  in  a thorough 
manner,  in addition there is an appendix containing a fund of useful data.  Then there is an index, occupying 
six pages, by which the valuable information contained in the book is made available.  This 1$ a particularly 
important point and rias been compiled and cross-indexed with great eare and thought.  Altogether the book 
contains .256 pages of the most valuable radio information ever found between two covers. 

The  Radio  Amateur's  Handbook starts at the beginning and tells what an amateur te. what  the League 
is, what amateur radio is, how to become an amateur, bow to tea m the code, how to understand what you hear, 
how  to  get your  licenses,  how  to  build a simple  station, how to build a better elation.  how  to operate 
your station, how the  works, how to handle traffic, how to conduct experiments and make measurements, 
and a multitude of other things too numerous tu Mention. 

Anycam who is at all interested in the technical side of radio can ill afford tve be without The Radio 
Amateur's Handbook. 
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AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, 
HARTFORD, CO NN. 

Dear Sirs: 
Enclosed find my dollar. Please send 

postpaid (anywhere in the world) my copy 
of the Handbook. 

Name   

Address   



Junior 
Rheostat 

A Junior Rheostat made to a 
standard. The most rugged and 
dependable design and material. 
Large radiating surface. Smooth 
operation. Furnished in all sizes 
in both rheostat and potentio-
meter. 
Rheostats  75e each 
Potentiometers  to  400 
ohms  $1.00 each 

Switches, furnished sep-
arately, fit all Yaxley 
Junior Rheostats and 
Potentiometers  40c each 

Ai Your Dealer's 

lraxley Mfg. Co mpany 
Dept. Q. 9 So. Clinton St.  Chicago, Ill. 

with 

2 O N NI 
for HAM PARTS 

Pilot Short Wave Plug-in Coils 

,  Range 20 to 200  meters 
Coils are waned with No. if wire 
npneel the diameter of the Wire and 

The ." Cur t: tanee..fir 
the extreme bottom insuring firm 
'support and low dielectric toes.. 

Coils with mounting and hook up ready to use  $4.25 
OSTS  FLECTHEI M  FILTER CONDENSERS 

EQUIPPed with porcelain  insulated terminale. 
Working  Volts  S50  1500  2500 
 $1.69  $2.39  $4.39 
  2.39  4.09  7.49 
  4.19  6.59  12.98 

Write far catalogue.  All condensers guaranteed against 
breakdown. 

I mid. 
2 infd. 
4 mfd. 

SANGA MO  - 
.002 Mfd, 5000 volt Blocking Condenser  $1,49 

AE110 SHORT W AVE TRANS Mi TYING INDUCTANCES 
20-40-80  .51eter  Coil  Kits   $8.85 
R.E.L.  Transmitting  Inductances    8.50 
Atnertran Choke No 709 120 M A 211 Henry   4.45 
' .I,F.CTIOS_O  WIRE W OUND RESISTANCES 

25 Watt  50 Watt  75 W att 
IOW, Ohms  $ .69  $1.19 
10,000 Ohms.  .85  1.39 
20,000 Ohms  ....  1.49  .i ..ii 
Resistance.s  with  center  tap  Inc  extra.  .4.11  resistances 
in  stuck  incliltillIF 75  watt type.  These resistances are 
Fb for Grldleage.  20 % discount on all sizes. 
Acme  No.  12  solid  copper enameled wire.  Most  a-

ncient tor i.iletwave antennas  $ .69 
Cunningham Tubes  EX 810  6.29 

C X 381  5.29 
Illot Centralien Condensers  j10015 - 1.05 

.00025  1.10 
SFVERYTH ING IN HAN PARTS. Full line Weston DC and AC Motets, 
105 to 20St' discount. Mail ardent given immediate attention. Monett 
order or cerbeed check must accompany all orders. No C. 0, On, 
Write or GISO 2 0151 on 40M for a catalogue and Prices. 

Say 

FARADIA RADIO Co INC. 

CORTLANDT SI: 
A SaeRaie Vertentidio 
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Italy .kss °del oris 1...eadiotecnia Italiana, 
'Viele Bianca Maria 224, Milano. 

Jugo-SlaVia -U. J. R. A., Zagreb, Tuskanac 
- 15B-22, JugojSlavia.  (Under cover) 

Great - Britain -Radio  Society  of  Great 
Britain, QSL Section, -53 Victoria St., 
.Westminster, London S.W.1, England. 

Netherlands-I.A.R.U., Hoogduin, l'%loord-
wijk, a/2, Netherlands. 

New Zealand -New Zealand Association 
Radio  Transmitters,  P.O.  Box '779, 
Auckland. 

Poland-QSL Section, J. Ziembicki, Man-
ager, Lwow, Bielowskiego 6, Poland. 

Portugal--Recle  Emissors  Portugezes, 
Tenente Eugenio de Avillez, 15 Costa 
do Costello, Lisbon, Portugal. 

Spain-Association EAR, Mejia Lequerica 
4, Madrid, Spain. - 

Suomi--,See Finland. 
S weden Fore ni nge n  Sveriges  Sandara-

matorer SSA, Svenska .Radeaoklubben, 
Hamngatan I A, 3 tr., Stockholm, 
Sweden. 

Uruguay-Casilla de Correo 37, Monte-
video, Uruguay. 

ST ATIO NS  W O R KI NG B ELO W  100  M ETE RS 

10.  1RG, "Radiogiornale", Lake Como 
Italy. 

11.  AGK, Nauen„ Germany. 
12.25 AGA, Nauen, Germany. 
13.5  POF, Nauen, Germany. 
13.5 AGA, Nauen, Germany. 
13.88  WND, Ocean Township, N. J. 
14.  KDKA, East Pittsburgh, Pa. 
14.08  KWE-KE WE, Bolinas, Calif. 
14.09  2XBC-WBU, Rocky Point, N. Y. 
14.1  'KEL, Bolinas, Calif. 
14.13  WQA-WEQA, Rocky Point. 
14.25 AGA, Nauen, Germany . 
14.28  FW, Sainte Assise, France. 
14.29  KMM-KEMM, Bolinas, Calif. 
14.4  KSS-KESS, Bolinas, Calif. 
14.8  WGG, New York. 
14,8  WQQ, Rocky Point. 
14.85  WQX- WEQX, Rocky Point. 
14.91  WQY-WEQY, Rocky Point. 
14.93  2XS, Rocky Point. 
-14.95 AGA, Nauen, Ger. 
15.  GLS, Ongar, England. 
15.  cg2BR, Chelmsford, England. 
15.  2XAW, Schenectady, N. Y. ---
15.  CH, Quilicura, Chile. 
15.  PUC, Curacao. 
15.08  YNB, Capetown, S. Africa. 
15.5  SPIT, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 
15.576  SPU, Santa Cruz, Brazil.  (Beam) 
15.641  PQ W, Alfragide, Lisbon, Portugal. 

(Beam) 
15.7  WFX- WEFX, Rocky Point. 
15.707  GLW,  Dorchester,  England. 

(Beam) 
15.707  GLG, Royal Air Force, Henlow, 

Eng. 
15.740  GLG. Royal Air Force -Henlow, 

Eng. 
15.86  WDS-WEDS, Rocky Point. 
15.93  WHR- WEHR, Rocky Point. 
16. AGA, -Nauen, Ger. 
16. •  WSS, Rocky Point. 
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VITROHM Transmitting Grid Leaks and Rheostats now cover the 
entire line of transmitting tube circuits.  ITThe prices on these 

amateur products are reduced materially.  IfYour dealer shauld stock 
Vitrohm Transmitting Products.  ¶If you have difficulty in obtaining 
them, write us direct. 
'C:".i—f-Á.LOGUE  - -----:- ----- --  .......  .  MAX. TUBE  

 • -  ...   

NUMBER    PRODUCT  RESISTANCE DISSIPATION  CURRENT RATING  PRICE 

507-2 -  Grid Leak*  5000 ohms   44 watts  90 m.a.  i 00 Watt-S. e2.0d 
5-07-3  Grid Leak*  5000 ohms  200 watts  200 m.a.  Tobó Watts 2.80 
507-4  Grid Leakf  50,000 ohms  200 watts  60 m.a.  1000 watts  6.50 
507-5  Grid Leakf 20,000 ohms  200 watts  100 m.a.   1000 watts  4.25 
507-51   Grid Leak*  10,000 ohms  200 watts  135 m.a.  1000 watts t 
507-66   Grid Leak**  15,000 ohms  200 watts  120 m.a. 1000 watts 
507-63  Rheostatf*  50 ohms  50 watts  1 amp. 
507-59  Rheostatef 
507-83  Rheostat*f  12.5 ohms  60 watts  2.2 amp.  5.50 

20 ohms —  80 watts 

4.0T) 
6.00 
5.5-d 

2 amp.  5.50 

*Center-tapped 
t DeForest P or R. C. A. 852 Tube 
De Forest H Tube 

Steps at 5M -1.0M -15M 
for R. C. A. 852 or DeForest P Tube 

V' For Primary Control 
"t Filament and Primary Control 

Ward Leonard eciric Compan 
37.41 South Street Mount Vernon, N. Y. 

MICROFARADS 
FOR $4 00  

GENUINE AMRAD MERSHON CONDENSER 
Type S 60-Glass Jar-60 Mict:ofarad-200 Volts 

The only type of condenser which automatically repairs 
itself if accidentally punctured by too high voltage. 
The Type S-$0, Class Jar Mershon Condenser has a capacity of 

00 ed. and will operate on voltages up to 200.  Two may he con-
nected in series for operation  at 400 volts, giving a capacity of 
110 pfd.  With such large capacity it is necessary to use only a very 
small choke and some sort of rectifier to obtain beautiful Mc. for a 
210 tube. 
It will improve any '13' Eliminator by taking out a.c. hum and 

improving quality. 

Booklet giving diagrams and full instructions packed with  each 
condenser. Shipped same day order is received. $4.00 each, postpaid. 
Cash with order.  List price, $8.00.  Reference: Industrial Bank 
and Trust Co., Boston. 

GORDON R. BADGER, Inc., 40 Court St., Boston, Mass. 

RSHON 
teCTRI1/4: ,...ONDÉkSke 

Z"I 
4,4i.e.dik.fjareg,,• 
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Amateurs--
Experimenters 

WIRELESS EU T has served amateurs faithfully for the 
past eight years.  Let us eerie you,  We ran "'apply you 
with any amateur material at a real price, 

We carry a complete line of 

General Radio, Acme, Parvolt, 
Flechtheim, R.E.L., Faradon, Thordar-
son, Signal, Weston, Amertran, etc. 

A ;et of real Short Wave Cali using Ilammariund 
Coll and O. R. Plugs,  Inel. Pri., Ruse. 20, 40, lii 

Meter Coll  18.90 
s̀era Coils   2.25 

The Real Resistor 
resistor  for  every  heed. 

'e carry a complete itne of 
Ward-Leonard products, 

44 W. 200 W. 
5,00U Ohm   $1.80  $2.84 
10.000 ohms ..., 1.80  3.20 
15,000 Ohms  1.95  4.80 
2P,OUU Ohms  let 
MX. 852  140 

50,00U ohms  for 
De  Forest  P 
Tube   5.20 

Transmitting 

Every Type of Power Trans-
former  Available.  Tbordar-
son T2028  with 55(TY  tall 
'WANE, with 9-7 ',Vt. windings. 

518.75 

-lame 200 Watt for a 210 
transmitter  with  550-75PV. 
full wave  windings.  and 2.• 

windings $U M. Also 
Condensers,  Transmitting 
tubes, i'hokes. 

Inductance lue turn, 

lcitEE:  Short ware and transmitting catalogue nius our dis-
count  eheet,  Mall Orders promptly tilled.  Include postage, 

WIRELESS EGERT 
579 Greenwich St.  New York City 

- nor-
3 -Tube 
Short Wave 

Kit 

USES  famous  R ARAS pane I HARAS 
Micrometric  Dials -smooth,  even  toning -
free from backlash -made of Bakelite.  No 

drilling; only 1 set screw; I knobs, rough tun-
ing  and  vernier.  Also HARAS Orthometric 
Variable Condensers, built of finest materials un-
der  precision  standards.  Greater  separation -
broader  tuning  range!  Get  complete  kit  at 
dealers (only 48,95) or write to 

KARAS ELECTRIC COMPANY 
4030E-1,4. Rockwell Street  Chicago, Ill. 

SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE 

16. ..--... NKF, Rocky Point. 
16.  - JPP, JYB, JYZ, Tokyo, japan. 
16.02  WTT, Rocky Point. 
16.02  2XG, Rocky Point. 
16.077  VNB,  Klipheuval,  S.  Africa. 

(Beam) 
16.146  GBJ, Bodinin, England.  (Beam) 
16.17  2XT, Rocky l'oint. 
1.6.216  GB1, Grimsby, England.  (Beam) 
16.286  VWZ, Kirkee, Bombay.  (Beam) 
16.3  VWZ, Poona, India, 
16.35  .WND, Ocean Township, N. Y. 
16.41  WEM-WEEM, Rocky Point. 
16.49  WLL- WELL, Rocky Point. 
16.49  NPG, San Francisco, Calif. 
16.501  CG, Drummondville, Montreal. 

(Beam) 
16.574  GBK, Bodinin, Eng. (Beam) 
16.6  WLL, Rocky Point. 
16.7  KN W, Palo Alto, Calif. 
16.71  WBQ- WEBQ, Rocky Point. 
16.78  WQC- WEQC, Rocky Point. 
16.93  KUN-KEUN, Bolinas, 
17. SPI, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 
17  cg2BR, Chelmsford. England. 
17  2BR, Chelmsford, England. 
17.  NKF, Bellevue Anacostia D.C. 
17.  PCG, Malabar, java. 
17.  KFUM, SS Idalia. 
17.  KKC, Palo Alto, Calif. 
17. -  KN W, Palo Alto, Calif. 
17.2  KNN, Honolulu, T. H. 
17.2  AGC, Nauen, Ger. 
17.3  WKI, Newark, N. J. 
17.4 ÂNE, Bandoeng, java. 
17.4  ANH, Malabar, Java. 
17.5  WKC, Newark, N. J.  • 
17.5  GBL, Leafield, England. 
17.5  GBM, Leafield, England. 
17.5  GBO, Leafield„ England. 
17.7  KFD, Denver, Colo. 
18.  POF, Nauen, Ger. 
18.  PCLL, Kootwijk, Holland. 
18.  1RG, "Radiogiornale", Lake Como, 

Italy. 
18.  KTA, Guam. 
18.  1CC, Cohan°, Italy. 
18.094  CRHB, Praia, Cape Verde Island. 
18.1  CRHC, Luanda, Angola, W. Africa. 
18.17  WJZ, Bound Brook, N. J. 
18.182  CRNC, Loanda, Angola, W. Africa. 
18.27  PQS, Alfragidi, Lisbon, Portugal. 

(Beam) 
18.3  WBQ, Schenectady, N. Y. 
-18.3-18.7  2XAP, New York. 
18.3-18.7  4XK, San Juan, P. R. 
18.36  CRHA, Lourenco Marques, Portu-
- , guese E. Africa, 

18.62  REB, Oakland, Calif. 
18.7  2XAP, New York, 
18.7  4XK, San Juan, P. R. 
18.8  AND, Tjililin, Java. 
19.  OLQ, SS Slamat. 
.19.4  ANK, Malabar, Java. 

ElogOra„ 
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Permanent 
Insulating Qualities! 

UNAFFECTED  by smoke, salt 
fogs and fumes, constant in their 

electrical and physical characteris-
tics, *PYREX Radio Insulators give 
permanent insulation for all radio 
work. They represent the true fusion 
of materials resulting in a homogene-
ous, non-porous insulator, uniform 
throughout its structure —high in di-
electric strength —low in  power 
loss. 

Dust and dirt cannot accumulate on 
their original diamond  hard and 

super-smooth surface.  There is no 
glaze" to check or craze. 
Made in several styles and in vari-

ous sizes: antenna, lead-in, stand-off 
bus-bar, inductance shapes, bushings, 
rods and cylinders. 
A treatise on the unique chemi-

cal, physical and electrical proper-
ties of the special glasses  from 
which these high-test insulators are 
made will be sent on request.  Write 
for "PYREX Industrial Glass 
Products". 

CORNING GLASS W ORKS 
Industrial and Laboratory Division, Dept. Q-2 

CORNING, NEW YORK 
*Trade-mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. 

To Our Readers Who fire Not A. R. R. L. Members 
Wouldn't you like to become a member of the  American Radio Relay 

League?  We need you in this big organization of radio amateurs, the only amateur 
association that does things  From your reading of QST you have gained a knowl-
edge of the nature of the League and what it does, and you have read its purposes 
as set forth on page 6 of every issue We would like to have you become a full-fledged 
member and add your strength to ours in the things we are undertaking for Amateur 
Radio, and incidentally you will have the membership edition of QST delivered at 
your door each month  A convenient application form is printed below----clip it out 
and mail it today. 

 1928 
American Radio Relay League, 

Hartford, Conn., U. S. A. 
Being genuinely interested in Amateur Radio, I hereby apply for membership in 

the American Radio Relay League, and enclose $2.50 ($3 in foreign countries) in pay-
ment of one year's dues.  This entitles me to receive QST for the same period.  Please 

begin my subscription with the   issue.  Mail 
my Certificate of Membership and send QST to the following name and address. 

Station call, if any   

Grade Operator's license, if any   

Radio Clubs of which a member   
Do you know a friend who is also interested in Amateur Radio, whose name you 

might give us so we may send him a sample copy of QST? 

  Thanks I 
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eiéw. CHI-RAD 
Short W ave Coils 

20 -40 -80 Meter Band 
Designed by Chi-Rad engineers to meet the de-
mands for an extremely efficient short wave coil. 
Complete  with mounting, hardware and  three 
interchangeable plug-in coils to cover 20, 40 and 
80 meter wave bands.  These coils are noteworthy 
for their convenience in design, neatness in ap-
pearance and  sturdiness  in  construction.  All 
Plugs give positive contact. 

Chi-Rad Short Wave Coils Complete for 20, 40 
and 80 meter band   Net Price $7.50 

Extra coil for broadcast band  Net Price $2.45 
Dealers  and  Set-builders —write  for  further 
details and discounts. 

Chicago Radio Apparatus Co. 

415 South Dearborn St.  Chicago, Ill. 

FROSPRADIOFROSTRARKI FROST•RADIO FROST RADIO FROST 

I FROST-RADIO 

î 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
At the Radio Trade  Show  In 
ourszo the week of Arne 11 Frost-
Baths will announee a sew and 
improved line of Quality Parts. 
This new line will be well worth 
waiting for.  Descriptive litera-
ture will be ready for release 
on or before the opening of the 
Show.  Have us place your name 
on our list to receive this litera-
ture.  Write no about it todey, 
using coupon below.  Our two 
famous booklets. "What Set Shall I Build?" and 
"For Better Reception" will be sent you immediate-
ly, the other literature to follow, 

Calls Heard 
(ruatinued from Pans $1') 

fat-thee fm-Svx oa-lre od-ane od-anf oz-2bg oz-San 
oz-4am op-kzet uw-lay nom abl nujj suc vlk ame 
glw fnj2 fmb hbc hg ore pie pli soue shin sod tri 
svay. 

(80 meters) 
ibjk lbyc Ipe iwf lybe Scat ldv ljn iffilzw lone Sae 
nc-lbh ea-ohk2. 

HRS-26, A. 8, Williamson, 106 Rushdale Road, Meers-
brook, Sheffield, England 
(Heard during February) 

(80-Meter Band) 
lid Ikv lwv low lje low Ifr tat lad Inik Ipi lyb 

ladw ledb lento leml lacm Ibub Duck testa letj laxa 
lajg ial tapi lent lajp laef lanh lane lafr 
lbjk learn Iasi lapk lbpw icra lead lag lane. But 
2bfp lbgm Shfi. laie layg 2hfd lam) limy leer lebn 
2c1f Shop ilex! L̀ein lepd left, lorry /se lin  ltt Sep 
Us lion lin luz lea Sam Insu Seah leas lade &Wm 
Ufa litfp hacen lawu Shit lacd lakv Aicacu tffiwt laed 
lef lyr 4.sp Shin- tibbr 8ato Rico Beds 8betn /bee tffilta 
Ibas Rene 8rina Odor /ye SYk 9d1)1 Oda 91dit 9ym Pox, 

(20-Meter Band) 
ifs lbw led lar lgp 1.11 law tut 14-us .1fn Ipm lye lee 

try lhw lie lop lvh lit imy Irp lij lea lxv led 1pe 
let lit Ike Ant Iblas leep lbsg lemf temp taut lait 
lbbr laxa latj teje lebh last lenp lber leur laba 
thhm last/ icmj lac! ial lair lafb ibed lbad that 
lako thym lane ladj tali lake lana ladm lake lakm 
la = 2tp lva lei 2gp lbg Sat Sin lait Sol 2dr Sch 
Soot Snot Shay tirad lave lake Schi Salk late lebc 
Bohr Sala Scutt filet Sarno lbum laen law! lithe 
Shim tffivg uhf leh Slw Sea Step Srw 3nr 3:hi Rag abbe 
Seee /mot lad= abed 4b1  4nh 5ba axe lug 
Saq Sge Si-tag  8,e.jy Sabe Shot Saxe (hen 8adj sadm 
8den Sadg iochi 8bhz (bet luxe /chi 8dhx Shall Senh 
Seri Mau Sago Savd 8djv Sell Drip hair mary Itek Sea 
lump  9avp ne-lar ne-lam  etc-lap ne-lad  ne-2be 
fm-Srit ai-lb wnp hjp sou pjn wit wet glky. 

(40-Meter Hand) 
il Ifr ijk lkk luz lea Idi lia Ibr Box tom lgr 

Imo lit lie lkh lwl lkg lbw Ive toe Ilx Irp Igh lox 
lad lad Ipe led lih  lok lye inn lye lid thy 'rat 
lov Eix lax lyb lea lno.Int Ire leml liffis lean lima 
ibeb  flux' leave lejc a,,..__ late lavj I.aba ibko I lamj Died lbot leph thyl lamb laqp lahw lass latz 

n 1 lacy lefp ibwo lake ibda leek levee lane lasy rm., 

1 

HERBERT H. FROST, Inc. 
Main Offices and Factory, 

1 

Elkhart, Indiana 

Chicago  New York City 

HERBERT H. FROST, Inc. 
160 North La Salle Street, Chicago 
Please tend me at once your two free booklets ''What 
Set Shall I Build?" and "Per Better Reception." 
end also place iny name on your mailing list to re-
metre your new literature when ready. 

Name 

Street Address 

City State   

FROSTIADIO FROSI SAMO FROSTRODIO fRegFRADIO IMOST. 

temp ladb  ladm lacy last laot lair taxi lejk 

lair lakd Icon) leer Ihke lbto la.km lank lbso lbOs 
lane totem lawrn lend lani layg lack lbtf lakx Ibvg 
lare ibla Lehr lityr lane lajx Ichg late lbbe iebh 
lass :Lew lho lake lbdc lark Salo lags 2ffle latv 
2bew lung nit Ravi Bout lbuo leer Sant Borne Sari 
lttoo Serb lavd land lcuo 'Sown lad! Iffiev lbbx Stun 
Scat la,oj lety lima Shad /how lbkh lbhr Sixth lauh 
Satin lxaf .lase lawn lbeo 2bdf iffifn lavb Shfo Rada 
logic lithe lbyr ltion Ufa lamt flatp laze 'Zany lblx 
lbdx Sant' lain lithe 'lab) Seat lbek bawl lab° .2agd 
edd lea 2box latin Shot Sayj Zain Sago lato Sanu 
2hse lemu iffig.t lets Ifs let Set lmd 2tp Sao Swb 
2gp 2dh late lov luo Ike llh 21..6 Mx Sum Vic Soy 
Irk lty 2.rg lea live lye 2di log Sja Sky Sew Sefb 
astib Shay Itadd lanh lade. Sant lafw lekj tiffig 3caq 
8bmz Slew Safe 8ado anti Sated Sefg Sets Sims Slid 
Sacra leew lawn liaba law! Smug lejn Sail) :ta u 
&toe la« Sant, aims lapx levk Salo Sal-iv lair Salta 
abelP lamb laps Ship tibor tffiwt licha Samw libel 
&Act, asrt lee Itpf Bof 3rf lib Sdh linh Slw Slab libe 
lijo Sul Sim lab lue lbw Bow Swj itsz Site 3,jir. lee &it 
as; lita Bed. lacy lacn lase lacx lab! ¿par ¿nef 4was 
laep 4ried 4aeu lasso 4db 4n-h 4go ¿oh 4oz lob 4sx 4ch 
4fs loo ¿et ¿ta lac 4c4 ¿et lsi. 41)1 4we loe 4.1k ¿fu 
lej lac ¿rr /le 4nt loy lea .41v ¿ht 4sv .itte law 
¿pu 411 4nri. 4rf 4ft Such 5age 5oa 5we 5kg 51e Saxe 
Senh tidrj 8avve Sax (aire Sayo &Me 81ffiz Snug Saar 
Shen Mel Mod (hub Sarig Sean Sain Sdbm Selim Stalk 
Sidcm Svak- (i-ft /elm abet Shoo Mon Sbyrt M me Same 
8luto  ilatY  Satv  Saxe  Se$W  /tips  Story  Slabs Seta 
Seer all Sim Sinn leg Sol Spi 8ke Sgz lilu Sri) Stij 81m 
lie Sect 9crj Ocjw ilaep 9exa Oemo OrIng tiara ilenk 
Oboe Seim_ 9grj 91)M fidke itee lint Odh. Oho Opel abl 
ne-lar ne-lad ne-lam ne-lbr na-She nc-lbg ne-9hz 
tin-laie up-lac np-Spo np-ljg no-Sit no-lef 
no-2ro no-leu nu- Boy nr-Ile' nr-eto oh-lab  sb-lak 

sb-lid  sb-lbl sh-lbg 
sb-lbo  oh-loa sb-lax  oh-lad  sh-lag sb-ttay 

ab-laz oto-lwa su-loa oa-lah cat-ltm na-lin on-lily 
on-lab  oa-lyi oa-lila ott-Ski oa-Skt,  t'a-lds na-Sep 
oa-lwm ac-lab on-ltwh oa-lot oa31  on-Sac 
ras-5kr ors-5-hg on-Swat oa-5hb oa-5r1 oa-5by on-7cw 
on-7ex oft-Ich oz-Iflt oz-lbg oz-lint oz-lbp  oz-lac 

at-San oz-lar crz-Swg - oz-luf oz-lai or-Sim 
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High Resistance Voltmeter 
(For the Set Owner) 

in the adjustment of his B-eliminator voltages the set owner has 
been at a disadvantage because of the excessive cost of reliable testing 
instrument of sufficient sensitivity to give accurate results. This dis-
advantage has been recently eliminated by the introduction of the 
Jewell Pattern No. 139 high resistance voltmeter. 
Although the price of this instrument is low, it is of the D'Arsonve or moving coil type with the movement 

swung between genuine sapphire jewels. The full scale value is 300 volts, the scale having 30 divisions. 
Movement parts are silvered and the scale is silver etched with black characters. The series resistance is 
wound with fine wire and accurately adjusted to give correct readings at all times. The instrument throughout . 
is of the very highest grade of workmanship. 
Dealers carry this instrument in stock, or a descriptive circular No. 1103 may be obtained by writing us 

direct. Ask for a copy. 

"2 8 

Pattern No. 139 

Jewell Electrical Instrument Co. 
1650 Walnut St., Chicago 

YE A R S  M A KI N G  G O O D  INS T R U M E N T S" 

Master the Code 
Wireless or Morse quickly 

at home with the 

Code Instructor 
No better meth-

od for self-instruc-
tion exists. Quick-

- Thorough. 
Endorsed  by  U. 
S. Navy and lead-
ing Technical and 
Telegraph Schools. 
The only instru-
ment that  RE-
PRODUCES  ac-
tual  sending of 

expert opera-
tors.  Sends 
messages, ra-

diograms, etc. Any speed. 
Silent  Complete course (6 tapes) 
Phonograph Motor  FREE.  30 times as many 
Words as any other instrument.  Tapes cannot be memorized. 
Last indefinitely. Avail yourself of the TELEPLEX for a quick 
mastery of the code. Write for booklet RL. 

TELEPLE X CO., 76 Cortlandt St., New York 

Our new 1928 catalog is jammed full of 
the newest offerings of nationally known radio parts, 
kiM, sets, accessories, table and console cabinets, etc_ 
Whatever your radio need may he its in our 1928 
catalog. AlsocontainsShort WatmSaction show-
ing the finest receiving and transmitting appar-
atus. Write for this big catalog—and for our 
confidential discount sheet—but write immediately. 
SHURE RADIO CO., 351.11 West Madison St. Chicago, III. 

a Handy Dooflicker! = 

TABLE- TYPL 
CLApin g ror 
ee e• tr.s e re. tie ' 

Just the thing for that short-wave receiver, 
especially on  very  short stuff.  Gives you 
remote control of plate voltage, regeneration 
or stabilization.  In  fact,  you  can  use  it 
wherever you require variable high resistance 
of limited current-handling capacity, just as 
your broadcast friends use it to control loud-
speaker tone and  volu me  from table, easy-
chair, davenport or elsewhere. 
Finished in statuary bronze and nickel. Felt 
bottom.  Bakelite knob. Two conductor cords 
and connecting block, for series or shunt re-
sistance.  Resistance range of practically zero 
to 500,000 ohms, in several turns of knob. 
Micrometric adjustment,  Stays put.  7-watt 
rating.  Yours for $2.ae, complete. 

Ask your dealer to show you the Table 
Type, Volume Control, Standard and Power 
Clarostats--resistance far all your require-
ments.  Or write ue direct for the dope. 

AMERICAN MECHANICAL LABORATORIES,Inc. 
Specialists  285-7 
in Variable  North Sixth St. 
Resistors  Brooklyn, N. Y. 
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PRECISION! 
Sangamo engineering of Audio 
Apparatus  is followed  up by 
precision  production  methods 
gained in nearly Si) years Pre-
Melon  instrument  nuinufactur-
ing.  in Sangamo Transformers 
athi Impedances the set builder 
ami manufacturer  is thus  as-
sured of that precise watching 
of each unit ta the designated 
tube so neeessary for superior 
tune mialitY. 

The "Yellow Spot" 
Designates the Sonya. = Tyne 
"A"  Audio  17ransformer used 
for es.seatie amplification. 'Phis 
transformer  tuts  the  flattest 
curve  (most  uniform  amplifi-
cation at all audible frequen-
cies)  available  in  any  trans-
former  at  the  present  dine. 
!Auk for the transfermer with 
the yellow spot. 

"Light Blue" 
'rue Light Blue Soot identifies 
the Sangarno In-put Transformer 
for push-pull ampiitication. Etas 
high inductanee primary to se-
cure high amplification on low 
frequencies.  Accurately divided 
secondary gives almost hientt-
eel frequency characteristic tarse 
gea  caell  half.  "Type  B" — 
known te the light blue spot. 

"Dark Blue" 
Output Transformer for push-
pull  amplifier having an im-
pedance to match DX-210 iffIC-
31 ei  M el  fi X-112  (C X-112) 

robes,  'Maximum transference 
of energy on ley/ end of the 
m aclest sea 

Also makers .if Sangamo 5 
Bakelite—made accur 

"Green" 
Same as above eseept Impedance 
Watches  UX-171  and  CX-371 
tubes. 

"Red" 
The Red Spot designates  the 
Satigamo Type "E" Output Im-
pedance,  keeps  henry  D.  C. 
"II" current from  loudspeaker 
windings.  Tap  reunified  for 
matelPng Impedance to liX-1/1. 
(CX-311..) or UK-210 (CK-310) 
tubes, also 17X-112 (eN-112). 

"Orange"  - 
Used  fox  impedance  coupled 
amplification,  auto-transformer 
coupled amplification, or as Im-
pedance in plate circuit of de-
tector  tube  to prevent  feed-
back.  oscillation  or  "motor-
boating" in 'transformer coupled 
amp  er. 

ilea Condensers, moulded In 
ate and stay accurate. 

SANGAMO ELECTRIC CO. 
SP RI N GFI EL D, ILLI N OIS 

To Make Your Set 100% Efficient 
You Should Use 

Patented Non-Magnetic "VAC-SHIELD" 
on Your Radio Tubes 

They meyent interstage .omPlIng, elim-
inate  stray  capacities, stop  tubes  from 
)ibrating and howling and increase dis-
tame. 
"Vac-Shield"  are  adaptable  to  any 

socket and ti.t all type -01A and the New 
Type  -22 Shielded Grid lobeo. 
"Vae-Shield"  ore adjustable. made of 

heavy gauge metal fitting tubes snugly, 
found uy laboratory  test  to  be  *most 
efficient. 
work welder. eith Supers and Short 

iVavn Sets. 

Order Today by Mail Post Paid $1,00 or sent 
$1.15, by wanted. 

ORANGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES 
250 McKinley Ave.  East Orange, N.J. 

DODGE RADIO SHORTKUT 
With Appendix and Hints be Better Key Work,  Flies 

Signals in mind to stick--Kills Hesitation, Cultivates Speed 
find Good Fist —Produces Results.  Slow Hams raise speed 
to '21 per in few evenings.  Previoua Failures quality and 
sass exam quickly.  Beginners master code and pass In 
ten days. 

DODGE HIGH SPEED METHOD 
'Intensive Speed Practice) 

quickly puts 25 per liorna in 35-40 per class.  Five 
Hams report made this gain In few evenings.  One of 
trial) by 75 minutes total practice only. 

DODGE MORSE SHORTKUT 
Easily mastered by Radio Ops —KlIls tendency to mixurf 

cre  eonfusion.  Either code used as desired. 

REPORTS  FROM  USERS 
Tell  the  complete  story —Matted on  f equest  Radio 
$5.10.  Iligh Sneed 0250.  Morse $2.50,  Honey order. 
None C. O. D.  Foreign add 50 rents. 

C. K. DODGE.  MAMARONECK, NE W YORK. 

Say You Saw 

on-beta  oz-la.e  oz-4ae  oz-4aa  iyz-4an on-da m 
ae-ley  aq-i mdz ant giky latta kgaa nasa 

oedb wan  j kda. 

.BRS-79, D. J. Beattie, 399 Manchester Rd., Burnley, 
England 

(Heard between Jan. 1 and Feb. 15) 

ladw lafl lags larnj lata iatj latr lax! laxq laxx 
that lbed Iblo lbqs ibqt lbw leax led teje lene teem Sex 
1de Ito Igh  law lih lkh ten low 'caw labb ladl 
lair lags lagtv 2ahg laib lung lane( ltioj lard layq 
lawn lax') lilac Iban lbek lbev libda lof Daft, lhox 
logj leo dccl  2fs  2je lije log lips'  lqv  Hp  ltv 
libe leg &Lib lajo 3anh 3ech lefg Icki 3gt 3ht los 
4b1 4e1 4hx 5rg Skit liavw Sawn Sava 8bto Scia 8dne 
8gz Sid  Peal rae-lay ne-lbr ne-Ida  ne-lbj ne-Sae 
rut-Ixl. 

P.  Pemberton,  115  Cambridge  Road.  Wimbledon. 
London S. W. 20, England 

(80 meters between Nov. 22, 1927 and Feb. 8, 1928) 

labz latb lajg lait lalb lanh laud lasu lavk Ibtz 
ibhm lbi lbjk ibnh lbvi Ihwin leew lab lade lefp 
ldr lgq lhb lii lin ljn lmr 1pe tal ltd lyb lwq lagn 
lagq lait le.ag 2bfd lbS a's:in lait lbse lavis lap 
lepd  letta  leaf  lax!  dtly  ley'  der  line 
Ewe lade lafw 3ajw late Snob laqi Sawn Shit Sims 
aber Sea deft luz Szf 4aau 4aed 4ff 4fx 4pae. 4qy 4mn 
4we 4wg 4xe Suez Sajk Sake Said ham  Sapb Sam! 
Stag Star Sayu (the m 81)eq liben Slitn isbgd Obis Shan 
Sell 8i-My 8-emw Sang (tenu Serf tided Sdkx 2dme lids 
Say Sjb  arum OOpptt  Pain 9atv thaw 9bee 9bdt 9bhe 
9bwj 9epr Per m 9dae todg w 9eho 9hh ne-Ids'. 

E. A. Rowden, 12 Pennsylvania Road, Exeter, England. 
1.awe lass ihhs le mp lie lain n ay lobe Ùp laud 

laqz la w/ 3nr 4afig 4rien 4fre 4jr 4rn 4we 4win Sa be 
Salty liben Sbox ((ene Sent Set].  Sdkt Scion adrp 
Parr Pria 9ejw King Peen ne-lar nl-gren nr-lea ot(-2dy 
oa-4pn oa-5hg  vpq. 

eg-6LI, A. E. Livesey, 15 rue d'Orleans, Pau, B. P. 
France 

(20 meters on March 4, 1928) 

lacis iba iber tun lao lain! ldr 3hi 3104, 4b1 4ft 4xi 
llaq Tar. Sadm Sago Sakz Sapp last 8htr Stu Sett* Sep 
Pas Mane 9dpb Petit Uewh 9h m 9xi. 

et-8FT, R. et A. Aronsaohn, I bis rue J. Devine— 
Colo mbes (Seine) France 

(Heard during February) 

taae tally lai na lakel  lak m .lacy  last lets' taxi( 
lbbe Ibke iber  lenz lar Idl lee lig ija Ikh 
lid labo hang dawi day loir dbox 2etf devj 2rs 2te 
2ty lue lar lap Ivy lianh laqz lbnu lekj ldh Shg 
3pf late hat 4aez 'Saab 4eh 4ea 4f1 41m 4kf, 4ob 4pe 4pt 
ladle Salu 8bet Sb) 8bra ((eau tiche Sex Sdkx Sjek Sgz 
9a.hj ifbaz Slimy np-4pq np-4se sb-law oh-lag ab-Sae 
n1-5aa se-las fo-p m on-lia mi-5ex wits, avw. 

ef-R091, C. Conte, 24, fake du Rocher, Clichy-anus-
Bois  (S-et-O!  France 

(Heard during February) 

laje lak m Sanad lane laqt laue last lbyr lbdo lais 
ledi le mf letp lex  ldl lgh lie lk.k lit 1.mx lrp lwl lagp 
lard late lass /an layj lack 2bi1 2bhr lap /euf Ifs 
line 2jn Hp dty 2we dwy Sno w 3anb lamb la m net 
fibgg  abuts latin 3ejn liekg  3dg  lhf  3Pf 
Sal 4aez 4aar 4aep 4aey 4bb 4b1 4ef 4ej 450 4gy 4oe 
4.pe 4we 4wm 5aq fikg Boa 3:gb 'Tek 8adia Salle  ka.sf 
Sane Savd Sava Saks Slijit Sbyn 8bwz 8bbs See 8elti 
Saw Song Send Segk Meg Sdme Sdpa Sdps She he 
übbw Def Pete Peto Pain Peri 9gj then 9bcie ne-lar wnp. 

ex-30 N, Roger Soueasse„ cfo U. C, A. 35 S. 3rd St., 
I'hila, Pa. 

On board S. S. Ontario, KQO fro m Boston to Phila. 
last week of February. 

Saran 5aqe 5ayl 5ge 50x hyb ((air  laud 6bak ldfa 
Selo  lip  dok boj Sagk  Said  Salo Sema Sane  8anz 
ldbh 8vd Swt fiejw 9bwk 9bhg 9eyp 9drd 9dxp Peal 
9eht 9pg goo ne-lbe rie-dez ne-lab ne-lbr nc-Sri! na-lea 
ne-4ar ne-41v nq-5by ncl-lev aq-Inni aq-1.1m as-136we 
ghwz rio agar ir-1 glq gby nni nikk nudrd cool, ad-d 
a.q deg jock. 

5PK, J. P. Be Bardeleben, KDOF, S. S. Beeee-rner (VW, 
Isthmian S. S. Lines, 50 Trinity Place, New York City 
(Heard between Yokoha ma, ;foram and Iloilo, P. u. 

January 1928) 

tack duo Unix 4qr Saul Sep 9ehm 9ek Penn Pack 
o-l mo  op-l ay  op-Ire  op-lad  op-Ise  op-das 
oa-31tr oa-lck ou-4er oa-4dp na-5wh nm-56xe aj-4zz 
at-lb on-data oc-Inc kzpl -kzpe jYb jbk jata jan jph jes 
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For your new 
Frequency 
Meter 

ET your house in order! 
Make your plans now for 

building the new frequency 
meter for 1929 which you will 
need in conforming with the 
Radio Commission's ruling to 
keep within the narrower transmission band. 
Your frequency meter should be equipped 

with a Weston Thermo-Galvanometer because 
its low internal resistance is absolutely indepen-
dent of frequency; and its overload capacity of 
500 milliamperes gives protection against meter 

to meet the 
1929 

requirements 
burn-outs caused by excessive 
momentary overloads—due to 
too close coupling. 
Weston Thermo-Galvano-

meters are made in two sizes— 
of the usual inimitable Weston 

quality in design and construction. These Gal-
vanometers—Model 425,314  in. diam. and Model 
507, 2 in. diam. are made in flush type, finished 
in dull japan with silver etched scales. The 
electrical characteristics of these instruments 
are identical and their resistance is 5.2 ohms. 

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION 
602 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, N, J. 

Model 425 - 

31-4 in diam. 

$15.00 
WESTON 

RADIO 
INSTRU MEN TS 

Model 507 -

2 in. diam. 

$14.00 

Model "N" 
Vario Denser Pep Up 

Your Set 

With 

X-L Products 
Tune quickly —adjust accurately —eli minate distract-
ing noises--get correct tube  oscillation — with X-L 
VARIO D ENSERS in your circuit. 
Designers of all latest and best circuits specify and 
endorse. 
MODEL "N"--Micremeter adjustment easily tnade, assures exact 
oscillation control in all tuned radio frequency circuits, NeutrodYne 
Roberts  2-tube,  Browning-Drake.  Silver's  Knockout.  Capacity 
range 1.8 to 20 Mfd.  Price $1.00. 

MODEL “G"--Ohtains the proper grid rapacity on ffiwiteday cir-
cuits filter and intermediate frequency tuning in super-heterodYne 
and positive grid bias in all sets,  Capacity 
range, Model 0-1 ,00002 to .0001 Mfd. Model 
(1-5 .0001 to .00(15 Mfd. Model G-10 ,00ga 
to .001 Mfd.  Price each with grid clips $L,:;0. 
X-L PUSH POST —NN W1 Bakelite Insulated. 
Push it down with your thumb. insert wire, 
remove pressure, wire is firmly held,  "Vibra-
tions will not loosen, releases instantly.  Price 
each 155. 
FREE--New up-to-date book of wiring dia-
grams, showing use of N./1.. units in all pop-
ular hookups, also the Goodwin Aperiodic De-
tector Circuit, applicable to any ,set; add, X-L P US H 
stage without added tuning controls.  Write 
today.  POST 

X-L RADIO LABORATORIES, 
Dept.  13, 1224 Belmont Ave.,  Chicago, Illinois 

Signal Corps, Aero Radio Transmitter type AR 6, Maker Gen-
eral Radio Co. easily converted to CW for $21.00; Mica Trans-
mitting condensers, oak case  .002 M,  14 K11, rating, Inc 
82.50.  Marconi Transformer 1, 51.10 cycle, type CM 432. Pr). 
volts 160.  Sec. volts, 11,300.  1 K W with reactance for $12.50; 
FL S. Navy typa Cl, 239.  Receiving Set, 1000-10,000 meters.. 
A-1 condition.  Mkr. Ntl,  Elec. Suit Co.  Complete without 
tube cabinet, for $411.00.  Largest stock of Government Radio 
Transmitting  and  Receiving material in IL  S.  Send _2c 
stamp for our new and latest reduced price list.  Ship - any-
where.  WEIL'S  CURIOSITY SHOP,  20 South 2nd  St., 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

THE 

cite VIBROPLEX 
Rag, Trade-Marks: Vlbroptex/ButrLightnhe Bug 6 

" 

Japanned  Base  $17 
Nickel-Plated  19 

More beautiful.  More efficient. 
dreds already sold. 

Famous 
Improved 
Vibroplex 
Used the world --
over because of 
its ease and Per-
fection of send-
ing. Over 100,000 
users. 

No. 
H ere's the 
Bug yo u 

rit I  Stow 
r f ast —  it 
ends smooth-
ly, accurately 
and  wit h 
amazing ease, 
In Greet New 
F eat ur es 
New  design. 

A great bug I Hun-

Special Radio Bug  Japanned Base  $15 
Equipped with  Nickel-Plated  19 
extra large, spa-
daily constructed contact points 
current without use of relay 

Re mit by Money Order or .Registered Mail. 

to break high   $25 

THE VIBROPLEX CO., Inc. 
825 Broadway  N E W Y O R K 

Cable Address: "VIBROPLEX" New York 



77, 11, -. 0” 

This ne w  unit is  a knock-out for warp-proof, 
heat-proof performance.  Its construction permits 
continuous operation at temperatures of 482' F. 
and beyond.  Resistance wire is wound on metal 
once, asbestos-insulated; core expands with wire, 
insuring smooth action.  Narrow resistance strips 
wive small  resistance jumps per turn, further 
assurance of even  regulation.  Compact 2" di-
ameter.  Ohms -500, 250, 150, 50, 15, 6, 3, .2, .5 — 
price $1.25.  Can also be furnished as a poten-
tiometer.  At dealer's, or C. O. D.  You need this 
new Power Rheostat.  Send postal for new cir-
cuit literature. 

CENTRAL RADIO LABORATORIES 
20 Keefe Avenue  Milwaukee, Wis 

AT LAST! A real, honest-to-goodness broad" 
cast "mike" at a reasonable price. 

A genuine two button stretched diaphragm type, al-
ready in use in many broadcast stations, but selling 
at a price within reach of the amateur—only $40.00. 
E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY  WASECA, MINNESOTA 

Genuine Bakelite Panels 
3/16 Thick, Color Black 

3843n reg. price $29.00, Special at $9.75 per panel 
30x38" reg. price $22.00, Special at $7.25 per panel 

American Sales Co., 19.21 Warren St., N. Y, City 

ROBERT S. KRUSE 
C onsultant and Technical W riter 

103 Meadowbrook Road, 
West Hartford, Conn. 

Telephone Hartford 45327 
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jhl Mt tiee/.. . mow tom xpi *al zne x e eat uva 
- von gm ltz rSc vmb rot zosb cet hut nigu. 

- :K. l)ezerville, 16 rue .St. Laurent Lawny. S. et 
France 

(Heard between Oct. 1927 and Feb. 1926) 

laaw laba labd laeq lace talk -lake lanx tata 
latu laus iavk lawrn laxa laxx Ibbl Ibdq ibdy lblf 
ibis lbna Ibris lbqs lbw lentf lenat lent lecp Ibqd 
lttt lfm lgh lie iih lja lkk la° Inx lqb Iro I.sw twi 
.1wv Isv Sag Saga Sago 2aib Saira laid Sang Sanp 
Sanq lapi..2ats 2avg 2ayj Saxp 2bek lbev lbds lbfq 
2bir 2bme Mum 2-bvv Sea ledr Schi Seua Setm. Scvj 
Seri let lid lfp lgp Stud 2mi 2ov Sou Srs 2tp Sty 
Sup Svm 2xad Saba Sabo &ay; laid Saih Saem Sew 
Sabo 3aim. Samx Satre Sapn Sauv Sbkw 3bm 3bmz Sbnu 
Stow  iice Seib  Saig 3dqt 3ec lit Sgt Sit Sabe Situ 
Stir Soo 3pf 3pr Sue Sorn 3qu 1st 4aba 4aerl 4ek Icen 
4ob 400 4qy ,4si 5ayl boa Fs.rg àyb Sabx Salle 81:raz 3bhz 
8bpa 81mq Seau Scvs Sexi.  ildud Man. Set lcej lerg 
Min' lea.; nb-bell ne-lap ne-lais ne-lbr ne-lam 
ne-lfn ne-Cid ne-Swg  nr-Sea sa-da8 
it)-.1xj sb-law sh-lbu sb-lbg sb-lid oz-lbr oz-lab oz-2bg 
tiz-2at oz-Sata oc-lime oz-lmt oz-4am oz-4ac. 

cc-211N, near Brno Moravia. Czechoslovakia 

Iacm laim lavl lemr lcue 1.dm lit tr.° 1st Sago 
Salt 2br 2eu Stu 2tt Suo abet Sbz1 Sht *Sabo Semi 4tu 
4wh Sadg 8aly 1pin lefo mg-rann au-raps ep-lam 
fm-lay fm-81p fm-8rit fm-Sesr fm-Sal ne-lad ne-lar 
np-vsa np-5rq  s b-1 h.  b- I by eb-2aj 
sh-lqa au-Sat su-lid l oxj 'web wnp 

obis Weirouch, Mestec, Kralove, Czechoslovakia 

lakm lagi labv laq lavj laxa 1.bhs Ibk I.bke lek 
lens 1d1 1.gh Ighj Di-ye lb- 1.kk iron' Ina Ici laz 
lxi lxv 2acc Sang Saga laly ludo  layj Snir Sher 
Serb 2:kr Soy Sow Sao ltr Sams la b- Salb Sani ChM 
:Mot Sec Scki 3dv 3hf ash 3sj 4ob Ogz labi ag-rano 
aq-lmdz as-Sfira au-rabs ne-lar ni-Sxo nr-eto nx-lel 
na-low oz-2br oc-3 r oz-Ses sb-lao sv-Ire  xei-lfp 
x7cbz xorb xom anh able gkt glw big cil vte. 

cl-ICR, log. Vincenzo Quasimodo, Gorizia, Italy 

1.c:hr iact  Ibux lbax leax lino  letp  lajx icrb 
1F4Vi  temp lkk larnu laxa Imy then lage lait Inn' 
1py  lhyv icy  lawe m w  '113z1 lxv lot lepb 
1.da laths ibhm labro ladm lic traw ibhs I.aaw Ints 
leic lemx Ifl lany iwl Diem  1akz 'aim lbw lbyl 
lbiv 'ben lase laxx lc = laiq lia ibqs ici lbke b ut 
141 lays lair tacit ill laso lid iris lof lxv lbeb Ikl 
lbjk lki laq lxaw lalu Iba Sdi Sago Sash Sum 
Sag 2bbc 2sdl laer 2:kl. 2irp Sae 2tr lavz lsz Zang 
2tp lbbe Sch Scjd 2byd Ulm Serb Samd log lane 2he 
2ahg Ib as latk Sass Saga Salim Snro Sty 2azk /alb 
Sabi  2bcp  latq  Shad  2burn  Ufa  Sbox  1kw Iba 
Ilanh Siter Sage Srb Stn Old  Snr  lijo Snb Sadd Stan 
liql  SD( Sid Sakw 3alq 3wf Sege Shf arnw Shur 
3qe ast Suiv Sqt lkj  Seki  Scaq Samx 3gp Sauv 
libgo 4b1 4px 4qz 4rn lai lip 4rm 41k 4t.0 4.Oli 4ft 
lava  5In 5ago lbf 5mx 5atb 5yb Sim Odes  Sbto 
Eldon Sal ecnh 8ayu 81-iht 8-btr Sadg 8box 8cil rive 
&Dix Sella Sties 8dod laja 8bto Scrlb Odia Stmt. Satv 
8efr Iliad &Ida Mid Secs Sacs liben Sdqx Oche Secq 
9eld lcrd !May falb lark levy Sell 9jk lb-my led 

len laic Sews Set lbzi lawi lblw Mice lofa 
1,b1ws lapv lez ne-lbr ne-lap ne-lbt ne-Itim nc-lar 
nc-leo .nc- Sag ne-Sal  ne-Sbj ne-2be ne-lia nc-Dm 
ne-Sag nj-20z nf-bat np-4sa nt-5ez ni-trhy  ox-lxl 
run-In nut-lbw nm-ax ns-San ns-Dg nd-hfk nr-2fg 
nrcto ne-Ose ne-Srg tm-Set  nq-Skp nq-lro  nu-Sry 
sb-.1c1. sb-lax eb-lac sli-lad sb-lab  sb-lib sb-lay 
ab-lbr sb-leg  sb-law  sb-lea sb-lan  sb-laq 
ab-Saz ab-lar eh-Sax -eb-2 d sb-2.a.1  oh-Sag  sb-Say 
sti-lab  sb-7ab  au-Sat  su-Sith 

se-lab  ec-2ar  sa-lpu  sa-eb8 sa-del sa-elf 
an'- ire oa-Sdy cret-lyj oa-Stm  oa-Sjw  na-lyi oa-leh 
os-2cm oa-Smo nu-Sam oa-Swm oa-Sbd ott-3vi na-3hq 
oa-Sik os-Sga oa-Mig oa-lbg oa-7ew oa-7-bq oa-7gh 
ea-7h1  oz-Ifb oc-lar -os-2bg oz-lbr oz-Sga  oz-Sax 
oz-241  cyz-lab  oz-2-bp oc-lac oz-Ran  oz-lap 
oz-3ar oc-lac ice-4a  a oz-lam fq-pm fo-aga fa-gede 
fk-Sras rb-8h1 ai-2kx ao-lbr au-lim, 

oz-28J, A. Evans, 269 Taranaki St., Wellington, N.Z. 

(Heard during --January) 

laqp lad lavl 1.bop lei Igz Ixr Sago Su m 2alu 
Sbsj Sao Sca Sgt 4.fu 4tu 5aa Saab lafx lain laky 
San balm ík  5kg 51n 5mi loe 5Pr 5q1 5rg 5gb Sadk 
Swim  bdr  Safe  6agg emer  Sahn Sam  lahp Save 
Sato lavl lazy 6bau lbfq lbgl 6bhv Chi 6bq Sbiu 
lbnu  Shog alloy lbph lbts  6bvv  6bwi  tibxi  leas, 
6cel Gehl  Sect 6chv 6cuo ldfq Sdfm 6dat Calkt Idler 
ldjw Idle Mpg lea 6fs 6gn Six Svw Sqf 6qo tithe 
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A.A•ow 

roee 1.c •IcveLr 

THE NATIONAL CYCLE 
COMPANY 

605 EAST 4Tré STREET 

Electric specialty Co.. 
225 South Street 
Stamford, Conn. 

Gentlemen:-

giz\ituuil 
rr) 

AMARILLO TEXAS  July 18 1927 

This will acknowledge receipt of yours 15th inst 
and we are pleased to say that the PECO motor-generator sets 
used by us at yin », our broadcasting station, have given the 
best of service. 

While we have never attempted to overload any of 
our apparatus we find that the ESCO machines working right 
at their limit have given excellent satisfaction and take 
pleasure in recommending them to anyone in need of such 
machines. 

Trusting we will find it possible to assist es 
in placing machines in the future, we .r.re 

Yours truly 

TITE  A  cYcLE CO 7 AllY 

'92 

erator and engineer of WCAG 

You Can Quickly Beco me An 

EXPERT RADIO OPERATOR 
The Candler System of Training in 
High-Speed Telegraphing Shows How 

Theo. McElroy, World's Champion Radio Operator, 
endorses no other system.  Read what he sa,ye—,"At 
the  Pageant of  Progress,  Chicago,  I copied  56 
words per minute for 5 minutes, establishing a new 
radio record, which I still hold.  I owe my Skill, 
Speed and Steady Nerve both in sending and receiving 
to The Candler System."  What this system has done 
for McElroy and thousands of others —it will do for 
YOU. 

FREE Booklet explains system fully. Send for it 
TO-DAY. A post card will do. Send Now! 

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO.,  Dept. AR 
6343 So. Kedzie Ave.,  CHICAGO, ILL. 

Power Transformers 
Guaranteed—Mounte,d—Co mplete 

I Kw.-2000-2400 v. each ski   $30.00 

1 E. w.-2500-3000  each side   35.00 
600 watt 1000-1500 v. each side   14.00 

600 watt 2000-2500  each side   21.00 
250 watt  550- 700  each side   10.50 
250 watt 25 cycle  550- 700 v.   14.00 

700 watt 25 cycle 2000-2500    20.00 

Add $2.00 for fil winding. 

9CES F. GREBEN 
1927 S Peoria St., Pilsen Station, Chicago, Ill. 

and 

tjNJr EL 

Ka ki IC 
RADI O 

(1)Cc/alcil io*r conzpiele 

ANNOUNCEMENT 

Fansteel Products Company, Inc. 
NORTH CHICAGO, ILL.  11 
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7.1.0 'Tog 75d 7g1 Re m Dara Darn Dbrib 9barm Dcjh 
9erj  9dwa oSib Polk Pez 9nr ac-la ac-2ck oc-211 
ste-4tix ai-2kt ai-2kw aj-4dx aj-4zit ele4au  cb-4bc 
ef-íleo  em-sf4 ne-2bg oh-6avl oh-6bh 
oh-i3boe  oh- Mir  oh-iidne  oh-tix.k  on-barn  on-ditk 
op-4sn sa-Sen 

Radio SMZF, Vigge, Sweden 
(Heard between :January II and February 11) 
Ive D ue igh label lbke Tbqd 2adb 2,afr legit las 

2dp 2ahg 2tp 2bly 2bbc 2bfo bais Sinew 3aj Ike 
ilamn &kw &tee. 

eu-05ra, V. Vostriakov, U. S. S. R. Moscow 6, Mal. 
.Dmitrovita 10 hv 2 

liny lakz lchs mix 2uo 2exl lame Iteda Scfg Sobe 
Snag (Ho. 

NE W C ROSLE Y 
JE W EL B O X 

Genuine neutrodvne AC receiver. 130 volts on plate of last tube gives full 
natural tone. Very sharp and selective, Write Dept.I8 for information. 

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION 
Powel Crosley, Jr., Pres.  Cincinnati, Ohio 
Licensed only for Radio Amateur, Experimental and 
Broadcast Reception. 
Prices slightly higher in far western states. 

Battery Type Bandbox,  $55 
Dry Cell Bandbox, Jr..  $35 

P.ACENT DUO-LATERAL COILS 
Ll  R laboratories,  experimenters, 
r engineers and for special circuits, 
Pacent Duo-Lateral Coils are the 

accepted standard. 

A complete line of all 
standard turn ratios 
are always in stock. 

Write for information 
and prices 

Pacent Electric Co., Inc. 
91 Seventh Avenue, New York 

RADI O SCI-1:10 0L 
Send for Catalogue 

MASSACHUSETTS RADIO and 
TELEGRAPH SCHOOL 

18 Boylston St.  Boston,  M ass. 

Communications Department 
(Continued from Page 19) 

PRAIRIE DIVISION 

MANITOBA--SCM, D. B. Sinclair, ITV —Nine new 
stations have appeared on the air since last month. 
4DU continued his DX tho spending little time on the 
air.  4DP, 4D W and 4EY have left town.  4GG Is 
going fine and has applied for OBS and ORS.  4GQ 
and 4GG are putting Winnipeg on the snap in fine 
shape.  4DY and 4.BP have decided to quit and sell 
out.  ICT is in the throes of moving $33  had little 
time for radio.  Il e will be home this week.  4EK 
had a 60 wetter on the air for a while but got 
better results with a 210 so is now using the little 
tube.  ..IFV's 210 pushed an 12.6 signal into eg5BY. 
4FS and 4AR have schedules with local stations and 
are received regularly here. 
Traffic:  IVY 51, 4GG S. 
SASKATCHE WAN —SCM, W. T. Pickering, 4F0— 

IBM has been Q,S0 the Canadian 5th Dist, and is 
trying to hook the ist now.  41111 is getting out 
better with his 7l4 watter than he did with his 
250 wetter and he sends in a photo of his layout 
and includes his face.  4111 turns In a very nice 
message total and reports being mostly on 20 which 
he says is fine for traffic.  4AC has been handling 
traffic with KL at the Gold Lake mines.  IHS is 
back on again but is having trouble with his MG. 
4FC has been keeping a schedule with VBY at Fort 
Churchill.  Both ope at ICK have their lot class 
tickets now. 
Traffic:  ITH 45, 4IIS 35, IAG 25, 411E 24, IBM 

16, ICE 6, 4:FC 3. 

ADDITIONAL AND LATE REPORTS 
WEND- reports a new ham in Kansas City, Mo., 

91,10. oplAD sends in a One total this month.  MIX 
is up on 80 meters now.  1BCII is a prospective ORS. 
2BO W reports a new ham, 2BKN, coming on in Dobbs 
Ferry.  2ABY, visited OfK, the SS Lituania and had 
a chat with the chief op.  2CNS wins the election in 
Eastern N. Y. nc4FIC sold his 500 volt generator so 
-is on 200 volts and 2 UX201A tubes now.  SAYE is 
going to put up a new Zeppelin antenna.  SSE is 
pleased to announce the arrival of a new YL opera-
tor, Lucille Amelia Fitch on March 16.  Congrats to 
you and Mrs. 11211, 0M. 6CQP is doing radio service work 
now.  tiBV0 reports a -fine schedule to Arizona work-
ing now.  6AD sends in a good report this month. 
511G writes us that 50E accidentally shot himself on 
Mar. 22 while cleaning his gun but is recovering. 
IAIIV reported direct this month a.s he forgot it 
until too late to send to his SCM.  7A.IIT is now 
dosed down and is leaving for Los Angeles soon. 
KINK reports that there are two operators at his 
station and hope to be an ORS soon. 
Traffic: DENIJ 168, oplAD 412, 6BTX 22, 1BCK 

91. 2BO W 25, 2ABY 20, ncIFF 17, 2CNS 14, 6CQP 
54, 68V0 48, lAIIV 41. 7A.TH 16, 6AD 174, 

86 

THAT'S W HAT THEY ALL SAY 
Rectifier Engineering Service, Cleveland, Ohio  Laramie, Wyo., 3-6-'23 
Gentlemen:— 

Just a few lines lo cypress my appreciation of your Arc outfit.  Ira sure great. sad t don't believe any other kind of 
!edifier can begin to compare with It, I wouldn't be without one If Ito Mt were several times as great. 1 can recommend 
It ro any barn who wants a first class rectifier, atol also want to thank you tor your prompt shipment and service.  1 am sure 
a booster fur It, 0M. because toc a r,gditier nothing on the market can begin to compare with it, ItIG as soon as I can get 
II odiase current in will be ready tar your 6 phase Are outfit. 

73  It. W. 'WALTON  TAIL 
In charge 'Vocational Elec. Dept, Laramie High School Laramie, Wyo. 

The Mercury Arc has your rectifier problems solved. Data sheets describe latest developments. Low lass gem alive. 0 phase arcs. 
RECTIFIER ENGINEERING SERVICE, 

4837 ROCKWOOD  RADIO 8filL  CLEVELAND, OHIO 
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Bradley Leak, CK 
absolutelynoise- l'u 
less and stepless, 
2000 to 30,000 ohm re-
sistance.  List  $5, 
special $2.95. 
No. 12 Enameled copper wire. $  01 
any length. ft. 

No. 10 Enameled copper wire, 
any length. ft.  01 1/4  

Genuine Bakelite Panel 
10x14r.  I  50 

Teto-50 Watt Socket  I  45 
Myers $5 -I% volt Bet. or 
Amp tube. complete with 
mounting  dins   95 

Belden braid ,4 Inch wide, ft.   06 
Neon  tube,  type B.  ultra 
sensitive.  Ilas  sealed  in 
electrodes, positive contacts. 
Best indicator for  wave-
meter    1.50 

Thordarson Power Transformer 
$13  list-T-125,  cap.  100 
Watt, secondary each side of 
noniral  350 and  1.50 volts, 
$9.85. 
$10  list -T-126,  cap.  450 
watt, secondary each side of 
neutral 1000 and 1509 volts, 
$13.95. 
$30  list-T-127,  rap.  900 
Watt. secondary each side of 
neutral 1000 and 1500 volts, 
$22.50. 

45 VESEY STREET 
N E W  Y O R K 

New York's  Headquarters  for 
Trans mitting Apparatus 
W hen in Town Visit Our Store 

Full Line of Ac me -- Thordarson -- Jewell -- Flech-
theim -- General Radio -- Signal -- Bradley 

S PE CI ALS 
Dubilier Mica Condenser .002 cap. 6.000 working volt.  1.95 
General Radio 247D .001 cond. plain or with vernier  1.75 

Dubilier -cond. 1.7 mid. 1,000v D.C. trot; 050v. working 
voltage  1.35 

Dubilier coed-5 mfd. 1.000v D.C. working voltage  .85 
R.C.A. -U.V. 1716 Super Net, transformer  1.45 

Dubilier Duration It. P. transformer  2.95 
Ward Leonard Resistances; fits standard base receptacles; 

sires 300 -600 -900 -1200 and 2000 'ohms  .95 
$10, Imported German head sets; very sensitive  3.45 
Honeycomb Coils unmounted, all sizes in stock at 'O:r irrito. 
5$ Signal Corp adjustable arm micro-transmitter for 

panel mounting  2.45 
Heath condenser double spaced for transmitting .00025 cap 2.45 
Dubilier buffer condenser .1 mfd. .000 v. D.C. each  .50 
Bristol 50 Henry choke  2.75 
0.50 Acme ,0005 enclosed condenser  .95 

Pyrex Low-loss V.T. 
sockets. each .39c. 1 Plechtheim  Condensers, 

all types 35% off llst. 

M AIL ORDERS FILLED SA ME D AY 
10 % M ust Acco mvany AU Orders 

Cardwell c o n - 
densers, double 3. 45 
spaced for trans-
mitting, .00025 cap. 

Electrad  Wire  Fired  R'e-
sistance, type 13, 25 watts, 2" long 
5,00u ohm, centre tapped  5 .95 

10,000 Ohtlle. centre tapped  1.10 

Type 0, ne watts, 4" long 
5,000 ohm. centre  tapped  1.45 

10,000 ohm, centre tapped  1.75 

Tyne D.  75 watts 
29.000 ohm, centre tapped 2.25 

Ward Leonard Resistance 

$4.75 list-6 1,4.s inch long -it00-

1000 -1200 -3000 -6000 -8000-
I1000 ohms; can be used for 
2-50 watt tubes or leso. $1.45 

Arms C. W. 30 Henry Choke 
$18  ilst-150  .51.A.  single, 
$14.40,  also other  aloes  at 
special prices. 

12ST Oscillating Crystals 
New Prices Effective April First, 1928 

AMATEUR BANDS 
Prices for grinding crystals at random frequencies which fall 
within the bands described below are as follows: 

1715 lies. to Din lies. $15,00. 
1826 Eco, tel 2000 Km. $13.00. 
5500 Kes. to 3650 Keg. $25.00. 
3051 Kea. to 4000 KM $22. 00. 
7000 Kes. to 7300 Kes. $40.00. 

The frequency of the crystal will be given accurate to better 
than a tenth- of one per-cent.  Immediate deliveries. 

BROADCAST BAND 
Prices for grinding crystals to your assigned frequency accurate 
to plus or minus 500 cycles are. 545.00 unmounted. $55,00 
mounted,  Three day shipment,  and all crystals guaranteed. 
This crystal is our statua PO WER type. 
Crystals ground to any frequency between 40 and 10,000  Neo. 
Let us quote prices for your particular requirement. 

SCIENTIFIC RADIO SERVICE 
"THE  CRYSTAL  SPECIALISTS" 

P. 0. Box 86  Dept. W  Mount Rainier, Maryland 

GRIDLEAKS 
15,000 oh m, tapped at 5,000 and 10,000 oh ms 

with 85 watt capacity.   Price, $1.50 
20,000 oh ms, 85 watt for 1../X852   1.50 
5,000 oh ms, 85 watts    1.00 
5,000 oh ms, 20 watt for one U X210   .75 

UTILITY RADIO CO. 
80 LESLIE STREET  EAST ORANGE, N. J. 

Completely wired Push-Pull 
Power Stage.) 

HANDLES ample power to faithfully repro-
duce full frequency range without tube 

overloading. Eliminates hum caused by raw AC 
on filaments of Power Tubes. Increases clarity, 
teality and volume. 

AraerTran gives you a unit in 4 types designed 
for practically any combination of speakers 
[including the new dynamic types], and power 
tubes. For complete information see any auth-
orized AmerTran dealer or write to us direct, 
anentioning the speaker and tubes y o u intend using. 

Price completely wired and ready to 
install in Set $36.00 without tubes. 

Licensed under Patents owned or controlled by L E A: 
•  sad may bc bought with tubcs 

k  AMERICAN TRANSFORMER COMPANY 
Transformer Builders for more than all Years 

190 Emmet Street, Newark, N. J. 

_   
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A-FILTER 
A new and different dry con-
denser of 3600 MM. cased with 
chokes of proper size, to supply 
huraless A-current to any set 
when connected to proper type 
of standard battery charging 
rectifier. Condenser is sold sepa-
rately.  Send in cou-on e  today. 

Tobe Deutachmann Co., 
11 Windsor Street, Cambridge. Mass. 
Please aend me Pamphlet QS on your New 

A Filter and A Condenser and your Set Builders 
"Proposition. 

Name   

Address   

BECOMEA RADIO OPERATOR 
See the World.  Earn a Good Income 

Duties Light and Fascinating. 

LEARN IN THE SECOND PORT U.S.A. 
Kadin Inspector 'located here. New Orleans supplies opera. 

store for the various Gulf ports.  Most logical location in 
the t .S.A. to ihme to far training. 
Nearly 100% of radio operators graduating on the Gulf 

during the past are gears trained by Nfr. Clemmons, 
Supero loor of Instruction. Start training now for summer 
and fail runs. 
Member of the .S.33.11.L.—Call "5 G It" 
Day and Night Classes-..Enrnil anytime—Write for cir-
cular. 

GULF RADIO SCHOOL 
844 Howard Ave.  New Orleans, La. 

AMAZING VALUE at Bargain Prices.  A.B. 
Socket Power Units for any five to seven tube 
net..  Latest model.  Exceptional power.  Two 
rate bulb type charger and bulb type four tap 
eliminator with automatic control switch and six 
volt storage battery.  Every one a genuine bar-
gain.  Write today for folder and prices. 
T HE A C ME ELECTRIC &  fvIFG. C O.,, 
1652 Rockwell Avenue  CLEVELAND, O, 

RADIO THEORY AND OPERATING 
ttrd Edition, Revised-S86 Pages-700 Illustrations-Price $3,50 

:By Mary Texanna Loomis 
President Loomis Radio College; ,Ntember institute of 

'Radio Engineers, 
America's standard radio boon, treed by Dept. of Commerce, 
S. Radio Schools, practically all Radio Schools throughout 

U. $1, and Canada. Universities, Colleges and High Schools. 
311y of your bookstore or order direeL Postage paid. 

LOOMIS PUBLISHING CO. 
hotu. T-405 Athn   fSt..Wasigneton, D. C.  

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP,  MANAGE. 
KENT.  CIRCULATION.  ETC.,  REQUIRED  BY 
THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912. 
Of (aST. published monthly at Hartford, Conn., for 

April I, 1.921. 

State of Connecticut 
County of Hartford 

Before roe, a Notary Public in and for the State 
and county aforesaid,  personally appeared  K.  B. 
Warner, who, having been duly sworn according to 
law, deposes and says that be is the business mana-
ger of QST and that the following is, to the best of 
his knowledge and belief, a true statement of the 
ownership, management land if a daily paper, the 
circulation), etc., tif the aforesaid publication for the 
date shown in the above caption, required by the 
Act of August 24, 19.1.2, embodied in section  411. 
Postal Laws and Regulations., printed on the reverse 
of this form, to wit: 

1.  That the names and addresses of the publisher, 
editor, managing editor, and business managers are: 
Publisher, The American Radio Relay League, Inc., 
Hartford, Conn.; Editor, Kenneth .B. Warner, Hart-
ford, Conn.; Managing Editor, F. Cheyney Beek ley, 
Hartford, Conn.; Business Manager,  Kenneth  B. 
Warner, Hartford, Conn, 

2.  That the ownere are:  (Give names and ad-
dresses of the individual owners, or if a corporation, 
give ita name and the names and addresses of stock-
holders owning or holding 1 per cent, or more of the 
total amount of stock)  The American Radio 'Relay 
League, Inc., an association without capital stock, in-
corporated under the bows of the State of Connec-
ticut.  President,  Hiram Percy Maxim, Hartford, 
Conn.; Vice-Preeident, Chas. H. Stewart, St, David's, 
Pa.; Treasurer,  A.  A.  Hebert,  Hartford,  Conn.; 
Communications Manager, F. E. Handy  .Hartford, • 
Conn.; Secretary, K. B. Warner, Hartford, Conn. 

3.  That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and 
tither security holders owning or holding 1 per cent 
or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or 
other securities are;  (If there are none, so state.) 
None. 

4.  That the two paragraphs next above, giving 
the names of the owners, atockliolders. and seeurity 
holders, if any, contain not only the list of stock-
holders and security holders as they appear on the 
books of the company but also, in eases where the 
stockholder or security holder appears upon the books 
of the company as trustee or in any other tiduciarY 
relation, the name of the person or corporation for 
whom such trustee is acting, is given; also that the 
said two paragraphs contain statements, embracing 
altant's full knowledge and belief as ta the circum-
stances sod conditions under which stockholders and 
security holderg, who do not appear upon the books 
of the 'company as trustees, bold stock and securities 
in a capacity other than that of a bona fide owner: 
and this affient has no reason to believe that any 
other person, association or corporation has any in-
termit direct, of indirect in the said stook, bends, or 
other aecurities than as so stated by him. 

5.  That the average 'number of copies of each is-
sue of this publication, wild or distributed, through 
the mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during the 
six  months preceding the date  shown  above  is 
 (This information is required 

from daily publications only.t 

K, B. WARNER. 

to and subscribed before me this Id day 
1929. 

Sworn 
of April. 

Caroline S. Crisman, 
(Sty commission expires February, 1911,0 

Q UARTZ OSCILLATING C RYSTALS 
Unconditionally Guaranteed 

1 in. sectioes ground to t* of your spec-Mad frequency/at these prices,: 
-- 40- 75 meters    $25.05 
75400 meters   17.50 
Ins-2o0 meters   10,00 
200-501, meters   15.00 
!ryst.exi blanks. 2 to t min thielt   5.00 

Sections of any practicable dimensions made to order. 
Prompt Delivery 

3. T. ROOney, B. Cc., 31 Calumet Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. 
'-̀Ten years crystallographic experience'. 
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NE W RELAYS for your Transmitter 
PR-5 

Operates on 6 volts D.C. ad-
justable to all positions. 1,i." 
pure silver contacts.  Lac-
quered brass finish. 3 x 5ig" 
x U" Bakelite base. • Maple 
sub-base. Recommended for 
250 watts or less. 

PRICE $9.00 

PR-9 
Operates on 6 volts D.C. 
Adjustable to all positions. 
3/8" pure silver  contacts. 
Highly polished nickel finish. 
Engraved Bakelite base. Ma-
ple sub-base.  Recommended 
for 250 watts or over. 

PRICE $12.00 

THESE RELAYS ARE EXTREMELY FAST. THEY DO NOT LAG NOR DRAG. 
MADE BY MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS "LEACH BREAK-IN RELAY" 

LE A C H  R EL AY  C O M P AN Y 
693 MISSION STREET  SAN FRANCISC O, CALIFORNIA 

BOUND VOLUME XI of Q S T \NTE have now a limited number of 
V copies of Bound Volume XI of QST. 

Vol. XI comprises the entire 1927 series 
of QST.  This volume is made up of 
two books or sections, each containing 
six issues of QST. This volume is hand-
somely bound in red cloth and with gold 
imprint. 
The complete volume is priced at $5.00 
postpaid.  Better act quickly —only a 
few copies available. 

S T 
1711 Park St.  Hartford, Ct. 

4.1111 MI M M  

Engineers, Amateurs, Operators, 
Are You Interested in Separating 
Signals That Are Only 100 Cycles 
Apart, and Eliminating 75% of 
Static, if so, Enclose Postage to 
P. 0. Box 1116,- Riverhead, N. Y. 

Po wer Tube W ork 
REPAIRING AND REXHAUSTING 
OF ALL SIZE TRANSMITTING TUBES 

P RICES UPO N A PPLICA TIO N 

Glenwood Laboratories 
142 Market St,   Newark, N.J. 

WHOLESALE PRICES 
On Ne w Trans mitting Apparatus 
FLECHTIIEIM GUARANTEED TRANSMITTING 

-FILTER CONDENSERS 
2 W TI 1000 v. TEST-800 v  
WORKING   $ 2.59 

4 IsIFI) 1000 v. Tver-sou v  
WORKING    4.59 

1 'MED 201)0 v. Tssr-15do v 
WORKING   2..59 

2 .11 PD 2000 V. TEST-15O0 v  
WORKING    4.29 

4 MED 2000 v. TEST-1508 v  
WORKING    6.89 

1 MED 5000 v. THST-2.7.00 
WORKING  .    4.29 
'MED 5000 
WORN W O-    6.89 

4 .1117D 5000 v. TEST-2509 v  
WORKING   12,89 

..urr picur RS O N DT7BILIER  .002 00°0 volt  1.95 

SA5N0(G)0ALSA/ ,0 t 001, .001. .00 8 AIKO 
 $1.69 

New  type  transmitting  transform-
el, speebil for this month only---
Mounted  trpe  special  combined 
plate & filament transformer.  i;50 
soft  plate winding —Two 7%  volt 
filament windings with center-tap,. 
Only   $6.89 
7%  volt  filament  transiorme.r8s91  1i.  . 

100 Watt,  7i511 & 750 with stn6idi? 
tap,  plate  transformer  Special 

$12.90 
500  Watt  Plate  Transformer  lag 
per Illustration) 1500 & 21100 volt, 
either side of raid-tap. extra inieelal 
for thlx  month  $22.45 
Jewell  3 In,  Flush  Mee12n2tI45  ne. 

Voltmeter,  &  Milliammeters,  any 
scale reading.  List $7.50. Sperial 
for   $5.89 
Tewell Thermo-Ammeters, any grate 
reading  . . . Fl l ' e l ' O e t i . 1 1 6  $9,59 

268 Washington St. 
NE W YORK 

All Merchandise Under 
2 M A Guarantee--

Money Back if You're 
Not Satisfied. 

RADIO 21101A CO. 
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AIIIV  IOW 4111111/  AMID' 

Here's How to Cheek 
Up On Its True Worth 
When you want to know just how good a resistor 
is, without having to cheek up on its character-
- isties in your laboratory, find out who uses it. 

Here are a few of the more prominent manufac-
turers now using liar-field Resistors in large 
quantities. We recommend that you write for 
their opinion of liar-field Resistors. 

Stromberg-Carlson Tele-
phone Mfg. Co. 

Crosley Radio Corporation 
American Transformer Co. 
Eansteel Products Co. 
Martin Copeland Co. 
Splitdori Electric Co. 

Western Union Teleg'h Co. 
Sonora Phonograph Co. 
Conner-Crouse Corp. 
Magnavox Corporation 
Electrical Research 
Laboratories 

Samson Electric Co. 

tier-field Resistors are available in various 
capacities up to 50,000 ohms at 10 or 20 volts. 
Tell us about the resistor you want, and let 
us make up a sample for you with prices. 

HARDWICK, FIELD, INC. 

SALES OFFICE 
100 Fifth Ave. 
New York City 

FACTORY 
215 Emmet St 
Newark, N..1, 

Ir Al 3 I M I, M I M ar M I AM, »IMFA  

RADIO OPERATORS WANTED 
THE EASTERN RADIO INSTITUTE can train you 
quickly and thoroughly because: 

MODERN AND EFFICIENT METHODS 
THOROUGH INSTRUCTION under staff of 
LICENSED COMMERCIAL OPERATORS 

MODERN APPARATUS including SHORT W AVE 
TRANSMITTER 

FIFTEEN years a RADIO SCHOOL 
THE OLDEST, LARGEST and MOST SUCCESSFUL 
school in New England.  RECOMMENDED BY THE 

A.. R. R. L. 
Day or Evening Classes Start Every Monday. 

SPECIAL CODE CLASSES 

Write for Illustrated Prospectus 

EASTERN RADIO INSTITUTE 
899 BOYLSTON STREET  BOSTON, MASS. 

Of course Acme builds them 
Acme products are nationally 
known. 
Furnish us with your blue 

prints and specifications for 
prices. 
We invite your inquiries. 

Member R.M.A. 

The Acme Electric & Mfg. Co. 
Established in 1917 

1653 Rockwell Ave., Cleveland, Ohio. 

The Roanoke Division Convention 
(North Carolina Section) 

AGAIN, the Charlotte Amateur Radio 
Association did itself "proud" by 
staging the second annual North Car-

olina convention on March 2nd and 3rd. 
The Division had for its guest of honor 
Secretary-Editor K.  B. Warner of  the 
A.R.R.L. who spoke at length on legisla-
tion problems and gave a good talk on the 
technical difficulties with which the ama-
teurs will be confronted when the new nar-
rowed bands go into effect. 
, E. J. Gluck, 4CQ, also engineer of WET, 
had charge of the technical meetings and 
saw to it that everything moved properly. 
The gang learned a great deal about meters 
from the good talk given by Mr. Pollard 
of the Weston Electrical Instrument Co. 
Inspection trips were made to the Western 
Union Telegraph  relay office,  American 
Telephone & Telegraph Co. and the Broad-
casting Station WBT. 
• Saturday was, of course, the day of days 
with contests of all kinds and where clever 
jokes were played on a number of the gang. 
40C, having succeeded in getting 40 watts 
output from his crystal controlled set with 
an input of only 20 was arrested for break-
ing Ohm's law.  Director Gravely almost 
cried when they discovered he had a bottle 
of Castoria in his pocket.  Perkins, 4VQ, 
impersonated Prof, Taurenwerfer and his 
paper on Beam Transmitters showed that 
the editors of QST will not have to worry 
in the future for articles. 
The banquet which was held in the 

Chamber of Commerce brought out some 
real good eats after which G. D. Bruns, 
President of the C.A.R.A., spoke on the 
history of the club and a good talk was 
given by Joe Garibaldi, a newcomer who 
donated the use of the land on which the 
club house is located, on wonders of ama-
teur radio.  The good friends who adver-
tise in QS7' were most generous in the do-
nation of prizes for various competitions. 
The Charlotte Amateur Radio Association 
wishes to publicly express its appreciation 
to the manufacturers whose contributions 
helped make the convention so successful. 
After the distribution of prizes the fellows 
did not seem to want to get away and real 
"rag chewing" continued until long after 
midnight.  We express sympathy to those 
who could not attend the Roanoke Division 
Convention. 

—R. S. M. 

C 
LA W E. 
leaMmw-ACReczg 

Isto;'.fioetter.rdeoplecatxo4. 
Dual resistance for  DeForest "11" tube sa.so. 

Consiste at two units mounted on, Imit ate and connected in 
reualle. Please sneers ir your its  tube require. &met, 

chine or 20,000 ohm,  All amateur am/anat. In flock. tat ne 
drill and enarave cour panel.. 

Cresradio Corp.,  166-32 Jamaica Ave..  Jamaica. N. Y. 
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HAM-ADS 
NOTICE 

The "Horn Ad" Departme.nt is conducted strictly as a 
sers ice to the menders at the American Radio Relay 
League, and advertisements will be accepted under 
the following conditions. 
(1)  "Ram Ad" advertising will be accepted only 

trout members of the American Radio Relay League. 
(2)  The signature of the advertisement must be the 

name at the individual member or his  unsigned 
eall. 
(3)  Only one advertisement from an individual can 

he accepted for any issue of ter. and the advertise-
ment must not exceed 100 words. 
0)  Advertising shall be uf a nature of interest to 

milli, amateurs or experimenters ln their pursuance of 
the art. 
(5)  No display of any character will be accepted. 

nor 'an any typographical arrangement, such as all or 
part capital letters, be used which would tend to make 
one uthertisement stand out from the others. 
(6) The "Ham Ad" rate is Is, per word.  Remit-

tance for full amount must accompany copy. 
al  Closing date: the 25th of second month preced-

ing publication date. 

THE life blood of your set —plate power. Powerful per-
manent, infinitely superior to dry cells, lead-acid, Be, B 
eliminators, Trouble-free, rugged, abuse proof, that's an 
Edison Steel-Alkaline Storage, B-battery.  Upset elec-
trically welded pure nickel connectors insure absolute 
auiet.  Lithium-Potassium solution (that's no lye). Com-
plete, knock-down kits, parts, chargers.  Glass tubes, 
shock-proof jars, peppy elements, pure nickel, anything 
you need.  No, 12 solid copper enameled permanently 
perfect aerial wire $1.00, 100 ft. Silicon steel laminations 
for that transformer 15c lb. Details, full price list. Frank 
Murphy, Radio 8ML, 4837 Rockwood Rd., Cleveland. Ohio. 

 -- -
HA WLEY Edison element battery and parts standard 
for over five years.  Look at our patent pending connee-
tor —no thin wire to drop off--contains 20 times more 
metal than regularly used.  Heavy shock Proof cells, 
fibre holders, etc.  Everything for a rapid-fire "B" sup-
ply.  Complete assembled 100 volt "B" $10.00. Knock-
down kits at still lower prices.  Chargers that wjll 
charge in series up to 160 volts $2.75 to $4.00.  Trickle 
B Charger for 90 to 150 volt "B" $3.75. Special trans-
mitter "B" batteries up to 6,000 milli-amp capacity, any 
voltage.  Write for interesting literature, testimonials, 
etc.  B. Hawley Smith, 360 Washington Ave., Danbury, 
Conn. 

•    _____ __ 
PURE aluminum and lead rectifier elements holes drilled 
brass screws and  nuts,  pair  1"x4"  13e,  1"x6"  15e, 
.114"x6" 17e, 1.1,f4"x6" 19c.  Sheet aluminum 1/16" $1.00, 
lead $1.00 square foot prepaid, $1.00 or more.  Silicon 
transformer steel cut to order .014" 10 lb. 25e, 5 lb. 30c. 
less than 5 lbs. 35e lb.  .022" 5e less per lb.  Not cut 
2-7" wide 15e lb., minimum 10 lb. postage extra. Edge-
wise wound copper ribbon 7 sizes see January QST. Air 
pocket and stand off insulators 25c each.  4 for $1.00. 
Glazed porcelain 5 and 61,4" long period on 4. Electro-
lytic condenser parts, $1.60 prepaid.  Geo. Schulz, Calu-
met, Michigan. 

LICENSED amateurs only —prepaid in U. S. —Aero low 
wave tuner, $7.70, transmitting kit, $7.55. Brielie 36 inch 
cone $19.75 kit, $12.62. Nathaniel Baldwin C headsets, 
$5.80.  SP122 shielded grid tubes, $4.76.  Power Claro-
stats, $2,31.  Sangarno .001 or .002 5000 volt condensers, 
$1.31.  Discounts on Cardwell, Formica, Samson, Jewell 
or Weston V transmitting meters, 25 %) 25'4, On San-
gamo, Dever  Karas, Tobe,  Amoco,  Carter,  Ferranti, 
Yax ley,  Hammerlund, Silver Marshall,  Bodine,  CeCo, 
Raytheon, 40 %. BEL items, 25 %.  Weekly experimenters-
builders data Sheets, 20 weeks. $1..00, 52 weeks, $2.50. 
Over two pounds catalog, data circuits, etc., 25e. Fred 
Luther Kline. Established 1920, Kent, Ohio. 

EDISON element rechargeable "B" batteries deliver pure 
direct current of low internal resistance. Rechargeable 
hundreds of times.  100 volt. 3000 milli-ampere battery 
complete in metal case, wired and assembled $12.50. 
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140 volt, $16.00.  100 volt 1500 milli-ampere complete 
kit $8.00.  140 volt $11.00.  180 volt $14.00.  Complete 
"B" charger $2.00.  Type "A"  elements with welded 
connector Sc per pair.  Type 3-G, 6e,  TYPe 5-G, 9e, 
3000  milli-ampere.  Prices include separators.  Potash-
lithium for 5 lbs. Edison electrolyte 115e.  Edison "A" 
batteries O volt, 11214, ampere., $16.00.  Shipped fully 
charged.  .T. Zied,  834 North Randolph St., Phila., Pa, 
BULLETIN 66-E Lists the Easel! Radio Laboratory re-
ceivers, transmitters, wavemeters, etc., Item No. 69 and 
68-A type receivers are the most modern types for ama-
teur reception.  Four and eight tubes respectively.  We 
also make all types est' apparatus for any radio purpose, 
including inductances, power transformers, rectifier units, 
filter chokes, high voltage variable condensers, plate re-
actors, etc, We build to order any apparatus using your 
parts if desired.  Kit and blue print service on any 
power amateur station.  Write for copy of Bulletin 06-E. 
'rhos.  Ensall, 1208 Grandview Ave., Warren, Ohio, 8BDN, 
USED vacuum cleaner motors 4 h.p. 110 volt A.C. or 
D.C. $2 each.  Ed. Lear, 1574 .Fullerton, Detroit. 
OMNIGRAPHS,  Teleplexes,  transmitters,  receivers, 
chokes, meters, transformers, 50 watters, S tubes, motor 
generators, portable loop receivers, -Vibroplexes bought, 
sold and exchanged.  L. J. Ryan, Hannibal, Mo. 9CNS. 

ESCO motor generator, latest tpye, 1500 v. 400 watt 
$125.00.  Esc.) motor generator 1500 v. 000 watt $100. 
Both in excellent condition.  Acme big 30 Henry double 
choke 0.8 amps, $12.  Leach Relay, model 18, type Si, 
$15.00.  20 Ohm Relay $3.00.  Crystal controlled trans-
mitter 3 stages, in mahogany framed cabinet, entirely 
copper shielded, contains 8 meters, Cardwell condensers, 
resistances, etc.  2nd power amplifier, UV203A.  Tubes 
and power supply not included.  $85. Fotos on request. 
Assortment  of  ,Jewell  and  Weston  meters  at  half 
price.  R. A. Donnelly, 2CPD, BrieIle, N. 3. 

LIBERAL discount on tabes, condensers, short wave 
coils. Write your wants.  Goods shipped C. O. Ü. Edson 
Travis, Schenevue, N. Y. 

GET QS0 with us on Pyrex sockets 35c, 1.1-.)( sockets :15c. 
Brandes fones $2.25, telegraph keys $1.25.  Hammariund 
condensers $1.00.  Mountford resistances 25e, R.C.A. 
.mfd. condensers 60e, R.C.A. power rheostats 40e.  J. 
W. Gibbons, 2TL, 46 Front St., Port Jervis, N. Y. 

TELEVISION tubes for receiving televised pictures by 
radio $6.00 each also photo electric cells for television 
use  $15,00  -write  about your television  requirements 
Richard X. Daly 2114-29th street, Astoria, Long Island, 
New York, former radio 1f3PP. 

(eL cards, plain $1,00 per hundred.  Government eards 
$1.85 per hundred.  Prompt service. OBEU, 9032 Windom, 
St. Johns Sta., St. Louis, Mo. 

TUBES. meters,  Omnigraphs,  etc,  bought,  sold,  ex-
changed.  What have you for sale?  What do you need? 
0-10 vo.lt a.c. meters $1.60.  Postpaid.  Stamp for Het. 
Howard McIntyre, 1218 Tanglewood, Memphis, Tennessee. 

SELLING out.  Complete fifty watt set and parts. Write 
for list.  SON, Box 205, Montgomery. Ala.   
WRITE for list.  Radio parts.  4ABR, Greeneville, Tenn. 

WILL SELL several Western Electric CW926B speech 
amplifiers, good condition.  Also have large assortment 
parts Western Electric CW938A erses-s bination receivers 
and  transmitters.  First  reasonable  offers  accepted. 
Dwight L. Supernaw, 1159 W. Flagler St., Miami. Fla. 

HAM specials —transmitting tubes, 5 watt W. if, V. T. 
2. $6,00.  V. T. 14, $3.50.  Kenotrons $1.50. 13.C,. A. loops 
made for Victor Talking Machine Company, $1.25. And 
many others.  Send for list.  Mar, Box 21, Seaford. N. Y. 

HAMS —Here's what you are 'looking for.  Tubes, with-
out bases, that are quiet and unusually good oscillators 
for short wave receivers.  Have extra high vacuum.  Fila-
ment volts, 5; filament amperes .25; Plate volts 22 14a to 
136.  Price $1.10 each, including postage.  Cash with 
order  Duane Hadley, Shelby, Ohio.  8CTD. 

WILL sell cheap —t.p.t.g. 40-180 meter transmitter with 
volt and milliamp meter, $40.  Co'pits 40 meter trans-
mitter, $20. Speech amplifier, two stages $20. 0-250 mill-
lamp meter $3.00.  2 mikes $2. each. 202, 52.50.  Lots 
of other parts.  Write, Roger H. Hertel, 9CHB, Clay 
Center, Nebr. 
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BARGAIN famous DeForest S transmitting tubes ex-
cellent oseillators and modulators, filament 10 volts, plate 
500. Price $4.00.  New. Include postage. Roger Ayers, 
52 Orient Way, Rutherford, N. J. 



FOR sale--Thordarson 1/4  k.w. 10,000-volt transformer, 
$6. F.O.B. 8bibi, 1111 Jefferson St., Charlottesville, Va.  
SEND for list of transmitting and receiving parta. I 
will sell or trade.  What have you that you are not 
using?  What do you want to trade them for?  Lowell 
Ecker, Sedan, Kansas. 

AERO shortwave receiver.  One stage.  Coast to coast 
reception.  Quote your offer.  Howard Wacker, No. 1 
Wood St., Pittsburgh, Penn.   

FOR  sale -Emerson rnotorgenerator,  1000  volts, 400 
watts. Motor 110 volts 60 cycle. Excellent condition, $78. 
William Mayer, 68 W. 40th St.. New York City.   

SELL new Kellogg broadcast michronhoue•  Never used. 
$65. John Karen,  Schuyierville, N. Y.   
SELLING out. My stock of radio part*. including West-
ern Electric 10D and other speakers, cheap.  Write for 
list, W. T. F,. Moore. Adairville, Ky.   
WESTERN Electric VT1 tubes. $1.00; Bristol single 
stage power amplifier. $5.00; Halldorson copper shielded 
audio transformers, $1.25.  All items postpaid.  Write 
for list.  Wm. Wagner, 819 De Kalb Ave., Brooklyn, 
N. Y. 

UV203A used 30 hours at normal load $20.00.  R.C.A. 
socket, $1.00.  Will trade fur other equipment.  Rufus 
Jones. Jr.. 1525 N.  15th St, Birmingham, Ma.   
SELL-new U P1016, cash, $15.  1AMC. 35 Munson Ave., 
Torrington, Conn. 

(IGL cards two colors, government post cards $1.90 per 
hundred, white cards $1.00.  Real ham stationery at 
$1.40 per  hundred sheets and envelopes, pad form. 
Postage 10e.  Free samples.  8DTY, 257 Parker Ave., 
Buffalo. N. Y. 

2500 Volt 150 Watt generator conhected to 110 Volt 
motor $145.00.  2000 Volt 1000 Watt generator connected 
to 3 phase 220 Volt motor with separate field exciter 
$275.00.  1000 Volt 200 Watt generator connected to 
110 Volt motor 275.00. 750 Volt 800 Watt generator with 
110 Volt motor $65.00.  10 Volt 8 Ampere generator 
$12.00.  Horsepower 110 Volt motors 1750 speed 
$6.60.  8450 speed $8.60.  1000 Volt generator with 10 
Volt filament supply connected to 32 Volt motor $150.00. 
Converters 110 DC to 76 AC 200 Watt $9.50.  800 Watt 
812.50.  James Smat.  1734 Grand Ave.. Chicago. Ill. 

QSL cards; 100 plain carda, 95e; 150. $1.20; 160 Govt. 
cards $2.60.  Radiogram blanks,  one and two color 
stationery.  H. M. Seiden, Cranteville, Penn. 

WESTERN Elec. Condensers tested 440 volts AC, 2- mid. 
40e.  1-mfd, 35c.  1000 volt 1-mfd. $1. Standard Desk 
Telephone, without receiver. $2.50.  Telephone Set. 2 
transmitters. 2 induction  coils, 2 receivers. 2 magnetos, 
2 ringers, all standard apparatus, $5.95.  Transmitter 
button, 55e. G. E. Mercury are. $15.  1000 ohm resistance 
spool. 15e. 12000 ohm Lavite. 85e. 48000 ohm. $1. Used, 
but like new. See ad in March Issue.  B. B. Sodt, 8114 
Euclid Ave.. Berwyn, Ill. 

REAL bargains:  1 new Esco 800 volt 250 watt 110-60 
cycle ring oiled motor generator cost 105. sell 49.00 1-
80,1t meter SRS crystal guaranteed perfect 15.00.  1-75 
watt panel mounted transmitter with 3 Jewell meters 
keying relay Thordarson filament and plate transformers 
Dubilier and Cardwell condensers beautifully wired copper 
tubing including new UX852 tube 85.00 deposit, balance 
COD.  money refunded  if not satisfactory.  George 
Nothnagle. Bridgeport, Conn.  1XF 

FOR sale: My Experimenters Information Service Model 
Super-Heterodyne complete with tubes, engraved 

panel. Weston meters, geared vernier attachment. etc. 
Slightly used.  Material cost $188.00.  Will sell $150.00. 
NP-4ACF. Aubrey Cecil Levi, St., Thomas, Virgin Islands 
of United Stales. 

MOTOR repulsion Induction General Electric  110-220 
single phase 60 cycle A.C. 2h.p. with pulley. Guaran-
tee-factory condition. $55.00. 3RD. Philadelphia. Penn. 

THE response to our last flamed was simply overwhelm-
ing. We had a hard time keeping up with the demand. 
And why not/  Look at this complete line of meters for 
you.  MiDiameters: 0-10. 046. 0-50. 0-100. 0400, 0-400 
only $1.80 each. AC voltmeters: 0-6 or 0-10, $2.25. 0-15, 
$2.75.  Line meter 0-150, 24.75.  DC voltmeters 0-100. 
21.00.  0400. $4.50, 0-500. $4.76.  Cooper Hewitt Neon 
lamps.  The perfect Neon lamp equipped with a stand-
ard base, yet small in size glows a very brilliant red. 
Worthy to be put in the hest of frequency or wave 
meters. Unconditionally guaranteed, for 3000 hours, $1.50 
each.  C.O.D. on request.  E. P. Hufnagel. 879 S. 18th 
St.. Newark, N. J. 
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25 WA1 fultSi  The new type 250.  A big special 
at $10.00, list $12.00.  Standard make-no bootlegs-ab-
so.'utely guaranteed.  Any tube proving defective will be 
replaced, as long se filament lights.  William Galvin, 
Greenfield, Mass. 

SELL-New "H" tube, $10.00.  Set of Ater° colts, new, 
$7.00.  See last month's ad. 9EYT. 

WESTINGHOUSE MG 110 AC 600 DC $25.00.  Dana-
motor 6 volts 400 D.C. 215.00. 1 K. M.  2 Park Ave., 
Malden, Mass. 

SELL -Weston 0.500 milliammeter $4.00.  Jewell 0-15 
A.C. voltmeter, $4.00, 150 watt Acme filament trans-
former, $9.00.  R.C.A. 75 watt filament transformer, 
Cardwell double spaced variable condenser. .00025, $2.76, 
.0005,, $3.50, R.C.A. filament rheostat PT587. $3.00, Man-
hattan Jr. speaker. $2.75. Complete 7.5 watt transmitter. 
Harold Campbell, 66 Vine St.. Bridgeport, Coon.   

TO trade-complete parts for 4 tube shield grid receiver 
for transmitting tubes or parts,  Also Grebe Synchro-
phase Ave with battery base; used as demonstrator. 
$65.00.  Kenneth Alley. Carthage, Ill.   

POSTPAID and guaranteed brand new. Readrite panel 
mounting, flush type, Milliammeters.  Your choice of 
either 0-800 or 0-400 range, 21.00.  Readrite 0-15 A.C. 
Voltmeters, flush tine, 28.00.  E.E.L. 2000 volt work-
ing voltage filter condensers, 1 mid., $3.10; 2 mid.. 
$5.60.  Sangamo .002 Mfd. condensers, 5000 volt tested, 
$1.75.  General Electric 5000 ohm Heavy Duty Grid 
leaks, $1.25.  General Radio Wavemeters, Type 368, 
$19.25.  Write for other prices.  G. F. Hall, 535 West 
Hortter St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

CURTIS-Griffith 250-watt power-filament transformer» 
350-550 each side $10.50.  Thordarson 650-volt power-
filament for 7.5-watters $6.90.  New Thordarson Power-
filament transformer 550-volts, two 71/4 -volt filaments 
$20.00.  Thordarson power transformers 550-760 each 
side $16.00; 1000-1500 each side $22.00.  Aluminum square 
foot 86e; Lead square foot 85e.  Potter 2-mfd 1000-volt 
condensers $2.75. AREL Handbooks $1.00.  Amateur 
Callbooks $1.00.  New "Ham-List" 4e.  James Radio 
Curtis, 5-A-Q-C, 1109 Eighth Avenue. Fort Worth, Texas. 

HEADQUARTERS for hams :-Mueller 160-watt input 
tubes $15.00.  UV202 5-watters $8.16.  Complete 5-watt 
transmitters: -tubes, transformer, rectifier, key, etc. for 
20-40 meters, each $35.00.  20-40 meter receiver and one 
step 217.50.  Aerovox 1000-volt tested 1-mfd condensers 
#1.75.  Potter 2000-volt tested 1-mid $2.50: 2500-volt 1-mfd 
$3.25.  "Ham-List" 4e.  Robert Curtis,  1109 Eighth 
Avenue, Fort Worth, Texas.   

HERE'S the bargain you've been looking for; ReadRite 
panel mounting meters, 0-15 A.C. voltmeters $2.00; 0-100, 
0-400 milliameters 90e.  R.C.A. 5 winters $2.20.  Used 
scientific books  off.  Postage 15c.  Write for "Ham-
sheet."  Kenneth Idanifan. Waterville, Ohio. 

BANKRUPT stock:  New transmitters and receivers 
8 to 75 watt, built for service at WEB, WRP and WFV, 
and $1000 worth parts for sale below cost.  Lists and 
photos on request.  Cardwell 17 plate $1.40.  Marco 
Illuminated controls. $1.75.  Federal jacks 15e.  M1 
original cartons.  Quarter kilowatt 500 cycle generators 
$20.  With 110 volt DC drive $23.50. Dynamotor 12/750, 
in shielded case, $35.  Supersync, $30.  No. 38 and No. 
40 DSC wire, for RF chokes 10e per 100'.  C.O.D.'s.  E. 
G. Watts, Ir., 1024 Southwest Ninth St., Miami, Fla. 

TKLEPLE71, for sale with 6 rolls of tape. Almost new 
and in good condition.  $10. takes it.  M. R. Gonzuler, 
Box 345, Blythe, Calif. 

WANTED-G, E. 203A in good condition. Write radio 
5AQT. 1504 Crockett St., Marshall, Tex. 

TRANSFORMERS-825-325 filament 71/4  and '71/4 , 56.00. 
826425-71/4  $5.50.  275-275-5 24.00.  100 watt for any 
filament woo.  Knockdown with primary only 100 watt 
63.00.  50 watt $2.50.  100 or 50 watt specials made 
to order.  Chokes -30H 10011A.. $2.00: 8081 60 MA 
$1.50, 8/T 1 ampere $8.25. 100 watt core $2.00.  Arlimit-
able core 160 MA choke. 30 to 150H $6.00. One Westing-
house D'Areonval shielded galvanometer 0-100 micro-
amperes. $15.00.  All parts for "BC" eliminator 180V 
$17.75, 425V $25.75.  A.B.C. eliminator parts 180V with 
all filament supplies. $19.75.  Diagrams and lists on re-
quest. M. Leitch. Park Drive, W. Orange, N. J. 

GENERAL Electric 12-850 volt .143 ampere $111. West-
inghouse 10-850 volt .08 ampere $20.  % KW 500 cycle 
transformera rood for any voltage 212.50.  500 cycle 
generators  and  gasoline engine power  units.  New 
8E1012 receivers no condensers $20.  Henry Kienzle 501 
East 84th Str Y k, ee  flew  ar 
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ITT O'Reilly reports "Long time anchored at 5 per. 
Two evenings with your Shortkut raised to 12 and in 
one week was copying 20 per".  Any key and buzzer 
failure may profit by experience of 7PT and make the 
grade.  See display ad this magazine.  C. K. Dodge, 
Mamaroneck, N. Y. 

7DF selling out. 1,4 k.w. and 75 watt transmitters, two 
mercury arc rectifiers, wavemeter and receivers.  Will 
sell in parts.  Write for list and price.  Chas. Nagata, 
Box 815, Auburn, Wash. 

TWO RCA 1626, 25 Henry 160 mil. choke coils, $8. each, 
Want good 203A or 852.  State your proposition. SANC. 
Charleroi. Penn. 

ATTENTION Ramat.  How would you like to spend your 
vacation up here where Lake Michigan breezes fan you 
all summer and at the same time prepare yourself for 
a Commercial ticket?  fiLA is running a special course 
exclusively for licensed amateurs during July and August. 
For detailed  information  write —C. O. Slyfield,  8LA, 
Frankfort, Michigan. 

FOR sale:  one Amrad antenna switch, $1; one 1 HP 
General Electric  1.10 volt motor, $25; one 500 cycle 
motor generator set, 110 volt DC motor, 250 volt .Y2 KW 
generator $25; two Fleron pillar insulators, $1 each; 
1 Jewell pattern 74 0-10 AC voltmeter, $9: one Jewell 
pattern 64 0-8 thermoarnmeter, $9; one forty watt UX280 
B eliminator transformer, $5; one sixty watt UX 216E 
half wave B eliminator transformer, $6; Western Elec-
tric 284 W microphones and stands, $4; RCA UL1655 
radio frequency chokes, $1  two hundred watt IIX. 216B 
full wave transmitting transformers, $12.50; fifty henry 
100 milliampere transmitting chokes. $5.50. W m. AL Der-
rick, 80 Leslie Street, East Orange, N. J.   

SELL fifteen G. E. transformers, 1100-2200 each side 
tap, carry  1000 W  continuously.  Guaranteed.  110-220 
primary mounted on marble for wall inside.  $12.00.  F. 
O. B. Detroit.  F. G. Dawson, 5740 Woodrow Ave., De-
troit, Mich. 

FOR sale: New 204 tube, 250 watts, $40,  Guaranteed 
O. K.  No. Z Jr. Omnigraph: extra set dials, Al con-
dition $15.  Vibroplex $25.  Radio model, new. only $12. 
Western Electric desk microphone No. 284, $5.  H. C. 
Wing, Greenfield, Mass, 

NE W Morton  Electric Company motor generator seta 
1000V. 200 W. $50,00.  750V. 200 W. $45.00. F. O. B. 
Chicago.  110V. 60 cycle single phase motor drive wick-
oiled 4 bearing units.  All sets guaranteed,  A. Forbes. 
4832 Rice St., Chicago, Ill, 

DILETTANTES —Obtain your radio apparatus here. Un-
approachable equipment,  Power Radio Waverneters, 17-
160 Meters —$5.00.  Plate Filament transformers; for 
11X2108 —$6.25; For fifties —$9.00.  Transmitting tubes: 
fifty watts--$9.00, ten watts —$4.90, seven watts —$4.00. 
UX852r  $32,00.  Panel-mount milliameters: 0-10 —$3.00 
0-100, 0-300, 0-400 —$2,00.  AC Voltmeters: 0-10, 0-15— 

Fada Power rheostats -45e.  Standoff insulators 
---20e.  10" insulators -65c.  General Radio Wavemeters 
—418.50.  EEL Transmitting inductances---$3.50, EEL 
Receiving coil sets---$3.00.  Rectifier elements, aluminum, 
lead, paired:  1"x4" —le, 1"26" -10e.  QSL cards, two 
colours. $1.00 per 100.  Free Radio Catalogue and QSL 
samples.  William Green, 207 Cathedral Parkway, N. Y, 
City. 

SELL or trade: Nearly new Advance sync, 80 meter 
crystal. 9CVY. Butler, Mo. 

THE ideal rectifier, Rectobulbs.  Order them and Na-
tional transmitting tubes from us.  Burnt out tubes 
repaired.  We have a new line of guaranteed crystals. 
One in the 80 meter band $17.50.  Other frequeneYs can 
be furnished.  Flechtheim  .filter condensers  Mel:, off. 
We have a complete stock of transmitting apparatus and 
we are a reliable supply house not a eut-rate concern. 
Write us for our prices and for anything you  need. 
R. E. Henry, 9ARA, Butler, Mo. 

MOTOR generator bargains almost new 750 Volt 200 
Watt Robbins and Myers direct connected on iron base 
to 110 Volt 60 cycle single phase alternating motor $45.00. 
400 Volt 100 watt direct connected to 110 Volt 60 Cycle 
motor $32.50.  Five 400 Volt 150 watt 3500 Speed Emer-
son generators only with field resistance each $9.50. Three 
11.0 Volt 3500 speed alternating current motors with 
coupling to direct connect to above generators or any 
machine having a 1/2 -inch shaft 1/8 H.P. each $11.00, 
also a few larger generators  and motor  generators. 
George H. Harris, 1911 Chicago Av., Chicago, Ill. 

PO WER transformers -250 watt 550-700 each side, $10.50, 
500 watt 2000.2500 each side, $12.00,  Look for our dis-
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play ad in this QST.  $2.00 extra for filament winding. 
(ICES, 1927 S. Peoria St., Chicago, Ill.  
QUALITY rectifier elements, heavy chemically-pure ma-
chine cut lead and aluminum, strongly bolted, perfect 
connections; Pair 1"x4" 15e; 1"x6" 18e; ll ex6" 20e. 
Amateur receivers made of standard parts, REL. Bremer-
Tully, General Radio etc, 15-100 meters; Two tube $20, 
Three tube $27.  All above brand new.  Also slightly 
used Acme 600 Watt trans.  1,000 1,500 volt & fit wind-
ings.  $28.  Transmitter 714:, watts $25.  Relay $5.  EEL 
No. 130 receiver complete' $25.  William C. Uzzell, 85-
12 165th St., Jamaica, N. Y.   

WANTED —Navy  standard  receivers:  5E148.  5E1230; 
5E1420, IP500, IP501 State exactly condition and price. 
For sale: Navy standard spark transmitters of all kinds. 
Dubilier Condensers 12,500 volts .004 $22.00.  Half kilo-
watt 120 volt DC; 500 cycle AC motor generator: $40.00; 
New CN113A receivers 250 to 2500 meters, $15.00; SE-
1012 receivers, almost new 50-1000 meters, $30.00 Trans-
formers 500 cycle, easily mid-tappel $15.00 Weston 301 
0-1000 DC voltmeter new $17.00: Weston meters Models 
156 and 24 510,00 or what do you want?  Paul Traut-
weir), 17 Albany Street, New York. 
THE new, improved Master Radio Wavemeter is now 
available.  Send for description and price,  Also send for 
details of free wavemeter offer.  Specials; Fada 31,t, amp. 
power rheostats, 45e, Marco 4" Bakelite Vernier dials 
$1.25, Brandes phones  $2,25.  DeForest  201As,  90e, 
Dubilier .002, 6000 volt mica condensers, $1.80,  Copper 
tubing inductance and pure rectifier elements in stock 
During the past few months our triple policy of "Quick 
Service," "Quality Merchandise.' and "Lowest  Prices" 
has won us hundreds of new customers.  Try us and 
notice the difference.  Send for free catalog.  Prices 
f.o.b. N. Y. William Harrison, 35 Ft. Washington Ave., 
New York City. 
HELLO hams! Here are soma more of Ben's real buys. 
High  pitch  buzzers,  (adjustable)  $1.00,  Screen  grid 
-R.C.A. tubes, $5.50, four slide tuner coils, 75e, General 
:Radio .00025 infd. condensers, $1.00,  Aerial  lightning 
switches, SPLIT, 50e, Signal change-over switches, $2.25, 
.001-1000 volt fixed condensera, 49e. A few left, telegraph 
keystie7Ke, Cootie keys, $5.50, honea-eomb 3 roil mount-
ings, $3.25. honey-comb coils 35e and up, Aeroplane ',loth 
speaker kit, $11.50. Pyrex glass, 7% watt socket. 45e, 
anti-capacity Federal switches, $1,50 and up.  Free with 
each $2.00 order —one Eaton Oscillator.  P. P. and express 
extra.  Ben Wolf, 228 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 

Q RA SECTION 
511e straight with copy in following address form only: 

LAVII —Harry O. Barschdorf, 171 N. Summer: St,. Adams, 
Mass.    

1.C.§.5(--11.. O. Mortenson,  171 Cherry St., Mar.1.1-e;, Mass. 
1WVI-Miles W. Weeks, 40 Norfolk Road, Chestnut Hill, 
Brookline, Mass, 
2ANS —Harold 11. Deeves, 22 Lafayette St- New Roehelle, 
N. Y. 
2A0L--Robert C. Allison, No. 6 Mitchell Ave., Yonkers, 
N. Y. 

2BIU —Walter E. de Banke, 9415-214 St., Queens Village-, 
L. I- N. Y. 
2BUO — Werner H. Dine, 14 Brooklyn  Ave., Jamaica, 
Long.. Island,.. N. Y.   
4AFC--Raiph Hollis, Box 2184 Sta. A.. Headquarters 
Fire Department, Palm Beach, Fla. 

6DZL —Richard Mead, 814 Orange Grove Ave„ Burbank, 
Calif. 
60T —Oakland Radio Club, Hotel Leamington, Oakland-, 
Calif. 
TARD —Geo. F. Peckham, Jr., P. 0, Box 458, Medford. 
Oregon. 
sb21A —Ruben Simas, Rua Riachuelo 19, Curityba, Brazil. 

xen0CP —Dutch Section T.A.R.U., Hoogduin, Noordwyk 
aso Zee, Holland. 

The following stations  belong to members: of the 
A.B.R.L. Headquarters gang.  Mail for them should be 
addressed care A.R.R.L., Hartford, Conn.  When opera. 
log IMK they use personal sines as indicated. 
1MK Headquarters, Chief IRTE C. C. 'Bodimon "rod" 
Operator, R. B. Parmenter 11ITID A. L. Budiong "bud" 
dir e  lES A. A. Hebert "ah" 

1AI, H. P. Westman "ws" 1KP F. C. Beekley "beek" 
1BDI F. E. Handy "fh"  1.FL G. D. Meserve "dm" 
IB EW K. B. Warner "kb"  1SZ C. C. Ftodimon "rod" 
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How to be 
a commercial 
radio operator 
A practical book that should 

enable anyone of average intel-
ligence  to  pass  the  Govern-
ment's  theoretical  examination 
given to applicants for a Com-
mercial  Radio  Operator's  Li-
cense. 

NE W 
Nilson and Hornung's 

PRACTICAL 
RADIO 

TELEGRAPHY 
380 pages, 5x8, 223 illustrations 

$3.00 net, postpaid 

The book covers in detail the 
theory and practical operation 
of every type of modern, 1928, 
commercial  are,  spark,  and 
vacuum  tube  transmitter.  It 
furnishes complete data on com-
mercial vacuum tube receivers, 
It  covers  everything  from 
elementary  electricity  to  the 
practical  operation  of  radio 
compasses. 

. 1.11•1a ffl,   

8 good reasons why you will want to 
examine this book for 10 days FREE 

1--almost no mathematics.  The use of mathematics 
is limited to a few simple equations; 

2--the discussion opens with a thorough but clear 
presentation  of  the  principles  of  elementary 
electricity. 

3—the hook covers in detail spark, arc, and vacuum 
tube transmitters in use today; 

4—every chapter ends with a stimulating set of self-
examination questions covering all points; 

5—all theory is presented as simply as is consistent 
with rigid accuracy; 

6—contains wiring diagrams of modern commercial 
radio telegraph transmitters and receivers of all 
types ; 
is indispensable to men intending to take the 
Government Radio Operator's License examina-
tion; 

8—the labelled illustrations are invaluable for refer-
ente purposes to practicing operators; 

The book answers such questions as: 
-------what kind of vapor is emitted between the elec-
trodes of an are transmitter? 
—bow would you proceed to operate an IL C. A. 
500- Watt 'rube Transmitter? 
--how would you place the Independent Are Trans-
mitter into operation? 
_bow would you proceed to ascertain your ship's 
position with a Kolster Radio Compass? 
--Etc., etc., etc., etc. 

McGRAW-HILL FREE EXAMINATION COUPON I 

McGraw-Hill Book CO., Inc., 
170 Seventh Avenue, 
New York, N. Y. 
You may send me Nilson and Hornung's PRAC-
TICAL, RADIO TELEGRAPHY, SLOP net, postpaid. 
I will either return the book, postage prepaid, in 10 
days, or remit for it at that time. 

Name    
St. & No.   

City    

State    
Name of Employer   

Official Position   
(Books sent on approval in the U.S. and Canada only) 

(.2.8'T 5-1-78 
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UNI-RECTRON POWER AMPLIFIERS 
MODEL AP-935 

AS the Uni-Rectron stands it is a super power amplifier, which can be used in connec-
tion with any radio set and loud speaker.  Binding posts are provided for input to 

the Uni-Rectron and output to the speaker. Requires no batteries for its operation. It 
obtains its power from the 110 Volt, 60 Cycle alter-
nating current lighting circuit of your house. 

The UX-210 super power amplifying tube and the 
EX-216B or 281 rectifying tube are used with this am-
plifier, which cannot overload.  From the faintest 
whisper to the loudest crash of. sound —R.C.A. Uni-
Rectron amplifies each note at its true value. High and 
low notes are all treated alike. 

The volume and quality delivered will be a revelation. 
Also by removing the input and output transformers it can be used as a source of 

power for an oscillating or trans mitting tube, furnishing power for all circuits, grid, 
plate and filament and is the cheapest form of Power Supply for Amateur Transmitting 
purposes ever offered.  New. 

LIST PRICE $55.50 
(without Tubes) SPECIAL at $19C 

JEWELL HIGH • RESISTANCE VOLTMETER 
0-250 VOLTS D. C. (3 Readings) 

A high grade, accurate, reliable instrument. 
Just what you want for checking the true operation of your 

"Ir Eliminator or any source of plate voltage which cannot 
be obtained from ordinary low resistance type meters. 
Can be permanently placed in the set which will enable the 

user to apply, desired plate voltage accurately to each circuit 
of his receiver.  By means of the front switch three readings 
can be obtained without disconnecting any wires, namely; the 
detector circuit, the radio frequency or intermediate circuit, 

and the maximum or output circuit including last audio tube. Requires little current to 
operate due to its high internal resistance.  Flush Panel Mounting.  Zero Adjuster. 
New and packed in original cartons.  List $22.00 Ea.  SPECIAL at $4.7J 

HIGH VOLTAGE 
FILTER CONDENSERS 

Manufactured by Dubiller Condenser & Radio Corp. 
134 mfd. 1000 volts rated D.C. Working Voltage  Extra Special at  1. 3 5each 

7 mfd, 600 volts rated D. C. Working Voltage  Extra Special at 5 3. 5 0each 

Manufactured by Stromberg.Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co. 
mfd, 600 volts rated D. C. Working Voltage  Extra Special at $ 1,. 7 5each 

Manufactured by Radio Corp. of America 
2 mfd. 300 volts rated D. C. Working Voltage  Extra Special at 6 5Ceach 

Wed but guaranteed as rated) 
All of these High Quality Filter Condensers are new unless otherwise specified. 
They are excellent for use in your Transmitter, Eliminator or Experimental Work. 

KENOTRON RECTIFYING TUBES 
(TYPE T. B. 1)  MFD. BY GENERAL ELEC. CO. 0  

These rectifying tubes operate on a filament voltage from 8 to 10 Volts and 
draw 11/2  amps.  They will safely stand an A.C. input voltage up to 750 Volts 
and pass plenty of current and voltage for the plate of the Transmitting Tubes. 
They are also very efficient rectifiers for use in "B" Battery Eliminators. 

PRICE ONLY $1-e STANDARD BASE 
NE W IN ORIGINAL CARTONS 

-•- -LAST MINUTE SPECIALS   
E2 I o BRADLEYSTATS, list $4.00  •  =  • 
MESCO Wireless Keys, list $2.00  .  .  .  .  . 
U S. ARMY Aeroplane Spark Transmitters, Gmr. cost $47 each 

Our Price $1.60 ea. 
Our Price  95C ea. 
Our Price $4,75 ea, 

AMERICAN SALES CO., 19-21 Warren St., New York City 
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The Resistance 
You Cant' Burn Out 

e "ggi ngng.le 4 

UTL1eSS you abuse it with a blow-
torch or a tremendous and contin-
uous overload. 

olerovox Pyrohms (Vitreous enam-
elled resistors) are unaffected by 
atmospheric conditions, will not oxi-
dize, will last longer and give better 
all around satisfaction. 

The "Aerovox Research Worker" 
contains much useful operating in-
formation. Send y our O A for a copy. 

We will gladly submit samples of Pyrohms built to any 
manufacturer's specifications 

E R o vio x 

"Built Better" 
-_ 

70 Washington St.; Brooklyn, N.Y. 
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INDUCTANCE UNITS 
The Perfect Inductances for All Low Wave Work 

AERO LOW WAVE TUNER KIT  Price $12.50 

FOR 

RECEIVING 

Completely interchangeable. Adopted by experts and amateurs 
everywhere.  Range  1.5  to 
130 meters.  Includes 3 coils 
and base mounting, covering 
U.S. bands, 20, 40 and 80 
meters. You can increase or 
decrease the range of this 

short wave tuner by securing the AERO Inter-
changeable Coils described below.  All coils fit the 
same base and use the same condensers. Use Code 
No. INT-125 in ordering. 

INTERCHANGEABLE 
Coil No. 0 

Range 13 to 29.4 meters. 
This is the most efficient 
inductance for this low 
band.  Code  number 
INT-0. 

Price  $4.00 

PRICE $12.50 

INTERCHANGEABLE 
Coil No. 4 

Range 125 to 250 meters. 
Fits same base supplied 
with low tuner kit. Code 
number INT-No. 4. 

Price .... $4.00 
THE NEW AERO INTERCHANGEABLE COIL No. 5 

Normal range 235 to 550 meters.  However, by using .0001 
Sangamo fixed condenser across the rotor and stator of the .00014 
variable condenser, the maximum wave band of this coil is increased 
-to 725 meters.  This gives you coverage of the following bands: 
Airplane to Airplane, Land to Airplane, Ship to Shore (Great 
Lakes) Ship to Shore (Atlantic and Pacific Oceans).  Code num-
ber INT-No. 5.  Price  $4.00 

NOTE This new Aero Short Wave Kit is wound with No. 16 wire on secondary, 
making it even stronger, and cutting down the resistance appreciably, 

FOR 

TRANSMIT-
TING 

rdel 
e 

PLAN 

KEY 2040 KIT  Price $12.00 
Kit contains 2 AERO Coils, 17 to 50 
meters each, 1 AERO Antenna Coil 
Mounting Base, 1 AERO Grid Coil 
Mounting Base, 2 AERO Essential 
Choke Coils. 

KEY 1080 KIT Price $12.00 
Kit contains 2 AERO Coils, 36 to 90 meters 

each, I AERO Antenna Coil Mounting Base, 
1 AERO Grid Coil Mounting Base, 2 MIRO 
Essential Choke Coils. 

KEY 9018 KIT  Price $12.00 

Completely  interchangeable  with  either  of 
above kits.  Range 90 to 180 meters.  Con-
tains 2 coils and mounting base. 

COMPLETE AERO TRANSMITTER KITS 

Complete .Aero Transmitting Coils for the 20-40 
and 40-80 bands, $20.00.  Complete for 20-40, 
40-80, and 00-180 bands, $28.00. 

FOR D. X. RECORDS NO W! 
Order these coils direct from us if your dealer hasn't them and start now for 
wonderful records.  Specify code or key numbers when ordering.  Or write 
at once for complete descriptive literature. 

AERO PRODUCTS, Inc. 
Dept. 16  1772 WILSON AVE., CHICAGO, ILL. 

AERO PARTS 
Transmitter coils (17 
to  50  meters,  Key 
2040C,  36  to  90 
meters,  Key  40800 
and 90 to 18)) meters, 
Key 9.01.8C) $4.00 ea. 
Antenna  Base,  Key 
PRI-300, $3.00 ea. 
Grid Coil Base, Key 
GRID-100,  $1.00  ea. 
Choke Coils. $1.50 ea. 



1̀?e' of 9X1:1-9EK 
ready to "take off' 
far another test of the 
airplane radio eel. 
07 you are inter-

  ested in the airplane 
radio tests. ask for 
a copy of Engineer-
ing Circular ¡Vo. 15.) 

OR years the Burgess Organiza-
em°  tions have been doing a great 
deal of experimental and research 
work looking toward the advance-
ment of radio art. The aircraft radio 
communication tests on high fre-
quency,  recently conducted  by 
9X1-I-9EK, while somewhat spec-
tacular brought out some hereto-
fore unknown phe-
nomena. All of this 
information as well 
as the results of 
many other experi-
ments of interest 

'Ask Any 

and value have been made avail-
able, in the form of Burgess Engi-
neering Circulars distributed freely, 
to those who are interested in ex-
perimentation. 

We feel that some of this work has 
resulted in real benefit to radio in 
general and to the radio amateur in 

particular and what-
ever measure of suc-
cess our work has 
had is a spur to re-
newed efforts along 
these lines. 

Radio Engineer" 

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY 
MADISON,  WISCONSIN_ 
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